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ABSTRACT 

The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Choruses—the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus 

(ASOC) and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chamber Chorus (ASOCC)—have become 

exemplars for the performance of choral-orchestral repertoire. Exhibiting the highest 

professional technique yet infused with the unqualified love and commitment of their volunteer 

members, the ASO Choruses are an enduring legacy of their founder, Robert Shaw. The purpose 

of this dissertation is to examine and formally document how the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra 

Choruses were formed, how they grew and flourished, and how they have continued to thrive 

under new artistic leadership. 

Robert Shaw founded the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chamber Chorus (ASOCC) in 1967 

followed by the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus (ASOC) in 1970 to perform choral-

orchestral masterworks with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra as a core component of its 

repertory. Shaw and his assistants employed specific organizational and musical systems to form 

and build the ASO Choruses. Shaw transformed these choruses into world-class ensembles 

through uncompromising discipline and a firm belief in the power of unison singing. The 

resulting unanimity—a hallmark of the ASO Choruses—was heard in every aspect of the sound 

of the ASO Choruses. This sound was characterized by warmth and roundness, exceedingly crisp 

diction, immaculate dynamic control, precision of pitch and metrics, and the smoothness and 

transparency of a chamber ensemble. 

Shaw worked tirelessly to develop a community of musicians and supporters that cared 

deeply about music and the Arts. The ASO Choruses, while auditioned, were volunteer 

ensembles in contrast with other notable symphony choruses, such as those of Chicago and San 

Francisco, which had a paid contingent of singers. The ASO Choruses were unique for having 

attained an extremely high level of excellence while remaining entirely volunteer. Chorus 

members committed substantial time and effort in support of their common love of music and 

excellence. 

The ASOC made its Carnegie Hall debut in 1976, and the ASO Choruses have returned there 

over twenty times. The ASOC made history on its international debut tour as part of the largest 

American performing arts organization to travel to Europe. More recently, the ASOC traveled to 
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Berlin in three different seasons to perform with the Berlin Philharmonic. The ASOC has a 

significant, award-winning discography of over fifty recordings, including nine Grammy Awards 

for Best Choral Performance. 

Today, the ASO Choruses continue to uphold the legacy established by their founder, Robert 

Shaw. Under the present leadership of Norman Mackenzie (Director of Choruses), Robert Spano 

(Music Director), and Donald Runnicles (Principal Guest Conductor), the Choruses have 

engaged in new ventures that combine various art forms in an expanding repertory, which 

includes numerous commissions and premieres. In so doing, the ASO Choruses honor the vision 

for which the Atlanta Memorial Arts Center was created. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

General Description of the Choruses and Their Accomplishments 

Context and Contrast 

The history of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Choruses is the story of building two 

exemplary ensembles. These ensembles have exhibited the highest professional technique and 

are sustained by the unqualified love and commitment of their volunteer members. Through 

dogged persistence and tireless enthusiasm for the possibilities of advancing the symphonic 

choral art, Robert Shaw and his associates built the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Choruses into 

world-class ensembles. The ASO Choruses have retained their essence and excellence to this 

day, providing an enduring legacy to the vision and hard work of their founder. Along the way, 

thousands of individuals have given countless hours and committed their energies in support and 

adoption of Shaw’s quest for artistic excellence in the choral art. 

Many symphony orchestras have their own affiliated choruses that were founded to perform 

masterworks for choir and orchestra. Notable American examples include the Chicago 

Symphony Chorus, the Cleveland Symphony Chorus, the Houston Symphony Chorus, the Saint 

Louis Symphony Chorus, and the San Francisco Symphony Chorus. The Atlanta Symphony 

Orchestra Choruses, consisting of the Atlanta Symphony Chamber Chorus (ASOCC) and the 

larger Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus (ASOC), were also created to perform with their 

parent organization, the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra. The Atlanta choruses, however, are 

unique for several reasons. First, the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra’s rise to national prominence 

went hand in hand with the success and achievements of the ASO Choruses. Second, the Atlanta 

Symphony Choruses are made up entirely of volunteer singers. The amateur nature of the 

ensemble contrasts with many other symphony choruses that have at least a core of professional 

singers. Third, works for chorus and orchestra have featured prominently in the programming of 

the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, almost since its inception. And finally, the ASO supports two 
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choruses: the Atlanta Symphony Chamber Chorus as well as the larger Atlanta Symphony 

Orchestra Chorus. 

Overview and Significant Achievements 

Choral music has accompanied and at times propelled the rise of the Atlanta Symphony 

Orchestra from its humble beginnings as a youth orchestra into an internationally recognized 

ensemble. An early attempt at forming an Atlanta Symphony Chorus continued for several years 

in the 1950s. After that time, the Choral Guild of Atlanta regularly performed choral-orchestral 

works with the ASO. Robert Shaw assumed the leadership of the ASO in 1967 and formed the 

Atlanta Symphony Chamber Chorus in the fall of that year to increase the choral offerings of the 

Orchestra. During the period from 1967 until the establishment of the 200-plus-voice Atlanta 

Symphony Orchestra Chorus in 1970, choral performances featured the Atlanta Symphony 

Chamber Chorus, the Atlanta Choral Guild, university choirs, select high school choruses, or 

some combination of these choral organizations. Both the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chamber 

Chorus and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus were—and still are—composed entirely of 

musicians who volunteer their time. 

The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Choruses have a long record of accomplishments. Since 

their Carnegie Hall debuts, the ASOC and ASOCC have continued to appear there regularly with 

the ASO as well as with the Orchestra of St. Luke’s. The ASOC accompanied the ASO on its 

first tour to Europe in 1988, creating the largest American performing arts group ever to travel to 

Europe; performances were held in East Berlin, Zürich, Ludwigsburg, Paris, Bristol, and 

London. In 2003, 2008, and 2009 the Chorus returned to Europe, giving highly-acclaimed 

performances with the Berlin Philharmonic of the requiems of Britten, Berlioz, and Brahms 

conducted by Donald Runnicles. Other significant engagements have included featured 

performances in the Kennedy Center for President Carter’s inaugural celebration and for the 

opening ceremonies of the 1996 centennial Olympic Games, which was broadcast worldwide. 

The ASOC has also appeared in national broadcasts of its annual Christmas Festival and of the 

Orchestra’s fiftieth anniversary celebration. The Chorus’s own twenty-fifth anniversary 

celebration was televised throughout the state of Georgia.  

The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Choruses have garnered awards and consistent praise for 

the high quality of their performances, including fourteen Grammy awards. Nine of these awards 

were for Best Choral Performance—a record equaled only by the Chicago Symphony Chorus—
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recognizing the importance of the ASO Chorus’s recording legacy with Telarc. In 1989, the ASO 

Chorus won the ASCAP Award for adventuresome programming of contemporary music. 

Following Robert Shaw’s death in 1999, Norman Mackenzie, longtime assistant to Shaw, 

became the Director of Choruses. The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Choruses under Mackenzie 

have maintained an active schedule and continue to record. Mackenzie led the ASOCC in their 

2005 debut solo recording consisting of a cappella works for chorus. The ASO Choruses have 

also appeared in music festivals at Ojai and Ravinia. In March of 2007, the Atlanta Symphony 

Orchestra and Chorus performed in Miami, FL, at the national convention of the American 

Choral Directors Association. Working with ASO Music Director Robert Spano and Principal 

Guest Conductor Donald Runnicles, Mackenzie has not only upheld Shaw’s legacy, but carried it 

forward into a new era of expanded possibilities for the ASO Choruses. 

General Musical Biography of Robert Shaw and Norman Mackenzie 

Brief Biography of Robert Shaw 

Robert Lawson Shaw had strong childhood influences that shaped his passions for music and 

the power of words, and his philosophies of The Arts. One of five siblings, Shaw was born in 

Red Bluff, California on April 30, 1916. His father, Shirley Richard Shaw, was a devout 

protestant preacher, and his mother Nellie Mae Lawson Shaw was a church musician and, 

herself, the daughter of a minister. Robert Shaw grew up singing in church with his family. He 

took piano lessons for a short while and played drums in his school band. Shaw also played 

football in high school and enjoyed surfing and swimming in the Pacific Ocean. By the time he 

left for college, Shaw was determined to become a preacher and continue the family tradition. 

Shaw attended Pomona College from 1934 to 1938, majoring in philosophy, religion, and 

English literature. There his ideas of religion and Christianity changed and expanded, moving 

him away from his parents’ conservative views. Shaw’s desire to become a preacher had begun 

to wane. Shaw continued the musical traditions of his youth by singing with the Pomona Glee 

Club. Shaw earned the respect and trust of his fellow ensemble members, his director, and the 

college administration. As a result, Shaw was asked to conduct the Glee Club during his junior 

year, when the regular director took a yearlong leave. When Shaw started working with Glee 

Club, he had minimal musical training that consisted of “several years in Pomona College Glee 
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club, a week or so of classes under John Finley Williamson at Occidental, a few piano and voice 

lessons, a semester of music theory, and an unusually musical family background.”1 

This leadership opportunity dramatically changed the direction of Shaw’s life. In the spring 

of 1937—Shaw’s junior year at Pomona—Fred Waring and the Pennsylvanians filmed scenes on 

campus for a Warner Brothers musical film, Varsity Show. All students on campus were extras in 

the film, and the Glee Club, then under Shaw’s direction, sang in the motion picture. Waring was 

impressed with Shaw’s work and offered the undergraduate a job as a professional musician. 

Shaw rejected Waring’s initial offer, as he was still intent on a career as a minister. At the end of 

Shaw’s senior year, however, he decided to accept Waring’s invitation and moved to New York 

City. Shaw started a glee club to sing on the radio along with Waring’s band, the 

Pennsylvanians. Shaw incorporated Waring’s “tone-syllable technique” and, in addition, 

emphasized shadow vowels in the Glee Club’s singing to make the text understandable on the 

radio.2 

In 1941, Shaw formed the Collegiate Chorale, a large, volunteer choir dedicated to 

performing serious choral music. The Collegiate Chorale also commissioned and premiered new 

works including Hindemith’s When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d: A Requiem for Those 

We Love. Soon Shaw became involved with the recording of choral and choral-orchestral works, 

a natural progression given his experiences with radio and directing the Collegiate Chorale—a 

large, mixed choir. Initially, Shaw prepared the RCA Victor Chorale to perform with the RCA 

Victor Orchestra for works led by other conductors, including Toscanini. In time, he conducted 

the RCA groups and eventually formed the Robert Shaw Chorale, a fully professional choir of 

around 32 voices. 

The Shaw Chorale—formed in 1948—quickly gained fame across the nation and around the 

world. The recordings of the Chorale were heard frequently on the radio. The Chorale and the 

accompanying Robert Shaw Orchestra embarked on extensive tours throughout United States, 

Europe, and South America. These tours were important as they allowed thousands of people 

across the U.S. to hear the great masterworks of Bach, Mozart, and Handel—often for the first 

time. 

                                                
1. Joseph A. Mussulman, Dear People . . . Robert Shaw, (Chapel Hill, NC: Hinshaw Music, 1996), 6 
2. Ibid. 
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In the beginning of his musical career, Shaw was conducting orchestras even though he 

lacked formal training as a conductor. He decided that he should concentrate on improving his 

orchestral conducting and sought out a job with primary responsibilities for an orchestra. He 

became the Music Director of the San Diego Symphony from 1953-1957. Then, George Szell 

asked Shaw to join the conducting staff of the Cleveland Orchestra and to form a symphony 

chorus. Shaw took the opportunity to work with and learn from Szell. He began in 1956 as 

Associate Conductor and Director of Choruses of the Cleveland Orchestra and stayed until 1967. 

Shaw founded the Cleveland Orchestra Chorus in 1956 on his arrival. Shaw conducted some of 

the choral-orchestral works with Cleveland Orchestra and Chorus. His primary role, though, was 

as an assistant orchestra conductor for Szell. From Szell, Shaw learned to respect the composer, 

prioritize matters of rhythm and tempo, and to cultivate a tireless work ethic. 

Shaw continued to tour and record with the Shaw Chorale during this time. He also helped to 

found and provide artistic leadership (with Julius Hereford) for the Alaska Festival of Music held 

in Anchorage. During the 1970s and 1980s, Shaw led summer workshops for more than a dozen 

years at Westminster Choir College. Through these workshops in Princeton, New Jersey, Shaw 

met both Nola Frink and Norman Mackenzie: two individuals who would become close 

associates during their work together with Shaw in Atlanta. 

Shaw became the Music Director of Atlanta Symphony Orchestra in 1967. The Robert Shaw 

Chorale ended soon thereafter, as Shaw was consumed with daunting challenges in Atlanta. He 

was committed to expanding the ASO in size and scope. He formed the Atlanta Symphony 

Chamber Chorus (later known as the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chamber Chorus) in 1967 and 

the large Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus in 1970. With these ensembles, Shaw made 

choral-orchestral repertoire an integral part of the ASO. Shaw survived struggles with 

management that lasted through most of the 1970s. He oversaw a dramatic period of growth for 

the ASO culminating in their historic 1988 European debut tour with the ASO and ASOC 

performing in six cities across five countries. Shaw continued to lead the ASO Choruses 

following his retirement as Music Director. He conducted almost all ASO performances 

involving choral works in his roles as Music Director Emeritus and Conductor Laureate and 

Director of Choruses. 

With reduced responsibilities at the ASO, Shaw undertook several important educational 

endeavors. Summer workshops in France and later in Georgia with the Robert Shaw Festival 
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Singers resulted in several notable recordings. He led annual, weeklong Carnegie Hall Choral 

Workshops during the 1990s, drawing choral professionals from across the United States. These 

workshops helped to launch Carnegie Hall’s series of Professional Training Workshops. Shaw 

formed the Robert Shaw Chamber Singers as a semi-professional offshoot of the ASOCC in 

1992. Shaw was in great demand as guest conductor of the choral-orchestra masterworks 

throughout his lifetime. As a result of his dedication and long career, Shaw received numerous 

awards including sixteen Grammys, over forty honorary degrees, the French government medal 

as Officier des Arts et des Lettres, induction as a member of the inaugural class into the 

American Classical Music Hall of Fame, and the Kennedy Center Honors. 

Shaw’s biography includes professional and personal challenges and successes. The familial 

values of his youth influenced his own personal relationships. Shaw married Maxine Shaw in 

1939 and with her, had four children. Following a divorce, he remarried an ASO supporter, 

Caroline Hitz, in 1973. Shaw gained a stepson from his new marriage and became a father again 

with the birth of his son Thomas. Family meant a great deal to Shaw, as it had to his mother and 

father. Shaw died of a stroke while attending his son Thomas’s senior project play at Yale on 

January 25, 1999. The Robert Shaw Archives are housed at the Irving S. Gilmore Music Library 

at Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut. 

Brief Biography of Norman Mackenzie 

Norman Mackenzie’s musical background developed from being surrounded with music in 

his childhood Philadelphia home. He had the ability to play by ear and that talent was recognized 

by his parents and nourished by teachers. At the age of twelve, Mackenzie debuted as a pianist 

with the Philadelphia Orchestra. In addition to his keyboard talents, Mackenzie enjoyed singing 

and listening to his mother’s recordings of the Robert Shaw Chorale. In hindsight, in seems that 

Mackenzie’s vocation had been pre-determined, almost prior to adolescence. 

During the period of his formal education, Mackenzie earned degrees from the University of 

the Arts in Philadelphia and Westminster Choir College. Mackenzie began his college studies as 

a piano principal, but he realized the solitary feelings he experienced practicing for hours at a 

time were not something he could imagine doing for the rest of his career. He became interested 

in church music and began studying organ and conducting. While a graduate student at 

Westminster Choir College, Mackenzie performed in the summer music festivals that Shaw had 

been invited to conduct, and that provided an opportunity for the two musicians to speak for the 
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first time. Shortly after their initial encounter, Mackenzie found himself considering a church 

music position in Atlanta, in part, due to Caroline and Robert Shaw’s interest in the recent 

graduate’s musical abilities.3 

Mackenzie began his life and musical career in Atlanta by accepting the position of Director 

of Music at Trinity Presbyterian Church; a position he has maintained to present date. At Trinity, 

Mackenzie directs a comprehensive music program that includes vocal and handbell ensembles. 

He also maintains two concert series associated with the church. In addition to his church 

responsibilities, Mackenzie is an active recitalist and clinician with the American Guild of 

Organists and the American Choral Directors Association. His organ performances have been 

featured on National Public Radio’s “Performance Today” and Minnesota Public Radio’s 

“Pipedreams” programs.  

Mackenzie’s initial work with Shaw and the ASO came in the form of an invitation to be the 

organist for a performance of the Saint-Saëns “Organ” Symphony.4 Following the success of that 

engagement, Mackenzie won an audition that would segue into a permanent role as princi 

keyboardist of the ASO. He would go on to accept a position as principal accompanist for the 

ASO Choruses, following the retirement of Marilyn Walthall. Mackenzie’s appointment to this 

new role would begin “an almost European style of apprenticeship”5 with Robert Shaw that 

would last more than a decade. 

While he began his association with the ASO Choruses as principal accompanist, Mackenzie 

gradually took on responsibilities associated with rehearsing the choruses. Mackenzie assumed 

the role of Assistant Conductor of Choruses following Ann Howard Jones’s departure in the late 

1990s. The transition into his current role originated in 1996, when he led the Robert Shaw 

Chamber Singers in a concert sponsored by Carnegie Hall, substituting for Shaw on short notice. 

Mackenzie again stepped in for Shaw to prepare the Carnegie Hall Festival Chorus for Charles 

Dutoit in 1999, when Shaw was unable to conduct. Following Shaw’s death in 1999, Mackenzie 

carefully considered his own future with the ASO Choruses. With the support of chorus 

members and ASO management, he made the move from Assistant Conductor to Director of 

Choruses, a position he began in the 2000-2001 season and continues today. 

                                                
3. Norman Mackenzie, Interview by Nick Jones, Trinity Presbyterian Church, Atlanta, 1 November 2005. 
4. Ibid. 
5. Ibid. 
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Purpose and Need for the Study 

The purpose of this dissertation is to examine and formally document how the Atlanta 

Symphony Orchestra Choruses were formed, how they grew and flourished, and how they have 

continued to thrive under new artistic leadership. Research questions that guided this project 

were: 

1. Why and under what circumstances were the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Choruses 

formed? 

2. What are the artistic and historical accomplishments of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra 

Choruses? 

3. How have the directors and members of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Choruses 

worked to achieve artistic excellence? 

4. Who are the people who played significant roles in the development, function, and 

growth of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Choruses? 

While much has been written on Robert Shaw, less has been written on the Atlanta 

Symphony Orchestra. Only brief histories of the ASO Choruses can be found; there is no 

detailed record of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Choruses to date. Such a history is needed to 

record the reasons for founding, the nature of the Choruses’ activities, their operating methods, 

their accomplishments, and the significance of their continuing contributions to the larger 

musical community. A retrospective of the Baltimore Symphony Chorus by Galletti and the 

much more extensive history of the Chicago Symphony Chorus by Livengood provided two 

models for the collection and documentation of evidence related to the history of the Atlanta 

Symphony Orchestra Choruses.6 

Various other authors have explored topics related to Shaw, the ASO, and its choruses. 

Robinson offered an assessment of Shaw’s lifetime of work and contributions to choral music in 

America, while Price investigated and analyzed the meticulous manner in which Shaw marked 

his scores, often creating his own editions for use with the ASOC.7 Brasher discussed the effects 

                                                
6. Barbara Galletti, A Baltimore Symphony Chorus Retrospective 1969-2002 (Timonium, MD: Barbara Galletti, 2003); 

Stanley G. Livengood, “A History of the Chicago Symphony Chorus, 1957-2000” (DMA diss., University of Oklahoma, 2001). 
7. Ray Robinson, “Robert Shaw: A Tribute,” Choral Journal 39, no. 8 (1999): 33, 83; Randall Scott Price, “Score Markings 

of Robert Shaw” (DMA diss., University of North Carolina at Greensboro, 2003). 
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of Shaw’s and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra’s activities on the educational and cultural 

climate of Atlanta.8 Past ASO President Allisson Vulgamore discussed the process used to select 

a new director of choruses in 1999.9 Mussulman’s biography focused primarily on Shaw’s life up 

through the mid 1970s, covering the period prior to his arrival in Atlanta through the founding 

and early years of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Choruses.10 There is very little direct 

discussion of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Choruses, however—only one to two pages in 

total. Blocker’s published collection of letters and other writings by Shaw was more 

comprehensive, spanning Shaw’s entire working career including the remainder of his time as 

ASOC director until his death in 1999.11 The Robert Shaw Papers12—housed in the Gilmore 

Music Library of Yale University—contain a substantial number of Shaw’s writings including 

personal and official correspondence, letters to choruses, speeches, and notes on program 

planning and musical topics; newspaper reviews of Shaw’s performances, newspaper articles on 

Shaw and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Choruses as well as program books, are also 

found in this archive. Finally, Burris’s more recent biography of Shaw covers Shaw’s entire 

lifetime including his three decades in Atlanta working with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra 

and Choruses.13 

Procedures, Delimitations, and Document Organization 

Procedures 

The development of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus and Chamber Chorus from 

their inception through the 2017 season was documented using the published histories of the 

Chicago Symphony Chorus and the Baltimore Symphony Chorus as models. Information found 

in the ASO archives and the Shaw Papers was used to preserve this history and to catalogue the 

concert programs, performances, and recordings of the ASO Choruses. Additional written 

                                                
8. Earlene Decker Brasher, “The Contributions of Robert Shaw and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra to the Cultural and 

Educational Climate of Atlanta” (PhD diss., University of Southern Mississippi, 1988). 
9. Allison Vulgamore, “Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus After Robert Shaw,” Voice of Chorus America, Fall 2002, 30. 
10. Joseph A. Mussulman, Dear People . . . Robert Shaw (Chapel Hill, NC: Hinshaw Music, 1996). 
11. Robert Blocker, ed., The Robert Shaw Reader (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2004). 
12. Robert Shaw Papers, MSS 86, Irving S. Gilmore Music Library, Yale University. 
13. Keith C Burris, Deep River: The Life and Music of Robert Shaw (Chicago: GIA Publications, 2013). 
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evidence including newspaper articles and reviews, and the two published biographies on Robert 

Shaw were consulted. 

Delimitations 

During his time leading the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Choruses, Robert Shaw was an 

active guest conductor and led many workshops, including those in France, Carnegie Hall, and at 

Westminster Choir College. There is no attempt to document those outside activities within the 

scope of this project. Furthermore, no attempt has been made to provide an in-depth record of the 

orchestral side of Shaw’s role with the ASO. This dissertation is primarily intended to document 

the founding, development, and continued success of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Choruses, 

using primary document sources, where available, within an academic context. 

Document Organization 

Chapter Two presents background context to understand the climate for symphonic choral 

music prior to Robert Shaw’s arrival in 1967. It documents an early attempt at forming an 

Atlanta Symphony Chorus. The closing section of the chapter explains what drew Shaw to 

become Music Director of the ASO. In total, this chapter aids in understanding why the ASO 

Choruses ultimately thrived. 

Chapter Three follows the formation of the ASO choruses from 1967 up to the ASOC’s 

emergence on the national stage marked by the 1976 Carnegie Hall debut and the 1977 Kennedy 

Center performance for Carter’s inauguration. It chronicles the growing pains experienced during 

this time of shifting leadership for the ASO Choruses. Important procedures and traditions are 

established during this time, notably the Christmas Festival, and these are recorded. Chapter Four 

continues to show the evolution of the Choruses culminating with the European tour. Recording 

projects played a significant role in this chapter of the ASO choruses’ development. Chapter Five 

shows how the ASO Choruses made their first transition to new leadership following’s Shaw’s 

retirement as Music Director. 

Chapter Six establishes the durability and lasting significance of one of Robert Shaw’s major 

legacies: the ASO Choruses. Following a transition period, the ASO Choruses have emerged 

stronger and more flexible, while remaining faithful to the important core principles established 

by their founder. The creative partnership of the current Director of Choruses, Norman 

Mackenzie, with ASO Music Director Robert Spano, and Principal Guest Conductor Donald 

Runnicles has resulted in further possibilities for the Choruses. The appendices contain complete 
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concert program listings by date and composer, the discography of the ASO Choruses, and a list 

of personnel associated with the ASO and ASO Choruses. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

THE ATLANTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA AND 

CHORAL MUSIC PRIOR TO 1967 

Formation of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra 

The Atlanta Youth Symphony 

Since the early 1900s, music lovers in Atlanta searched for ways to increase the city’s 

musical culture. They believed that Atlanta, the largest city in the Southeast, should have 

outstanding musical institutions and performance ensembles. Chief among these was a 

symphony orchestra. Music supporters tried unsuccessfully in 1910, 1918, 1924, and 1934 to 

establish a permanent symphony orchestra.1 Eventually their efforts paid off. In the fall of 1937, 

their efforts were rewarded. Anne Grace O’Callaghan organized and began rehearsals of the In-

And-About Atlanta Orchestra, which drew junior and senior high school students from the 

Atlanta area. O’Callaghan was the newly appointed Supervisor of Music for Atlanta’s high 

schools, and the orchestra was named in recognition of the In-And-About Music Club of Atlanta, 

an organization of area music educators. O’Callaghan formed this early ensemble to provide a 

counterpart to the existing All-State Band and Chorus, consequently. She also wanted to foster 

the development of orchestras of symphonic scale in the high schools of Atlanta and throughout 

the state of Georgia as none existed. Finally, she hoped that the In-And-About Atlanta Orchestra 

would lead to the creation of a permanent, professional orchestra.2 

From the outset, works for chorus and orchestra were included in the In-And-About Atlanta 

Orchestra concerts. The eighty-five-member ensemble gave its first performance on January 30, 

1938, conducted by Dr. Joseph Maddy. He had founded the National Music Camp at Interlochen, 

Michigan, and was a professor at the University of Michigan. The program included orchestral 

selections and a work for chorus directed by O’Callaghan and accompanied by the orchestra. The 

choral piece was Arthur Sullivan’s “The Lost Chord” and the vocal ensemble was made up of 

                                                
1. Alex Joiner Jr., “Maestro Dreams of Music Hall,” Atlanta Journal-Constitution, December 25, 1953. 
2. Patti McClure Tolbert, “Anne Grace O’Callaghan: Music Educator, Community Arts Advocate and Professional Leader” 

(DMA diss., University of Georgia, 1997), 34-35, 40. 
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students from four Atlanta high schools. The orchestra gave two additional performances in the 

first season, which took place during the academic calendar year.  

The orchestra began rehearsals for its second season in the fall of 1938, with the first concert 

held on February 9, 1939, also conducted by Dr. Maddy. A work for chorus and orchestra—the 

“Gloria” from Mozart’s Twelfth Mass—was again featured on the program. The Senior High 

Chorus, as the orchestra chorus was now called, included members from many of the area’s high 

schools, and was under the direction of O’Callaghan. The second season’s third concert also 

included the Senior High Chorus, directed by Haskell Boyter.3 He was a local music educator 

and the individual who would later organize and direct the first incarnation of the Atlanta 

Symphony Chorus. 

The In-And-About Orchestra was seen as a first step toward O’Callaghan’s goal of 

establishing a permanent symphony in Atlanta. The orchestra’s first five years all featured Dr. 

Maddy as a guest conductor. By the fifth year, students were coming from greater distances to 

participate, from places in Georgia such as Rome, Augusta, and Decatur, as well as from 

Chattanooga, Tennessee. During the sixth year, 1942-1943, local newspapers referred to an In-

And-About Atlanta Orchestra. The ensemble was officially identified, however, as the 

Southeastern High School Orchestra at a large festival event in 1943. 

The orchestra was one of the featured ensembles at the Southern Music Educators’ Wartime 

Institute, a joint meeting of three organizations: the Southern Conference of the Music 

Educators’ National Conference, the Georgia State Education Association, and the Georgia 

Congress of Parents and Teachers. A multi-ensemble concert on April 7, 1943, included the 

Southeastern High School Orchestra, combined school bands, and the All-City Junior and Senior 

High Chorus, directed by O’Callaghan. All 1400 of the performing students combined for the 

final number, “O God, Our Help in Ages Past.” Henry Sopkin conducted the Southeastern High 

School Orchestra at the Institute—the only occasion for which the In-And-About Atlanta 

orchestra was referred to using this name. 

For the 1943-1944 academic year, Sopkin—a noted conductor, composer, and music 

educator from Chicago—was invited back to conduct the In-And-About Atlanta Orchestra.4 The 

spring 1944 concert of the In-And-About Atlanta Orchestra proved to be an important step in the 

                                                
3. Tolbert, “Anne Grace O’Callaghan,” 37-42. 
4. Ibid., 43-44. 
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campaign to create an Atlanta symphony orchestra. O’Callaghan and Helen Knox Spain, 

president of the In-And-About Music Educator’s Club of Atlanta and music editor of the Atlanta 

Journal, sought additional support for the orchestra so that it could continue to grow. The 

Atlanta Music Club was a natural place to turn for assistance. Formed in 1915 by a small group 

of women, the purpose of the Club was the “promotion of musical culture in Atlanta.” With this 

in mind, O’Callaghan and Knox invited Josephine (Mrs. James O’Hear) Sanders, president of the 

Atlanta Music Club, to hear the orchestra.5 Mrs. Sanders was impressed and saw in the orchestra 

the nucleus required to form a professional symphony for Atlanta. She consulted with 

O’Callaghan, Marcia Weissgerber (head of the instrumental department at Girls’ High), and 

Frank Harrold (education chairman of the Atlanta Music Club), and formed a plan for the 

orchestra’s future. Her plan called for Miss Weissgerber to select and rehearse the orchestra and 

for Henry Sopkin to conduct the final three rehearsals and the concert. Sanders presented her 

plan to the Atlanta Music Club and they embraced it. In order to help the project succeed, the 

Atlanta Music Club approached community organizations for financial assistance. Ira Jarrell, 

President of the Atlanta Board of Education, aided in this effort and the result was that forty-

eight organizations and individuals became sponsors.6 

With community support secured, Weissgerber selected the members of the new Youth 

Symphony. The young artists included high school students, business girls, Army and Navy 

personnel, and University of Georgia and Georgia Tech students. They ranged in age from 

fifteen to twenty-five years old.7 Weissgerber rehearsed the one hundred members of the 

orchestra on Sunday afternoons beginning in the fall of 1944. The orchestra made its debut in a 

Sunday afternoon concert on, February 4, 1945. The second concert occurred in April and both 

were free to the public, who responded enthusiastically.8 Four thousand people attended each 

concert. Many thousands more heard the young orchestra on the radio as both concerts were 

recorded and rebroadcast over a local Atlanta radio station, WAGA.9 

                                                
5. “The Atlanta Music Club: 1915-1951,” concert program, 8 October 1951, Atlanta Music Club. 
6. Anne Arant McFarland, “The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra: The Sopkin Years (1945-1966)” (master’s thesis, University 

of Georgia, 1976), 3-4. Ann Arant McFarland was an occasional member of the orchestra and the wife of Patrick McFarland, 
English horn soloist and oboist. 

7. Carolyn Carter, “100 Youths to Play Here in Debut Concert Feb. 4,” Atlanta Constitution, January 20, 1945; Cecile 
Davis, “Youth Symphony Plans Concert; Artistry Shown,” Atlanta Constitution, January 22, 1945; There was, however, an 
eleven-year-old violinist publicized as the orchestra “baby.” McFarland, “The Sopkin Years,” 5. 

8. McFarland, “The Sopkin Years,” 6. 
9. Daniel Whitehead Hicky, As I Was Saying, Atlanta Constitution, December 9, 1945. 
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The success of the Youth Symphony’s first season convinced organizers that they should 

take the next step to ensure that the orchestra would become a permanent part of Atlanta’s 

cultural fabric. In the fall of 1945, they filed a petition with the Superior Court of Fulton County 

to charter an independent organization, the Atlanta Youth Symphony Guild, Inc. The application 

was granted on September 20. The last of the four objectives of the new corporation was “to 

provide a nucleus in a reasonable time for a professional civic orchestra of excellent quality, to 

be made up largely of local musicians developed through the efforts of this organization.”10 

Finally, Atlanta was well on its way to establishing a permanent, professional orchestra, thanks 

to the vision of those who not only created the Atlanta Youth Symphony and its predecessor (the 

In-And-About Atlanta Orchestra) but also secured sufficient support for the Youth Symphony’s 

operations and growth. 

The new organization needed a leader and the natural choice was the man who for three years 

had been coming to Atlanta to guest conduct, Henry Sopkin. He grew up in Chicago and studied 

piano and violin there at the American Conservatory. He chose to focus on the violin while also 

studying composition and orchestration. Sopkin joined the Conservatory faculty when he was 

twenty-one to teach conducting and orchestration. He also conducted the Woodrow Wilson City 

College of Chicago orchestra. Sopkin subscribed to the idea that the American public would 

soon prefer American conductors to the foreign ones that led most of the orchestras in the United 

States at the time. He proudly said that he was an American musician, by training, birth, and in 

name. In addition to his activities as a teacher and performing musician, Sopkin worked as an 

editor for Carl Fischer and had numerous (at least 200) arrangements for band and orchestra 

published.11 

Sopkin committed himself to his role as conductor of the newly independent Atlanta Youth 

Symphony. He left his teaching positions in Chicago and moved with his family to the South to 

devote himself fully to developing and building a respectable symphony in Atlanta. Atlanta 

music educator Marcia Weissgerber, who served as assistant conductor, assisted him. Together 

they led the orchestra through a successful second season that included the symphony’s first 

children’s concert, where 5,000 youths trudged through ice, sleet, and snow to attend.12 The 

                                                
10. “Application For and Order Granting Charter,” Fulton County (GA) Daily Report, September 21, 1945. 
11. Marguerite Bartholomew, “Brilliant Sopkin Named Youth Symphony Conductor,” Atlanta Constitution, October 7, 

1945; “Sopkin Arrives to Conduct Youth Symphony,” Atlanta Constitution, January 31, 1945. 
12. “The Atlanta Youth Symphony,” concert program, 24 February 1946, Atlanta Youth Symphony. 
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people of Atlanta, including children, had embraced the city’s new symphony orchestra and were 

eager to see it succeed. 

Name Change and Professionalization 

The founders of the Atlanta Youth Symphony hoped that this group of amateur musicians 

would eventually become Atlanta’s professional civic orchestra. They envisioned several 

avenues by which to accomplish this transformation. One of these was the formation of a local 

music conservatory to provide promising young musicians with the finest of teachers. The Guild, 

the Youth Symphony’s supporting organization, hoped to foster such a music conservatory in 

Atlanta. To this day, Atlanta still does not possess a true music conservatory, despite support for 

the idea from many individuals—including the ardent support of Robert Shaw. Like Shaw, 

Sopkin believed that amateurs could achieve musical excellence, declaring, “anyone with proper 

training can acquire background and experience.”13 In keeping with this idea, one way of training 

young instrumentalists that did come to fruition was a summer orchestral school. Sopkin 

believed that training amateurs was the best approach to build a symphony in Atlanta, and he 

was firmly committed to nurturing the ensemble and its musicians. 

The first summer orchestral school opened on June 10, 1946. Classes were held every 

weekday morning for eight weeks and included training in music fundamentals—theory, 

harmony, and sight-reading—as well as sectional and full ensemble rehearsals aimed at building 

orchestral repertoire. Members of Youth Symphony were automatically admitted, while other 

interested students were required to audition. The only charge for the entire session was a one-

dollar registration fee. Sopkin served as director of the school. Seventy-nine students attended 

the first year; a larger and more extensive orchestral school was planned for the following 

summer.14 

In the spring of 1946, the Atlanta Youth Symphony Guild started a campaign to attract 

additional financial support in order to realize its five-year plan of creating a professional 

orchestra. The goal was to raise $75,000 and find 10,000 new supporting members.15 Fifteen 

first-chair professional musicians joined the orchestra in the fall of 1946. These additional 

                                                
13. Clark Howell Jr., “Youth Symphony to Play First Concert on Sunday,” Atlanta Constitution, December 5, 1945. 
14. Helen Knox Spain, “Orchestral Training to Start Here June 10,” Atlanta Journal, June 2, 1946; “The Atlanta Youth 

Symphony,” bulletin, April 1947, Atlanta Music Club. 
15. “Youth Symphony Guild to Develop Professional City Orchestra,” Atlanta Constitution, March 14, 1946. 
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musicians helped to stabilize the ensemble’s roster.16 Another fifteen musicians were added in 

1947, followed by twenty more in the fall of 1948. By the 1950-51 season, the entire orchestra 

was professional, with members paid on a per service basis.17 

In January 1947, the term “Youth” was dropped from the name of the orchestra. This name 

changed followed the addition of first-chair professional musicians at the beginning of the season 

and reflected the increasing maturity of the ensemble. It was also another step in the plan to 

create a permanent, fully professional orchestra for the city. The orchestra played its first concert 

as the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra on January 26, 1947. Admission was charged for the first 

time starting in the fall with the 1947-48 season. The supporting and governing organization for 

the orchestra revised its charter in the summer of 1949 to reflect the evolution of the Symphony. 

Among other modifications, the organization’s name was officially changed to the Atlanta 

Symphony Guild, Inc.18 In a relatively short time, Atlanta’s orchestra supporters had succeeded 

in developing a fully professional symphony. This achievement was a direct result of the vision 

and commitment of the orchestra’s leaders and founders. 

Introduction of Choral Music into the Orchestra’s Programming 

First Choral Work Performed 

The orchestra’s December 22, 1946, Christmas program was originally intended to have a 

large chorus made up of the young people of Atlanta. What transpired instead was a program that 

featured a set of three sacred pieces sung by Beverly Wolff, an eighteen-year-old contralto who 

was on the verge of a successful singing career. A native of Atlanta, she was a member of the 

trumpet section of Atlanta Youth Symphony from the outset. The orchestra apparently performed 

the closing work—the “Hallelujah Chorus” from the Messiah—by itself. Maestro Sopkin then 

asked the audience to join in singing several carols that the orchestra played as encores.19 

                                                
16. Henry Sopkin, “Atlanta Youth Symphony Season 1946-47,” bulletin, October 1946, Atlanta Music Club. 
17. McFarland, “The Sopkin Years,” 17, 19, 25. 
18. Howell Jones, “Atlanta Symphony Delights 4,000 in its ‘Grown-Up’ Debut,” Atlanta Constitution, January 27, 1947; 

McFarland, “The Sopkin Years,” 13, 17; Tolbert, “Anne Grace O’Callaghan,” 50. 
19. Sopkin, bulletin, October 1946, Atlanta Music Club; Helen Knox Spain, “Largest Crowd Hears Youth Symphony Play,” 

Atlanta Journal, December 23, 1946; Helen Knox Spain, “Miss Wolff Soloist at Symphony Today,” Atlanta Journal, December 
22, 1946. 
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Two years later, in December 1948, the Choral Guild of Atlanta, directed by Haskell Boyter, 

joined the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra (ASO) to present Saint-Saëns’ Christmas Oratorio. This 

important occasion represented he first choral-orchestral work performed by a chorus with the 

orchestra.20 It was also the beginning of many years of collaboration between the Choral Guild of 

Atlanta and the ASO. 

1951 Messiah Performance 

During the next two years, the ASO included no choral works in its programming. Then, in 

the spring of 1951, the orchestra unveiled plans for a “gigantic choral-symphonic presentation”21 

of Handel’s Messiah on December 4 in the Municipal Auditorium. A chorus of 300 was 

envisioned along with four nationally known soloists. By this time, the ASO was a professional 

orchestra and was looking to build its reputation and audience. A planning committee of Atlanta 

music leaders worked to ensure the success of this first citywide production of a choral-

orchestral work. This committee included: Henry Sopkin, Haskell Boyter (director, Choral Guild 

of Atlanta), Joseph Ragan (dean, Georgia Chapter of the American Guild of Organists), Mrs. 

Walter B. Spivey (president, Atlanta Music Club), and Anne Grace O’Callaghan (supervisor of 

music, Atlanta High School System). Organizers envisioned a chorus of 300 using the Choral 

Guild as the nucleus. Selected high school student singers, church choir members, as well as 

other interested individuals chosen by audition augmented the Choral Guild to form the large 

chorus.22 

Boyter led Monday-evening rehearsals beginning in September in a local high school 

auditorium. He rehearsed the Choral Guild members, singers from church choirs, and other 

individuals not regularly associated with a chorus. Newspaper announcements proclaimed that 

the citywide chorus was open “to all men and women who have large or small voices.”23 

O’Callaghan rehearsed the high school singers. In November Sopkin brought all of the singers 

together for a month of rehearsals with the orchestra.24 

The December 4 concert was a success musically and financially. It was completely sold out, 

and an estimated 1,500 people had to be turned away. This performance marked the beginning of 

                                                
20. McFarland, “The Sopkin Years,” 19-20. 
21. Helen Knox Spain, “Sopkin Plans ‘Messiah’ on Grand Choral Scale,” Atlanta Journal-Constitution, May 6, 1951. 
22. Ibid. 
23. “First Rehearsal for ‘Messiah’ at Clark Howell,” Atlanta Journal-Constitution, September 9, 1951. 
24. McFarland, “The Sopkin Years,” 32; Howell Jones, “Atlanta Symphony, Chorus to Present ‘The Messiah’,” Atlanta 

Constitution, September 26, 1951. 
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the inclusion of a choral-orchestral work in every subsequent season of the Atlanta Symphony 

Orchestra. The final size of the Messiah chorus was even larger than the 300 voices originally 

planned. Between 350 and 400 singers filled the stage of Municipal Auditorium, including more 

than 100 high school students and singers from over 50 churches. The ninety-member ASO 

played from the pit. The soloists were soprano Nancy Carr, contralto Beatrice Krebs, tenor David 

Lloyd, and baritone Bruce Foote. Combined, these nearly 500 musicians performed parts I and II 

of the Messiah in their entirety.25 

Early Incarnation of the Atlanta Symphony Chorus in the 1950s 

Stirrings of a Symphony Chorus 

The success of the Messiah performance led to the announcement in the spring of 1952 that 

Mendelssohn’s grand oratorio, Elijah, would be presented with “large chorus and famed concert 

soloists” as part of the upcoming season.26 In October of 1952, Atlanta’s morning newspaper 

published an article— “Dec. 19 Parley to Map Symphonic Chorus”—that characterized the 

preparations for and the performance of Mendelssohn’s Elijah as a “step toward organization of 

a permanent Atlanta Symphony Chorus.” Boyter (director of the Atlanta Choral Guild) had been 

called in the previous year when doubts were raised about the feasibility of assembling and 

preparing a large chorus to perform Messiah with the orchestra. Boyter’s confidence and ability 

contributed to the success of the concert. Buoyed by this success and the extreme popularity of 

the performance, orchestra leaders scheduled another large, choral-orchestral program for the 

following season—the December 1952 Elijah performance. In preparation for this performance 

and looking toward the future, Boyter compiled a list of singers’ names and addresses that he 

hoped would form the foundation of the roster for a permanent symphony chorus.27 

As for the Messiah chorus in the previous year, members of various choirs joined together to 

form the chorus for Elijah. The 300-voice, citywide chorus was commonly referred to as being 

composed of members of the Choral Guild of Atlanta, The High School Chorus, the North 

                                                
25. Helen Knox Spain, “’Messiah’ Performance Thrills Sellout Crowd,” Atlanta Journal, December 5, 1951; Helen Knox 

Spain, “Sopkin, Choral Groups to Present ‘Messiah’,” Atlanta Journal-Constitution, December 2, 1951. 
26. Helen Knox Spain, “1,000 Symphony Guild Goal as Mrs. Grove Takes Helm,” Atlanta Journal-Constitution, May 18, 

1952. 
27. Paul Jones, “Dec. 19 Parley to Map Symphonic Chorus,” Atlanta Constitution, October 9, 1952. The date of the Elijah 

performance is incorrectly given as December 19 instead of the correct date of December 9. 
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Fulton High School Special Choir, and choir members of 39 churches of all denominations. The 

combined chorus, though large, was not well balanced, as the 245 women far outnumbered the 

55 men. The High School Chorus mentioned was similar to the one created in 1951 with students 

drawn from many schools and rehearsed by Anne Grace O’Callaghan. Boyter again rehearsed 

the adult members of the group on Monday nights in the auditorium of a local high school.28 

The concert garnered positive reviews. Sopkin led the orchestra and virtually the same 

quartet of soloists [SAT] as in the 1951 Messiah performance. Baritone Michael Rhodes, another 

New York singer, sang the role of Elijah and Atlanta soprano Frances Hughes sang the part of an 

angel.29 The comment of one reviewer, “yessir, we have hit the big time and Mister Robert Shaw 

might even take a tip or two, especially about the hiring of soloists,”30 while amusing in 

hindsight, is indicative of Shaw’s renown in America with regard to choral music. 

Printed references to an Atlanta Symphony Chorus appear beginning in 1953. The chorus 

that performed with the ASO was sometimes referred to as the Choral Guild of Atlanta and the 

Symphony Chorus. Most references, however, were usually to a single entity known as the 

Atlanta Symphony Chorus, regardless of the exact composition of the ensemble. The Atlanta 

Symphony Chorus used the Choral Guild as its nucleus and met on Monday evenings. At the 

beginning of the 1953-54 season Boyter hoped to increase the number of singers from 150 to 

250.31 Reduced membership numbers compared to the choruses of 1951 and 1952 (down from 

300-400) suggests that high school choruses were no longer involved. 

The ASO organized Symphony Week at the beginning of each season. It was a week 

dedicated to promoting the orchestra’s yearly offerings. It also provided an opportunity to 

highlight the choral performances planned for the season. In September 1953, Haskell Boyter—

the de facto director of the fledgling Atlanta Symphony Chorus—began rehearsing the chorus for 

the Verdi Requiem, which was to be performed at the close of the season. Soon though, Boyter 

and the chorus turned their attention to Messiah, which was scheduled for December. He wanted 

                                                
28. “Symphony, 300 Voices Give ‘Elijah’ Tuesday,” Atlanta Journal-Constitution, December 7, 1952; Yolande Gwin, “22 

Hours of Rehearsals for ‘Elijah’,” Atlanta Constitution, December 9, 1952; Helen Knox Spain, “’Elijah’ Performance Stirring 
and Beautiful,” Atlanta Journal, December 10, 1952; “Rehearsals for Elijah Start Monday Night,” Atlanta Journal-Constitution, 
September 7, 1952. 

29. Spain, “’Elijah’ Performance Stirring.” 
30. Eugenia Bridges Cordon, “Led by Superb Soloists, Symphony Hits Big Time,” Atlanta Constitution,  

December 10, 1952. 
31. Helen Knox Spain, “Choruses at Concert Tempo in Rehearsal for Series Here,” Atlanta Journal, September 22, 1953. 
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to increase the ensemble’s repertoire, and therefore Boyter also planned to rehearse other works 

not planned for the current season, such as Beethoven’s “Ninth Symphony.”32 

Brief Biography of Director Haskell Boyter 

Haskell Boyter was an ideal leader to form and direct a chorus for the ASO. He was born in 

1907 in Woodruff, South Carolina, as one of five children and the son of a Baptist minister. 

Music played a major part in his life from earliest childhood. He grew up hearing his father play 

the cornet and his uncle the tuba. Boyter knew he loved music, whether it was playing with his 

father’s cornet, singing alto in church and school musical performances, or playing the drums. 

As a teenager, he was the baritone soloist in cantatas and operettas and played the soprano 

saxophone in a high school saxophone quartet. Boyter wanted to make music his career. 

However, family and friends frequently discouraged him from doing this because of the 

perceived financial difficulties of a career as a musician. Nevertheless, he persisted, and despite 

switching his major temporarily to religious education, he graduated in 1930 from Furman 

University with a bachelor of music degree in 1930. Ten years later, he completed a master of 

music degree at the Eastman School of Music in Rochester, New York.33 

Boyter moved to Atlanta in 1933 to teach music and American history at Maddox Junior 

High School. He also worked as the baritone soloist at Druid Hills Baptist Church. Later, Boyter 

became the director of radio education for the Atlanta school system and the director of music at 

Druid Hills Presbyterian Church.34 In 1939, Boyter founded the Music Club Chorus, sponsored 

by the Atlanta Music Club. The ensemble disbanded during the Second World War, but was 

revived and reorganized in 1947 as the Choral Guild of Atlanta. Boyter was the permanent 

director and the Atlanta Music Club and the Atlanta Chapter of the American Guild of Organists 

were co-sponsors. In 1962, he retired from that role and assumed the position of director 

emeritus of the Choral Guild.35 He also directed the Atlanta Symphony Chorus, which was 

closely allied with the Choral Guild, during its existence in the 1950s. Boyter was married and 
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had three children. His wife, Mabel, was also a musician, playing the organ and piano and 

teaching music.36 

Atlanta Symphony Chorus Performances through 1956 

Symphony officials proposed in 1953 to make the Messiah performance an annual event.37 

Though Handel’s Messiah was performed often in subsequent years, there were years when 

works other than Messiah were performed on a symphony Christmas program. For example, 

Bach’s Cantata No. 142, “For unto us a child is born,” and Vaughn William’s “Fantasia on 

Christmas Carols” were the larger works on the 1954 Christmas program. Boyter was the 

baritone soloist for the Vaughn Williams and led the chorus in several other Christmas songs. 

The “Hallelujah Chorus” from the Messiah ended the concert.38 The December 1953, 1955, and 

1956 Messiah performances were similar to the ASO’s first Messiah presentation of 1951. All 

were very popular and only included the first two parts of the complete work. In 1953, however, 

the solo quartet consisted of local artists from Atlanta, rather than imported singers from New 

York. Boyter prepared the Atlanta Symphony Chorus of 250 voices and was also the baritone 

soloist in all three years (1953, 1955, and 1956).39 

Choral-orchestral works were grand events and therefore were programmed as  

the final concerts of the orchestra season. A performance of the Verdi Requiem in March 

1954 closed the season for the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra. Atlanta native, mezzo-soprano 

Beverly Wolff was one of the four soloists who performed with the orchestra and the Atlanta 

Symphony Chorus. She had played trumpet in the Atlanta Youth Symphony. A reviewer 

characterized the singing of the chorus as “full-throated and vibrant.”40 The following year, the 

tenth-anniversary season of the orchestra concluded with the presentation of a contemporary 

work, Honegger’s King David. Narrator Walter Abel joined soloists soprano Frances Richardson, 

contralto Beverly Wolff, and tenor John Moulson in the March 1955 performance. The Atlanta 

forces performed the work using an English translation of the original French. The newspaper 
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reviewer praised Sopkin and Boyter for programming a “distinguished contemporary work” and 

declared that despite its dissonance Atlantans received the piece well.41 

Cancelled Beethoven Symphony No. 9 and End of Atlanta Symphony Chorus 

The final concert of the orchestra’s 1956-57 season was also slated to be a choral-orchestral 

work—the first performance of Beethoven’s “Ninth Symphony” in Atlanta. This March 26, 1957 

concert with the Atlanta Symphony Chorus and soloists was announced in the spring of 1956 and 

confirmed during Symphony Week in September.42 A February 1957 newspaper announcement 

called for a “special informal rehearsal” of the Atlanta Symphony Chorus. Tentative plans for the 

rehearsal included working on “music scheduled for next year’s performances and on selections 

from past concerts and rehearsals,” as well as the presentation of organizational plans for the 

future. There was no mention of any upcoming performance of the “Ninth Symphony.” This 

suggests that the performance had already been cancelled. The announcement also contained a 

statement that the “chorus is open to anyone in the Atlanta area interested in choral music and 

performances with a musical group.”43 The performance of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 was 

apparently “cancelled because of production difficulties.” A concert featuring Howard Hanson’s 

“Romantic Symphony” conducted by the composer replaced it.44 

The season following the cancelled Beethoven Ninth, 1957-58, had no concert involving the 

Atlanta Symphony Chorus. The Messiah performance on December 14, 1958 was the next and 

final concert of the ensemble.45 It is unknown why the group ceased to exist. 

Choral-Orchestral Performances from 1958-1967 

Relationship with Choral Guild of Atlanta 

The Choral Guild of Atlanta was the first chorus to perform with the Atlanta Symphony 

Orchestra in 1948. Singers in the Choral Guild paid membership dues. The chorus also collected 

fees for public performances. The Choral Guild performed in various other concert settings in 
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addition to its performances with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, for which it was best known. 

Members elected officers who dealt with administrative details and oversaw the operation of the 

group.46 Its founder and director, Haskell Boyter, was a strong musical leader. In addition to 

being a talented conductor and artistic singer, he possessed the “personal qualities that inspire 

enthusiasm and loyalty.” These qualities were certainly necessary to inspire a group of amateurs 

organized as the Choral Guild was, primarily because its members loved to sing. The Choral 

Guild, according to Atlanta music critic Chappell White, had as it primary purpose the 

satisfaction gained by the performers, whereas most musical organizations existed to perform 

music for the benefit of an audience. Public performance provided a goal and offered a sense of 

accomplishment and pride. White called this “the true amateur approach—performance purely 

for the joy of making music.” He noted that American composer Virgil Thomson’s comments on 

amateur choruses provided an apt description of the nature of the Choral Guild: “‘Amateurs put 

passion into their work; they will rehearse indefinitely; they adore their conductor. They love the 

whole business. Indeed, there are few greater sources of lasting satisfaction than the practice of 

communal singing.’”47 Thompson’s comments could also be applied equally to the hundreds of 

Atlanta singers who would eventually rehearse and perform as part of the ASO choruses that 

were eventually founded by Robert Shaw, who also valued the love given by the amateur in 

music making. 

Perhaps it became more difficult to recruit and rehearse extra singers to augment the Choral 

Guild for works with the ASO, or perhaps the most interested singers were already members of 

the Choral Guild. For whatever reason, the Atlanta Symphony Chorus of the 1950s ceased to 

exist. There was still a need, however, for a chorus to perform the major choral-orchestral works 

with the ASO. The Choral Guild of Atlanta was the obvious choice and it did indeed become the 

primary chorus that performed choral-orchestral works with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra 

after the demise of first incarnation of Atlanta Symphony Chorus. The Choral Guild performed 

either one or two programs with the orchestra each season. These typically occurred around 

Christmas (or early in the new year) and at the end of the season in March or April. This 
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schedule undoubtedly was advantageous for the Choral Guild as it allowed sufficient rehearsal 

time to prepare each work. 

Many performance reviews of the chorus were positive.  The reviewer of a Brahms Requiem 

concert in 1960 captured the essence of the group: “For an amateur chorus, the Choral Guild 

need take a back seat to nobody. It’s not the Robert Shaw Chorale [a professional touring choir 

already known and revered through its performances in Atlanta], but it doesn’t pretend to be. The 

members sing well, and anything they lack in talent or training they more than make up for in 

enthusiasm and hard work.”48 The review of a 1964 concert of the Verdi Te Deum and 

Stravinsky Symphony of Psalms noted “as to the Guild itself, the richness of sound and diversity 

of repertoire of this company of 100-odd Atlanta citizens . . . never ceases to astound.”49 

On the other hand, the group showed its weaknesses on several occasions. The Choral 

Guild’s lack of projection was most problematic.  At times the Choral Guild did not have enough 

power to be clearly heard over the orchestra. This lack of vocal technique was especially true in 

acoustically challenging situations such as in the Tower Theatre where the chorus was quite far 

back on the stage. A review of the 1961 Messiah performance characterized the chorus as 

“pallid.”50 Fluctuations in the size of the Choral Guild must have also contributed to the group’s 

difficulty in projecting over the orchestra. Reports of the number of singers in the ensemble 

varied from 100 to 120 to 150 or even 200 members depending on the year and the work 

performed.51 A permanent symphony chorus would, in theory, be able to avoid such fluctuations 

in membership and thereby be a better companion for the ASO. For the time being, however, 

such a chorus remained a dream, with the realities of the Choral Guild the best alternative. 

Performance Venue Difficulties and Changes 

The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra performed in the very large Municipal Auditorium 

beginning with its early concerts as the Atlanta Youth Symphony in 1945. Initially, the size of 

the hall was a positive attribute as large crowds could attend each concert. As the orchestra grew 

and matured, however, it needed a different type of hall. The orchestra’s concert hall situation 
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and the solution Sopkin sought were described in a December 1953 Symphony magazine article 

on the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra. 

Within the next several years, Mr. Sopkin hopes to realize his most ambitious dream: the 
building of an air-conditioned acoustically perfect Symphony Hall seating 2,500, with 
adequate parking facilities. Concerts are now booked at the Atlanta Municipal 
Auditorium. Although the Atlanta Symphony has been very grateful for the use of the 
Municipal Auditorium, this hall, which seats 5,000 people, was not designed acoustically 
for music-making. Also, in scheduling concerts and rehearsals, Sopkin must compete 
with conventions, wrestling matches, cat and dog shows, and similar activities. Since his 
tenacity has prevailed over all obstacles in the past, the musicians and music lovers of 
Atlanta feel certain that his dream will become a reality.52 

Rehearsals were often held elsewhere, in as many as three different locations, due to the heavy 

use of the Municipal Auditorium.53 This arrangement, while necessary, was far from ideal as 

equipment had to be carted to and set-up in each location. Furthermore, each rehearsal space had 

a different acoustic. The constant change of acoustical space prevented the ensembles from 

developing a consistent sense of balance and tone. 

Sopkin saw several benefits to a smaller hall. Chiefly, audience members would be in closer 

contact with the musicians. A smaller hall would also allow the orchestra to play more often, 

repeating programs on multiple nights, and to offer more varied programs. More concerts would 

require higher salaries for the musicians, and the higher salaries would attract excellent players 

from other cities. Thus, Sopkin saw a new, smaller hall as an important step in the orchestra’s 

continued growth and development. The prime hindrance to Sopkin’s dream, in 1953 and in the 

following years, was finding funding for the project.54 

With no plans for a new hall forthcoming, the ASO needed another solution. The orchestra 

performed a trial concert in the Tower Theatre on January 28, 1956, and was quite pleased with 

the improvement in acoustics verses the Municipal Auditorium. As a result, they moved the 

following season of concerts, 1957-58, to the Tower Theatre.55 Due to the smaller size (1,850 

seats) of the hall, each subscription concert was given twice, generally on Thursday and Friday 

evenings.  Two advantages of the Tower Theatre were the excellent sight lines and the relatively 

close proximity of the seats to the stage. Reviews of several concerts made note of the acoustical 
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challenges the Tower Theatre presented for the chorus, however, in works with the orchestra. A 

review of the Brahms Requiem performance in 1960 noted the difficult acoustical arrangement, 

which placed the chorus at the back of the Tower Theatre’s deep narrow stage.56 This placement 

caused the choral sound to seem far away and at times covered, a situation aptly described in a 

review of Handel’s Messiah in 1961: “the alto members of the chorus sounded as though they 

were locked inside Handel’s tomb; sopranos sounded like they were under it.”57 

Sopkin still believed that a new hall was on the horizon. In the beginning of 1961, he 

predicted that by 1964—the Symphony’s twentieth season—the orchestra would have such a 

venue in which to rehearse and play. He also predicted the lengthening of the season (then at 

twenty-two weeks), the growth of the orchestra from 80 to 100 musicians, and the addition of 

more series of programs to the symphony’s offerings.58  All of these things did happen, though 

not during Sopkin’s tenure. 

In light of these hopes for expansion and for the future, the turn of events in 1962 was 

extremely disappointing and disheartening. In a surprise announcement in January of 1962, 

patrons learned that the Tower Theatre had been sold; the next year it became Cinerama. In May, 

a group of art lovers—including 106 Atlantans—went on a month-long trip sponsored by the 

Atlanta Art Association to visit the art treasures of Europe, with a special emphasis on the 

Louvre. On June 3, 1962, the chartered plane carrying the 121 members of the group was 

scheduled to return to Atlanta. It crashed on takeoff from Orly Field in Paris, France, killing all 

onboard except for two crewmembers. This tragedy was an especially devastating incident for 

the arts community as many of the city’s arts leaders were part of the tour group. Finally, in the 

fall of 1962, a large city bond issue was defeated. This action eliminated any hope for a 

publically funded arts center.59 

The symphony management had little choice but to return to the Municipal Auditorium in the 

fall of 1962 due to the closing of the Tower Theatre. The Junior League presented the ASO with 

an acoustical shell as a memorial to thirteen of its members who died in the Paris plane crash. 60 

The new shell must have improved the acoustics of the “barn,” as the Municipal Auditorium was 
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known. Still, it did not obviate the need for a new, smaller hall dedicated to the symphony’s use 

in performance and especially for rehearsals. 

The tragic loss in 1962 of so many leaders of the city’s arts community prompted a new idea: 

to create an arts center as a memorial to those who died. A new organization called the Atlanta 

Arts Alliance was formed in 1964 by combining into a single corporation the Atlanta Symphony 

Orchestra, the High Museum of Art, and the Atlanta College of Art. This venture was buoyed by 

a large, anonymous gift towards the construction of a new cultural center. The four-million-

dollar pledge was contingent on the raising of an additional two million dollars from the general 

public.61 

Christmas Programs 

Rather than another standard performance of the Messiah, the orchestra presented a program 

titled a “Christmas Choral Concert” in 1959, which was performed only once on Sunday 

afternoon, December 6. The orchestra opened the concert with seasonal instrumental favorites 

before the 100-voice Choral Guild of Atlanta joined them for the duration of the evening. 

Haskell Boyter was the soloist for Vaughn Williams’ “Fantasia on Christmas Carols,” which was 

followed by choruses from the Christmas section of the Messiah and the “Hallelujah Chorus.” 

The evening ended with a carol fantasy arranged specially for this concert by Sopkin.62 

Sopkin decided to present all three vocal concerts in the 1960-61 season (works by Berlioz, 

Brahms, and Mendelssohn) in English translation, rather than in the original languages. He 

hoped that this practice would be followed in the future, justifying it by saying that while in 

many cases music may be a universal language, the same could not be said about languages such 

as French, German, or Italian. Sopkin sought to “make all aspects of our performances 

intelligible to our audience.” The performances of “The Christ Child” on December 15 and 16, 

1960, used a new translation of L’Enfance du Christ by Martha W. England of Queens College, 

New York.63 
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The Messiah performance on December 14, 1963—in contrast with the performances on 

December 14 and 15, 1961,64 as well as those in previous years—included movements from the 

third part of the oratorio, the “Easter” section. The concert was still restricted to the “standard 

two-hour length,” meaning that cuts were still made.65 Sopkin loved the work, calling it 

“tremendous music,” and indicating again his desire to present it on a regular basis, “about once 

every two years.”66 Sopkin attached special significance to the Messiah and to its inclusion in the 

programming of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, “We get a different kind of audience for 

concerts like this. A lot of season ticket holders have heard us do ‘The Messiah’ a couple of 

times and give their tickets to people who don’t ordinarily come to concerts. I would say we get 

a 90 percent new audience, which makes it a very exciting and challenging performance. ’The 

Messiah’ led us to do all the other choral works we’ve done, such as the Brahms, Berlioz and 

Verdi Requiems, and Walton’s ‘Belshazzar’s Feast’ that we did last year.”67 The success of the 

early Messiah performances in 1951 and 1953 laid the foundation for incorporating choral-

orchestral works into the orchestra’s repertoire and yearly offerings. The overwhelming 

popularity of the work provided a valuable avenue to attract new audiences to the Symphony. 

Soloists for these Messiah performances, as was the case with all except the first 

performance of the work with the ASO in 1951, were from the greater Atlanta area. In 1963, 

Haskell Boyter again was the bass soloist—his fourth time. The soprano soloist came from a 

rather unexpected source—the violin section of the orchestra—and was discovered by Sopkin 

during a party when her voice teacher mentioned her abilities to him. A subsequent audition by 

Barbara Zeinemann for Sopkin confirmed her singing talent. Reportedly, Sopkin was “so 

impressed that he signed her immediately for the ‘Messiah.’”68 Making her first appearance as a 

singer, Sopkin noted that while she was an excellent violinist, she “’sings even better than she 

plays violin.’”69 
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End of Season Concerts 

Atlanta audiences developed an affinity toward choral-orchestral performances, even prior to 

the establishment of the ASOC and the ASOCC. Starting in 1954 with the performance of the 

Verdi Requiem, there was a trend towards ending the subscription season of the orchestra with a 

concert that included a choral-orchestral work. The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra’s first year in 

the Tower Theatre closed with a program that coincided with Holy Week and Passover. In its 

first appearance with the orchestra, the Emory University Chorus, trained by Robert Smith, 

performed the Schubert Mass in G major. The second half of these concerts, which were held on 

March 27 and 28, 1958, featured the Choral Guild of Atlanta with soloist Haskell Boyter as the 

cantor in Bloch’s Avodath Hakodesh (Sacred Service).70 The Vivaldi Gloria formed the second 

half of the pair of concerts on March 19 and 20, 1959, featuring singers Lois Marshall and 

Beverly Wolff with the Choral Guild.71  

Audience support of the ASO continued to grow through the 1960s. Before the performances 

of the Brahms Requiem on March 17 and 18, 1960, orchestra manager William Herring 

announced that the 1959-60 season had the highest total concert attendance to date. The soloists 

were the husband and wife duo of soprano Irene Callaway and bass-baritone Peter Harrower.72 

Over the coming years, they would perform on numerous occasions with the orchestra. The 

Choral Guild again joined the symphony to end the season on April 6 and 7, 1961, this time with 

Mendelssohn’s Elijah, sung in English. Notable among the soloists was Shanghai bass-baritone 

Yi-Kwei Sze, singing the role of Elijah and billed as “the first Chinese musician to achieve a 

concert and operatic career in the United States.”73 The end-of-season concerts on April 5 and 6, 

1962, were the final concerts the orchestra performed in the Tower Theatre. The program 

included Hanson’s Cherubic Hymn and Bloch’s Sacred Service, which featured Haskell Boyter 

as the baritone soloist in the role of the Cantor. These concerts also marked the end of Boyter’s 

tenure as director of the Choral Guild of Atlanta.74 

The ASO returned to Municipal Auditorium in early 1963, which approximately doubled the 

seating capacity of the organization’s performance venue. Urged to do so by the Choral Guild 
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(with then new director Don Robinson),75 the ASO presented William Walton’s Belshazzar’s 

Feast on April 1, 1963. Crediting both the exciting nature of the work itself and the superb 

conducting of assistant conductor Robert Mann—substituting for an ailing Sopkin—in bringing 

unity and clarity to the performance, one reviewer described the resulting effect as one that “all 

but picked up the audience, slammed it against walls and floors, tossed it to the ceiling and never 

let it catch its collective breath.”76 Joining the ASO and the Choral Guild, were the Georgia State 

Brass Ensemble and bass soloist Peter Harrower. 

Sopkin and the Atlanta Arts Alliance announced his retirement in May 1965, effective at the 

conclusion of Sopkin’s contract the following year.77 At the time of his retirement, his 21-year 

tenure was the second longest in the United States, bested only by the 28-year tenure of Eugene 

Ormandy with the Philadelphia Orchestra.78 Sopkin’s final concert with the Atlanta Symphony 

Orchestra took place in April 1966. The program consisted of Brahms’ Alto Rhapsody and the 

Atlanta premiere of Mahler’s “Resurrection Symphony” (Symphony No. 2 in C Minor). Mezzo-

soprano Mildred Miller, a principal artist at the Metropolitan Opera, and soprano Irene Callaway 

were the soloists. The chorus was the Choral Guild of Atlanta under the direction of Don 

Robinson. Prior to the concert, the Choral Guild presented Sopkin with a framed original letter of 

Gustav Mahler to a friend, in appreciation of the Guild’s nearly two decades of collaboration 

with him. Sopkin addressed the near-capacity audience after their extended ovation of gratitude, 

saying: “Old conductors don’t just fade away. …You have to shoot them to get rid of them. So I 

shall simply leave. But I won’t say goodbye; just so long until the next time.”79 Sopkin’s 

determination and tireless work ethic provided the needed foundation for the ASO. He also 

paved the way for a new dynamic leader to take the helm and continue the ASO’s transformation 

from an amateur youth orchestra to a high-caliber full-time professional symphony and a major 

cultural gem in the largest metropolitan area in the Southeast. 

Other Concerts 

In addition to programs that concluded each performing season, the artistic leaders of the 

ASO programmed a small number of other choral-orchestral concerts during the early 1960s. On 
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a February 1961 program, a small chorus drawn from the Emory Glee Club and Emory Women’s 

Chorale performed Brahms’ “Love-Song Waltzes” with the duo-pianists Vronsky and Babin who 

were appearing with the symphony to play Vaughn Williams’s Concerto for Two Pianos and 

Orchestra in C Major.80 Henry Drinker and R. S. Beckwith—the director of the Emory 

choruses—prepared the English version of the Liebeslieder Waltzes used in these 

performances.81 A mid-February concert (February 13, 1964) was made up entirely of works 

new to the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, including two works with Chorus: Verdi’s Te Deum, 

and Stravinsky’s Symphony of Psalms. The Symphony’s assistant conductor Robert Mann 

conducted and the Choral Guild of Atlanta, now in its second year under the direction of Donald 

C. Robinson, was the chorus. Robinson, originally from Gastonia, N.C., attended Boys’ High 

School in Atlanta before studying history at the University of North Carolina and then receiving 

a Master of Music degree from the University of Michigan.82 

Robert Shaw was introduced to the ASO in a mid-season concert that took place in the spring 

of 1965. The program featured the Mozart Requiem with the Choral Guild of Atlanta. Following 

that performance, there were only two additional choral-orchestral programs, prior to what would 

be Shaw’s permanent position with the orchestra. First, the Choral Guild and ASO presented the 

Poulenc Gloria with soprano Irene Callaway on March 23, 1965.83 Second, Associate Conductor 

Robert Mann led soprano Sylvia Khatchadourian, baritone Richard Allen, the Choral Guild of 

Atlanta and the ASO in a performance of the Brahms German Requiem on March 21, 1967. The 

Brahms was the last choral work performed before Shaw’s arrival that fall. 

Robert Shaw Becomes Music Director of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra 

Appearances in Atlanta with Shaw Chorale 

Prior to his appointment as Music Director of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra in 1966, 

Robert Shaw was already familiar to Atlanta audiences. The very first tour of the Robert Shaw 

Chorale included a stop in Atlanta on October 27, 1948 under the auspices of the Atlanta Music 
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Club. Over the next nearly two decades, Shaw and his Chorale performed in Atlanta eight more 

times as part of the Atlanta Music Club’s All Star Concert Series or on the Flora Candler Series 

at Emory University.84 By the time that Shaw guest conducted the ASO in 1965, he was already 

well known to Atlanta music lovers. In addition to these live concerts, they had heard Shaw’s 

groups on the radio and listened to his records for many years. Robert Shaw led the final 

appearance of the of RSC in Atlanta—a full-length Handel Messiah performance on April 9, 

1966—not only as the group’s founder and conductor but also as the ASO music director-

designate. Shaw’s fame made him an attractive choice to lead the ASO for both Atlanta musical 

audiences and symphony leaders. 

Shaw’s Guest Conducting Appearance with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra 

Leslie White, manager of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, raised the possibility of Shaw 

guest conducting the ASO in the early 1960s. White contacted Walter Gould, Shaw’s agent at 

Columbia Artists Management in New York City, during the winter of 1962-63, to inquire when 

Shaw might be available. White hoped that Shaw would agree to conduct at least one work with 

chorus (the Choral Guild of Atlanta) and the remainder of the program with orchestra alone. 

Shaw’s lack of a firm commitment did not deter White. In a November 1963 follow-up letter to 

Gould, he reiterated his interest in having Shaw guest conduct the ASO. White asked Gould to 

investigate the possibility of engaging Shaw during the 1964-65 season and provided a list of 

potential dates. He also noted how much of a favorite Shaw was with the Atlanta audiences.85 

Gould advised Shaw that he could secure a good fee, but that he could not guarantee the musical 

caliber of the orchestra. By the end of 1963, Shaw had agreed to guest conduct the ASO on 

January 19, 1965 for a fee of $2,500. He signed the written contract on January 22, 1964.86 

Shaw had the opportunity to select the repertoire and craft a rehearsal schedule that he felt 

would lead to the highest caliber musical performance. Finalizing the concert program and 

rehearsal schedule, however, proved to be rather difficult. The first challenge was 

communicating with Shaw given his ever-busy schedule that included frequent travel. In 

December 1963, White forwarded Shaw a list of repertoire that the Choral Guild of Atlanta had 
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performed with the ASO as well as a recording those forces had made of Vivaldi’s Gloria. This 

list gave Shaw a glimpse into the capabilities of the Choral Guild and the ASO. Shaw’s first 

choice was to perform Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis. The date of the concert, however, posed 

another challenge. Don Robinson, director of the Choral Guild of Atlanta, felt it would be 

difficult to manage the Beethoven as the January performance date fell directly after the holiday 

season. December rehearsals were not always that productive as many of the choristers were 

church musicians and did not always attend rehearsals consistently during that month. White 

wrote to Shaw in April of 1964 prodding him to decide on the program so that details of the 

concert could be included in printed promotional material for the upcoming season. Robinson 

had suggested two alternate works for Shaw’s consideration: Bach Magnificat in D and Mozart 

Requiem. White reminded Shaw, however, that he was free to choose other choral works.87  

Written correspondence delivered via the postal service proved ineffective if the recipient 

was away when the mail arrived. At the end of April 1964, Shaw was already preparing to tour 

South America with his Chorale and therefore did not receive White’s letter. By the end of May, 

members of the Choral Guild were getting anxious to learn what they would be singing. With no 

word from Shaw—who was out of the country—and the season about to begin, White wrote to 

Shaw’s agent again in August and offered two additional repertoire suggestions from the Choral 

Guild: Poulenc Gloria and Bach “Sleepers Wake!” Shaw felt pressured to decide on the 

repertoire. Wanting to choose pieces in keeping with Atlanta’s wishes, he settled on a coupling 

of Poulenc’s Gloria with Mozart’s Requiem. Shaw’s agent, Walter Gould, and Don Robinson 

agreed to this exclusively choral-orchestral program when White was out of town. While White 

accepted this program, he also indicated his disappointment that it did not include any purely 

orchestral works. In response, Shaw proposed performing Hindemith’s Mathis der Maler on the 

first half of the concert and Mozart’s Requiem after intermission, noting that it represented “a 

very happy coupling of contemporary and classical masterpieces.” White and the folks in Atlanta 

were quite pleased with these final choices, even though it had taken until mid-September to 

agree on the concert program.88 
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While he was trying to finalize the program with Shaw, White was also working to devise a 

rehearsal schedule that suited the ASO, the Choral Guild, and Shaw. Juggling these individual 

and group schedules was rather tricky as each had very specific availability. White gave Shaw 

the freedom to shape the rehearsal schedule, provided it conformed to the restrictions in place in 

the ASO contract. To allow for maximum musical potential, Shaw asked for a rehearsal on the 

morning of the performance and requested that individual rehearsals be split between the Mozart 

and Hindemith. White responded by including the portion of the orchestra contract that dealt 

with the availability of musicians. Namely, weekday rehearsals had to start at 4 p.m. or later and 

Sunday rehearsals could only be between 1 and 5 p.m. These restrictions were due to the fact that 

most orchestra members held other jobs during regular weekday business hours and many had 

commitments on Sunday morning. Morning rehearsals were only permissible on Saturday, thus 

precluding a final rehearsal on the morning of the Tuesday concert. Given these contractual 

restraints, it was fairly obvious that the ASO was still a part-time orchestra. The Choral Guild 

had restrictions, too. They rehearsed on Monday evenings, which coincided with Shaw’s 

rehearsals with the Cleveland Orchestra Chorus. The only alternative for a rehearsal with the 

Choral Guild was on weekends. Finally, Shaw had a recording in New York that was scheduled 

for one week before the concert. After all of the back and forth, Shaw agreed to come to Atlanta 

ten days before the performance for weekend rehearsals with the Choral Guild of Atlanta. He 

attended a Saturday evening regular subscription concert of the ASO at the invitation of White. 

This concert preview gave Shaw a chance to hear the ASO in performance before his first 

rehearsal with them. Shaw then went to New York for several days of recording before returning 

to Atlanta for a series of rehearsals leading up to the performance.89 

As director of the Choral Guild of Atlanta, Don Robinson wrote to Shaw following the 

weekend choral rehearsals to thank Shaw on behalf of the chorus. Adding a personal note, 

Robinson remarked, “It is through inspiring occasions such as this that I become more aware of 

my shortcomings and welcome opportunities of this type to better prepare myself 

professionally.”90 Shaw’s initial visit must have been somewhat jolting for both the Choral Guild 
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and its conductor as Shaw’s attention to detail and his demands for discipline and precision were 

finally experienced firsthand. 

Various constituencies vied for Shaw’s attention during his time in Atlanta. Local choral 

directors expressed an interest in attending Shaw’s rehearsals. Shaw not only consented to their 

presence, but also proposed and held a mini-clinic with them. Seventy-five public school 

teachers attended the Saturday rehearsal with the Choral Guild, and Shaw stayed afterwards for 

an hour-long question and answer session with them. The publicity committee for the proposed 

new cultural center wrote to Shaw asking for his support of the new center and for any positive 

mention of their efforts during his publicity interviews. It went without saying that Shaw would 

spend time with his close friend Charlie Yates and his wife, as he had on his previous visits to 

Atlanta with the Robert Shaw Chorale. Yates again entertained Shaw and his wife Maxine at 

their home.91 

Shaw’s rehearsal activities and the performance itself were both well received by the citizens 

of Atlanta. Yates relayed to Shaw that patrons of the ASO and orchestra members alike had been 

inspired by his work on and off the podium. Emory University professor Chappell White gave a 

very favorable review of the concert. And Shaw himself expressed “great delight” in working 

with the ASO and Atlanta Choral Guild.92 

Negotiations with Shaw and Announcement of His Appointment as Music Director 

One of the most influential players in securing Shaw as the next ASO Music Director was 

Charles Yates. He was an amateur British golf champion taught by Bobby Jones. Yates played at 

the first eleven Masters tournaments. Yates knew of Shaw from the time when they both lived in 

New York. Fred Waring introduced the two men in 1938.  

Yates had met Shaw in 1938 while visiting his golfing buddy, Fred Waring, in New 
York. Not long afterward, Waring and Yates, along with their mutual friend Sam Sneed, 
the golf pro, invited Shaw to join them on Waring’s private course at his estate, Shawnee-
on-Delaware, Pennsylvania. Shaw had never played the game before, but with cheerful 
disregard for the caliber of the company he was keeping, he accepted. Unable to borrow a 
pair of cleated shoes that fit him, he played in his bare feet so as to get a firm grip on the 
turf with his toes. He broke 100 on the first round.93 
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Yates relocated to Atlanta as a vice-president of a large railroad company and eventually also 

became President of the ASO. His friendship with Shaw endured and Yates often wrote to Shaw 

with updates from Atlanta. He kept Shaw apprised of plans for the new cultural center and 

sought his advice as to adequacy of the size of the proposed 1900-seat concert hall. Yates was 

thrilled that Shaw was coming to Atlanta to guest conduct the ASO and Choral Guild. From a 

September 1964 letter his enthusiasm is evident: “We can hardly wait for the day to come when 

you will appear on the scene.” As president of the ASO Yates was thinking about the future of 

the organization, not only with regard to its facilities and operations but also with respect to its 

musical leadership. Conductor Henry Sopkin had founded and led the orchestra for twenty years 

and Yates knew that a new chapter for the ASO was on the horizon. He was eager for Shaw to 

demonstrate his talents in Atlanta, especially the orchestral skills Shaw had recently honed 

during his work with George Szell, Music Director of the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra.94 

In 1964, Shaw agreed to a new two-year contract as Associate Conductor of the Cleveland 

Orchestra for the 1964-65 and 1965-66 seasons. As part of his contractual obligations, Shaw 

served as Conductor of the Cleveland Orchestra choruses and was responsible for their operation. 

The contract provided for six weeks of absence per year.95 By the fall of 1964, the relationship 

between Shaw and Szell—a very intense, driven and brilliant yet extremely critical and often 

verbally abusive conductor—had deteriorated. Shaw contacted Frank E. Joseph, president of the 

Musical Arts Association (parent organization of the Cleveland Orchestra), to request an “early 

and suitable termination” of his contract. Shaw saw no benefit in remaining in a worsening 

situation, observing that “when the principals to a contract are frequently and persistently 

discomfited, only more serious harm can result by its continuance.”96 Shaw contacted Joseph 

before the beginning of the 1964-65 season in the hopes that the situation could be dealt with 

promptly, quietly, and with as little disruption to musical activities as possible. In the end, Shaw 

did not leave his Cleveland post prematurely. Instead, he renegotiated the second year of his 

current contract to acquire additional weeks of leave (nine instead of six) in exchange for a slight 

reduction in salary. He also agreed to a one-year extension of the contract. He signed this new 
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two-year contract in March 1965 covering the 1965-66 and 1966-67 seasons. Shaw had thus 

committed himself to staying in Cleveland until the fall of 1967.97 

Charlie Yates discussed the future of the ASO with Shaw during his January 1965 guest 

conducting appearance in Atlanta. The performance went very well and Shaw was well received 

by the community. A week after the concert, Yates wrote to Shaw that within a few weeks, a 

“small confidential committee” would form to explore the musical leadership of the ASO as it 

prepared to move into its new performing space. Yates was “tremendously excited that you 

[Shaw] would be willing for our group to explore with you the possibilities of your services.”98 

The campaign to lure Shaw to Atlanta was now in full swing. 

In early April 1965 Shaw wrote Yates a difficult letter. Shaw felt “that a great and important 

development” was imminent for Atlanta’s musical life and offered that “it would be a great 

privilege and exciting experience to be a part of that growth.” However, he felt that his recent 

decision to stay in Cleveland for two more years “would effectively deny my being with you at 

what is for your organization the most critical time.” Still, he expressed personal and 

professional interest in what was happening in Atlanta and offered to be of counsel. Shaw 

suggested fellow Associate Conductor of the Cleveland Orchestra, Louis Lane, as an excellent 

candidate for the committee to consider.99 

Several weeks later, Shaw contacted Yates with renewed interest. A longtime friend and 

advisor to Shaw from Columbia Artists Management had suggested that Shaw change his 

professional circumstance and was optimistic about the possibilities in Atlanta. Yates responded 

with the official announcement of Henry Sopkin’s retirement, confirming that his musical 

responsibilities to the ASO would indeed cease at the end of his contract in the spring of 1966. 

Yates also relayed to Shaw the news that Bruce Woodruff (whose name the Atlanta Memorial 

Arts Center would eventually bear) had died of a heart attack. Bob Wood replaced him on the 3-

member conductor search committee. The other two members were Mrs. Howard C. Smith and 

Charles (Charlie) Towers, the new president of the ASO. Yates arranged a meeting between 

Shaw and Towers in New York City on May 11, 1965.100 
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Shaw met with Towers at the Pierre Hotel and discussed the future of the ASO and especially 

its musical leadership. A week later, Towers informed Shaw that owing to the official 

announcement of Sopkin’s retirement, the committee had received many inquiries and 

applications for the position and felt compelled to explore all qualified individuals. Towers 

sought to assure Shaw that he was very highly regarded and that any delay in a formal decision 

would be solely as a result of due process.101 This procedure was in line with Shaw’s wishes that 

the committee would “make an exhaustive and thorough investigation of the capabilities of 

numerous other candidates.” Shaw was adamant that he had “no ambition to be a choice of one 

in a field of one.” With that remark, the committee began evaluating the choices before them.102 

Meanwhile Shaw had a busy summer including a tour to South America with the Robert 

Shaw Chorale, sponsored by the State Department, and teaching at several festivals. These 

experiences led him to “confront my deep native commitment to the choral art.” It also changed 

his thinking with regards to Atlanta, which he viewed as “the most enticing prospect of my life.” 

Shaw wrote to Charlie Towers at the end of October 1965 to inform him of his revised position. 

“I do not now think any primarily or near-exclusively instrumental situation could permanently 

command my enthusiasm and commitment.” And since Shaw viewed the possibilities in Atlanta 

so positively, he felt the new musical director must be fully committed. “The Atlanta situation is 

too full of promise—and fine people—not to have a completely and irrevocably dedicated 

musical director at its head.”103 

Nevertheless, Shaw remained a top choice of the Selection Committee, which recommended 

to the Executive Committee that it move forward by seriously pursuing Shaw. Yates wrote to 

Shaw in early December to gauge his interest after Shaw cancelled a planned mid-December 

meeting in Atlanta to discuss his potential appointment as music director of the ASO. Yates 

included an update on the plans for the new performing arts center as a way to remind Shaw of 

the great potential on the horizon. The committee wanted the new conductor to begin in the fall 

of 1966, so that there could be a year of rebuilding before the orchestra moved in to its new 

home for the 1967-68 season. Despite his earlier letter to Towers, Shaw was still interested in the 

position and the meeting in Atlanta was rescheduled on the original dates. Charlie Towers was 
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delighted that Shaw was coming to Atlanta and sent him plane tickets and picked him up at the 

airport. Shaw met both formally and informally with friends and leaders of the ASO during his 

visit to Atlanta.104 

Shaw learned more details about the planned Memorial Arts Center during this visit. While 

many cities were exploring ways to inject new cultural life into their arts’ scenes, arts leaders in 

Atlanta had produced a novel solution. The Atlanta Arts Alliance, formed in 1964, was a new 

organization that combined into a single corporation the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, the High 

Museum of Art, and the Atlanta College of Art. This joining of the visual and performing arts 

into a single legal entity was unique then as now. Plans for the new integrated arts center had 

progressed steadily in the year since Shaw guest conducted the ASO and Choral Guild. The first 

“Alliance Notes,” dated September 1965, (from the Atlanta Memorial Cultural Center) reports 

the scheduled completion date for the new building as September 1967. In November, the final 

plans for the Memorial Arts Center were put out to contractors for bid. The Memorial Arts 

Center incorporated the existing High Museum of Art and added a new 1900-seat concert hall for 

the ASO as well as a repertory theater and classrooms, offices and workspaces for the Atlanta 

College of Art. At the time of construction (1966-1968) a resident theater company was not yet 

part of the Atlanta Arts Alliance. It was not until after the new building had opened that the 

Alliance Theatre formally joined the Memorial Arts Center in 1970. The confluence of different 

branches of the arts under one roof excited Shaw, a preacher’s son, who loved not only music 

and words (spoken and written), but also the visual arts as represented in the High Museum. The 

possibilities of theater and ballet not to mention the educational activities taking place together 

purposefully in such close proximity to the choral and orchestral activities of the ASO was 

immensely appealing to Shaw. 

After returning to Cleveland, Shaw must have felt significant pressure to decide what his 

next move would be. He met with Szell in early January 1966 to discuss his future. Szell invited 

him to continue working with the Cleveland Orchestra beyond the term of Shaw’s current 

contract, which was set to expire at the end of the 1966-67 season. This conversation with Szell, 

however, prompted Shaw to make the decision to leave Cleveland, though he had not yet 
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committed himself to the Atlanta offer. Shaw envisioned possibly using the 1967-68 season for 

“travel, rest, observation, evaluation and those associated phenomena which have figured in my 

life so far so largely by their absence.”105 Shaw committed himself to a smooth transition. He 

offered to help plan for the future of the Cleveland Orchestra Chorus while also proposing an 

early termination of his contract if Szell so desired. On January 7, just several days later, Shaw 

accepted the musical directorship of the ASO. He wrote Szell the next day before any formal 

contract had been signed so that Szell might hear the news first directly from Shaw. “Possibly 

‘for worse’—and undoubtedly ‘for poorer’—I accepted last night the musical directorship of the 

Atlanta Symphony as of the season 1967-1968.”106 Szell immediately responded with a 

handwritten note of congratulations. “I wish you every conceivable luck in your future position. 

May your decision prove to have been a wise one.”107 Szell also made it clear that he wanted 

Shaw to stay actively involved with the Cleveland Orchestra and Chorus as long as feasible. 

Despite the sometimes-tense relationship between the two conductors, each felt a great deal of 

mutual respect and admiration for the work and talents of the other. 

A month later Shaw conducted the Cleveland Orchestra and Chorus at Carnegie Hall in a 

performance of Haydn’s The Seasons. Shaw did remain very actively involved during the 

following season. He prepared the Chorus for a full season of masterworks and helped to find a 

new director for the Cleveland Orchestra Chorus—Clayton Krehbiel. Krehbiel had sung with 

Shaw in New York as part of the Robert Shaw Chorale. Shaw gave his highest recommendation 

to Krehbiel saying that the Cleveland Orchestra Choruses would be “immeasurably enriched” by 

Krehbiel’s presence. The Cleveland Orchestra Chorus was naturally sad to see Shaw go. 

Members of the chorus gathered the funds to purchase a harpsichord in honor of Shaw, as a sign 

of their deep admiration and gratitude to him. Shaw used this harpsichord in concerts with the 

Atlanta Symphony Orchestra. 

Friends and colleagues from all over the country sent Shaw warm personal congratulations 

on his appointment as music director of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra. Fred Waring, who had 

plucked Shaw from obscurity and launched his career in New York City, shared his pride on 

hearing the news. “Happened to be in Atlanta when the announcement was made about your 
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affiliation and I immediately took on a warm glow. Big, fat congratulations to you and all good 

wishes.”108 He went on to remind Shaw that Atlanta was filled with enthusiastic and wealthy 

individuals, specifically referencing banker Charlie Yates. Yates himself was thrilled with the 

public announcement of Shaw’s appointment, “You have made the front page, old partner, and to 

say it makes me mighty happy is the understatement of the year!”109 News of Shaw’s 

appointment spread rapidly across the United States. Writing from California, Madi Bacon was 

particularly elated with the prospect of an American conductor who combined the proficiency of 

both orchestral and choral conducting, “Finally one American orchestra acquires a conductor 

who has been sensitized by years of contemplation of the inner aspects of the portrayal of verbal 

phrases expressed in musical language; the shape and feeling of a requiem, of a song of joy, of 

the chuckling ripples of Bartok’s folk songs—of the light and heavy shades of the most intimate 

human expression!”110 

Bacon’s comments underscore the uniqueness of Shaw’s experience and the expressive potential 

that such a combination of choral expert and skilled orchestral leader provided. From Florida 

Wiley Housewright also sent accolades, “There should be a splendid polysyllable word big 

enough to convey our happiness at the prospect of having you in our part of the country.”111  Don 

Robinson, conductor of the Atlanta Choral Guild, expressed via telegram his enthusiasm for 

Shaw’s inspirational leadership. The sense of pride in Shaw’s background and training was 

perhaps best characterized in comments from ASO founding conductor, Henry Sopkin. “I think 

Shaw is an excellent choice. And what makes me happy is that they’ve picked an American.”112 

Like Shaw, Sopkin was born and educated in America. Sopkin had led the ASO from its 

beginnings as a youth orchestra composed primarily of young women following the war years 

into a significant American orchestra in just two decades. The task of taking the ASO to the next 

level was now in the hands of another industrious American musician, Robert Shaw. 
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Shaw’s Plans for Atlanta 

Shaw saw enormous potential for significant musical and artistic growth in Atlanta. These 

possibilities excited him while considering whether to accept the directorship and even more so 

after the formal announcements of his appointment as music director, “I might as well admit that 

I am getting tremendously excited about the potentials of the Atlanta Symphony situation. Not a 

day goes by without ideas for programming, personnel and general construction. I have not felt 

this way about any responsibilities since the early Fred Waring-Collegiate Chorale days, and—

come to think of it—even that would take second place to this. Hold on you’ve got a bair by the 

teal.”113 Shaw’s January 1965 guest conducting of the ASO and Choral Guild planted the seeds 

of excitement in him for a move to Atlanta. It also provided him with insight into the 

organizational structure and workings of the orchestra and the artistic challenges facing the ASO 

and its next director. Shaw pondered the many possibilities and apparent limitations of the 

Atlanta situation during the year of 1965. It is not surprising, then, that Shaw announced many of 

his plans for the ASO during the spring of 1966, within months of his appointment. 

The ASO began as an all-volunteer orchestra of young people. Gradually, paid musicians 

were added to the ranks. Well before the time of Shaw’s appointment, it was fully professional in 

the sense that everyone was paid. Shaw saw tremendous opportunity to be the leader of an 

organization that had demonstrated such remarkable growth in a relatively short time. “I am 

honored and elated at the prospect…. Looking at two decades of the pioneering devotion of 

Henry Sopkin…it appears possible that Atlanta may reach the leading edge of American cultural 

accomplishment within a third decade. This situation offers a challenge.”114 While a professional 

orchestra, the ASO was not a full-time orchestra. Players worked part-time in terms of hours per 

week and weeks per year. They also derived only about twenty-five percent of their livelihood 

from orchestra wages. They had to hold other jobs, which were generally daytime jobs. As a 

result, the orchestra could not rehearse during the day.115 Shaw did not like this limitation during 

his 1965 visit. Boosting musician pay enough to allow daytime rehearsals and lengthening the 

season became top priorities for his first year. Shaw planned his first season (1967-68) as a 

thirty-week season, up from the twenty-one-week 1966-67 season. Shaw viewed staying within 
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the budget as his primary obligation to symphony officials. Musical decisions were to be 

completely his purview. In Shaw’s view, if symphony officials disliked his decisions then they 

could find a different music director. 

Shaw envisioned an expanded season in terms of increased breadth as well as length. This 

expansion and diversification of programming coincided with the ASO’s planned move into a 

new home—the thirteen-million-dollar Memorial Arts Center, which was also to include the 

Atlanta College of Art and the High Museum of Art. This unique combination of institutions 

piqued Shaw’s interest when he was considering a possible move to Atlanta. Shaw now sought to 

capitalize on the energy and momentum the merger of the organizations created. Regular 

symphony programs would take place on fifteen alternate weeks. In between was to be a fuller 

music program that would include chamber music, ballet, opera, educational concerts and choral 

concerts. Orchestra members would be used to form smaller chamber ensembles. This creative 

solution would expand the musical offerings, give orchestra players more opportunities, and help 

the bottom line since it would cost less than paying the full symphony. Shaw also planned to 

conserve money by hiring new, lesser-known talent for guest artists rather than big names, as 

was the practice during Sopkin’s tenure. 

This savings would help to fund the performing and commissioning of new music. For Shaw, 

this was a critical component of a well-founded musical program. “Any musical program that 

ignores the sound of its time is fundamentally wrong…. At least half of those have to be the 

sounds of its place.”116 Shaw meant that twenty to thirty percent of the season needed to be 

contemporary sounds, with many of those American in origin. The exact percentage—arrived at 

by trial and error—would be based on what the audience would accept. Atlanta music critic, 

Chappell White, lauded Shaw’s plans for his first season calling it the most interesting and 

carefully planned to date for the ASO. “I’m inclined to think that the Atlanta Symphony is 

entering the first stage of maturity.”117 White said that Shaw’s bold and well-balanced repertoire 

choices reflected a responsibility to great masterworks of the past while demonstrating an 

interest in contemporary music. The most striking feature, for White, was the number of 20th 

century works, though few were actually very new. Shaw also included more classical repertoire 
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than had been typical of past ASO seasons, as he found music of the classical era to be essential 

in building an orchestra. 

Choral orchestral works were a regular and prominent feature of the ASO’s programming 

almost from the outset. For nearly two decades the Choral Guild of Atlanta was the primary 

chorus that sang with the orchestra. Even the Atlanta Symphony Chorus of the early 1950s had at 

its core, members of the Choral Guild. Again, Shaw’s guest conducting of the Mozart Requiem 

with the ASO in 1965 gave him first-hand experience with the Choral Guild, the main chorus in 

Atlanta at that time. The fact that the ASO did not have a chorus of its own, led Shaw to view a 

position as music director with the ASO as a decidedly instrumental post. He almost dismissed 

the possibility of accepting such a position precisely because it was too instrumental. Shaw 

evidently saw enough possibilities to include choral-orchestral masterworks in the programming 

of the ASO, that he ultimately assumed its directorship. The three pillars of Shaw’s first season 

with the ASO were all choral-orchestral works: Beethoven Symphony No. 9, Bach Christmas 

Oratorio, and Beethoven Missa Solemnis.  

Shaw responded in October 1966 to a letter from Wylie Housewright about possible 

collaborations between Florida State University choirs and the ASO. He explained that the choral 

works for the 1967-68 season had already been assigned to the Choral Guild and “a new chamber 

chorus which I will begin to form next spring.”118 This new chamber chorus was the not-yet-

announced Atlanta Symphony Chamber Chorus. Shaw mentions several other potential projects 

for a special series of opera-ballet works and explains the impetus for a chamber series, “There 

should be other handsome opportunities, in a to be formed chamber music series, for such works 

as Bach cantatas, woodwind and string ensembles and works for small orchestra and chamber 

chorus.”119 

Shaw’s idea for a new chamber chorus and an expanded season worked hand in hand. Perhaps 

the viability of this scenario factored into his decision to accept and embrace the musical 

directorship of the ASO. Shaw knew that, by tradition, the Choral Guild of Atlanta would be 

utilized for major choral works. Forming a new chamber chorus, however, would allow Shaw to 

have his own group again, perhaps mitigating the tapering of activity of the Robert Shaw 

Chorale. He planned no Chorale tours during his initial two-year contract with the ASO. Shaw 
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decided to dedicate himself completely to building the ASO as an orchestra and organization. To 

do this, Shaw felt he had to be in Atlanta. As a result, the Robert Shaw Chorale essentially ended 

when Shaw began his first season as music director of the ASO. 

Formation of Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chamber Chorus Announced 

The official announcement of the formation a new chamber chorus came in April 1967. It 

was to be called the Atlanta Symphony Chamber Chorus and would be directed by Shaw. 

Audition dates were announced later. The forty-member group was to rehearse at Georgia State 

and also serve as the demonstration choir for a special graduate course in choral conducting to be 

offered there. Credit for the course could be used toward graduate degrees or teacher in-service. 

It would feature observation of weekly rehearsals in which Shaw planned to discuss the choral 

techniques he employed. The stated primary purpose of the chorus was to allow for the 

performance of repertoire requiring a smaller chorus. For the start of Shaw’s tenure with ASO, 

the Choral Guild was to continue performing works requiring a large chorus.120 Shaw had 

formed and built a large and successful symphony chorus for the Cleveland Orchestra. It 

remained an open question whether he would do the same for ASO. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

FORMING AND BUILDING THE ORCHESTRA’S OWN CHORUSES: 

1967-1977 

First Decade of the ASO Choruses 

ASO Chamber Chorus and Other ASO Choral Programming: 1967-1970 

Robert Shaw assumed the post of Music Director of the ASO brimming with ideas to 

broaden and expand the programming and reach of the ASO. The committee members chose 

Shaw because they believed that he would help guide the organization through a period of 

growth in terms of quality and scope. The Ford Foundation provided a generous $1.75 million 

grant that supplied the much-needed resources to carry out some of Shaw’s ambitious 

initiatives.1 The grant was in two parts: $750,000 for operating expenses over a five-year period 

and $1 million in matching endowment funds. Shaw helped to fundraise the required $1 million 

to be matched over the first few years of his tenure as music director.2 

One of Shaw’s new undertakings was the formation of the ASO’s first officially sponsored 

chorus, the Atlanta Symphony Chamber Chorus. Shaw planned and announced this new choir 

well before his arrival in Atlanta to facilitate the establishment of the ensemble for his first 

season with the ASO. With auditions underway, he was very enthusiastic about the quality of the 

singers. Shaw wrote to one colleague—former Robert Shaw Chorale member, Clayton Krehbiel, 

and Shaw’s successor with the Cleveland Orchestra Chorus—exclaiming “I have heard some 

quite good voices in Atlanta in the past week (may, indeed, have the opportunity to develop the 

finest chorus I have ever had).”3 Highly qualified, talented, and enthusiastic singers came from 

all over the greater Atlanta area to audition for Shaw. One singer moved from Florida to Atlanta 

for the sole purpose of singing with the new ASO Chamber Chorus.4 After hearing almost a 

week of auditions in mid-September 1967 and with several more days ahead of listening to gifted 
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singers, Shaw confided in a letter to Howard Swan, “We have not had nearly this level of talent 

in the Cleveland Orchestra Chorus. Almost all those who audition are professionally in music, 

most in the field of education; and this, of course, ties in handsomely with the idea of making the 

chorus as much a seminar in choral techniques as a rehearsing-performing instrument. We 

probably, also, will have a group of auditors. A group in number equal to the chorus.”5 Shaw 

planned the first season of the ASO Chamber Chorus (ASOCC) with a dual purpose. He 

envisioned the Chamber Chorus as a first-rate performing ensemble and also as an educational 

vehicle. By limiting the size of the group to sixty singers—fifteen per section—and adding an 

educational component to the group’s purpose, Shaw hoped to avoid the appearance of 

competing with the Atlanta Choral Guild. 

Even before his first rehearsal with the orchestra in October, Shaw began working with the 

new Chamber Chorus. Clearly the success of this ensemble was important to him and he wanted 

to make the experience special and meaningful for the singers. At the first rehearsal in late 

September, each member of the ASOCC received a tuning fork contained in a pouch, which was 

stamped in silver letters, “Atlanta Symphony Chamber Chorus.”6 Shaw wrote that the first 

rehearsal of his new choir was “a delight,”7 and it must have made him feel at home in his new 

city. 

The sixty-six member Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chamber Chorus debuted on Monday, 

November 6, 1967 performing Schubert’s Mass No. 2 in G major (see Table 3.1 for the first 

official roster).8 The concert took place in the Theatre Atlanta as the first offering of a newly 

created Chamber Series—another of Shaw’s initiatives, and one of three new series he created. 

Shaw paired other chamber ensemble repertoire with the Schubert Mass, including Bach’s 

Brandenburg Concerto No. 2 in F, Stravinsky’s Concerto in E-flat Major, “Dumbarton Oaks,” 

and two fantasies by Purcell. The newly formed Chamber Chorus sang admirably. One reviewer 

identified “the precision, the rhythmic vitality, the transparency of texture, the beautifully unified 

tone—all the familiar and welcome Shaw trademarks were there. It was a remarkable 

achievement for so new an organization.”9 In less than two months, Shaw had organized, 
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auditioned, and prepared the ASOCC for a successful debut. The first of the ASO’s choruses was 

operating, as planned. 

 
Table 3.1 First Official Roster of the Members of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chamber Chorus (ASOCC) 
 

Sopranos   

Betty Jean Abercrombie Naomi Haag Lynelle Moulton 
Donna Angel Elizabeth Hunt Jane P. Murphy 

Betty T. Boone Nancy Mae Johnson Christine Rogers 

Marjorie Fowkles Jean Lemonds Carol Thurman 

Carolyn Graham Jane Little Peggy Van Deusen 

Julie Griffeth Elizabeth Miller Janet Weaver 
   

Altos   
Julie Alcott Myra Harris Elise Phillips 
Margaret Bentley Laverne Kinard Joan Porter 
Patricia Crain Faye McCollum Edith Skinner 
Becky Daniels Sarah Miller Doris Stovall 
Barbara Dean Margaret Pardue Cheryl Vernon 

Jane Durham   
   
Tenors   
Louie Bailey William Gillespie Thomas R. Roberts 
Dr. Allison J. Berlin, Jr. Wendall R. Kitchens Jack Sartain 
Harold Bradley John M. McKelvey, Jr. Fred Schlosser 
John C. Broshar David B. Ogg Howard Sutherland 
Melvin B. Clark Dennis A. Rice Paul Wiens 

Richard Gilchrist   

   
Baritones   
Everett W. Abercrombie William W. Lemonds Ferrell O’Rear 
Joseph A. Bias James W. Mann G. Stanley Powell 
Jerry L. Black James M. Marshall James B. Robinson 
F. Eugene Brasher Kenneth Martin Donald L. Sanford 
William J. Colle John R. Miller Coile F. Scarborough 
Charles H. Hamilton, M.D.   

 

 
The full Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus did not come into being immediately upon 

Shaw’s arrival in Atlanta. During first three years of Shaw’s tenure, he continued the tradition of 

using the Choral Guild for large works. The ASOCC sang with the Choral Guild for most of the 

larger works, while performing smaller works by themselves. The mid-October opening concert 

of Shaw’s inaugural season as music director had already featured a work for chorus and 

orchestra: the ASO premiere of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. As this work required a large 

chorus, the Choral Guild of Atlanta collaborated with the ASO as they had on nearly thirty other 

occasions since 1951 on almost twenty different works. During the first season, the Choral Guild 
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of Atlanta, the ASOCC and the ASO joined together for the first Christmas Festival as well as 

for the season ending Beethoven Missa Solemnis, for which student singers from seven local 

colleges and universities were added to further bolster the ranks. Successful ensemble 

collaborations were somewhat limited by the inadequate rehearsal and performance spaces. 

Shaw, the ASO, and the choruses had to contend with less than ideal performance spaces 

during the 1967-1968 season. The new Memorial Arts Center remained under construction 

during Shaw’s first season. It was originally to have been completed by September 1967, but 

funding and construction delays postponed the opening a year. Fortunately, the city of Atlanta 

was building a new Civic Center with a large performance hall that could easily accommodate 

the ASO. This facility, however, also suffered from construction delays, and by the end of 

August, alternate plans were made for the first part of the season. The ASO performed during the 

first half of the 1967-1968 season in the cavernous Municipal Auditorium and during the second 

half, in the equally large Maddox Hall of the brand new Civic Center. Both halls could seat over 

4,500 people. With such a large seating capacity, the orchestra only presented one performance 

of each work. When Shaw programmed the first season he must have envisioned the ASO 

playing in the smaller concert hall of the new Memorial Arts Center. Shaw reiterated his desire 

for a more aesthetically pleasing acoustic when he wrote to the ASOCC in early January 1968 to 

thank them for their performance of the Christmas Oratorio (cantatas I-IV). He remarked that his 

greatest happiness came with dress rehearsal at the O’Keefe School. The high school chorus, 

which sang the chorales, was congregationally seated close to the ASOCC and the hall was 

appropriate in dimension and acoustic to Bach’s style and fabric.10 This ensemble placement was 

in stark contrast to the actual performance environment encountered in the large Municipal 

Auditorium. 

When the ASO finally moved into the Memorial Arts Center in the fall of 1968, Shaw and 

the performers enthusiastically greeted their new home. They now had dedicated rehearsal 

spaces and they could also rehearse in Symphony Hall, the same space where they would 

perform. This new performance space was specifically designed for orchestral music. The hall’s 

smaller size, seating just 1900, meant finer performances for the listener due to the more intimate 

nature (compared with the extremely large halls to which the Atlanta audiences were 

accustomed). With the smaller-sized hall came multiple performances of each concert program 
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rather than single performances, which had been the standard, until then. Having to offer repeat 

performances, too, must have helped the orchestra and choruses to steadily improve. 

Not unexpectedly, Shaw included even more choral-orchestral works in the regular season 

programming than was typical prior to his arrival. This programming tactic was clear in his 

second season, 1968-1969. Shaw outlined his programming priorities for the season resulting in 

four foci.11 First, masterpieces of Mozart, Haydn, Brahms, Handel and Bach, “upon which 

orchestral and ensemble techniques are founded” would feature prominently in the orchestra’s 

repertoire. Second, a great deal of music by French composers was programmed as a tribute to 

the new arts center and in memorial to the Atlanta arts patrons killed in the 1962 Paris crash. 

Third, the season would include works by living American composers, especially those of 

Southeastern and local origin. Fourth, appropriately chosen choral pillars would be featured: 

Handel Messiah and Bach St. John Passion, (in response to the religious bent of Southeast), and 

the Verdi Requiem and Britten War Requiem (especially timely given the Vietnam situation). 

Shaw’s programming priorities influenced the Chamber Series concerts as well. He planned to 

feature four of the last six Haydn masses. These works, as essentially classical symphonies for 

voices and orchestra using the mass text, would further help to build the ensemble disciplines of 

ASO. Shaw understood that one chorus alone could not perform all of them in a single season—

certainly not any chorus currently at his disposal—so he selected four remarkable university 

choruses to perform them. This creative solution to the execution of a programming challenge 

also highlighted Shaw’s focus on music education for singers, conductors, and future music 

educators. From Atlanta, Shaw used the Emory Glee Club and Women’s Chorale, directed by 

William Lemond. Choirs from the Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music led by Elmer 

Thomas, from Ohio State University led by Maurice Casey, and from Florida State University 

led by Joseph Flummerfelt performed the other three Haydn masses Shaw selected. With these 

classical works, he coupled pieces by Stravinsky, Schoenberg, and Ives, thus providing an 

example of another priority: presenting contemporary music. Shaw announced that future 

programming would emphasize particular composers and periods, similar to the 1968-1969 

season’s focus on Haydn. 

The 1968-1969 season was generously programmed with choral works. In addition to the 

eight programs of choral music already mentioned (four choral pillars plus four late Haydn 
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masses), the Choral Guild and the Atlanta Boy Choir performed the Boïto Prologue to 

Mefistofele. The special opening concert and first Subscription Serious concerts in the new 

Memorial Arts Center featured the Poulenc Gloria. The ASOCC and Choral Guild joined 

together for this French work as well as the two requiems that served as choral pillars during the 

season. The ASOCC and ASO performed the other two choral pillars by Handel and Bach 

without the help of the Choral Guild. 

Shaw had high expectations for the ASOCC, with the goal that it would become the finest 

vocal ensemble in the United States. He recognized the potential benefit for members of the 

ASOCC—many of whom were conductors or music teachers in area churches and schools—to 

perform a wider range of repertoire than the ensemble could undertake by itself. With these 

concerns in mind, he asked them to sing with the Choral Guild of Atlanta on at least two of three 

programs: the Poulenc Gloria, the Britten War Requiem, and the Verdi Requiem.
12 Along with 

that request came the caveat that he would scale the season back if the magnitude of repertoire 

got in the way of his goal of outstanding musicianship. Shaw was evidently frustrated with the 

level of commitment from the members of the year-old ASOCC. He chastised members for their 

absences and questioned whether the ensemble would take hold in the manner he had hoped. “I 

am not sure what ultimate understanding is to be winnowed from the disaster of last Monday 

night. It may be that there is no need in this part of the country for a choral instrument of the 

quality I had envisioned, or it may be that there is fundamental fault in its organization. Certainly 

one of the questions is whether it is more rewarding to work with singers whose presence and 

promptness are as assured as their talent.”13 Shaw wanted a chorus of talented singers who were 

as committed as he was to first-rate performances of great literature. He expected chorus 

members to demonstrate their commitment through prompt attendance at all rehearsals and 

performances. It seemed that even with his intense focus on high expectations, Shaw always 

understood the potential limitations of the individuals with whom he worked. This focus and 

respect for individuals would ultimately bring people together and lead them to work for 

excellence in an educationally sound learning environment. 

Shaw scheduled far fewer choral-orchestral works for the following season, partly to balance 

the choral-heavy 1968-1969 season, but perhaps also as a partial show of concern with the 
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choruses readily available to sing with the ASO. He planned just four choral programs for the 

1969-1970 season: Bach B Minor Mass, Bloch Sacred Service, Penderecki Passion According to 

St. Luke, and Berlioz Requiem. The established relationship between the ASO and Atlanta Choral 

Guild presented a quandary for Shaw. Even though it was economical to work with the Choral 

Guild, there were questions as to whether the Choral Guild was up to the challenge of difficult 

works such as the Penderecki. On the one hand, the Atlanta Choral Guild was a prime example 

of the kind of amateur involvement in music making that Shaw had long championed, and it had 

a solid tradition and history in city. Yet, the ensemble was not as disciplined or musically 

accomplished as necessary to be on par with the rapidly improving ASO. Furthermore, Shaw 

wanted to be free to program choral-orchestral works that fit with his artistic plans for the ASO, 

unencumbered by questions about whether the chorus could perform his repertoire selections. 

Shaw’s decision to use other choruses instead of the Choral Guild caused its director, Don 

Robinson, a great deal of concern. When Robinson initially learned of the 1969-1970 season’s 

repertoire, he thought the Choral Guild would sing all four choral programs as well as participate 

in the Christmas Festival. In May of 1969 he indirectly discovered that Shaw was planning for 

the ASOCC alone to perform the Bach B Minor Mass. By mid-summer 1969 Shaw had decided 

to entrust the challenges of the Penderecki to Joseph Flummerfelt and the choirs of Florida State 

University. These performances were scheduled to take place at the same time of an ACDA 

conference in Atlanta. Upon hearing of this further development, Robinson wrote to Shaw, “I 

have recently learned that the Choral Guild has been “disinvited” to sing the Penderecki Passion. 

I am writing to you to express my disappointment and concern.”14 Robinson was concerned that 

it would be difficult to maintain interest within the Choral Guild membership for such a reduced 

season of only two choral programs plus the Christmas Festival. He felt, too, that the chorus’s 

performance in the Berlioz Requiem would likely suffer because of the large amount of time 

between the Bloch and Berlioz programs. 

Shaw’s choice of choruses for more complex repertoire proved his astute judgment. 

Flummerfelt and the FSU choirs succeeded brilliantly with the Penderecki, according to a 

review, bringing the “extraordinarily difficult choral writing to life with deceptive ease.”15 The 

Choral Guild alone performed the Bloch Sacred Service—a work they had performed admirably 
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on several previous occasions with the ASO—and the ASOCC and Georgia Tech Glee Club 

joined them for the Berlioz Requiem. The Berlioz performances marked the final appearances of 

the Choral Guild with the ASO. Members of the Choral Guild were thrilled to work with Shaw. 

In his first three years at the helm of the ASO, Shaw had used the Choral Guild alone in one 

program each season, and in combination with the ASOCC for larger and more challenging 

works during those years. Shaw was now ready, however, to launch a full symphony chorus 

dedicated to singing with the ASO and under his supervision. The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra 

Chorus began in the fall of 1970 and a few years later the Choral Guild reorganized as an 

independent chorus. The Choral Guild continued to present a varied series of choral programs, 

and in 1978 invited Shaw to the 40th anniversary concert, a presentation of the Bach B Minor 

Mass. They performed in his honor and dedicated the evening to Shaw for his “outstanding 

dedication to the cause of human dignity in the musical arts throughout the world community for 

the past four decades.”16 

Full Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus Takes Shape: 1970-1972 

Shaw’s primary focus as music director of the ASO was the expansion and improvement of 

the orchestra, and resources were largely dedicated to this end. Establishing choruses for the 

ASO was neither officially prohibited nor encouraged. Shaw inherited the ongoing relationship 

between the ASO and the Atlanta Choral Guild, and for many years, this arrangement worked 

well, providing the ASO with a cost-effective and musically acceptable large chorus for the 

performance of choral-orchestral masterworks. Still, the Choral Guild was an independent 

organization with its own director. Shaw had no direct control of the membership or the group’s 

availability for performances. Each year had to be negotiated and arranged. He had smoothly 

carried off the formation of the ASOCC and was pleased with the caliber of singers the ensemble 

attracted and their eagerness to excel. To have an equally gifted and well-disciplined symphony 

chorus dedicated to working with Shaw and the ASO would give him the freedom to build a 

complete organization—symphony and chorus—at the highest possible level. He used university 

choruses as an interim solution to provide for more choral performances (series of Haydn 

masses) and the programming of new and challenging works (Penderecki St. Luke Passion). The 

ultimate solution was the formation of an Atlanta Symphony Chorus, but this took several years 

to finesse. 
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Shaw was volunteering his time to lead the ASOCC and needed to find someone else to lead 

a full symphony chorus. He had forged a relationship with Georgia State University from his first 

year in Atlanta that was both practical and in line with his focus on education and community 

involvement. The first example of this relationship was a master class for conductors that 

incorporated ASOCC rehearsals as teaching laboratories during the 1967-1968 season. On a 

practical level, the ASOCC gained a place to rehearse at Georgia State University, since the new 

Memorial Arts Center was still under construction. From an educational perspective, Shaw 

aligned ASOCC rehearsals with the master class course at GSU. He was a constant advocate for 

a conservatory in Atlanta and a supporter of community music schools. By the fall of 1968, 

Shaw and the ASO were beginning to work more intimately with Georgia State where a new 

music building offered opportunities for a merger of programs and personnel.17 The increased 

cooperation between GSU and the ASO provided Shaw with a potential avenue to address the 

need for a dedicated first-rate symphony chorus. A dual-employment scenario for the director of 

a new Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus with the ASO and Georgia State University seemed 

ideal and a search began for the ideal candidate. The decision depended on developmental, 

administrative, and promotional, as well as musical qualifications. Fortunately “one appeared, by 

temperament and experience, uniquely qualified to develop a choral program in the secondary 

schools, colleges and universities of the state to accompany our possible future growth into a 

‘state-‘ and ‘regional-‘ orchestra.”18 This candidate was Don Neuen, who had experience with 

symphonic choruses and in leading choral programs at several universities. Neuen was hired by 

Georgia State University and the ASO, and for both employers he had choral and orchestral 

responsibilities. At GSU, he was the Director of Choral Activities and conducted the GSU 

orchestra; with the ASO, he conducted the Symphony Chorus and Chamber Chorus and was an 

assistant conductor to Shaw. With Neuen on board and the successful first few years of the 

ASOCC with its devoted membership, Shaw had all the building blocks to launch a full 

symphony chorus under the auspices of the ASO. 

The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus began its first season in the fall of 1970. Shaw 

again chose Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 to open the season as he had for his first concert as 

music director of the ASO in 1967. This time, however, the chorus was not an outside group (the 
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Atlanta Choral Guild) but the ASO’s own Symphony Chorus. The Ninth Symphony of 

Beethoven was a fitting choice as a showpiece for the new chorus and in honor of the 200th 

anniversary of Beethoven’s birth. Neuen prepared the chorus and Shaw conducted the 

performances. The 229 members of the ASOC first performed on September 24, 1970 (see Table 

3.2 for the first official roster).19 The first season included two more large works—Haydn’s The 

Creation and Mozart’s Mass in C Minor—as well as the Christmas Festival concerts. The 

ASOCC assisted by sixteen Atlanta area high school choruses presented St. Matthew Passion of 

Bach in the spring of 1971. Reviews noted the impressive achievement of the conductors and 

new chorus. “Shaw and his assistant conductor, Donald Neuen, have fashioned in the Atlanta 

Symphony Chorus a choral instrument of marvelous vibrancy and power. Consisting of 

approximately 175 voices, the group possesses a stunning unity of sound which, coupled with 

their very clear diction, affords many moments of unique pleasure.”20 

 
Table 3.2 First Official Roster of the Members of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus (ASOC) 
 

Soprano 1   

Esther Andrews Grace Ellis Anne Peacock 
Corrine Branley Edna Fairchild Thellie Reece 
Jacqueline Brown Gloria Garrett Ruth Roberts 
Jean Brown Juliette Hester Jane Roughton 
Sandra Burroughs Elizabeth Hill Katherine Thoreson 
Margaret Chester Carole Hooks Carol Thurman 
Nancy Elaine Childs Becky McLemore Sarah Tipton 
Helen Couch Marilyn McLeod Virginia Walter 
Dolores Coursey June martin Janet Weaver 
Betty Dan Martha Mayfield Shirley Whitmore 
JoAnn Dutton Anne Patterson Julie Young 
Virgnia Edwards   

   
Soprano 2   
Eileen Avery JoBeth Garrison Lydia McVay 
Carla Butler JoAnne Graham Barbara Melville 
Linda Clopton Jane Grinstead Olivia Pentecost 
Gladys Cobble Ana Guardiola Pauline Shields 
Carolyn Covington Susan Haigler Jacqueline Smythe 
Barbara Crews Hannah Holleman Sharon Stacy 
Ann Culp Barbara Homet Phyllis Strobel 
Gerri Davis Sherry Irvin Ann Taylor 
Mary Ann Dilworth Marti King Jean Wheeler 
Nancy Douglass Rebekah Kinsey Janice Williams 
Maurine Dugger Laurie Knapp Karen Williams 
Gail Eastburn Ellen Looney Sue Williams 
Nancy English Betty McBride  
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Table 3.2-continued 

 
Alto 1   

Nancy Baker Martha Deadmore Suzanne Munn 
Katherine Becraft Elaine Ferguson Judy O’Reilly 
Rita Bissell Mayrec Fourman Fran Orowski 
Rita Black Victoria Greene Constance Post 
Carolyn Brooks Sunny Harris Judith Reiman 
Barbara Buckner JoAnn Hunsinger Sybil Richardson 
Anne Carlyon Mary Ketchey Sharon Stacy 
Lois Coplan Audrey Ligler Laryssa Temple 
Sylvia Cowan Dorothea Martin Bobbie Wilkerson 

Zanice Dantzler   

   
Alto 2   
Mary J. Abernathy Myra Harris Betty Sharpe 
Sarah J. Baird Elma Hill Edith Skinner 
Janet Barstow Grace Huff Joyce Smith 
Norma Chambers Ann Johnson Margo Smith 
Alice Cordes Sara Lawrence Ann Spillane 
Winnie Daniell Valerie Lover Mary Tewell 
Kate Foster Wanda Lynn Stephanie Walsh 
Patricia Glenn Judy McCoy Ada Weaver 
Emily Green Louise Otto Sue Williams 
Karen Gokce Nan Powell Hiroko Yamashita 
Elise Goode Sandy Pricher Mary Yarbrough 
Martha Hall Sue Riley Judy Young 
   
Tenor   
William Austin Calyton Farnham James Manning 
Richard Baird Angelo Foster Ron Markette 
Paul Baker Richard Gilchrist Walter Mayfield Noland 
John Beebe Charles Gillespie Lawrence Phillips 
Robert Brendsel Wallace Gragg Stephen Reed 
John Broshar John Greene Alvin Ricks 
Jimmy Brown Wayne Grinstead James Riley 
Michael Chalker Dick Hall Dennis Samchok 
Bill Childers Kenneth Harris Bradley Stewart 
Charles Cottingham John B. Holcombe Burton Trimble 
Carlo Curley Nicholas Jones William Turner 
Joe Daniell James Jordan Bill Wells 
Jim Draper Tranas Long William Whipple 
   
Basses   
Paul Aland Lee Edwards Robert Hudgens 
Edward Blazer William Eisenhauer John Hunsinger 
John Brooks Donald Farrell David L. Johnson 
Frank Boggs Joseph Freeman Charles Kuhlman 
James Burton James Gribble David Loehr 
Charles Claiborne Angel Guardiola Steve McBride 
John Cooledge Scott Hawes James McLeod 
Philip Cordes Jarvis Hill Louis McLeod 
Robert Edge Dudley Hinds Wallace McLeod 
Alan Ehrlich Ronald Holland Eugene Martin 
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Table 3.2-continued 

 
Basses   
Charles Melville Henry Rhodes John Simon 
Douglas Moore David Rife Kendric Smith 
Robert O’Reilly Morris Roberts Don Stoner 
Jim Price James Robinson Karl Swenson 
G.E. Plunkett Edward Rosendahl Neil Williams 
Dwight Porter Ralph Roughton Roderick Williams 
Bob Ramsey Roger Schmidt John Zachry 
Herman Ramsey Tom Schwartz   

 
 

In addition to a successful new Symphony Chorus, Shaw continued to work with other choral 

ensembles as needed. He often selected university choirs to help perform the ambitious seasons 

he was programming. The spring of 1971, for instance, included a concert version of 

Beethoven’s Fidelio, with the Morehouse-Spelman Chorus. Shaw wanted choral programs to 

extend beyond the regular season, too, so an ad hoc group called the New Atlanta Symphony 

Pops Chorus, directed by Neuen, participated in the 1971 ASO summer series “ASO Encore!” 

Shaw conducted the concert, which included show tune favorites and patriotic choruses. 

On all accounts, the first season of the ASOC was a success. Starting with the second season, 

however, the ASOC experienced growing pains that lasted several years. Shaw’s programming 

decisions for the 1971-1972 season left the ASOC with no fall performance prior to the 

Christmas Festival. All three of their major performances took place in the spring of 1972, 

highlighted by a special performance of the Brahms Requiem for the MENC conference held in 

Atlanta. Only the Chamber Chorus had a performance in the fall. Absences were very high in the 

fall, hurting both groups, but especially the Chamber Chorus, which was slightly larger than 

usual, at around seventy singers. This expansion was undoubtedly due to the repertoire for the 

season, which followed Shaw’s principle of pairing old and new. The ASOCC performed the 

five-part Magnificat of Bach including the Christmas interpolations together with Bartok’s 

Cantata Profana, a work that surely benefitted from the larger chorus size. Two of the ASOC’s 

programs followed the old/new (classic/contemporary) pairing scheme. The March performances 

combined works of the season’s featured composers, Brahms (Requiem) and Ives (“From 

Hanover Square North, at the End of a Tragic Day”); and in late May the ASOC performed 

Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis paired with Schoenberg’s A Survivor from Warsaw. By the latter 

part of the season, the ASOC was again accepting new members ahead of the Beethoven Missa 
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Solemnis performances in an effort to boost membership for the final months.21 Depleted ranks 

was not the only challenge during the season. 

A decline in concert attendance seemed to parallel the membership attrition in the ASO 

Choruses. Symphony officials had eliminated the in-house position of publicity director, 

choosing instead to hire a commercial agency for the 1971-1972 season publicity. The outside 

agency had little knowledge of the current audience much less any insight into potential new 

audience members and their overall efforts were considered poor enough that the decision was 

reversed by the end of the season. While some people blamed Shaw’s programming for the 

decline in attendance, others pointed out that there could be other factors causing the decline. 

One newspaper critic saw an opportunity for positive growth in the situation, suggesting that 

Atlanta classical music audiences were in the early stages of development and that the needed 

more time to learn to appreciate pieces of more contemporary composers. From day one, Shaw 

worked to improve the orchestra and choruses and tried to educate both current (through pre-

concert talks) and future audiences (through a greatly expanded series of programs for Atlanta 

public school children). Changing people’s expectations and increasing the audience’s 

appreciation for a broader variety of repertoire was a slow process, however. Tensions mounted 

and led the ASO board to request Shaw’s resignation mid-season. Shaw resigned in early 1972 

and the public outcry was immediate and overwhelming. A grass-roots campaign to keep Shaw 

was hugely successful, selling out the 1972-1973 season on the condition that Shaw was rehired 

as music director.22 By summer 1972, Shaw had signed a two-year contract to continue. 

In the midst of this turmoil, Shaw had taken over rehearsal of the ASOC in preparation for 

the upcoming Brahms Requiem performances, including the special performance for the MENC 

convention in Atlanta. At the request of Tom Brumby, head of the Music Department at GSU, 

Shaw included the GSU Choir in the combined chorus for the Brahms Requiem performances.23 

The combined chorus consisted of the ASOCC, the GSU Choir and sixty singers from the 

ASOC. Shaw was always scheduled to conduct the performances but took over the rehearsal 

process from the outset at Neuen’s request. Because an essentially new ensemble was being 

formed, Shaw reauditioned all the singers in early January 1972 to eliminate the “dead wood” 
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and to begin with a fresh numerical assignment.24 As the upcoming March concerts represented a 

highly visible series of performances, Shaw added sectional rehearsals to give the new chorus 

adequate rehearsal time to coalesce. 

The regular season performances of the Brahms Requiem on March 8, 9, and 10, 1972, and 

the special performance on March 12, for the national convention of the Music Educators’ 

National Conference being held in Atlanta, were given as a tribute to Georgia music educator, 

Hugh Hodgson. His daughter-in-law, Frances Hodgson, was the soprano soloist.25 Hodgson was 

born in Georgia, became the first professor of music at the University of Georgia in 1928, and 

for thirty-two years worked to build its music program. He was a concert pianist (soloing with 

the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra on several occasions) and was an active composer and 

conductor. He was also the organist and choir director at St. Luke’s Episcopal Church, in 

Atlanta, for forty-one years.26 Hodgson was involved in numerous other activities designed to 

bring musical activity to a wider audience, congruent with his belief that “everyone should have 

an opportunity to gain an appreciation of the fine arts.”27 In this, he and Shaw both believed in 

the involvement of the “amateur” in the world of music. Following the performances, Shaw 

received a letter addressed to “a close personal friend” from Governor Carter thanking him for 

participation in the MENC convention. Carter alluded to the recent tussle with the ASO board, 

“your own experiences and my own (with the legislature) seem parallel. We both came out okay. 

Good luck and thanks.”28 

Personnel changes, which continued for several years, were another sign of growth within the 

ASO organization. One new face to the ASO and its choruses was William Noll, III. Hired as the 

orchestra’s keyboardist, he also assisted with choral rehearsals. Don Neuen began the season as 

Director of Choruses for the ASO but following the Christmas Festival concerts, he conducted 

very few additional rehearsals. Shaw took over the chorus rehearsals in January of 1972 because 

of the upcoming Brahms Requiem performances and continued leading the chorus in rehearsal 

and performance for the remainder of the season. Don Neuen resigned at the end of the 1971-

1972 season, after two years as Director of Choruses. 
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A Time of Struggle for the ASO Choruses: 1972-1974 

Shaw felt a sense of momentum and support for further growth of the ASO organization after 

resolving his contract issues. A successful “Keep Shaw” campaign following his forced 

resignation aided in his negotiation of new two-year contract. Shaw also intended to be the sole 

director of choral programs for the 1972-1973 season.29 Using the newfound momentum, he 

planned new initiatives including presenting concert versions of several operas as a way to 

provide musical Atlanta more exposure to the operatic repertoire since the city had no 

permanent, resident opera company. Another initiative was the reworking of the text of a 

masterwork to better connect with the audience. He used a new English translation of Haydn’s 

The Seasons by long-time Shaw associates Alice Parker and Thomas Pyle for the season’s 

closing concert. The text flowed well, was witty, and was admirably fitted to the composer’s 

musical line—just the type of English translation that Shaw preferred. The concert was also 

special due to its dedication in memory of Mrs. James O’Hear Sanders, the Atlanta Music Club 

president who spearheaded support for the founding of the Atlanta Youth Symphony in 1945 and 

an ardent supporter of the ASO. Finally, Shaw attempted to host a series of workshops and 

seminar sessions on choral and rehearsal techniques for choral conductors. Only one of two 

planned events took place. 

As music director of the ASO, Shaw often shared the podium with other members of the 

ASO conducting staff or invited guest conductors. Shaw did conduct, however, virtually all of 

the choral-orchestral programs. One of the few exceptions to this occurred on the first concert of 

the 1972-1973 season. Shaw invited James Levine, the rising young American conductor who 

had just recently made his Met debut, to conduct Mahler Symphony No. 2 with the ASO and 

Chorus. It was even more unusual that Shaw himself prepared the ASOC for Levine—the only 

time Shaw prepared the ASOC for another non-composer conductor. (He would later prepare the 

ASOC for Sir Michael Tippett.) Shaw was thrilled with the first rehearsal of the season and the 

gorgeous sound the ASOC was producing, even while still hoping for a few additional men’s 

voices. The reviewer shared Shaw’s enthusiasm, offering that “the ASO chorus, personally 

auditioned and trained by Robert Shaw, was another of the evening’s miracles. Its entrance in the 

finale, perfectly in tune, perfectly together, and with the softest of pianissimos, was like an 

almost imperceptible charge of electricity shooting through the hall, rising to a fully electrifying 
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climax when the score required it.”30 Shaw’s praise to the chorus arrived in the next chorus letter 

in the form of a humorous poem on the chorus’s plight in a Mahler 2 performance.31 

By programming Stravinsky’s opera-oratorio Oedipus rex, Shaw was able to accomplish 

several of his goals simultaneously. It brought another twentieth-century and dramatic work to 

Atlanta audiences. It also created a 150-voice intergenerational and interracial male chorus, made 

by combining the ASOC men with the Morehouse College Glee Club. The Men from Morehouse 

added greatly to the ensemble. As Shaw recounted nearly a decade later, “the same season, The 

Men from Morehouse saved the symphony’s first staged oratorio, Oedipus Rex. At the end of the 

oratorio the lights are supposed to go out on Oedipus’ face to signal his blindness. But the lights 

went out all over the house—no orchestra lights, no chorus lights, no conductor’s light. And the 

Morehouse Men saved the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Atlanta Symphony Orchestra 

Chorus—singing the final two minutes from memory.”32 

Selecting vocal soloists for choral-orchestral works performed by the ASOCC was a 

philosophical challenge for Shaw. The ASOCC and the ASO were both experiencing growth in 

the area of musicianship. The question was whether or not both groups were developing at the 

same rate. With the ASOCC, Shaw planned two evenings of Bach. For the fall performance of 

Bach’s Reformation cantata, Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott, Shaw used a small chamber chorus of 

thirty-four singers. He increased the size of the ASOCC for the spring program of Easter works. 

Shaw grappled with two opposing desires in selecting soloists for these Bach works. On the one 

hand, he wanted to showcase the talent in the ASOCC and select soloists from within the 

ensemble. Yet, at the same time, he realized that the level of the ASO and choruses was rising 

rapidly and the soloists must be of professional caliber to match, as the audience expected. In the 

end, Shaw held auditions and chose soloists from within the ASOCC. Those chosen were issued 

contracts and engaged as paid soloists. One of those chosen for the spring performance of Bach’s 

Easter Oratorio, was a newcomer to both Atlanta and the ASOCC, soprano Nola Frink. A 

review of the performance noted, “the pleasant, light voices of soprano Nola Frink and tenor 

Douglas Robinson added their moments of beauty, but in the matter of sustaining those very long 

and very difficult lines, the strain began to show for both of them.”33 The reviewer highlighted 
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exactly that which was Shaw’s concern over using soloists from within the ASOCC. While quite 

good, they would struggle to match the brilliance of the ensemble itself. The Chamber Chorus 

was praised as the “star of the evening… a group of nearly 60 voices which demonstrated time 

and again that special Shaw touch we have come to relish with pride in Atlanta: pinpoint 

intonation and lovingly molded dynamic shading, all framed inside a rhythmic vitality which 

makes the music pulse with life.”34 The description of the Chamber Chorus’s singing 

encapsulates perfectly what drew audiences to Shaw’s work. 

During the season, the ASO Choruses found it difficult to maintain a committed, stable 

membership. Consistent participation was especially problematic with the regards to the 

ASOCC’s Bach B Minor Mass performances, and the ASOC’s season-ending program of Haydn 

The Seasons. In the case of the latter, Shaw reduced the number of rehearsals in the hopes of 

garnering more participation from current members, while inviting any interested men to 

audition.35 

Donald Neuen’s departure from the ASO choral and conducting staff left Shaw with yet 

another challenge of finding new leadership for the ASO choruses. For the 1972-1973 season, he 

addressed this need by assuming responsibility himself for the ASO choruses. He was involved 

with all aspects of the choruses, from auditions to rehearsals to conducting performances. As in 

previous years, his personal secretary, Edna Burruss (or Eddie as she was known), assisted with 

the choruses, coordinating logistics and providing the necessary administrative expertise. Shaw 

also chose to have the young and capable ASO keyboardist, William Noll III, assist with the 

musical leadership of the choruses. Noll led sectional rehearsals and conducted full rehearsals in 

Shaw’s absence. Noll was even listed as chorusmaster on the ASOC and ASOCC rosters in 

printed programs during the year. Shaw was out of town a considerable amount, for guest 

conducting appearances, but more frequently when he was on tour leading the ASO. Shaw was 

still working mightily to build and grow the orchestra, and touring was an integral part of his 

plan. Eddie Burruss went with Shaw on the orchestra tours and another ASOC member, Doris 

Stovall, stepped in to assist with administrative duties for the chorus in her absence. 

The spring of 1973 was a particularly difficult period for the ASO choruses. Attendance and 

membership difficulties were compounded by Shaw’s frequent out of town trips. Shaw wrote a 
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very long letter to the ASOC in an attempt to address the current problems facing the choruses 

and provide a path for future successes. After acknowledging recent minor incidents including an 

unauthorized letter sent to the ASOC supposedly from Shaw and the ire of some choristers over a 

botched bow sequence resulting in less adulation for the chorus, Shaw turned to the larger, 

fundamental issues confronting the choruses. Some of these issues, he identified as inherent to 

volunteer symphonic choruses in general. By virtue of the size of a symphonic chorus, Shaw felt 

there would always be a wide range of musical and vocal capabilities. This disparity in vocal 

skill carried the potential for friction, fissure, and disruption. “In the successful chorus one learns 

to move with the tide, to be more tolerant of other’s mistakes—and less tolerant of his own; and, 

if he is wise, to expect a certain number hours of fundamentals and drudgery per annual 

homecoming game.”36 Yet Shaw enjoyed the process immensely. “In principal I’m of the 

opinion that nothing in music is or need be drudgery. I think “note-learning” ought to be love at 

first sight-reading.”37 He also greatly valued the communal aspect of making music with a 

volunteer symphonic chorus and the sacrifices, compromises, and rewards the result. “The facts 

of choral life are that each of us contributes to the final product different quantities and qualities 

at different speeds, but that the final product can be worth everyone’s effort if we give a lot and 

forgive enough.”38 

Other frictions were specific to the ASO choruses at this particular time and resulted from a 

period of unparalleled symphonic growth compounded by the fact that the music director was 

also director of the choruses. Shaw’s role with the ASO choruses was never part of his contract 

while he was music director of the ASO. He maintained that if he could spend the time that a 

great choral program demanded and be totally focused on the choral program, “our problems 

would be our pleasures. It is manifestly unreasonable to assume that this ever will be.”39 Even 

though he spent more time with the choruses during the 1972-1973 season than either of the 

previous two seasons, he still felt it was not enough to meet his artistic goals for the choruses. 

Shaw outlined his vision for choral music in Atlanta: “Realizing that I cannot spend all the time 

with you that I should like, I still am determined that Atlanta should have the finest symphony 
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and chamber choruses in this country, and become the center and standard of choral performance 

for the United States and our hemisphere. That this shall include professional choruses and 

recordings I do not doubt.”40 

In his mind, Shaw still viewed finding a permanent director of choral activities as the best 

means to realize this vision of musical excellence. Until that time, however, he finessed a 

program to bring in orchestral conducting fellows who would aid in choral preparation, provide 

lectures and seminars, and meet with other choral professionals. The first of these fellows—Dr. 

Elmer Thomas, Chairman of Choral Dept. at Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music and 

Director of Choruses for Cincinnati May Festival—was set to begin in the fall. Shaw’s goal was 

that within a few years the ASOC would meet with and sing for some of the finest choral 

conductors from this country and other countries. Shaw was adamant that he would help to build 

outstanding choruses in Atlanta. “There ought to be one place in the world where all the notes 

are sung—and if Atlanta has to be that place—then that’s the way it’ll be.”41 In typical Shaw 

fashion, he closed this exhaustive letter with a witty yet acerbic signature: “R (for Really).”42 

While the ASOC would have a new leader in fall, Shaw’s strong commitment to the ASO 

choruses was emphatic. 

The 1973-1974 season began with new leaders for the ASO Choruses, new initiatives to 

develop audiences and connect with the community, and enhancements to Symphony Hall. 

Improvements made to the shell of the Symphony Hall stage allowed musicians to hear better, 

thus fostering further elevation in the quality of playing and singing. Audiences were given the 

opportunity to develop their listening skills and to better understand the repertoire and 

preparation process by attending open rehearsals. Previously, these were only available to 

members of the Women’s Association.43 Musical talks on the repertoire being performed 

accompanied these open rehearsals. College choirs participated in the choral offerings of the 

ASO, as other choirs were still occasionally used—alone and jointly with the ASOC—even after 

the founding of the ASOC in 1970. The Georgia State University Chorus performed Scriabin’s 

“Prometheus,” the Poem of Fire with the ASO while choirs from Clark College, Georgia Tech, 

Georgia State, Morehouse, Morris Brown, and Spelman combined with the ASOC and ASO to 
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perform the Finale from Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony for Ode to Joy for the inauguration of 

Atlanta’s new mayor, Maynard Jackson. The inclusion of the ASOC in this very public, civic 

event gave the ensemble an even wider audience and helped to further establish its reputation 

within the city and state. 

Shaw had difficulties during the 1972-1973 season managing primary responsibility for the 

ASO choruses and increasing demands on his time as music director of an ever-expanding ASO 

organization. Because of this, there was a sense of excitement within the choral department with 

the addition of Elmer Thomas as a conducting Fellow for the 1973-1974 season through the 

Exxon Affiliate Artists program.44 Thomas assisted with ASOC auditions and with the 

organization of the ASO choruses. He was responsible for preparing the ASOC for all the major 

works during the season and was assigned to conduct the Mozart Requiem in performance. That 

work, however, was removed from the schedule and was not performed during the year. Thomas 

took up Shaw’s practice of writing to the ASOC following rehearsals. A letter from early in the 

season shows that the chorus and conductor were getting used to one another. “Perhaps less 

relentless pressure from your conductor and a bit more pre-rehearsal preparation by the 

choristers will make next week less hectic and more productive.”45 Thomas also gave musical 

talks to audience members attending open rehearsals. 

ASO keyboardist William Noll was another important individual during this period of 

transition. He continued to assist with choral activities and gained the designation of Choral 

Administrator. His responsibilities included supervising choral activities, general organizational 

duties, auditions, and schedules. He also prepared the ASOCC and was in charge of preparing 

both choruses for the Christmas Festival.  

In addition to Thomas and Noll, Nola Frink was also a pivotal member of the ASO choral 

organization. She began assisting with the ASO choruses in the fall of 1973. Initially she helped 

out while Eddie was away on tour with Shaw and the ASO. In mid-February, Shaw mentioned in 

a letter to the ASOC that Noll and Frink now bore the principal organization responsibilities for 

ASO choral activities.46 In a short time, Nola had joined the ASOC and ASOCC, been a 
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principal soloist, and assumed administrative responsibility for the choruses. Not long after that, 

she became Shaw’s personal secretary as well. 

With more musical and administrative assistance with the choruses, Shaw began to limit his 

interaction with the ensembles, both in rehearsal in and in written form. Shaw wrote to the 

ASOC for the first time of the season at the end of November, joking that he wrote infrequently 

not because he had nothing to say, but because he was afraid they might write back!47 Thomas, 

Noll, and as needed other sectional leaders, carried out much of the initial preparation for each 

program. However, Shaw still made certain to rehearse the choral ensembles as the performance 

dates approached. 

The ASOCC performed two major works during the 1973-1974 season: a full-length Messiah 

in November and the B Minor Mass in April. Both of these masterworks posed significant 

challenges for a growing musical organization. Shaw again wanted to use soloists from within 

the ASOCC for both works. Instead of choosing four soloists for the Messiah performance, 

however, he chose eighteen. By expanding the number of solos, Shaw gave a sizeable percentage 

of the chorus a solo opportunity. Nola Frink was once again one of the soloists. As one reviewer 

observed, however, the unity of the overall work was weakened, in part due to the uneven quality 

of the soloists.48 In the spring, however, only one soloist came from the ASOCC. The other four 

were either on faculty at Georgia State University or were active professionals. 

The timing of the B Minor Mass program became especially problematic as the season 

progressed. From the outset, the performances were scheduled to take place during Holy Week in 

April. By December, Shaw felt it necessary to poll the ASOCC members to confirm their 

availability. Enough members responded positively to allow the performance to proceed, but by 

mid-February, fifteen singers had such poor attendance at rehearsals or performances that they 

were removed from the ensemble. Shaw was now faced with the possibility of not having enough 

singers to perform the work. He wrote to all members of the ASOC who were initially invited to 

audition for the ASOCC (both those who had performed Messiah and those not selected) and 

presented three possible options to address the attrition: 1) Cancel the B Minor Mass 

performances; 2) Form a new chorus outside the ASOC membership (“difficult at this date, and 
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potentially destructive of ASOC morale and commitment”49); or 3) Regroup and reconfirm the 

Chamber Chorus with some schedule adjustments. Shaw favored the third option and included a 

new rehearsal schedule with chorus preparation rehearsals led by Noll and Thomas. These 

difficulties led Shaw to consider organizing the ASOCC independently of the ASOC. Noting that 

the volunteer chorus is a strange animal, he asked the Chamber Chorus members “whether you 

think we could or should organize next season separate choruses for symphonic and chamber 

repertoire.”50 Again, there was a favorable response and a renewed commitment to perform the 

Bach work, and the concerts and rehearsals went ahead according to the new schedule Shaw had 

outlined. One ASOCC member—coordinator of music at North Georgia College, Michael 

O’Neal—was especially grateful that Shaw had persevered despite the difficulties and tried to 

find solutions that would be embraced by the performers. “Many people have an enormous 

amount of respect for you, for your greatness demands respect, but I honestly believe that that 

very greatness of yours is due partially to the fact that you in turn respect those who work under 

you. Mr. Shaw, I thank you for that.”51 

Shaw took the ASOC in several new directions with regards to repertoire. The 1973-1974 

season began with Berlioz’s dramatic symphony “Romeo and Juliet,” sung in French. As Shaw 

presented many works in English, this was a step beyond what Atlanta audiences were used to 

hearing. Furthering this advance with new repertoire, Shaw was happy to introduce the ASOC 

and Atlanta audiences to a work that he commissioned and premiered: Hindemith’s When Lilacs 

Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d: A Requiem for Those We Love. Using texts of Walt Whitman, the 

work focused on Shaw’s favorite person, Abraham Lincoln. The Hindemith was important as a 

new work for the ASO and ASOC and the commission was deeply meaningful for Shaw, on a 

personal level. Finally, the ASOC ended the season by performing a dazzling work that had been 

cancelled in an earlier season, Walton’s Belshazzar’s Feast. While an unusual occurrence, 

sometimes Shaw postponed a work in one season and performed it during the next season, as 

was the case with the Walton, or occasionally even several years later. 
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A Firm Foundation Finally Takes Hold: 1974-1977 

After a year of challenges, the ASO and its choruses were greeted with several positive 

changes the 1974-1975 season. The ASO again grew in size, adding ten players to their roster. 

Shaw intended to focus more on his responsibilities as music director for the entire organization, 

with less emphasis on his role as conductor. The ASO choruses now had a choral secretary, Nola 

Frink, and Shaw planned to do the majority of choral rehearsals himself. On a personal level, 

Shaw was also newly remarried to Caroline Hitz, who had been a steadfast supporter and board 

member of the ASO and an organizer for the “Keep Shaw” campaign in 1972. The organization 

was still growing, but it appeared that the darkest days had passed. 

As the season progressed, however, Shaw’s workload—especially in conjunction with 

preparation of scores for the Handel Israel in Egypt performance—prevented him from taking as 

many rehearsals as he had hoped. William Noll and Nola helped with administrative decisions 

while Noll and other sectional leaders rehearsed the choruses when Shaw was absent. 

While Shaw’s contract had been recently renewed, negotiations for a growing ASO were 

ongoing. The ASO went on strike on Monday of the opening concert week of the season. This 

occasion marked the first strike in the orchestra’s history.52 The players were pushing for a 

longer season, an increase of ten weeks over three years. The ASOC met on Monday night for its 

regularly scheduled rehearsal. Neither Shaw nor Noll could rehearse the group, however. Instead, 

Shaw introduced Joe Walthall, president of the Players Association, who sought support from the 

ASOC. Chorus members listened, though the ASOC did not agree to support the orchestra strike. 

On the third day, the strike was settled, with the season lengthened by two weeks per season for 

the three years. The season opened on Thursday as originally planned. 

The ASOC ventured into new territory with the first ASO performances of several major 

works. The pairing of Barber’s The Lovers with Janacek’s substantial Glagolitic Mass for a 

February series of concerts prompted an outpouring of positive mail. Composer Samuel Barber 

attended one of the performances. William Noll was featured as organist in the Janacek, playing 

the large organ solo near the end of the work. Schoenberg’s massive Gurrelieder brought the 

regular season to a close. To form the large men’s chorus called for in the score, the glee clubs 

from the University of Georgia and Morehouse joined the ASOC. A review called the 

performance “electrifying” and told of “prolonged shouts of ‘Bravo!’” following the opening 
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performance.53 Shaw had once again created a successful collaboration with choruses from 

educational institutions in the Atlanta area. 

The 1975 summer season featured Bernstein’s Mass: A Theatre Piece for Singers, Players, 

and Dancers. The ASO and the Atlanta Music Club, using funds from the National Endowment 

for the Arts, sponsored the Atlanta premiere of this complicated work.54 Don Neuen returned 

from the University of Tennessee at Knoxville to help prepare the work, including the 

Ecclesiastical Chorus. Billy Densmore of the Northside High School of Performing Arts (which 

supplied singers and dancers) assisted with the preparation. Members of the ASOC received a 

special invitation to join the chorus without an audition; non-ASOC members could audition to 

take part in the production. In correspondence with Shaw, Bernstein showed great enthusiasm in 

Shaw’s efforts, saying, “I have a feeling Mass will be a whole new piece in your choro-magic 

hands.”55 The production was a great success and was repeated in the following summer. 

The Chamber Chorus repertoire for the 1974-1975 consisted of two works that required 

double chorus: Handel’s Israel in Egypt and Bach’s St. Matthew Passion. By assigning a mixture 

of firsts and seconds to both choruses, an equal vocal weight was achieved between the choruses. 

A rash of illness forced the cancellation of one Handel rehearsal, which was made-up by pulling 

the ASOCC members from an ASOC rehearsal for a simultaneous rehearsal. The note learning 

of the Handel took much more time than Shaw anticipated due to the extensive choral writing 

throughout the piece. The preparation of the St. Matthew went smoother from a note-learning 

perspective. The snag came, however, with Shaw’s English translation, which he continued to 

revise during the rehearsal process. Shaw maintained, “Translation, particularly of a narrative 

work, must be a living thing. While changes in a printed text inevitably create momentary 

difficulties, the result should be a heightening of emotional involvement of both performer and 

listener.”56 It was important to Shaw that the audience understood and felt the drama unfolding in 

the work. He believed this would happen most easily by singing in the language they understood 

best, English. 

Singing English translations of choral-orchestral masterworks was part of Shaw’s plan to 

build an open community of people who appreciated music and were sensitive to artists and their 
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endeavors. For some of the choral works, there were free, open rehearsals sponsored the ASO 

Women’s Association on the Wednesday night of concert week. Assistant conductor Michael 

Palmer gave talks prior to these open rehearsals. Even with this type of effort aimed community 

education and involvement, the public did not always respond to unfamiliar repertoire. Shaw 

took the extraordinary step of speaking directly to the small audience of the first performance of 

Israel in Egypt to publicly chide the Atlanta community for not turning out to experience such a 

great and lasting work. Another way Shaw sought to build community was by involving a variety 

of performing forces. For the eight summer performances of the Bernstein Mass, the cast was 

predominantly African American, made up of mostly Atlanta performers, including many young 

people. 

Shaw humorously dubbed the 1975-1976 concert year as the “Bi-Sensational” season.57 It 

was an apt headline for a season leading into the Bicentennial that was scheduled to include 

many works grandiose in size and content: Berlioz Te Deum; Husa Apotheosis of the Earth; 

Beethoven Missa Solemnis and Symphony No. 9; and Mahler Symphony No. 8. The ASO even 

offered a special season ticket plan for the six choral programs. Several other things contributed 

to the excitement of the season. The ASOC now had its first board made up of elected and 

appointed members, and in the spring of 1976 they made their New York debut in Carnegie Hall, 

joining the ASO who had already played there several times. In Atlanta, a successful acoustic 

renovation of Symphony Hall, led by acoustician J. Christopher Jaffe, gave the performers a 

greatly improved on-stage experience. Especially considering the type of repertoire planned for 

the season, Jaffee suggested additional improvements for Symphony Hall that included 

extending the ceiling of the shell out over the pit.58 This extension would have allowed the 

orchestra to move forward for large works with chorus or for operas or other dramatic works.  

The Chamber Chorus had only one program during the season, but it was varied both in 

repertoire in how the chorus was employed. For the Bach cantata on the first part of the concert, 

slightly less than half the group (twenty-four singers) performed arranged in a semi-circle on 

stage around the sixteen-member Baroque orchestra. The singers then switched styles and 

centuries two times as the full sixty-voice ASOCC performed Ives Psalm 90 and Mozart 

Requiem. 
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An unfortunate incident caused the cancellation of the enormous Mahler Symphony No. 8 

production. Thirty additional voices were needed to enlarge the ASOC. Nola asked the ASOC to 

spread the word. “We’d like ‘first stringers’—like yourselves—and are therefore not 

encouraging a second audition for applicants not accepted in the fall. Will you help ‘fatten us up’ 

by inviting singers you know with sound vocalism (no problematic vibratos, please) and sure 

musicianship.”59 Finding enough good singers was not the fatal hurdle, however; securing scores 

was. By end of February, the choral scores had still not arrived. Shaw cancelled the Mahler 

season finale concert and replaced it with a program of Bach (an orchestral sinfonia), Brahms 

(Nänie), and Beethoven (Symphony No. 9). This programmatic change turned out to be a positive 

development as the Atlanta season-ending concerts were only a week before the ASOC debut in 

Carnegie Hall where they would also be performing the Ninth Symphony. Shaw rescheduled the 

Mahler work for a later season. 

A new summer series of the ASO, Mostly Music, offered lecture-demonstration concerts. On 

the concert he conducted, Shaw chose to feature choral literature drawn from opera, oratorio, 

secular symphonic works, Broadway shows, patriotic pieces, and a cappella works. Interested 

ASOC members could sign up to join what was called the Mostly Music Festival Chorus. The 

group of about eighty singers rehearsed several times in June before performing at the end of the 

month. 

New additions to the ASOC repertoire—Brahms Schicksalslied and Gesang der Parzen, 

Borodin “Polovtsian Dances” from Prince Igor and Vaughn Williams Dona nobis—joined more 

familiar works such as the Messiah, and the requiems of Berlioz and Verdi on the schedule for 

the 1976-1977 season. Shaw used the time on the more familiar repertoire as an opportunity to 

challenge the ensemble to grow and to build the vocal disciplines and musicianship of the 

ASOC. Addressing the group as they prepared for the Verdi, he noted, “More, perhaps, than with 

any other composer or oratorio, the Verdi Requiem depends on vocal splendour and authority. 

The soloists and chorus must soar over the orchestra. Every bit of text must be inflected and 

fashioned. No tone left unsternum’d as to color, accentuation, and dynamics.”60 As the season 

progressed two other unfamiliar works were dropped due in part to a very special occasion. The 

ASO and ASOC travelled to Washington D.C. to perform for Carter’s inauguration in January 
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1977. This unique performing opportunity forced the cancellation of Berlioz L’Enfance du 

Christ, also scheduled for January. Several months later, the ASOCC was slated to perform Bach 

Cantata 50 (Nun ist das Heil und die Kraft), a deceptively difficult and challenging double 

chorus work. Rather late, Shaw decided to remove this piece from the concert program, as there 

was simply not enough time to master it given the busyness of the rest of the season. 

Shaw was so pleased with the ASOC ahead of the “Bi-Sensational” season, that he did not 

require an audition for returning members. Instead, they were accepted without audition and 

merely had to fill out a new membership application form.61 There were still auditions for the 

ASOCC and for new members interested in joining the ASOC. Midway through season, some 

choristers attempted to opt out of certain concerts, prompting a stern warning from Nola that 

ASOC members were not at liberty to pick and choose which concerts to sing. In specific, it was 

not acceptable to sing in Washington D.C. for Carter’s inauguration and then not again until the 

repertoire was to one’s liking. In the same letter, Shaw praised the ASOC for their improved 

concern for rhythmic detail and precise diction.62 Two months later, Shaw again praised the 

ASOC for their continuing improvement, especially during their first reading of Verdi Requiem. 

He noted that two things happened that never had happened before in rehearsal. First, reading 

was done in ensemble disciplines, and second: “We read with the atmosphere and intent of trying 

to understand the score, rather than merely exercising the vocal muscles. This focused intent 

made possible an awareness of style and balances, and enormously speeded the learning process. 

I think great orchestras read this way, but it’s the first time I’ve experienced that so clearly with a 

chorus. And that’s reason enough to risk the habit-forming dangers of thanks.”63 

The ASOC now had a powerful duo with Shaw and Nola. This combination of a strong 

leadership pair and a continually improving membership was beginning to translate into 

significant improvements both in rehearsals and performances. The timing could not have been 

better, as the ASO choruses had just emerged onto the national scene and were about to embark 

on decade full of recordings and increased national and international acclaim. 
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Christmas Festivals: First Decade 

The Beginning of an ASO Tradition 

Many Atlanta music lovers first got to know and love Shaw’s work through his recordings 

with the Robert Shaw Chorale, including several very popular Christmas albums. Shaw 

translated his love of Christmas hymns and carols and capitalized on the clear audience appeal 

by instituting an annual Christmas Festival. He began this tradition during his initial season as 

music director of the ASO. The first Christmas Festival involved the ASOCC, the Atlanta Choral 

Guild, and the Atlanta Boy Choir. It took place in the Municipal Auditorium—a nearly 5,000 

seat hall—on December 21, 1967 and was broadcast on WSB-TV just a few days later on 

Christmas Eve. Both the ASO Chamber Chorus and the Atlanta Choral Guild sang in this first 

Christmas Festival, while for the Christmas Festivals of 1968 and 1969, the Atlanta Choral Guild 

was the primary chorus. 

The fourth and fifth Christmas Festivals featured the newly-formed, full Symphony Chorus. 

Don Neuen, the new assistant conductor and director of choral activities for the ASO, conducted 

both of these series of concerts in 1970 and 1971. An Atlanta music critic called him a “splendid 

musician” and appreciated how “he led his stage full of performers with a gentle but 

authoritative hand, achieving sounds of great subtlety from his singers.”64 Following the Atlanta 

Christmas Festival performances in 1971, Neuen, the ASO and Chorus, and the Georgia State 

University Chorus travelled to Macon, GA for a run-out concert at the Grand Opera House that 

was greatly appreciated even though it was not quite up to the usual Atlanta standards.65 

After several years of performances in Symphony Hall of the new Memorial Arts Center, the 

Christmas Festival was held in the massive Civic Center Auditorium for three years from 1972 to 

1974 with only one performance each year. The Singing Christmas Tree, from Greenville, SC 

joined the festivities in 1972 and 1973. Chosen by audition, 130 singers from Greenville County 

Schools performed standing inside a huge artificial Christmas tree frame. In 1972, Morehouse 

College Glee Club had its first appearance as part of the Christmas Festival. Their performance 

of “Betelehemu,” with movement and drums and arranged by their director, Wendell Whalum, 

was a highlight of the festival. The Morehouse Glee Club and The Atlanta Boy Choir, which had 
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already sung at several Christmas Festivals, became regular guests of the ASO and appeared at 

many of the subsequent Christmas Festivals. 

The Christmas Festival was moved back to Symphony Hall in 1975 and has been held there 

ever since. An increase in the number of performances to two, accompanied the return to 

Symphony Hall. In the same year, the women of the ASOC were invited to sing the Britten 

Ceremony of Carols to go along with choreographed dance sequences performed by dancers 

from the Northside High School for the Performing Arts. These dancers, and Lee Harper, the 

choreographer, had participated in the Bernstein Mass during the summer to great acclaim. The 

tenth Christmas Festival in 1976 featured greater audience participation and more a cappella 

singing. The audience was asked to join in on at least nine hymns and carols, and the ASOC sang 

five a cappella carols drawing from Spanish, Russian, and American traditions. The Christmas 

Festival prompted another first in 1976: the ASOC performed at the Rotary Christmas party in 

the Galleria without the ASO. The invitation was an indication of the ensemble’s growing 

reputation and the community’s appreciation of their efforts. David Goldwasser, President of the 

Atlanta Symphony Orchestra League, wrote to members of the ASOC to express “deep 

gratitude…for the tremendous contribution you have made to the success of our organization…. 

We thank you for your time, for your talents, for your enthusiastic support of our total program, 

and especially for your artistic triumphs.”66 

The Carol 

The Christmas Festival was a deeply meaningful part of the ASO season for Shaw. From 

time to time he would share with the ASOC his thoughts and discoveries on programming for the 

annual event. In a December 1972 letter, Shaw explored the meaning and appeal of a core 

element: the carol. He clarified the difference between hymns and true carols, noting, “that most 

of the churchly tunes with which we in our Sunday School voices ruffled the silent, holy night 

were not really carols at all—but a species of hymns, in many instances less vital in tune and text 

than those which I have since come to know as true carols.” He referenced Percy Scholes’ 

characterization of a carol in the Oxford Companion to Music as “a religious seasonal song, 

joyful in character, in the vernacular and sung by the common people,” with an element of dance 

and an association with the open air. Carols, according to Scholes, are characterized by 

simplicity, even crudity, and by age. Shaw agreed with most of this definition of a carol with one 
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exception, “I find this simplicity more often sensitive than crude. And in instance after instance, 

both in tune and text, I find a bitter-sweet mingling of the tragic with the joyful: haunting minor 

melodies, and verses which juxtapose birth and crucifixion.” The connection to the people was 

especially important to him: “In the first place, the carol is in the direct line of folk music. It is 

“aged,” it is “in the vernacular and sung by the common people”; but this is so precisely because 

the common people wrote it—a long time ago. Borderline cases exist, but in the main carols 

were written by no-one and by everyone. In the upper corners of the page where credits are 

inscribed to author and composer one writes “traditional…Anonymous…Unknown.”67 

The deep attraction to carols that Shaw felt, stemmed from their anonymous origin out of the 

populous. It was this specific origin that: 

wrought a strange amalgam of secular experience and religious story, of Christian and 
pagan symbolism, of the other-worldly and this-worldly—and all is told in terms naïve 
and profound, simple and surrealistic. 
 It is not surprising that the Christmas story should inspire this extraordinary mingling. 
The birth of a child in poverty and oppression, common shepherds granted the first 
supernatural pronouncement, the royal magnificence of a caravan of kings kneeling in a 
stable: these are affairs and symbols intuitive to the hearts of men. Here the secular and 
the sacred do meet and mingle, or, perhaps more truly, speak as though never separate.68 

In this way, carols from each country were infused with imagery characteristic of that region and 

its people. For instance, from England—a country surrounded by seas—the carol “I saw three 

ships” speaks of ships sailing in to the land-locked city of Bethlehem. Shaw notes that “with the 

exception of the Negro spiritual, America has developed few native Christmas carols.” One 

American carol, however, has become beloved, and Shaw relates the story of how John Jacob 

Niles discovered it: 

on the Sunday afternoon of July 10, 1933 in Murphy, North Carolina, during the last 
meeting of a band of traveling evangelists. “Annie Morgan stood up,” Niles recalled, 
“and, without benefit of any accompaniment, sang ‘I wonder as I wander out under the 
sky,’” continuing (I would add) after the ancient and knowing tradition of the unknown 
folk-singers, “how Jesus the Savior did come for to die/for poor o’nery people like you 
and like I,’ not until the second verse touching at all the events of His birth.69 

Carols mirrored many characteristics also manifested in Shaw, the man: connection to the 

people, concern for the human condition with its joining of secular and sacred, and a focus on the 

literary use of language. He summarized his attraction to carols and their importance in the 
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Christmas Festival by concluding, “thus the carol grows, out of anonymous centuries of day-by-

day longings and delights, clothed with a melodic grace approachable by only the most gifted of 

composers, and bearing imagery which but a few poets could achieve.”70 

Premieres and First Recording 

Shaw commissioned several new works from Alice Parker for the Christmas Festival. In 

1972, the ASOC premiered her Seven Carols for Christmas for Chorus and Orchestra, and in 

1973 the chorus premiered Gaudete—Six Latin Christmas Hymns for Chorus and Orchestra. 

Several years later, in 1976, the group premiered a new work by Peter Warlock. 

Another important event associated with the Christmas Festival was the very first 

commercial recording of the ASO (and the ASOC) in 1975. The ASOC had additional rehearsals 

to prepare for the recording that included several of the commissioned arrangements of hymns 

and carols by Alice Parker. Vox Allegretto originally released the recording on vinyl in October 

1976 and later re-released it in compact disc format in 1987. The successful recording of the 

Christmas Festival was only a first step; Shaw viewed the Christmas Festival program as unique 

in American music and something that should be telecast nationally.  

The ASOC Gains National Recognition: Milestones 

Carnegie Hall Debut 

Shaw spent a large part of his career on the road touring with his group, the Robert Shaw 

Chorale. These tours and the group’s recordings brought great renown to Shaw. In many ways, 

he sought to replicate that success with his new forces in Atlanta. When he arrived in Atlanta, 

however, the ASO had no chorus of its own. Shaw formed the ASO Chamber Chorus 

immediately. He used the Atlanta Choral Guild for three seasons until the ASO Chorus was 

launched in 1970. During this time, Shaw also invited several university choirs, some from the 

Atlanta area and some from universities where Shaw had some type of connection. Wiley 

Housewright, Dean of the School of Music at FSU and a friend of Shaw’s, enthusiastically 

supported the Florida State University Singers travelling to Atlanta to perform the Penderecki St. 
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Luke Passion with the ASO and Shaw conducting in the spring of 1970. Housewright had 

founded the University Singers while on the music education faculty prior to becoming dean. 

Shaw was eager to tour with the ASO performing choral masterworks, but the ASO Chorus 

had just been formed and was neither established nor supported enough to undertake a tour. 

Joseph Flummerfelt, the director of the FSU choir that travelled to Atlanta to perform with Shaw 

and the ASO, joined the faculty of Westminster Choir College as Artistic Director and Principal 

Conductor in 1971. That summer, the President of Westminster Choir College, Ray Robinson, 

proposed that the Westminster Choir go on tour with the ASO during the 1972-1973 season. 

Robinson’s proposal presented the perfect opportunity for Shaw and the ASO to perform major 

choral-orchestral works on tour. With Flummerfelt preparing the Westminster Choir, Shaw knew 

that the chorus would be up to the task. Negotiations took place over the next year between 

Robinson, the potential concert tour presenters, and the ASO management. The person preparing 

the correspondence from Robinson was Nola Frink, his secretary at the time. 

In June of 1972, Robinson accepted the terms of a Westminster Choir tour with the ASO to 

take place in the spring of 1974.71 Shaw was insistent that the proper piece for the tour would be 

Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis. A choir of ninety-two singers would travel with the seventy-six 

member ASO. Several events complicated matters starting in the spring of 1972. Shaw resigned 

his position as music director yet was rehired after his supporters mounted a massive campaign 

to “Keep Shaw.” At the end of the 1971-1972 season, the ASO’s Director of Choral Activities, 

Don Neuen, resigned. Shaw tried to take primary responsibility for the ASO Choruses during the 

1972-1973 season while still making a major push to grow the orchestra and the overall ASO 

organization. Unable to manage it all to his satisfaction, Shaw invited Elmer Thomas to Atlanta 

to take the lead with the ASO Choruses for the 1973-1974 season. Amidst the turmoil and 

leadership changes, the proposed tour with the ASO and the Westminster Choir did not take 

place as originally planned.  Instead, Shaw moved the tour to the spring of 1976. This delay gave 

the ASOC several years to steadily improve and establish itself and prompted Shaw to craft a 

new plan where the choral responsibilities were split between the ASOC and the Westminster 

Choir. Instead of a longer tour with the Westminster Choir, he devised a compact tour schedule 

with only two cities: Washington D. C. and New York City. In Washington D. C., the ASO 

performed two all-Beethoven concerts on May 25 and 26, including the Missa Solemnis with 
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Westminster Choir. These two programs were repeated in New York City on May 28 and 29 and 

were preceded by a third program with the ASOC and the ASO performing the Ninth Symphony 

at Carnegie Hall on May 27. 

There was great excitement within the ASOC over the group’s upcoming Carnegie Hall 

debut. How to fund the trip, however, was a significant challenge. Shaw investigated the 

possibility of obtaining discounted airfare from Atlanta’s hometown airline, Delta, but the Civil 

Aeronautics Board would not allow it in the era of regulation for the airline industry. The ASO 

would not cover the cost of transportation to New York for the ASOC. As a result, chorus 

members were asked to pay their own way outright or to fundraise their portion of the travel cost. 

The ASOC Board was active in planning and organizing several fundraisers throughout the 

season to give chorus members a chance to raise enough money to pay for the trip. In early 

October, the board canvassed the chorus to determine how much of the trip expense each person 

felt he or she could cover. Most of the fundraising opportunities centered on selling tickets to 

musical events ranging from rehearsals and a sing-in to a benefit concert. The first such event 

allowed members of the public to attend the final piano rehearsal of the fall ASOCC concert and 

hear Shaw speak about the program for a one-dollar fee. A similar opportunity accompanied the 

Atlanta series of Beethoven concerts with the ASOC in February. 

The two main fundraising events included a sing-along performance of Messiah in April and 

a special benefit concert by pianist Garrick Ohlsson at the beginning of May. Chorus members 

sold general admission tickets for four dollars directly to the public for the sing-along to 

eliminate any box office expense. Audience members participating in the sing-along sat on the 

main floor in SATB formation while listeners sat in the top balcony. ASOC members were 

assigned seats throughout the hall to help lead the singing. Chorus members were also asked to 

make posters to promote the Messiah sing-along and to help find volunteers to usher and to sell 

records, baked goods made by ASOC members, and Messiah scores autographed by Shaw. 

Chorus members who were also church choir directors brought a great deal of singers to the 

Messiah sing-along.72 

The Garrick Ohlson and Friends benefit chamber music concert also generated publicity and 

funding for the upcoming trip to New York. Ohlson graciously offered to stay an extra day 

following his ASO Subscription Series performances for the benefit concert on May 2. Tickets 
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for this event were five dollars. Ahead of this concert, ASOC members were urged to bake more 

and sell more tickets to help offset the $2,000 lower than anticipated profit from the sing-along.73 

In the end, nearly 950 people bought tickets for each of the two events. Still, the ASOC was 

$5,000 shy of reaching the fundraising goal of $21,000 for the trip. Chorus members were even 

encouraged to sell their two complementary tickets to the final season concerts and return the 

proceeds to the chorus.74 An open rehearsal of the closing Beethoven/Brahms program was the 

last group fundraising effort before the tour the following week. 

Several individuals and musical organizations made special contributions to the ASOC in 

support of their New York debut ranging from a few dollars to larger sums. Some of these gifts 

came from ASOC alumni while two of the largest donations came from other musical ensembles. 

Members of the ASO contributed $1,000 to help the chorus travel with them to New York and 

the Houston Symphony Chorus—a group that Shaw conducted on several occasions—also sent a 

$1,000 contribution.75 All of the raised funds went only to help defray the transportation cost to 

and from New York City. Chorus members had to pay for their own lodging and meals. After the 

months of fundraising and preparing, the ASOC travelled on regularly scheduled flights on the 

morning of May 27, arriving in New York before noon. They performed the Ninth Symphony 

with the ASO that evening.  ASOC members returned to Atlanta the next day or after a day or 

two of visiting the city. 

Preparation for the Carnegie Hall event was an ongoing process that included some 

significant alterations. Shaw scheduled four concerts in mid-February to prepare the chorus and 

orchestra for the May Beethoven tour. Even though the ASOC would not be performing the 

Missa Solemnis on tour, they prepared and performed it in Atlanta with the orchestra. On 

Thursday and Saturday night the ASOC sang the Missa Solemnis with the ASO and on Friday 

and Sunday the Symphony No. 9. This particular sequence of performances proved to be very 

challenging for the ASOC. One Atlanta reviewer was rather disturbed by the unpolished nature 

of the performances: 

The quality of the choral sound was inconsistent and bland, even throaty at times….One 
could not help but wonder whether there was a deliberate holding back, in view of the 
strenuous task the four back-to-back performances constitute, in addition to preconcert 
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rehearsals….The notes were all there, and a dutiful obedience to Beethoven’s score came 
through, but there was no spontaneity, no sense of excitement or commitment. The whole 
thing was curiously lacking that wonderful glow Shaw so often brings to this repertory. 
 The finale movement with chorus and soloists was as bereft of subtlety as the Missa 

Solemnis had been the night before. The chorus belted out much of its music in a 
hammered, raw-sounding staccato, more like a rehearsal technique than polished choral 
singing. What indeed happened to all the captivating nuances we have been accustomed 
to hearing in a Shaw choral concert?76 

Fortunately, Shaw and the ASOC had several months before the group’s New York debut to 

further refine the singing and interpretation. The performers benefitted greatly when he replaced 

the Mahler “Symphony of a Thousand” concerts scheduled for the week prior to the all-

Beethoven tour with a program of Brahms Nänie and the Beethoven Ninth Symphony. This 

change paid off as the New York critics raved about the performance and the Atlanta chorus. 

One reviewer, who noted that the group raised money for their own expenses, said that the 

ASOC “became the real glory of the night.”77 Another critic gushed, “The choral singing per se 

was about as sensational as we have heard recently, and fully deserving of the wild cheering that 

exploded when Shaw gave the volunteer ensemble its first bow.”78 The New York Times critic 

responded to the overwhelming impact of the ensemble’s singing calling it “…a hard driven but 

gripping performance from the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus, which was brought to New 

York, 180-strong, just for this performance. It proved to be a marvelous chorus, strong and 

homogeneous of tone, and with a soprano section able to take the famous 13 measures of high A 

without strain. Recognizably a Robert Shaw product.”79 

In addition to the praise received outside Atlanta, the President of the ASO Board of 

Sponsors, David Goldwasser acknowledged the personal sacrifice ASOC members made to sing 

with the ASO in New York. His letter of thanks to the chorus was important as it represented a 

shift toward more formal inclusion of the ASOC in the ASO organization.80 In the fall, chorus 

members received a free 8X10 glossy photo of the ASOC in Carnegie Hall, a small but vivid 

memento of an important first in the ensemble’s history. 
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National Debut: Singing in the Kennedy Center for Carter’s Inaugural Festivities 

Shaw was used to meeting famous and important people from his early days with Waring and 

the time he spent in New York City. It is not a surprise, then, that Shaw cultivated a friendship 

with Georgia’s most prominent citizen, Governor Jimmy Carter. Carter wrote to Shaw, his “close 

personal friend,” to thank him and the orchestra and chorus for participating in the MENC 

convention in Atlanta in March 1972. Governor Carter was writing to Shaw just after the Shaw’s 

resignation and re-hiring. Carter had his share of working challenges and reflected to Shaw that 

“your own experiences and my own (with the legislature) seem parallel. We both came out okay. 

Good luck and thanks.”81 The following year, Carter proclaimed the week of September 16-22 as 

Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Week throughout the state of Georgia. He declared, “Music 

Director Robert Shaw and the orchestra have brought great distinction to the state of Georgia… 

contributed immeasurably to the musical education of the children of the state of Georgia.”82 The 

ASO’s all-Beethoven tour to Washington D.C. and New York City took place in the midst of the 

1976 presidential primaries. Shaw’s wife wrote to the Carters and invited them to attend one of 

the concerts at either the Kennedy Center or Carnegie Hall.83 

Shaw wasted no time creating an opportunity to showcase two of Georgia’s premier musical 

ensembles. Jimmy Carter won the presidential election on November 2, 1976. The next day, 

Shaw wrote two letters in the hopes of securing a spot for the ASO in Carter’s inaugural 

festivities.84 One was to the Carters expressing interest in the ASO performing at the 

inauguration, and the second letter was to prominent businesswoman Anne Cox Chambers to ask 

her to contact the Carters in support of the ASO. Shaw hoped that her influence would be 

persuasive and pre-empt any attempt from Mondale and the Minnesota orchestra in performing 

at the inauguration. Shaw offered that the ASO forces could perform anything from a Beethoven 

Ninth Symphony to folk songs to Broadway music. The possibility for such an auspicious 

occasion would be cause for great pride among the performers and the citizens of the city and 

state. 
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Shaw’s efforts were successful. The ASO and ASOC were invited to perform on a nationally 

televised Kennedy Center concert on January 18, 1977 for Carter’s inauguration. The ASOC’s 

portion of the program included the Finale from Beethoven Symphony No. 9 and a work by Ives, 

“From Hanover Square North, at the End of a Tragic Day, the Voices of the People Again 

Arose.” Shaw chose works with which he had a close association for this debut on the national 

stage. The preparation of his Collegiate Chorale for the Ninth Symphony under Toscanini helped 

propel his career in its early stages. Shaw’s programming of an Ives retrospective in celebration 

of the composer’s centennial contributed to calls for his resignation as music director. Now, a 

work by this American composer was used to highlight the accomplishments of an American 

chorus and orchestra led by its American conductor and televised to the American people. 

In contrast with the ASOC’s New York debut trip one year earlier, this trip was fully funded 

by the ASO. On the morning of the concert, 207 ASOC members and the ASO flew to 

Washington D.C. aboard a special charter flight on Delta Airlines. Chorus members were given a 

per diem of $12.50 for the one-day trip. Buses had clearance to go directly to planeside at Dulles 

airport immediately after the concert. The group arrived back in Atlanta at 1:00 a.m. These travel 

arrangements allowed the orchestra and chorus members to spend time together in a non-

performance setting. Shaw viewed the camaraderie between instrumentalists and singers on the 

return flight as something unique in the world of music.85 He was so thrilled with the service and 

experience of the charter flight that he wrote to the president of Delta Airlines thanking him and 

envisioning the possibilities for the future. “Let’s plan the ASO and Chorus’ first international 

tour right now!”86 Shaw saw the incredible potential for such an endeavor. The new President, 

too, appreciated the sense of community created by the ASO performance. Carter wrote to Shaw 

thanking him for performing at the inaugural. “You helped give the people of our country this 

opportunity to participate in the inauguration. You have set a magnificent example of what we 

Americans can accomplish by sharing our talents and energies with each other.”87 This national 

debut performance was a fitting tribute to the hard work and significant improvement of the 

orchestra and chorus during their first decade together with Shaw. 
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Next Steps: Shaw’s Vision for Future Achievements 

The implications for the ASO and ASOC of their performances in Washington D.C. and New 

York City quickly became apparent. Managers made inquiries to the ASO management about 

hearing the chorus outside of Atlanta, and many individuals expressed a desire to move to 

Atlanta to sing with the group.88 While the ASO’s emergence onto the national scene was 

seemingly abrupt during 1975-1977 seasons, the orchestra had been growing steadily since 

Shaw’s arrival in 1967. Then, the ASO was a minor, semi-professional ensemble of seventy-two 

players and a $375,000 annual budget. By 1976, the orchestra had eighty-seven members and a 

$2.5 million budget.89 The two-part Ford Foundation grant ten years ago—$750,000 towards 

operating expenses over a five-year period, and $1 million in matching endowment grant—was 

crucial in jump-starting the expansion, including the formation of the ASO Chamber Chorus and 

eventually the full symphony chorus. The Arts Alliance provided the second major stimulus in 

the form of a new concert hall. Volunteer and community support also greatly aided the ASO’s 

growth. 90 

Shaw used the national spotlight and community backing to push for more pronounced 

growth. In a speech titled “The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra: Retrospects and Prospects,” he 

outlined several goals for the ASO and ASOC. “The point is that if we are taken this seriously by 

others—particularly by those in a position to compare—we are also obliged to take ourselves 

somewhat more seriously.”91 The ASO, he said, needed to grow by ten to twelve string players 

and eight to ten wind players in order to be on par with the major American orchestras, and it 

needed a summer home. Shaw wanted to use media outlets to expand the reach of the ASO. His 

idea included a nationwide telecast of the Christmas Festival program and increased recording 

projects produced and marketed by the ASO itself, if necessary. National and international tours 

were additional important goals, as they would bring economic, social, and cultural benefits to 

the organization and community. Atlanta had no resident opera company. Therefore, Shaw felt 

that the ASO must assume responsibility for presenting operas since they had two key 

ingredients: a superb orchestra and a superb chorus. Finally, Shaw wanted to establish a national 
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choral festival and workshop to demonstrate and teach others the choral techniques he had 

developed and was perfecting with the ASOC. 

Organization and Operation of the ASOC and ASOCC 

Auditions and Membership 

Shaw brought many ideas to Atlanta, both musical and organizational. He also brought his 

personal secretary Edna Burruss—known as Eddie—with him. Her familiarity with his methods 

allowed him to lead the ensembles in the way he was accustomed, especially with regards to the 

operation of the choruses. Edna Burruss (Eddie), Shaw’s personal secretary, had already worked 

with him for years and knew his system of assigning a chorus number to each singer and its 

usefulness. Chorus numbers for the ASOC ranged from 101 to 480 and were used to identify the 

voice part or section and vocal range of each singer. In Shaw’s scheme, lower numbers 

corresponded to lower vocal ranges and higher numbers to higher vocal ranges within and 

between sections: 101-130 Bass II; 151-180 Bass I; 201-225 Tenor II, 251-275 Tenor II, 301-330 

Alto II, 351-380 Alto I, 401-430 Soprano II, and 451-480 Soprano I. An individual would often 

retain the same chorus number from season to season. As a result, singers adopted their chorus 

number as part of their ASOC identity. Chorus numbers were a convenient way to check in for 

rehearsal, assign robes, check out music, assign seats on stage or in a rehearsal location, and to 

communicate concerning invitees and results for Chamber Chorus auditions. Shaw’s system of 

chorus numbers also made assigning a wide variety of divisi relatively simple. Sections could be 

divided numerically into two, three or more parts. A single sheet could list all possible divisi for 

an entire season. 

Auditions for the ASO choruses, which were open to all, took place at the start of each 

season, usually in the first week of September. Both ASO choruses were volunteer community 

organizations that drew singers with a diverse range of occupations and from a large geographic 

area. Professional experience was not necessary, though previous vocal or instrumental study and 

participation in church choirs or other singing groups was helpful and recommended. Many 

members, in fact, had considerable musical training and experience. The audition for the ASOC 

consisted of a prepared solo—usually an art song or an aria from an opera or oratorio—followed 

by sight-reading and scales. Announcements of the auditions, including dates, requirements and 
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often a listing of the season’s repertoire, appeared in numerous local and regional newspapers. 

Word of mouth was also important in attracting potential singers, especially when there were 

mid-year auditions as way of bolstering the ranks. This type of ensemble expansion happened in 

March 1972 in advance of Beethoven Missa Solemnis performances and again in January 1976 

when thirty more singers were needed to enlarge the chorus for a planned end-of-season 

performance of Mahler Symphony No. 8 (which was ultimately cancelled). In this instance, Nola 

Frink (Choral Administrator) asked chorus members to spread the word selectively to “’first 

stringers’—like yourselves,” explaining that we “are therefore not encouraging a second audition 

for applicants not accepted in the fall. Will you help ‘fatten us up’ by inviting singers you know 

with sound vocalism (no problematic vibratos, please) and sure musicianship.”92 

Auditions were granted by appointment only; singers called the ASO offices to schedule a 

time during the announced audition days. Shaw viewed this step as an important act in the life of 

the chorus. He said that the big decision in the audition process was made by the singer’s choice 

to audition—a process of self-selection—with ultimate conductor acceptance both secondary and 

independent. Following this act of self-selection, Shaw and his staff chose singers based on vocal 

talent, musicianship, intellectual capacities, and human sensibility.93 The act of self-selection—

the choice to audition—also signified an acceptance of the season’s schedule and a commitment 

to meet that schedule, as Nola reminded the chorus during one period of excessive absences.94 

Adjudicators for the hundreds of auditions changed over time, especially during this first 

decade of the ASO choruses. In Shaw’s very first years in Atlanta, he heard all the auditions 

since the only official ASO chorus was the Chamber Chorus. In 1970 and 1971, Don Neuen, the 

Director of Choral Activities for the ASO, heard the auditions for both the Chamber Chorus and 

the newly formed, full Symphony Chorus. In the fall of 1972, following Neuen’s departure, 

Shaw heard all the auditions for both the ASOC and ASOCC. In the following season, Shaw 

brought Elmer Thomas to Atlanta as a conducting fellow to assume a major portion of the 

responsibility for the preparation of choral works. William Noll assisted with the choral 

preparation and, together with Thomas, they heard the bulk of the auditions in 1973. Thomas’s 

post was a one-year fellowship, so Shaw once again took the lead in auditioning the choruses in 
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1974 with assistance from Noll. Noll struck out on his own after four years with the ASO, and 

Shaw enlisted longtime friend, associate, and contralto soloist, Florence Kopleff, to hear the 

ASOC auditions in September 1975. Shaw, however, still listened to the Chamber Chorus 

auditions that year. The resulting symphony chorus for the “Bi-Sensational” season so pleased 

Shaw that he dispensed with auditions for members returning in the fall. This occasion marked 

the first and possibly only time returning ASOC members did not have to reaudition. New 

members could still audition for the ASOC in 1976 and Shaw heard those singers as well as 

auditions for the ASOCC. 

Hundreds of singers auditioned each year for the chance to be a part of the ASOC and 

ASOCC and to sing with Shaw. Auditions took fifty-three hours over a period of nine days in 

1973; with only about fifty percent of the ASOC membership returning, there were many spots 

to fill.95 In 1975, a particularly large number of singers—around 500—auditioned. This 

magnitude of interest resulted in the largest audition to date. Male singers were often in short 

supply, especially tenors. Auditions for the full symphony chorus occurred before the chamber 

chorus auditions in almost all years. One exception was in 1971 when Neuen held the Chamber 

Chorus auditions over one weekend (Friday night, all day Saturday, Sunday afternoon with 

Sunday night callbacks), and the Symphony Chorus auditions on the following weekend (Friday 

night, all day Saturday, Sunday morning, and Sunday afternoon). 

After the establishment of the ASOC in 1970, the Chamber Chorus became a subset of the 

full symphony chorus. To participate in the Chamber Chorus, singers first had to audition and 

become members of the symphony chorus. Based on their audition for the ASOC, singers were 

invited—via a list published by chorus number—to audition for the Chamber Chorus. Singers 

then had to confirm that they would audition. These auditions usually took place a few weeks 

after the season was already underway, typically around the beginning of October. Results of the 

Chamber Chorus auditions were also published using chorus numbers. The current season’s 

repertoire affected the size of the Chamber Chorus and therefore the number of singers invited to 

audition. In 1972, a limited number of singers were invited to audition and only thirty-four were 

chosen, as the season’s repertoire was works by Bach: a cantata in the fall and the Easter 

Oratorio in the spring. By contrast, about seventy singers were invited to audition for forty-eight 

spots in 1974, as that season featured two works for double chorus: Israel in Egypt (Handel) and 
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the St. Matthew Passion (Bach). The Chamber Chorus was even larger in some years. As with 

the ASOC, completing the audition also meant agreeing to meet the schedule for the season. 

A profile of the 1974 Chamber Chorus, published in an Atlanta newspaper, gives a glimpse 

into the backgrounds of this select ensemble. All had some private study in music while one third 

of the members had degrees in music and taught music or sang in church or other choirs. A third 

of the group was housewives and one third of the group had other full-time jobs (e.g. secretary, 

doctor, lawyer, Army officer). Some members travelled great distances to participate including a 

voice teacher at North Georgia College, a church musician in Madison, a farmer in Fort Valley, a 

voice teacher at Wesleyan College in Macon, and an insurance agent from Auburn, AL. 

Chamber Chorus members were dedicated to the ensemble as evidenced by their willingness to 

juggle family responsibilities, jobs, and other activities to make time for a demanding rehearsal 

and performance schedule all while incurring a good deal of expense for travel costs, parking 

fees, and music purchase.96 

The primary expectation Shaw had for members of the ASO choruses was to be present at 

rehearsals. Shaw found himself chastising the Chamber Chorus over absences in the second year 

of the ensemble’s existence. He explained the reason for the primacy of attendance at rehearsals: 

“whether we like it or not the chorus is a human organism of very special psychological 

sensibility. It’s unarguable essence is a ‘oneness out of many’: the making of one, integrating—

integrity. Absence or tardiness is an a priori and unsalvageable denial of the chorus’ being. (I 

suspect that this is true of any ensemble art.) There’s nothing that anybody can do to save the 

situation. The pieces simply are missing.”97 Accordingly, the only appropriate option for those 

unable to attend rehearsals was withdrawal from the ensemble, either voluntarily or 

involuntarily. Shaw enlisted his staff to vigilantly monitor and police attendance for the 

choruses. Inevitably there were unavoidable absences given the volunteer-nature and size of the 

ASOC at over 200 members. Shaw’s secretaries—Edna (Eddie) Burruss and then Nola Frink—

frequently reminded the chorus to notify them in writing in advance of any absence, or in the 

case of an emergency, by phone or immediately after the absence. An absence without 

notification or AWN was more serious than an excused absence. Symphony Chorus members 

could have several absences without penalty, however, multiple AWNs or excessive absences 
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were grounds for removal. Due to the smaller size of the ensemble, Shaw did not permit 

absences from Chamber Chorus rehearsals. He did not hesitate to deal swiftly with members 

having poor attendance patterns. For example, in early October 1974, just a few weeks into the 

season, several members were dropped due to excessive absences. In the previous season, fifteen 

people were removed from membership due to absences by mid-February. Shaw allowed 

returning members into the ASOC for the 1976-1977 season without an audition; during this 

season, attendance at rehearsals and performances was particularly problematic. Several 

members were removed from the chorus early in the season and then in February another sixteen 

singers were dropped from the roster. This lack of commitment to the entire season’s schedule 

caused Shaw to require returning members to reaudition for the ASOC in future years. The 

weekly announcements sheet contained the chorus numbers of any members who had been 

removed from the ensemble. Occasionally, names appeared instead of chorus numbers. 

Eddie and Nola used the weekly letters and announcements for a variety of reasons, but 

principally to remind choristers of Shaw’s expectations and of the procedures for the 

organization. In addition to attendance at performances and regular rehearsals, Shaw expected 

his singers to attend occasional sectional rehearsals. Singers were to arrive early, to be fully 

prepared and to remain for the duration of all rehearsals. Nola kindly reminded the ASOC that 

“the progress of the Chorus is impeded by one not being at the ready—with score and pencil in 

hand—at the appointed rehearsal hour. Rehearsals do begin promptly.”98 If a rehearsal had to be 

cancelled due to inclement weather, this was announced over radio. Excuse forms for absences 

were instituted in 1975 to streamline the tracking of attendance. During one period of high 

absenteeism, Nola told the ASOC, “we would appreciate your full cooperation in making half-

hearted commitments whole-hearted.”99 Shaw had two important expectations for committed 

choristers that were to happen outside of rehearsal. They needed to mark their scores by copying 

from a score containing Shaw’s markings, and they were to practice (daily) at home. 

Chorus members received no pay for their service and contributions to the ASO organization. 

Members who were able to commit fully to the ASO choruses, however, did receive fringe 

benefits as thanks for their efforts. Many had personal reasons for wanting to be in the ASOC. 
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One housewife explained, “I’m doing this just for me. The Monday night rehearsals and the 

performances are things that help me put my head back together after doing all of the things I 

have to do at home.”100 Some joined for purely musical reasons while others liked the sense of 

community and dedication of purpose they felt. Chorus members did receive a nice perk 

beginning in 1975 after open rehearsals were no longer offered to the public. The Atlanta 

Symphony Board of Sponsors passed a resolution entitling ASOC members to two 

complimentary tickets for performances in which they participated. The ASOC members were 

also invited to attend the celebration concert in honor of the ASO’s thirtieth anniversary year in 

1975. 

Organizational Structures 

The Ford Foundation grant, which coincided with Shaw’s arrival, provided the needed funds 

that allowed the ASO to establish its own choruses. Both ASO choruses, the ASOC and the 

ASOCC, were fully volunteer and were formed for the sole purpose of performing with the ASO. 

The Chamber Chorus became a subset of the Symphony Chorus after the latter’s founding. The 

ASO provided robes and music, though choristers could purchase the scores at cost to keep, and 

many did. Shaw was technically a volunteer, too, with regards to choral preparation. As Music 

Director, his contract only required him to attend one rehearsal per choral work performed. There 

was no provision for any other preparation of the ASOC or ASOCC. Shaw undertook 

responsibilities for the choruses because he wanted to do so. Shaw used his position as a fellow 

volunteer to motivate chorus members to be even more dedicated. He was frustrated at the lack 

of support for the choruses from ASO management and he shared his discontent with the ASOC. 

In 1976, he said that the ASO administration valued choral operations at a ballpark figure of 

$10,000 to $15,000 per year for seventeen performances out of a total operational budget of 

$2.75 million. For comparison, the Chicago Symphony Chorus had a budget of $200,000 for 

singers alone in addition to salaries for conducting staff, secretarial, custodial and library 

assistance. Shaw explained the implications of his volunteering to take on the significant added 

responsibilities for two choruses: “To my way of thinking, this only makes Monday nights more 

important. We’re obviously the ones who care. Your ‘choral coach’ would be happy to reach his 

end with his total energies, know-how, and intuition utterly exhausted. He’d be delighted to be 
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able to operate at his maximum effectiveness. If that means you also prepare at home—that 

sounds fair to me.”101 This illustration was typical of Shaw’s skill in motivating chorus members 

by combining wit and wisdom. 

Rehearsal schedules for the choruses were intensive. Singers typically received detailed 

rehearsal schedules in the fall, at the start of the concert year, and again in January for the second 

half of the season. Shaw occasionally had to revise the schedule and Nola or Eddie distributed 

the revision to the choruses. Sometimes there were three or more revised versions of a given 

schedule, and members were notified in writing as soon as possible. Weekly rehearsals for the 

ASOC were held on Monday evenings and lasted for two and one-half to three hours. It was 

typical during performance weeks for every night to be filled with a rehearsal or performance. 

Shaw favored including in the schedule several bisectional rehearsals on alternating Sunday 

afternoons: sopranos and basses, for instance, would rehearse one week and altos and tenors on 

the following Sunday afternoon. Shaw sometimes called for individual sectional rehearsals 

during a regular Monday evening rehearsal, and these lasted for the full rehearsal period or for 

just a portion of the time. The Chamber Chorus often rehearsed on Sundays or during a portion 

of a Monday night rehearsal, with several consecutive rehearsal nights immediately preceding 

performances. On performance evenings, singers gathered on stage one hour prior to concert 

time for a warm-up with Shaw.  

In addition to chorus numbers, another organizational system used was a check-in desk 

located outside the evening’s rehearsal or performance space where singers could sign in up until 

five minutes before the start of rehearsal or warm-up. After that time, check in took place at the 

security office. Excuse forms for absences were available at the check-in desk as well as other 

materials pertinent to rehearsal. Check in began up to an hour before the scheduled rehearsal 

time in order to allow the more than 200 members of the ASOC to sign in and get seated in an 

orderly fashion. Still, choristers occasionally socialized near the check-in desk creating a 

logjam.102 

Supplying music to chorus members was simple enough. However, Shaw had high 

expectations regarding score preparation prior to rehearsal. The ASO provided scores, but each 

singer had to mark his or her own score with Shaw’s musical, dynamic, and articulation 
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markings as well as cuts and cues for standing and sitting. Many singers chose to purchase and 

keep their scores, which is understandable given the time they spent marking them. Professional 

soloists also used Shaw’s markings, though they received pre-marked scores. Scores not 

purchased by individual members had to be returned following the final performance of the 

work. 

The most visibly identifiable characteristic of the ASOC was the blue robes worn for 

performances. The ASO supplied the robes for the group’s debut in 1970. On concert nights, 

singers could find the robes hanging in numerical order by chorus number on racks outside the 

dressing rooms. Concert attire under the robes for men was a long-sleeve, white shirt and a dark 

fore-in-hand tie. Women’s robes had a detachable white collar. Women were not permitted to 

wear gaudy jewelry, scarves, or other distracting accessories. To complete this uniform look, 

everyone wore dark, comfortable shoes. 

The ASO choruses usually rehearsed on stage in Symphony Hall or downstairs in the large 

Rehearsal Hall in the Memorial Arts Center. Concerts or other events sometimes necessitated 

relocation to a different space. Rehearsal Hall could not always be used, as there was an 

unfortunate problem with sound bleeding into Symphony Hall. Nola explained this to the ASOC, 

“our glorious sounds in Rehearsal Hall travel through the air vents and combined with those in 

Symphony Hall create unappreciated cacophony for the Symphony Hall audience.”103 The 

preferred alternative rehearsal venue was First Presbyterian Church. It had multiple rooms for 

sectionals as well as ample parking space. Other options were also used within the Arts Center 

including the Alliance Theatre or for smaller ASOCC rehearsals, the Walter Hill Auditorium in 

the High Art Museum or the theatre shop located in the basement. An additional complication 

was that the same set of chairs for the chorus was shared between Rehearsal Hall and the 

Symphony Hall stage. Sharing equipment created a logistical problem that forced schedule 

modifications from time to time. 

Symphony Hall was an improvement over the Municipal Auditorium in many respects. 

Acoustic deficiencies, however, made it difficult for performers to hear each other very well on 

stage. A successful acoustic renovation corrected this for standard setups, but further changes—
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such as an extension of the ceiling shell over the pit to allow the orchestra to move forward—

were still needed for large works with chorus or for dramatic works.104 

The ASOC and ASOCC had no formal internal organization at the time of their founding. 

Shaw and his staff (especially his secretary) took logistic and operational control of the 

ensembles. As the ASOC and ASOCC continued to develop and mature as organizations, it was 

apparent that some sort of structure that could promote and utilize volunteers would be helpful. 

More internal governance would also free up time for Shaw and his staff. A small group of 

eleven ASOC members drafted a plan of organization for the chorus at the beginning of 1975 

with the goal of electing officers later that spring. The reasons given for formal organization 

were: 1) to provide structure for chorus members to participate in all areas of policy, planning, 

and activities; 2) to provide assistance for recruitment, auditions, rehearsals, and performances; 

3) to develop better contact and communication with the community; and 4) to promote chorus 

concerts. There was no intent that the choruses would exist independently of the ASO or the Arts 

Alliance.105 

The proposed organizational structure consisted of three parts: a governing board, standing 

and temporary committees, and an outside advisory board. The governing board would have ten 

members with two appointed by the chorus director, seven elected from the ASOC, and the 

chorus director’s secretary as an ex officio member. The governing board would be responsible 

for internal chorus matters, establishing committees as needed, and making recommendations to 

the ASO Board of Sponsors. The five standing committees, which would have separate 

representation from the ASOC and ASOCC as needed, would oversee membership, library 

activities, public relations, physical arrangements, and social activities. As necessary, the 

governing board could form other temporary committees. The advisory board was to be 

constituted from outside the ASOC membership and include individuals from the professional 

musical community and interested community leaders.106 

Charles Hamilton became the president of the first ASOC board in June 1975, following 

elections by the ASOC and Shaw’s appointments to the board. The ASOC met during a mid-

rehearsal break on March 19, 1976 to ratify the bylaws. A month later the ASOC elected new 
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members to the chorus board at the group’s annual meeting. The Membership Committee began 

work on an ASOC handbook in the fall. These steps toward greater structure came at a crucial 

time as chorus members engaged in more and more non-musical activities to benefit the 

organization. The following spring, two additional committees—the Education Committee and 

the Committee of Funding and Legal Status—were created by amendment. 

Personnel: Staff and Volunteers 

None of Shaw’s contracts as music director of the ASO—neither his initial contract nor any 

succeeding contract up until his retirement in 1988 from the music director post—ever included 

any mention of, or compensation for, his leadership of the ASO choruses. He undertook 

responsibilities with the choruses at his discretion and as his schedule allowed. Shaw wanted a 

choir of his own in Atlanta and the Chamber Chorus—formed before the official start of his first 

season with the orchestra—fulfilled that need while allowing him to expand the choral 

programming of the ASO. His main task as music director was to ensure the growth and 

development of the ASO. He did this by broadening the offerings of the orchestra, adding new 

series of programs, taking the orchestra on tours, and through an ambitious program of 

educational concerts for Atlanta’s young people. Any one of these initiatives required a 

significant investment of time and energy from Shaw to be successful. Taken together, the 

workload was intense, even with help from his assistants. Activities with the choruses only 

compounded the pressure. 

It is no surprise then, that Shaw spent the better part of his first decade as Music Director 

trying to find a permanent director of choral activities for the ASO. He hired Don Neuen, who 

started the Symphony Chorus in 1970 and served as Director of Choral Activities for two 

seasons. This position was not full time. Shaw was only able to attract Neuen to Atlanta in 

conjunction with Georgia State University, which hired Neuen to lead its choirs and orchestra. 

Neuen’s position with the ASO was short-lived. Shaw picked up the reigns and tried to direct the 

choruses and lead the orchestra expansion simultaneously during the 1972-1973 season. He was 

unable to be at all the chorus rehearsals, however, and had a difficult year trying to balance all 

these responsibilities. Shaw saw the impossibility of the situation and made changes. He still 

believed that the best long-term solution was to find a permanent director of choral activities for 

the ASO. Without management support for such a position, however, Shaw attempted to use a 

rotating fellowship to obtain a director of choruses for the ASO. Under the Exxon Conducting 
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Fellowship program, Shaw brought in Elmer Thomas to lead the choirs for a year. That 

fellowship became a music director internship in the following years and the ASO choruses were 

once again without dedicated leadership. Shaw knew that it was unrealistic to assume that a 

music director of an increasingly major orchestra could continue in perpetuity to have dual 

responsibility for both choral and orchestral activities. Without support from the board and 

management, however, there was no other option available, and Shaw readily accepted the major 

responsibility for choral preparation from fall 1974 onwards. In 1975, the ASOC elected a 

volunteer administration, which was to assist with the operation of the chorus in the hope that 

Shaw and the choral area would receive some much-needed assistance with non-musical tasks. 

Shaw’s personal secretary, Edna Burruss, came with him to Atlanta. She had worked with 

Shaw while he was director of the Cleveland Orchestra Chorus and knew his routines well. He 

entrusted her with much of the administrative responsibility for the ASOCC and then the ASOC. 

Their relationship was not free from challenges, however. In one instance, Eddie sent an 

unauthorized letter to the ASOC supposedly on Shaw’s behalf.107 Shaw found himself having to 

correct this misstep with additional correspondence to the chorus. Within a year, Burruss was no 

longer Shaw’s secretary. 

Don Neuen joined the ASO staff as Assistant Conductor and Director of Choral Activities in 

1970. Neuen accepted a similar position at Georgia State University concurrently. The decision 

to hire Neuen hinged on his developmental, administrative, and promotional, as well as musical 

capabilities. Shaw was enthusiastic about Neuen’s arrival. “Among many candidates of 

exceptional musical caliber one appeared, by temperament and experience, uniquely qualified to 

develop a choral program in the secondary schools, colleges and universities of the state to 

accompany our possible future growth into a ‘state-‘ and ‘regional-‘ orchestra.”108 Neuen had 

been director of choral activities at the University of Wisconsin and at Ball State University and 

was the director of the Indianapolis Symphonic Choir. 

Neuen came to Atlanta to work with and for Shaw. He learned a great deal from Shaw 

including two invaluable ideas: there is no substitute for uncompromising accuracy and the 

ongoing need for dedication to an honest interpretation of the score (the composer must be 
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served).109 Neuen successfully launched the Symphony Chorus in 1970 and received praise from 

the press. However, things began to unravel during his second year and by the beginning of 1972 

Shaw had assumed more responsibility for the ASOC. Shaw reduced Neuen’s role significantly, 

reconstituting the Director of Choral Activities position to include much more assisting and less 

full responsibility for the choruses. Neuen chose to resign following the 1971-1972 season rather 

than accept a new contract with altered terms. Neuen described this choice as necessary yet one 

of the saddest turn of events in his life. “The first year was the greatest and most rewarding of 

my life…the second was a nightmare, the complexity of which I may never fully understand. I 

do understand, however, the sorrow with which I view the result.”110 Neuen remained in Atlanta 

and at Georgia State University for another year before moving to Knoxville and joining the 

faculty of the University of Tennessee. Despite several requests to do so, Neuen refrained from 

organizing a new chorus of his own in Atlanta, choosing instead to take a church job in the hopes 

of preserving a relationship with Shaw. Neuen expressed a desire to work with Shaw again, and 

Shaw did invite him back to prepare Bernstein’s Mass in the summer of 1975. 

Shaw met and heard William Noll, III perform at Aspen one summer. Shaw was impressed 

with his piano skills and engaged Noll as the ASO keyboardist for the 1971-1972 season. Noll 

was then twenty years old, having recently graduated from Catholic University in his hometown 

of Washington D.C. Noll was also an organist and a first-rate choral accompanist and wanted to 

be a top-notch choral conductor. Shaw put Noll’s skills to use in various ways during his four 

years with the ASO. He was the piano soloist on works such as Beethoven’s Triple Concerto and 

played organ parts with the ASO if needed. He played for many choral and solo rehearsals and 

led chorus rehearsals while Shaw was out of town on tour with the ASO or guest conducting. He 

became Choral Administrator in the fall of 1973 and was to supervise choral activities as well as 

prepare works with the Chamber Chorus and to prepare the choruses for the Christmas Festival. 

Unfortunately, Noll found himself in conflict with conducting fellow Elmer Thomas during 

the 1973-1974 season. Shaw felt it necessary to alter Noll’s responsibilities to maintain an 

affable rehearsal environment.111 Noll remained the ASO keyboardist and still assisted with 

choral rehearsals during the following year. Shortly thereafter, Noll took Shaw’s suggestion to 
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form a group of his own. He founded the William Noll Chorale in 1975. The ensemble was a 

thirty-eight-voice professional choir, which he financed personally. The group’s first concert was 

a full-length Messiah performance in the Fox Theater. Noll had limited success sustaining his 

own group, and eventually he became the conductor of the Atlanta Choral Guild, a position he 

held from 1978-1992. Shaw continued to think highly of Noll after he left the ASO, “Even with 

some forty years’ experience in the field of choral preparation and performance, I have never met 

anyone to top—and few, if any, to match—William Noll’s grasp of choral disciplines and 

techniques.”112 

Elmer Thomas came to Atlanta for the 1973-1974 season as an Exxon Affiliate Artists 

Conducting Fellow. The ASO was one of a handful of orchestras participating in this program 

established to develop more American conductors to lead American orchestras. Thomas took a 

yearlong sabbatical from his duties as head of the division of ensembles and conducting at the 

Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music to work with the ASO and Shaw, whom he had 

known for years. Born in Carlsbad, New Mexico, Thomas earned degrees from the College of 

Idaho, the University of Michigan, and the University of Illinois. He was also the Director of 

Choruses for the Cincinnati May Festival. 

Nola Frink moved to Atlanta and joined the ASOC in the soprano section in the fall of 1972. 

Prior to that she was secretary to the President of Westminster Choir College, Ray Robinson. She 

had contact with Shaw when he conducted summer workshops at Westminster. Nola was a 

trained musician with music degrees from Stetson and Louisiana State University. In addition to 

solo experience in oratorio and opera, she served as organist and choir director for various 

churches. Nola also taught at the collegiate level in Rhode Island and New Jersey. 

During her first year in Atlanta, she auditioned for and was accepted into the Chamber 

Chorus. Shaw also selected her as the soprano soloist for the Bach Easter Oratorio. She had a 

contract and was paid as a soloist by the ASO for the performance. Nola began assisting in the 

choral office during the fall of 1973, while Eddie was on tour with Shaw and the ASO. By 

February of 1974, Shaw announced to the chorus that William Noll and Nola Frink would share 

the primary organizational responsibilities for the choral activities of the ASO. Shaw then hired 

Nola as the Music Director’s Secretary, though this title was changed to Choral Secretary first, 

then later during the 1980s to Choral Administrator. Nola’s administrative and musical skills and 
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understanding combined with her warm, pleasant, yet firm personality proved to be invaluable to 

Shaw and his work with the ASO choruses. The addition of Nola to the operation of the ASO 

choruses provided one of the missing links needed for Shaw to realize his vision in Atlanta. 

Volunteers played an important part in the success and growth of the ASOC. Many of these 

volunteers were members of the chorus or their spouses. They helped with the ongoing operation 

of the choruses—serving as librarians and assisting with the distribution and upkeep of the 

robes—and with special events such as the Messiah sing-along and other fundraisers for the 

ASOC New York debut. The establishment of the ASOC board and committees was an attempt 

to organize and maximize the efforts of the many volunteers who dedicated countless hours to 

the ASO choruses. 

Creating Community 

Letters to the choruses (ASOC and ASOCC) and printed announcement sheets were used to 

communicate basic organizational information, but they were also a primary means used to 

create a sense of community within the ensemble. Edna Burruss (Eddie) or Nola Frink created 

the announcement sheets. Shaw wrote most of the letters to the choruses; however, his 

assistants—including Burruss, Frink, Neuen, Noll, and Thomas during the first decade of the 

ASO choruses—also wrote to the choruses from time to time. Shaw often penned his chorus 

letters at home on Monday evening or Tuesday morning following the regular Monday night 

ASOC rehearsal. Shaw’s secretary (Eddie or Nola) typed the letters and created any 

accompanying announcement sheets. Shaw’s letter and the ASO Chorus Announcements were 

then both mailed via the postal service to the entire chorus membership so that choristers could 

read them by the end of the week. The chorus letters offered a convenient and efficient way to 

address a broad range of topics without using valuable rehearsal time. Shaw and his assistants 

could thus provide the choruses with feedback on their progress and make suggestions for 

improvement prior to the next rehearsal. The letters were time-consuming to write, and on 

occasion, Shaw would opt to reuse relevant parts from an older letter rather than compose a new 

letter on the same topic. These recycled letters were “new” to the members of the ASOC, as 

Shaw often drew from letters he wrote to the Cleveland Orchestra Chorus, which he founded and 

led for eleven years from 1956 to 1967. These borrowings were more frequent during Shaw’s 

first years in Atlanta. By the mid 1970s, after Shaw had assumed regular and primary 

responsibility for the choruses, he generally wrote original letters to the ASOC. 
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The announcement sheets and chorus letters contained a mix of thanks, explanation, 

encouragement and admonition depending on the progress of the ASOC in weekly rehearsals and 

periodic performances. Shaw writings were always relevant, tied to the current situation with 

humor, wit, word-play, and a pointed directness. Encouraging the ASOC to persevere and work 

diligently on learning the challenging Hindemith Requiem, Shaw wrote, “Vote yes for Lilacs. 

Vote hundreds of times each day. Each vote one note. Given enough right notes we might even 

validate universal suffrage.”113 At times he was blunter. Two months after the ASOC sang at 

President Carter’s inauguration, Shaw lamented that there seemed to be one chorus that went to 

the Kennedy Center and one that came to rehearsals on rainy nights. Shaw held himself to a high 

standard and expected no less from chorus members. “I repeat over and over again to myself all 

the maxims about ‘no bad choruses—only bad conductors,’ but it would be equally fair for you 

to consider ‘no bad choruses—only bad choristers.’”114 Shaw believed it was his responsibility to 

lead productive, efficient rehearsals. And, it was the chorus members’ responsibility to prepare 

and practice between weekly Monday night rehearsals. When Shaw felt that he had failed to live 

up to his end of the bargain, he would accept responsibility. Such was the case during the 

preparation of Mendelssohn’s Elijah in the fall of 1974. Shaw’s apology to the chorus following 

a difficult chorus is revealing: 

It’s a terribly shaming thing to get mad at rehearsals. Anyone with an ounce of sense or 
honesty knows that music and anger don’t really mix for two very good reasons….For 
the most part conductors of choruses get mad when they don’t know how to fix the fool 
thing—so they kick its tires….In the second place, anger is completely alien to the whole 
purpose of music—or of a chorus, for that matter. The purpose of these is 
communication…and anger is a barrier, an isolation…. 
 So—as your onetime choral-scout bows his way out the door with rue on wry for his 
inability to lead you sweetly, bloodlessly, and drily across Kishon’s brook—lift them 
eyes—O lift them eyes unto the mountains of exercises that even now begin to take shape 
hill by drill and from whence if any help cometh at all who can afford to say it neigh.115 

The son of a preacher, Shaw loved words and he loved writing. During the early years of the 

ASOC, however, he wrote less frequently. His first letter to the chorus during the 1973-1974 

season did not arrive until the end of November. Jokingly Shaw assured the ASOC that he wrote 

infrequently not because he had nothing to say, but because he was afraid they might write 
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back!116 His letters to the chorus were always thoughtful, even when they were full of humor and 

light-heartedness. His poems were of the moment—mingling his musings on the repertoire at 

hand with his characteristic sense of humor and creative wordsmithing. Shaw wrote one 

particularly crafty ode following a performance of Mahler Symphony No. 2 conducted by James 

Levine (see Figure 3.1). Another notable example takes its cue from the traditional poem “’Twas 

the Night Before Christmas.” Here, Shaw recasts it to reflect the Christmas Festival just past and 

the beginning of rehearsals on Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis (see Figure 3.2). Nola sometimes 

even joined in fun, playfully writing to the ASOC as “Noëla” amidst Christmas Festival 

preparations. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.1. Poem on Mahler Two by Robert Shaw.117 
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Figure 3.2. Poem by RS-anta.118 
 
 

Shaw valued the sense of community generated through the study and performance of choral 

music. Upon the death of Thomas Pyle, a soloist and member of the Collegiate Choral and 
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Robert Shaw Chorale, Shaw reflected on his character and dedication to the choral art. 

Describing the ethos of those early ensembles to the ASOC, Shaw observed that “music is love, 

and so is a chorus, and so is singing together.”119 A chorus is much greater than the sum of its 

parts—individuals or sections. 

Every individual mattered to Shaw. “If our net product—our performance—were arrived at 

by individual competition, victory and defeat, then each of us would not be so important (this 

world insists on one winner—even between champions.) But if our product is arrived at by 

common effort and understanding and devotion, then all of us are diminished by the absence or 

weakness of each us.” And while a logical conclusion might be that Shaw wanted a chorus of 

similar voices, similar individuals, the reality was actually the opposite: “The more varied our 

heterogeneity, the richer should be our community—if it happens.”120 

With over 200 members, the ASOC was naturally a social organization. Members needed to 

get to know one another, though, to have a real sense of community. This aspect of the ensemble 

was fostered through varying means, many of which involved food or drink. The ASO Women’s 

Association would sometimes provide coffee before rehearsal, giving the chorus a chance to 

socialize while simultaneously encouraging them to arrive early for rehearsal; at other times, 

they would organize after concert parties. These parties, also arranged by other individuals or the 

ASOC Social Committee, were a thank-you to the chorus for their giving of time and talent. 

Educational Initiatives: External and Internal 

Shaw understood that excellence in musical performance was directly linked to excellence in 

music education. He envisioned a united community of musicians that functioned together as an 

outstanding performing ensemble in an environment that stimulated musical learning. Part of his 

initial vision for the ASOCC included utilizing rehearsals as a workshop on choral techniques 

and conducting for music educators and conductors. Georgia State University found common 

ground with Shaw and appointed him “Special Lecturer in Music” during the 1967-68 academic 

year to teach this workshop course. By December of his first year in this new role, Shaw had 

convinced the Atlanta Public Schools to accept continuing education credit for their music 

teachers who were auditing the Georgia State course, a “workshop seminar in choral conducting 
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and performance.”121 To facilitate this choral education laboratory, the ASOCC rehearsed at 

GSU during its founding year. This relocation also solved the problem of where the ensemble 

would rehearse since the opening of the ASO’s new home in the Memorial Arts Center was 

delayed by a year. As part of the workshop course, each member of the class and of the ASOCC 

received a book called The Correct Pronunciation of Latin According to Roman Usage. Though 

the masterclass with GSU only lasted one year, it had a lasting impact for the ASOCC members 

and for the auditors and participants; music education initiatives involving the ASO choruses 

took other forms in the following years. 

Shaw’s two principal goals for the ASOCC worked brilliantly together. To create a first-rate 

performing instrument, he provided the educational component necessary to make that possible 

either personally or by drawing on the expertise of others in the field. Shaw hoped to expose 

more musicians to the ideas and techniques of leading choral authorities in America like Howard 

Swan, Westin Noble, and Julius Herford. He imagined a series of workshop visits from these 

choral visionaries over the course of the 1968-1969 season that would align with the planned 

repertoire. “With our opportunities for actual performance, these men in a series of lecture-

rehearsal sessions could help us all, and help our area to become a valued center of American 

choral art.”122 Although these workshops did not actually come to fruition during Shaw’s second 

season, he liked the idea and tried to implement modified version of it several years later. He did 

ask the ASOCC to sing with the Choral Guild for at least two of three performances during the 

1968-1969 season. This collaboration provided an added professional benefit to ASOCC 

members through experience with additional masterworks while also ensuring that the Choral 

Guild would benefit from the skill and training of the ASOCC. 

Early success with local educational outreach projects with the ASO, led Shaw to expand the 

scope of his efforts. The Georgia Department of Education sponsored a program to video record 

Shaw’s choral rehearsals with the ASOCC in 1969 with the plans to air the programs one year 

later, on Georgia Public TV. Shaw’s contract with the DOE specifically mentioned that the 

intended viewing audience for the series was Georgia school music teachers. The video footage 

was to include rehearsal footage with narration by Shaw. Georgia DOE officials outlined three 
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steps in the recording and production process for these televised choral workshops: 1) taping of 

interview and commentary sessions with Shaw; 2) taping of Bach B Minor Mass rehearsals with 

Shaw and the ASOCC; and 3) editing footage into four half-hour programs to air in early 1970. 

The project was a success and the segments aired as planned and were rebroadcast in subsequent 

years. Unfortunately, the complete footage has been lost and only a fragment of one of the 

programs still exists. 

From the beginning of his tenure with the ASO, Shaw emphasized education initiatives; he 

also understood that it was an excellent way to increase support for the entire ASO organization. 

“The orchestra’s role will probably have to be fully one-half educational if it is to get sufficient 

public support. A larger role in community life is probably the only answer to a broader base of 

support.”123 A focus on musical learning was deeply ingrained in Shaw’s personal philosophy. In 

1972, he revived his earlier idea and planned a series of workshops and seminar sessions on 

choral and rehearsal techniques for choral conductors. These seminar sessions—to be led by 

Shaw—were scheduled on Saturday afternoons, with the first in November 1972 and the second 

in January of the following year. Shaw intended ASOC members to attend these sessions and 

benefit from them. Unfortunately, logistical and communication challenges led to chorus 

members reporting for the November session at the wrong time. Additionally, Shaw’s active 

schedule created conflicts with future seminars. Shortly after the first workshop, an 

announcement was made that the January 1973 session was cancelled due to Shaw’s busy 

schedule of outreach concerts already planned for Atlanta area high schools. While this initial 

push for choral conductor workshops was not entirely successful, Shaw continued to advocate 

for similar type events, or even the establishment of a national choral festival or workshop. 

In addition to his work with musicians from the ASO choruses and church and school music 

educators, Shaw valued making connections with young people. Though he was already 

connected indirectly to many adolescent school students through contact with their teachers, 

Shaw sought to work with these young people in a more direct way. He began to work more 

intimately with Georgia State University following the successful collaboration with the 

institution for the masterclass. A new music building on GSU campus offered opportunities for 

the merger of programs and personnel. Shaw seized this opportunity to express his desire for a 

community music school that would benefit less privileged students in the greater Atlanta 
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metropolitan area; unfortunately, no such community music school was formed during his 

lifetime despite his steadfast and vocal support. 

Shaw’s belief in this ideal was strong enough that he made time in his increasingly busy 

schedule to work with adolescent musicians, often involving them in ASO performances. During 

his first season, Shaw programmed four of the cantatas from the Bach Christmas Oratorio for a 

mid-December concert held in the humungous Municipal Auditorium, since the new Memorial 

Arts Center was still unfinished. The 300-voice Atlanta-Fulton County Public School Chorus 

joined the ASOCC. After the performance, Shaw remarked that his greatest happiness from the 

experience occurred during a dress rehearsal held at O’Keefe High School in which the high 

school chorus was seated close to the ASOCC and facing them, creating a sense of intimacy. The 

combination of performing forces, hall dimension, and acoustic were appropriate to Bach’s style 

and fabric, certainly more so than the actual performing venue.124  

High school choirs also joined the Chamber Chorus for performances of the Bach St. John 

Passion in 1969 and the St. Matthew Passion in 1971. For the three performances of the latter, 

choirs from sixteen Atlanta area high school were split into three groups, with one set of choirs 

singing on each concert. Shaw received heartfelt letters of gratitude for his work with these high 

school groups. He valued interaction with students enough to make time in his increasingly busy 

schedule to allow for such opportunities as they arose. In one instance Shaw agreed to give a 

choral clinic on Saturday to a high school chorus from Knoxville, TN that had attended the 

Friday evening Brahms Requiem performance.125 

An educational focus could be felt in virtually every musical performance Shaw 

programmed. To recreate the community spirit of Bach’s music as it might have been 

experienced in the composer’s day, he arranged for the audience to sing the chorales from the St. 

Matthew Passion during a 1975 performance of the work. He requested ASOC members to be in 

the audience to provide musical leadership for the community of singers assembled for the 

performance. Shaw relished his work with amateur singers. He continued to seize opportunities 

to combine members of the ASOC with the community towards a goal of experiential music 

making. After a positive reception of the St. Matthew experience by the ASO board, the 

administration wanted to incorporate a similar plan the following year with a sing-along 
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Messiah. This goal required some skillful logistical planning to achieve a musical result. The 

audience was seated in SATB formation on the orchestra level with ASOC members assigned to 

seats throughout the hall to help lead. Those wishing to simply observe the performance were 

seated in the top balcony. As a bonus, the chorus Public Relations Committee announced that 

Messiah scores autographed by Shaw would be available for purchase at the event. General 

admission tickets sold rapidly as many members of the ASOC who also held jobs as ministers of 

music brought many singing participants to the program. Outreach events such as this cemented 

the ASO as an educational pillar in the Atlanta community. Shaw’s vision and planning were 

essential to the success of these early educational outreach opportunities. His ability to 

effectively intertwine the ideas of performance excellence and music education would be key to 

long-term success for the ASOC and the ASO. 

Shaw used the chorus letters as a primary tool to acclimate the ASOC to Shaw’s ideas on 

performance practice, the editing of scores, and general musicological ideas on the repertoire 

being performed. He posited that “the marks of articulation, duration, dynamics, phrasing, 

balance, and color—which are the technical part of performer’s responsibility”126 were necessary 

for the distinguished and efficient performance of the masterworks written by the world’s finest 

composers. The letters were also important as means to communicate Shaw’s thoughts on the 

human and psychological dimension of a work, including its historical context in contrast to 

more recent trends. Shaw explains, “the ‘performer,’ then, has the responsibility of perceiving 

that which, paradoxically, is both unique and universal in the ‘creative’ artists’ work, and 

presenting that in its most essential and persuasive form to an audience which may by socially 

and psychologically—in part or in whole—predisposed to opposition, indifference, neutrality or 

acceptance.”127 He continues, adding that in so doing the performer faces two dangers. One is 

becoming a historical slave; the performer becomes lost in historical preparation and the 

resulting performance does not add anything new. The other danger is being historically 

uninformed; in this case, the performer surrenders to whatever is the current fashion. 

Shaw’s chorus letters were sometimes quite lengthy, especially when he was explaining the 

meaning or significance of a work. What follows are examples of the different ways in which 

Shaw wrote to the ASO choruses about composers and their works; these are all taken from 
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Shaw’s first decade in Atlanta. Naturally, Shaw drew on his significant experience working with 

his own Collegiate Chorale and Robert Shaw Chorale, and with the Cleveland Orchestra and 

Chorus. He chose a humorous and motivational tack when addressing the Beethoven Missa 

Solemnis, describing as “little like setting off a bomb in the brain—to say nothing of the 

explosion in the larynx.”128 He also detailed the challenges for the chorus in performing the 

Missa Solemnis as a way of encouraging them to stay motivated. Careful study of a masterwork 

such as the Missa Solemnis is ultimately rewarding since “extraordinarily its ‘meaning’ is as 

much to be found in microcosm as in entirety, as surely in each smallest detail as in the over-

view.”129 

Shaw stressed individual responsibility, noting that performances depend on this rather than 

corporate good will. Writing to the Chamber Chorus during the preparation of the Bach B Minor 

Mass, Shaw not only exhorted them to practice diligently and in a variety of different ways, but 

also offered specific suggestions on how they could do so, since their performance would be 

reflective of their practice. One area of focus involved phrasing and articulation. Shaw 

enumerated elements of Bach phrasing, complete with musical examples clarifying the concepts. 

The written word was the ideal vehicle to transmit thoughts on the texts sung by the chorus. 

For instance, in 1973 Shaw sent the ASOC an extended textual analysis of the poetry of Wilfred 

Owen that Britten used in his War Requiem; he originally had sent this to the Cleveland 

Orchestra Chorus in 1965. Shaw’s writings to the chorus were especially important in helping 

the chorus learn about new or lesser known works, as the War Requiem was at that time. The 

following season Shaw explained the connections between two seemingly disparate works 

sharing the same program: Janácek Glagolitic Mass and Barber The Lovers. Again, he laid out 

the technical and psychological demands that the ASOC could expect from both works. In a 

subsequent letter, Shaw discussed the intimate nature of the text of The Lovers, explaining that 

while most works suitable for massed voices are those that describe a community of national 

heritage or confirm religious commitment, sex is generally a private affair. Singing about it en 

masse does not necessarily elevate it. Nevertheless, “the reassuring fact is that just as Neruda’s 

words are personal and solitary, Barber’s music is also personal and solitary. He writes from the 
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solitude of his own soul to the solitude of another’s soul; and that the event is ‘inhabited’ by 

many does not qualify the loneliness of the transfer…. P.S. Now learn your notes.”130 Shaw’s 

letters to the chorus, thus served many functions, educating the chorus, building community, and 

improving the efficiency of learning both in and out of rehearsals. 

Collision Course: Shaw and the ASO Board and Management 

Shaw Resigns 

By 1971 Shaw’s honeymoon period in Atlanta had come to an end. Tensions had lurked 

below the surface from as early as the fall of 1968, when Shaw lamented that the great promise 

of the Atlanta Arts Alliance—consisting initially of the High Museum of Art, the Atlanta 

College of Art, and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra—was not being realized due in part the lack 

of sound leadership within the organization. “It appears to me that the chief areas of interaction 

of the arts within the Alliance, for whatever reasons, are now tentatively divergent, if not actually 

competitive. The potential of the Center in creative, influential terms obviously waits upon the 

establishment of policy and leadership to match its feats of construction.”131 From the outset, 

Shaw advocated for growth in every aspect of the overall ASO organization. He pushed for a 

longer season, more pay, more players, more series, and expanded programming. The orchestra 

became nominally full-time in Shaw’s second year, and gradually the season length and weekly 

pay for orchestra members also increased. The players received benefits beginning with the 

1971-1972 season. In 1967 the ASO annual budget was $375,000 for an orchestra with 72 

players; by 1976 the orchestra numbered 87 with an annual budget of $2.5 million.132 The period 

between 1971 and 1978 characterized not only by significant growth for the ASO but also by 

bitter conflict and upheaval. 

The addition of the Chamber Chorus in 1967 and the Symphony Chorus in 1970 fit in with 

Shaw’s desire to broaden the musical offerings of the ASO organization. With a longer season 

and more concerts to fill, Shaw programmed more chamber works, more choral works, more 

Baroque and Classical pieces, more contemporary and American works, and increased the 
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number of concerts for Atlanta’s youth. During the Shaw’s first three years, he had already 

introduced Atlanta audiences to two large and significant recent choral-orchestral works: the 

Penderecki Passion According to St. Luke—completed 1966, ASO premiere 1970—and the 

Britten War Requiem—completed 1962, ASO premiere 1968. 

He tried to integrate a variety of different emphases yet was aware of various criticisms of his 

approach. To those who said that there was too much choral music, Shaw responded, “that falls 

into the same category as the criticism of too much contemporary music. You just have to let it 

sneak up on people. You don’t have total choral evenings, one big requiem but rather work the 

choral pieces into the regular programming.”133 He tried to incorporate choral works and 

contemporary works alongside the Romantic works that Atlanta audiences liked and to which 

they were accustomed. For instance, the 1971-1972 season had two focal points, the works of 

Brahms (including Brahms’ Requiem) and of Ives. By featuring the works of Ives, Shaw hoped 

to highlight a visionary, forward-looking American composer. He also intended the timing of the 

ASO’s Ives’ year during the 1971-1972 season, to anticipate the Ives centennial year of 1973. 

Shaw knew that audiences might react negatively to a season generously occupied with the 

works of Ives, so in addition to the corresponding focus on Brahms he added a series of five 

concerts titled, “Romantic Favorites.” Each concert focused on the works of a different national 

school. Throughout his time with the ASO, Shaw would continue to incorporate new, unknown, 

or underperformed works into the programs of each season. This trend has reemerged under 

current music director, Robert Spano, for both orchestral and choral-orchestral repertoire. 

A vocal, if not sizeable, portion of the audience, however, was not ready for all the “new” 

music that filled the 1971-1972 season. In a January 1972 article titled, “Atlanta Symphony 

Stands At Crossroads; Which Way?” local music critic, Chappell White—whom Shaw 

respected—summed up the current difficulties not only with the management of the ASO but 

also with the appetites of the concert going public: “I think you may have to face the possibility 

that Atlanta is in its musical infancy, that the complex limitations of our musical traditions have 

produced an audience of remarkably little sophistication and experience. And you will have to 

decide whether you want to pull the audience up or the orchestra down.” He noted that the 

administration had eliminated the publicity director for the 1971-1972 season, and instead 

outsourced the publicity for the season to a commercial agency yielding a poor result. He 
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charged that those running the ASO had little knowledge of the current audience and did not 

know the reason for the decline in attendance. Furthermore, they did not comprehend or 

appreciate the potential audience. 

Nevertheless, the grumblings prompted the ASO Board of Sponsors to ask Shaw to resign on 

the grounds his programming of modern music alienated subscribers. Shaw capitulated and 

submitted his letter of resignation in February of 1972, effective at the end of the season. 

Speaking to the ASO the following morning at the beginning of a rehearsal, Shaw reflected, 

I am what I have been becoming for better than half a century. This city is what it has 
been becoming for more than a century. This Orchestra and its supporters has been 
forming their character for more than a quarter of a century. 
 A collision course was set five years ago; and only the fact that we didn’t understand 
one another delayed this day so long. Once we understood one another it was 
unavoidable…. 
 I have sought only the growth and excellence of this Orchestra collectively and 
individually—for they are inseparable—and its service to the community according to the 
highest aesthetic and human standards.134 

The ASO was having difficulties and Shaw indeed was frustrated. The orchestra manger left at 

the end of 1971 to take another job; the Romantic series was struggling financially, and Shaw 

was dissatisfied with the lack of resources for the great expansion of the orchestra that he 

championed. Even so, as one local music critic pointed out, the Shaw conducted concerts drew a 

larger audience than well-known guest conductors, except for Stokowski.135 The ASO had 

recently resumed doing its own publicity again, but the damage was already done. 

The People Respond: Keep Shaw 

The public outcry to Shaw’s abrupt resignation was immediate and far-reaching. Supporters 

organized a campaign to “Keep Shaw.” The principal players in the effort to retain Shaw 

included: Mrs. Alex (Caroline) Hitz (who would later become Shaw’s second wife); Mrs. Neil 

Williams, a chorus member; Clayton Farnham, an attorney and chorus member who organized 

the ASOC and channeled their energy into constructive activities; Mrs. O. H. Sanders, a 

television star and telephone persuader who was also the first president of the ASO’s founding 

organization, the Atlanta Music Club; ASO employees who helped as needed and with making 

copies; and Florence Kopleff, a frequent alto soloist for Shaw and voice professor at Georgia 
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State who helped to include the University community.136 They created and distributed posters 

which read, “The Atlanta Symphony Board of Sponsors meets Monday, February 28 to act on a 

motion to ask musical director Robert Shaw to withdraw his resignation. Atlanta needs Shaw, 

and your support is needed immediately. Music lovers of Atlanta should send immediately a $20 

deposit—check only—toward an Atlanta Symphony season ticket for the 1972-73 subscription 

series.” Further instructions were to “make check payable to: Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, 

Robert Shaw, Conductor ’72-’73 Series.”137 Organizers sent out a request for volunteers; they 

also requested that supporters contact five other people to ask them to send in their checks. The 

“Keep Shaw” campaign was a huge success. The entire season was sold out leaving the ASO 

board little choice but to rehire Shaw. 

Simultaneously with the “Keep Shaw” campaign, hundreds of letters poured in to the ASO 

offices, to prominent leaders of Atlanta and the state of Georgia, and to Shaw. The letters came 

from all types of people, including current and former chorus members, both professional and 

amateur. One such chorister described herself as a non-professional musician but one of a group 

of people “who offer only a willingness to work hard and a sheer delight in singing.” She 

expressed her concern to Shaw for the future of the choral program and noted her incredible 

appreciation for the abilities he brought to every rehearsal. “The rehearsals are both an intense 

intellectual exercise and a spiritual adventure—and as a result, music now informs my life in a 

way that it did not before.” The impact was so strong that she felt she learned more about the 

sense of music and the joy it holds in two years of singing with Shaw and Neuen than from 

twelve years of piano lessons and four years in college.138 

Many choristers wrote directly to J. (Jack) M. Kercher, the chairman of the Executive 

Committee of the Board of Sponsors of the ASO. They expressed deep distress about Shaw’s 

resignation. Some were also season ticket holders. Others included their checks for the next 

season along with an additional pledge of financial support. They urged the board to reconsider 

and praised the changes Shaw had overseen in five years as Music Director. One former chorus 

member pointed to the recent management troubles as an explanation for the orchestra’s 

difficulties and warned of desertions to the chorus should Shaw leave. “I am sure many chorus 
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members feel the same way and may drop out because the programming may not provide for 

choral offerings of such excellence under a new director—if a new one will come under such 

circumstances…I am sure that with a more proficient business manager the symphony will be 

able to promote more ticket sales and gain more private and business support.139 Another former 

ASOC member was incredulous that there could be such difficulties with Shaw. She never felt 

that there were too many contemporary works and observed that “many young people are 

delighted to see contemporary works performed. They are the ticket buyers and patrons of the 

future.” She included a deposit for two season tickets, even though she lived in CA, adding that 

she hoped her letter would help “to counteract the dissenting voices who would wrongly speak 

for the whole community.”140 

Georgia Governor Jimmy Carter wrote to Shaw, a “close personal friend,” to thank him for 

speaking at a recent MENC convention. Carter added a handwritten note commenting on their 

shared difficulties: “Your own experiences and my own (with the legislature) seem parallel. We 

both came out okay. Good luck and thanks.”141 In under five years as Music Director, Shaw’s 

work within the Atlanta community had already touched a great number of people in quite 

different ways. A Morehouse College faculty member, who was appalled at Shaw’s departure, 

wrote to tell Shaw of the incredible impact that he had on the lives of the Morehouse students 

who had performed with the ASO and ASOC. 

You must realize the sense of inferiority that has been built into black students by their 
exclusion from participation in the arts. And you have given to them the chance to 
perform on a basis of equality with the best that the white community can offer. Do you 
know that some of the men who sang in Fidelio come from small towns in the South 
where they still have segregated waiting rooms? These men can go home to their 
communities and say to their people, “Look we don’t have to be forever inferior. I know 
because Morehouse performed in Symphony Hall.” Your concern for them as 
professionally competent men has done wonders.142 

Shaw’s resignation came about so quickly—or so it seemed to the public—that many of 

those who wrote to the Board of Sponsors of the ASO expressed shock and dismay at the turn of 

events and demanded to know why Shaw was leaving. They expressed appreciation for Shaw 

and his work and emphasized their belief that Shaw was still the best choice to lead Atlanta’s 
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orchestra into the future. A local organist, wrote almost scolding Kercher, “I was shocked and 

dismayed recently to read and hear on the news of Robert Shaw’s resignation from the Atlanta 

Symphony. And when I later learned that he was asked to resign, I was horrified!...I cannot 

conceive of the board’s acting in such a way!”143 A citizen of Macon, GA (south of Atlanta), she 

was thrilled to have the opportunity to hear major choral works and did not find the proportion of 

contemporary works excessive, due to Shaw’s integrated programming of them. She enclosed a 

check for the sustaining fund and insisted that getting rid of Shaw was not the answer to the 

financial problems. This sentiment was echoed in many of the letters. 

Mabel Stewart Boyter—wife of Haskell Boyter who had founded the Choral Guild of Atlanta 

and led the first, brief incarnation of the Atlanta Symphony Chorus in the 1950s—wrote from the 

perspective of a forty-year music educator: 

In all these years, no one person has so extended the musical horizon of our city as has 
Robert Shaw. That fact that he has such a fantastic choral AND orchestral background, 
enables him to bring to Atlanta a leadership that we will probably never be able to match 
in any other conductor…. 
 As one attends the concerts and see the hundreds of young people in attendance, we 
know that he is communicating with youth—TOMORROW’S LEADERSHIP. This is 
very important. Through the school concerts during both the past and the present, our 
youth have been exposed to fine orchestral music and are becoming our concert-goers 
now and in the future…. 
 I hope sincerely that we will not be willing to settle for second best when we already 
have THE BEST.144 

She urged the executive board to do everything possible to maintain cultural development. 

Kercher requested comments from the head of Georgia State’s music department, Tom 

Brumby, whose response was direct and colorful. On musical matters, to Brumby’s ears, 

“personalities notwithstanding, the ASO has had five years of rapid and stunning musical 

accomplishment.” Regarding financial matters, he made a pointed transfer: “The upkeep is costly 

on a yacht, a fancy dame, a racehorse, or a symphony. Does Atlanta want a rowboat, a trollop, a 

nag, and a band?” Finally, with regards to the overall administration of the Arts Alliance, 

Brumby took a broader view. “It seems the Arts Alliance has dropped the ball in the area of 

Opera, Theater, and I understand the Art Gallery has real problems. Do we want the symphony 
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to join this group?”145 George Beattie, Executive Director of the Georgia Commission on the 

Arts, framed the current impasse by reflecting on the intersection of time, place, and person. 

Conductors may come and go, but in the consideration of any artist, it is that artist’s own 
unique aesthetic capabilities that separate him from all the others at some particular time. 
Since it seems generally accepted that he [Shaw] has done a brilliant job of bringing the 
symphony where it is artistically today, is it not then fair to suppose that at this particular 
point in time that no other single man can do what he may be uniquely capable of doing 
in the years ahead to lead the Atlanta Symphony into genuine greatness?146 

This type of sentiment was a common theme in the letters of support for Shaw’s continuance as 

Music Director: Shaw was an excellent choice to lead the ASO in 1967, he had already affected 

great change and improvement across the entire organization, and he was still the best choice 

artistically to lead the ASO organization to the next level. Beattie acknowledged the staggering 

problems of management and financing facing the orchestra. He maintained, however, that 

removing the superb artistic leadership and courageous standards of excellence that Robert Shaw 

exemplified would only compound those problems. 

After the substantial public outcry and show of support for Shaw, including the promise of a 

sold-out season, the ASO board changed course and decided they wanted Shaw to continue as 

Music Director; Shaw agreed to a two-year contract for the 1972-1974 seasons. He planned for 

concert stage versions of several operas as part of his push to expand and grow the 

organization.147 Speaking to the Symphony Board in December 1972, Shaw acknowledged that 

while he was focused on increasing the quality of the product—the orchestra and the music—he 

may have neglected the use of that product. The Atlanta arts center, after all, was dedicated as a 

memorial “to all who truly believe the arts are a continuing effort of the human spirit to find 

meaning in existence.” Shaw held that the orchestra’s troubles stemmed from a lack of vision, 

not merely a lack of funds. He told the Board that he was willing to stay and work towards the 

goal of touching the human spirit, adding “I’m the world’s easiest man to fire, but you’ll have to 

do it.”148 

Speaking at media event to kick off the 1973-1974 season, Shaw shared that he did not view 

the outcome of spring 1972 “Keep Shaw” campaign as personal victory. Rather, he found the 

greatest triumph to be the mobilization of lots of new, young, energized, and organized 
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volunteers that (re)discovered that the arts were important to them, that they had to act to help 

sustain and expand arts programs, and that they could do something—they could make a 

difference. Shaw was optimistic that the ASO was poised to make great strides, aided by the 

promise of new management.149 

New Management Struggles 

Unfortunately, Shaw’s hope for a better relationship with management quickly faded. Frank 

Ratka was new the general manager for the ASO, and within a year the relationship with Shaw 

had soured. The two main areas of contention related to development and expansion of the 

orchestra and to support for the choruses. Ratka inserted himself in areas not under his 

responsibility, angering Shaw. For example, Shaw wrote to the president of the ASO Board in 

the summer of 1974 to express his outrage at the interference from Ratka concerning William 

Noll’s role with the ASO and ASOC. “Contrary to Mr. Ratka’s evaluation or expectation, not 

every acceptable pianist is a viable choral accompanist. I have known only a half dozen in thirty-

five years; William Noll can be and frequently is one of them; none of them is a ‘scale’ player; 

and I have met no other satisfactory choral accompanist in Atlanta.”150 Shaw was vehement that 

any discussion of Noll’s position or duties was not even remotely associated with Ratka’s area of 

responsibility. 

Ratka was not just unsupportive but downright obstructionist in Shaw’s view. What began as 

an internal struggle during Ratka’s first year during became very public by the spring of 1975. 

Shaw spoke at the annual meeting of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra League and aired his 

displeasure with the current ASO management. He was extremely displeased by the lack of 

support from the administration and of the lack of musical knowledge and understanding 

demonstrated by the management. “A few weeks ago I met with a few members of your 

Executive Committee and had before me a resignation and it dealt specifically with management 

and administrative hassle. ‘You’re going to have to fire me.’”151 Shaw would not resign this 

time. He had decided to stay and fight for his vision for the Atlanta orchestra and associated 

choruses. “Either fire your musical director or give him a management and administration 
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committed to the conservation of the creative and revolutionary arts.”152 Shaw pushed back 

against pressure from Ratka to perform fewer choral works. While the administration maintained 

that choral works drew fewer people, board members disagreed countering that choral 

performances outdrew orchestral ones. Shaw was pleased with the enormous musical growth of 

the ASO but increasingly exasperated with what he perceived as roadblocks—including 

underpublicizing the orchestra—coming from the administration. 

There was no resolution by the start of the 1975-1976 season, just an ongoing back-and-forth 

between Shaw and management over a variety of issues, one of which was of critical importance 

for the future of the ASO choruses. Management had proposed a new organizational structure 

that did not include a Choral Assistant or Director of Choral Activities. Shaw wanted a musical 

assistant to work with the choruses. The Exxon fellowship, which Shaw had used to bring in 

Elmer Thomas as a Conducting Fellow who would work with the ASO choruses, had become a 

music director internship leaving the choral area with only administrative support—and even that 

was barely recognized.153 In fact, one of the only changes made to the organizational structure in 

response to Shaw’s comments was the redesignation of the Music Director’s secretary as a 

Choral Secretary. Despite the pleas of the administration for continued cooperation,154 there was 

no improvement while Ratka continued as general manager. 

As the 1976-1977 season commenced, the ASO was in the process of negotiating three 

principal contracts, those of the music director, the general manager, and the musicians. The 

orchestra had a healthy balance sheet—to continue at the same level. The problem (or challenge) 

was growth and if or how it could be financed. In the process of building the ASO during his first 

decade, Shaw had alienated some on the board, in management, and within the ranks of 

musicians. The ASO had undertaken their most ambitious fund drive to date to help support the 

musicians’ future contract, but Shaw wanted to continue enlarging the orchestra beyond its 

eighty-seven members. By spring, the situation had grown more public and again found Shaw on 

the brink of leaving. Shaw put out a statement in the local newspaper at the beginning of April 

that explained his position and drew the boundary lines: “I am convinced that under the policies 

of the present management, the Atlanta Symphony will end up broken in spirit, personnel and 
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performance. That it has not already done so is testimony to the commitment, good will, and 

perseverance of its players…. To me the proper function of management and administration is to 

implement and support artistic policy, not to resist it.”155 Shaw thus announced to the city that 

would not accept a contract under the present conditions and that he could find no reason that he 

might change his mind. 

Swift reaction—like five years before—followed his willingness to leave rather than 

compromise his vision for the ASO. Mayor Maynard Jackson wrote to Shaw the next day 

offering support, “Atlanta and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra need you. I sincerely hope you 

will stay with us.”156 A founding ASOC member wrote to the Board President to remind her that 

many people had moved to Atlanta to be a part of Shaw’s program. Shaw was a draw and if the 

issue was fundamentally a personality conflict, the Shaw was the person to retain. A past 

donor—personally and corporately—the chorus member added a pledge for the next season.157 

Others wrote to the Board President shocked that the board had not backed Shaw. Again, while 

acknowledging the difficult choice—music director or business manager—their reasoning found 

the choice obvious. One woman noted that Shaw’s abrupt and unpleasant departure just months 

before the new season would produce chaos. “Surely if Mr. Shaw and Mr. Ratka can’t work 

together, the expendable man is the business manager…. Somehow we must end the adversarial 

relationship between management and music.” She added that when a new business manager was 

chosen, Shaw should participate in the choice. Another concerned supporter made the point even 

more forcefully and personally: 

1. Good managers are scarce, as there are perhaps only a few hundred thousand of them 
in the United States. 
2. Superb conductors are extremely rare, and there is only one top choral conductor in the 
world, a unique position in such a rank-order… 
 I cannot tell you what an asset Mr. Shaw is to our town. Having grown up here I have 
seen our city come to the threshold of international stature in an artistic field; a fitting 
memorial to those who only dreamed it in their lifetimes; a surprise to many who 
predicted sports and commercial progress ahead of artistic prominence. 
 My hope is that the Symphony Board of Sponsors will reflect the consensus of the 
League, and listen attentively to the grievances and wishes of Mr. Shaw, the Orchestra, 
and the Chorus, and then hire a new manager.158 
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In the end, Shaw accepted a new contract; that of the general manager was not renewed. A 

new manager started with the 1978-1979 season. Still, the promise of new administrative 

leadership allowed Shaw to move forward. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

SPREADING AND RECORDING THE ATLANTA MIRACLE: 

PERFORMANCES, RECORDINGS, AND TOURS FROM 1977-1988 

Second Decade of the ASO Choruses 

Symphonic Scale: 1977-1980 

As the ASO choruses moved into their second decade, Shaw programmed larger and more 

diverse works for Atlanta Symphony choruses. Not all of Shaw’s plans, however, came to 

fruition. He envisioned a nativity triptych that would include Berlioz’s L’Enfance du Christ in 

multimedia. Shaw replaced this January program, however, with a three-day Schubert 

celebration to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the composer’s death. Two evenings 

included works for mixed chorus, women’s chorus, and men’s chorus. Later in the season the 

ASOCC was to perform a Haydn mass. Instead the ASOC performed Schubert’s Mass No. 6 in 

E-flat major; the first half of the concert included a Chopin piano concerto with Garrick 

Ohlson—who performed a benefit concert for the ASOC’s first trip to New York City—as 

soloist. The 1977-1978 season began with the Brahms Requiem, which was recorded but never 

released. During the summer of 1978, the ASOC recorded the Borodin “Polovtsian Dances.” the 

Borodin was the first recording with the Telarc record company for both the ASO and the 

ASOC. In another first, Louis Lane—who had been on the conducting staff with Shaw at the 

Cleveland Symphony Orchestra and was now Co-Conductor of the ASO—made his conducting 

debut with the ASOCC in Mozart’s version of Handel’s Messiah. Due to the expanded 

orchestration, the ASOCC was larger than usual and was selected without a separate audition. 

The highlight of the 1977-1978 season was unquestionably the performance of Mahler’s 

Symphony No. 8, the ”Symphony of a Thousand.” This performance was the first time that Shaw 

had performed the work in Atlanta, and to get enough singers who would be prepared to his 

standards, Shaw turned to his friends and former Robert Shaw Chorale members Maurice Casey 

and Clayton Krehbiel. Each was then directing choirs at large schools of music; Casey at Ohio 

State University and Krehbiel at Florida State University. The FSU and OSU alumni clubs along 

with the ASO Women’s Association took care of housing these 300 guest choristers—150 from 
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each school—and ASOC members helped with transporting the students to and from host homes. 

This musical and logistical undertaking was a formidable challenge for the ASO and ASOC. 

Reporting to the ASOL, Shaw estimated that 22,000 total person hours went into the Mahler 

Symphony No. 8 project, with 20,000 of the hours donated. A month before the performances, the 

ASOC was behind in their preparation of the work. Chorus members had access to Shaw’s choral 

score as well as a recording of the work for personal study. He expected his singers to be well 

prepared and to copy his markings into their own scores. This type of individual preparation was 

important to Shaw as he tried to ensure “that the only tensions and stresses present in 

performance are those of the composer—not the performers.”1 Shaw extended the remaining 

weekly rehearsals by a half hour and held a Sunday afternoon women’s and men’s sectional 

rehearsal. 

Shaw worked diligently to achieve the same kind of precision and clarity with the expanded 

forces for the Mahler 8 performances that he regularly delivered with the ASOC and ASOCC. 

The ASOC was divided by even and odd chorus numbers to form the double chorus called for in 

the score, with odd numbers in Chorus I and even numbers in Chorus II, rather than by a more 

typical division using firsts and seconds. This numerical system ensured that the two choirs 

would be balanced in number, range, and timbre of voices. The effects of Shaw’s and his 

university colleagues’ thoughtful and meticulous preparation surprised even Shaw. “But nothing 

in my previous life in music prepared me for the effortless fluency or the shattering sonority of 

this occasion. I had no idea musical sound could be so incomprehensibly huge and so unutterably 

beautiful. We had most of ‘the 1000’ hoped-for, and they were all skilled.”2 Shaw was impressed 

not only by the grandeur of sound produced by the massed forces but also by the control, nuance, 

and subtlety they demonstrated. “I cannot recall any massed chorus which delivered so much 

sound with such remarkable precision, incision, shadings, and gradings. As one wistful Big-10 

choral conductor remarked, “It’s either the world’s largest chamber-chorus or the world’s 

smallest choral conglomerate.””3 Shaw also had a visceral and humorous reaction to the 

conclusion of this gargantuan undertaking, which he shared with the ASOC in his first letter 

following the performances (see Figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1. Illustration and note on Mahler VIII by Robert Shaw.4 
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The ASOC’s most challenging piece during the following season was Honegger’s Jeanne 

d’Arc au bûcher. Shaw accepted responsibility for the chorus’s difficulties repeating his mantra 

that there are no bad choruses, only bad conductors while acknowledging that “perhaps, 

occasionally, there is also too little time. And perhaps, too, there are inadequate materials.”5 In a 

separate letter, Nola suggested holding sectional rehearsals to work on securing pitches and 

entrances using a recording to hear the cues. Since other rehearsal venues were taken, she 

suggested using Shaw’s home study noting, “While the cat’s away…”6 

During the 1978-1979 season the ASOCC was smaller than in past seasons. Soloists for the 

three full-length Messiah performances in December were drawn from within the group, totaling 

twenty different singers in all. The University of North Carolina Choir joined the ASOCC for 

these performances. 

For the spring St. John Passion performances, Shaw decided to involve in the audience in the 

singing of the chorales leaving the choruses and small recitative solos to the ASOCC members. 

Area choirs received invitations to send representative singers to help lead the audience in 

singing the chorales; ASOC members were also asked to assist. The St. John Chorale Singers 

had to attend one of the two orchestra dress rehearsals and sing in at least one of the 

performances. They were seated by section in the very first rows of audience seating. As a thank 

you, they received free admission. In addition to ASOC members, singers participated from 

nineteen organizations representing area church, school, and community choirs. One audience 

member wrote to Shaw expressing her gratitude for the pre-Easter gift of superb St. John Passion 

performances led by Shaw.  

As a conductor, you are unique not only in the history of American achievement, but in 
the annals of man of all times. It would be difficult to find, indeed to conceive of, another 
musician who is equally at home in literature and philosophy, and who is as deeply 
concerned with the ultimate needs of the human spirit as you are….At the end of 
Sunday’s performance, a gentleman with a New York accent turned to his companion and 
said gratefully: ‘This is a good time to be in Atlanta’ isn’t it’ He must have been thinking 
of the dogwoods and flowering trees, the beautiful April weather, plus Robert Shaw and 
the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, and Johann Sebastian Bach.7 

For the first time in twelve years (since before the founding of the full ASOC), the season 

ended with a concert that did not involve the chorus; the orchestra had improved greatly over the 
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past decade and no longer relied on the addition of a chorus for a finale-type effect. Telarc 

recorded the final choral program of the season, works by Verdi (Four Sacred Pieces) and Boito 

(Prologue to Mefistofele). Shaw attributed some of the performance improvements experienced 

during the year to changes in the risers and the stage shell.8 

The big export year, the 1979-1980 season, featured three successive nights in Carnegie Hall 

with the ASO and ASOC performing three grand requiems. These requiems by Brahms, Berlioz, 

and Verdi formed the bulk of the ASOC’s repertoire for the year. Although Shaw tried to balance 

his programming choices for both the ASO and ASOC using a metric of 

familiar/mixed/unfamiliar, the choral works for this particular season were 3-0-0 while the 

season overall was 34-7-13. Perhaps he chose to perform these familiar works in New York City 

since “music appears to mean more the more familiar it becomes.”9 Yet he warned of the danger 

of stagnation resulting from listening to and experiencing only what is familiar. Similarly, with 

less familiar and new works he cautioned against expecting too much or the wrong things from 

the music on first hearing. The following season did include several less frequently performed 

works for chorus by Hindemith, Bartók, and Schoenberg. 

During this second decade of Shaw’s tenure with the ASO, he worked to gain greater 

exposure for the ASO and ASOC. As a result, there was a push to add performances that took the 

chorus outside of the Arts Center, beyond Atlanta, and ultimately overseas. Some performances, 

however, were more regional or even local. Shaw agreed to lead the ASOC—without the ASO—

in performance at the Atlanta Rotary Club’s Christmas party in 1977. Charlie Yates, who was 

instrumental in bringing Shaw to Atlanta, was a Rotarian, and Shaw undoubtedly agreed to this 

unusual performance request as a personal favor to Yates. The ASOC continued to provide five 

quartets of singers for the annual ecumenical MLK Memorial Service each January at which 

Shaw conducted along with Dr. Wendall Whalum from Morehouse College. In another departure 

from the standard season, a slightly smaller ASOC performed on several concerts with lighter 

fare in the summer of 1978, in addition to recording the Borodin. 

Carnegie Hall was the quintessential venue for Shaw to showcase the growth and 

development of the ASO and ASOC, and he was eager to do so. Shaw committed to building an 

even stronger ASOC for the three-requiem season culminating in the trip to perform in New 
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York City. He aimed to improve every aspect of membership and musicianship both in terms of 

quality and quantity. The October 1979 Berlioz Requiem was the first ASOC program of the 

season and Shaw was pleased with the chorus’s performance, especially compared to those of 

previous years. “To my mind our earlier performances of this work could not match either the 

sheer vocal authority and sonority or the technical disciplines of this set of performances.”10 

Shaw encouraged the chorus to stay acquainted with the work as they would not perform it again 

until the trip to Carnegie Hall in April. The plan was for the full ASOC to travel to New York 

and this meant that the membership needed to remain consistent throughout the season. By mid-

January, however, Nola put out a call for more tenors who could commit to the remainder of the 

season, and management suggested revoking membership for anyone who accumulated more 

than one absence for the rest of the season. The ASO board spent $75,000 to take the ASOC to 

New York for the three nights of performance in Carnegie Hall and they and Shaw wanted to be 

sure that it was money well spent. 

Shaw carefully planned the season around the Carnegie Hall performances to ensure that 

both the orchestra and chorus would have all three requiems in top shape for the daunting 

challenge of performing them on successive nights. The Atlanta performances of the Brahms and 

Verdi requiems took place respectively in February and March. Since the Verdi Requiem was the 

last of the three requiems performed by the ASO and ASOC in Atlanta, Shaw chose to perform it 

first in New York on Thursday evening followed by the Berlioz Requiem on Friday evening and 

the Brahms Requiem on Saturday night. The ASO went on tour with Shaw starting on March 26, 

1980. In addition to several orchestral concerts, they performed the Brahms Requiem at Boston 

Symphony Hall and the Berlioz Requiem at the Kennedy Center in Washington, using a local 

chorus in each case. The ASOC traveled to and from New York via chartered flights, with 

limited seats available for family and friends to join. Employing charter transportation allowed 

the ASOC to fly to New York on Thursday morning, rehearse all three requiems with the ASO in 

the afternoon and perform the Verdi Requiem that night. On Friday afternoon Shaw added the 

soloists to the rehearsals of the Berlioz and Brahms requiems with the ASO and ASOC. On 

Saturday morning, the ASOC rehearsed the Brahms Requiem with Shaw but without the ASO. 

All performers had the afternoon free before the evening performance, providing some well-

deserved time to relax.  
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ASOC members were excited about traveling to the Big Apple. Several of the ladies from the 

chorus stitched “I sing for Robert Shaw” tote bags to express their enthusiasm. Following the 

Atlanta Verdi performances, however, Nola did have to remind the chorus of several 

performance dress rules and that the trip was a concert tour and not a sightseeing trip. She also 

felt the need to address more mundane issues: “I feel ridiculous having to ask you to refrain from 

chewing gum during performances, but then it was pretty ridiculous for someone to chew gum 

during a Verdi performance last week. Aren’t we a bit beyond this by now?”11 

The New York critics’ reaction was overwhelmingly positive, especially with regard to the 

singing and the musicianship of the ASOC. The Times critic observed that “tired as Mr. Shaw 

may be of hearing it mentioned first, it was his 250-member chorus that commanded primary 

attention: its first fortissimos, buttery pianissimos and overall clarity and musicianship were very 

impressive.”12 Another critic concurred, “It was essentially the Atlanta Symphony Chorus 

singing with changes which mesmerized soft and loud into a drama of expressiveness, which 

took top honors throughout the night.”13 Yet another review of all three concerts compared the 

ASO and ASOC performances of two of the requiems—by Verdi and Brahms—with those of 

other orchestras and choruses.  

The slightly undersized Atlanta orchestra played with occasional roughness but 
convincing enthusiasm, and the chorus was something near stupendous. Some of the 
pianissimi should have been much softer, but the frequent wall-rattling eruptions had 
plenty in reserve. The semi-professional Mendelssohn Club of Philadelphia which 
assisted in the Philadelphia Orchestra’s performance of the same work [Verdi Requeim] 
in the same hall on April 15, is not of Atlanta’s caliber. And Riccardo Muti’s work didn’t 
come within hailing distance of Shaw’s.  

He made special note of the great power of the ASOC in the Verdi but also in the Berlioz.  

Most of the Berlioz, even its most intimate and spare pages, comes as from on high—
angels wheeling overhead to relay humanities prayers. Berlioz supplies a grand lot of 
drama, too, and Shaw’s chorus all but drowned out his mighty orchestral fanfares as 
Judgment Day was announced… Shaw’s third Carnegie Hall night featured the best of 
the three German Requiems I heard this season. 

The other performances were by Musica Sacra and by the New York Philharmonic with the 

Westminster Choir. 
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The Atlanta-Shaw Brahms Requiem…had everything the other two lacked. It shown, it 
breathed, and its ideas scored. The chorus, once again, was both ethereal and roof-
shaking as the need arose. Not Shaw’s need, but Brahms’ is something to consider.14 

In contrast, the front-page article by arts writer Jerry Schwarz in the Atlanta newspaper was 

less than glowing noting that Carnegie Hall had many empty seats.  The article drew a strong 

reaction from quite a few of its readers, some of whom had traveled to New York to hear the 

ASO and ASOC perform. “It is almost as though I wasn’t in Carnegie Hall on two successive 

nights, hearing the world’s most musically sophisticated audience applaud and shout like a bunch 

of kids at a rock concert.”15 He went on to note that the ASO drew a two-thirds full house on 

Saturday, while Zubin Mehta and the New York Philharmonic playing Messiah and offering 

half-price tickets only filled one third of the house. Another reader wrote in saying that the 

ASOC was amazing and that sellouts of three concerts was assured until a massive transit strike 

on a holiday weekend made traffic in an out of Manhattan almost impossible. He made special 

mention of the audience reaction, “A standing ovation greeted the ending of each requiem and 

the people literally did not want to go home after the Berlioz Friday night.”16 He counted more 

than ten curtain calls for Shaw and the performers. 

Correspondence from colleagues and chorus members also celebrated the ASOC’s New York 

performances. Fellow choral conductors, who had prepared and conducted some of the requiems 

themselves, also wrote letters of praise to Shaw. “You have brought that orchestra a long, long 

way, but the accomplishments of a chorus the size of yours are not to be believed. As one who 

has labored to get the nuances of the Brahms from a mere 60 people, I listened in near disbelief 

as you accomplished them with 200.”17 Richard Westenburg, the founder and conductor of 

Music Sacra and the organist and director of music at the Cathedral of St. John the Divine, 

thanked Shaw for bringing the ASOC to New York City. He apologized for not being able to 

attend all three performances, saying that due to the busy schedule services at the Cathedral he 

was only able to attend the Friday night Berlioz Requiem. “You told me what a great choir it is, 

and I have never heard better. We are in your debt.”18 There were also personal notes of thanks 
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from ASOC members. “I loved being 1/250th of your chorus—and I hope we reached some of 

the musical standards you set for us! If not, I’m sure you’ll let us know. Looking forward to our 

next rehearsal—and better still, our next tour!”19 

Shaw was busy on tours of his own, traveling to guest conduct all over the country. While his 

travel schedule revealed a great deal about his work ethic, the context of this travel provided him 

with inside access to learn how other orchestras were operating. His wife Caroline, who acted as 

“appointments secretary, clerk-typist and copy-reader, telephone deflector, stand-in speaker, 

amusements chairman, accountant, and valet,”20 explained that Shaw liked to guest conduct other 

major orchestras because he would learn their strengths and weaknesses, which in turn allowed 

him to clarify the status of the ASO. On the road, Shaw’s regular schedule included “rehearsals, 

interviews, lectures, conferences, concerts, non-stop from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. every day.”21 

Shaw was keenly aware of how the ASOC was developing and of the areas that needed 

further improvement. After his protracted struggles with ASO management during much of the 

1970s, Shaw was especially thankful at the close of the decade for better management and a 

work environment conducive to reaching more of his goals for the ASO and ASOC. He felt that 

there was a sense of common endeavor within the organizations, “a kindness and a concern, a 

good will and trust.”22 The 1977-1978 season got off to a very good start, and this pleased Shaw. 

“I certainly cannot remember a more auspicious start to a season.” Even a smaller group of 

tenors—thirty-five members rather than the usual goal of forty-five to fifty—did not diminish his 

enthusiasm. Shaw led most rehearsals of the ASOC, except when he was out of town guest 

conducting. He was very actively engaged in propelling the ASOC to new heights. He prepared 

editions of works and spent countless hours trying to have everything ready ahead of time for the 

chorus. Sometimes, though, he had to ask the chorus to be flexible and adapt to new ideas, as 

during rehearsals for Berlioz’s Le Damnation de Faust. “I do try to have materials ready for you, 

and save you discombobulation, and unnecessary hours of efforts. When we’re working on this 

crowded a schedule, however, and when we’re doing “first” performances (for us), and when we 
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want the performance to be as nearly right as possible—there may appear in mid-course ways to 

improve the product.”23 

For Shaw, a great chorus had both outstanding vocal characteristics and exquisite 

musicianship. The key to developing both of these facets, but especially the latter, lay in gaining 

solid and consistent disciplines. The following year’s ASOC showed more vigor, flair, and 

drama without much demonstrated sweetness, lyricism, or rhythmic cohesion. Shaw saw each 

rehearsal as “a series of reminders as to how vocal beauty and strength are inextricably 

dependent on musical security.”24 Shaw expected a lot from his singers yet he expected even 

more from himself. He committed to building a very strong chorus for the upcoming season 

featuring spring performances of three large requiems in Carnegie Hall. Shaw’s goal was that 

“for the next five years nobody who is interested in choral music and lives within 100 miles can 

afford to stay away.”25  

As more—and better—singers were drawn to the ASOC, growing pains were inevitable. In 

the fall of 1979, one third of the ASOC were new members. These new members were often not 

familiar with Shaw’s choral discipline and techniques, including count singing. Shaw expected 

all members of the ASOC to spend time on their own studying and learning the music, just as he 

did. “The real source [of our slowness in rehearsal] is sloth from Monday at 10 p.m. to the 

following Monday at 7:00 p.m. What’s being learned the other 165 hours per week? How much 

personal work is each singer doing at home?”26 He prodded the chorus to keep pace with the 

great strides that the ASO was making. “Not many years ago it would not have been surprising 

had choral discipline and nuance and excelled upon occasion instrumental cohesion and 

expressivity. Dear people: it’s a whole new ballgame! More homework!”27 Shaw repeatedly 

reminded the chorus to come to rehearsals prepared. He gave specific suggestions as to not only 

what the singers should work on at home but also how they could practice most effectively. 

From time to time Chorus members, for the most part, took their responsibilities seriously and 

from time to time would even request extra sectional rehearsals; Shaw would also extend the 
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regular Monday night rehearsals from two-and-a-half to three or even three-and-a-half hours if 

he felt it was needed. 

Shaw expected each and every ASOC member to be committed to the complete schedule for 

the season. With a chorus of over 200 singers, there were inevitable conflicts, but these had to be 

approved well in advance. Choristers had to indicate any potential performance conflicts at 

audition time. One rather famous incident took place when a Pavarotti recital in Atlanta 

conflicted with an ASOC performance in March 1978. As there was no written alto part in the 

Berlioz Damnation of Faust being performed—one was created from the soprano and tenor 

parts—one alto, a voice teacher, inquired early in the season if she could attend the Pavarotti 

recital. Others in the chorus also expressed interest but were apparently going to honor their 

commitment to the chorus. On the Saturday night concert (following Thursday and Friday 

evening performances), there was a major traffic jam that caused many choristers to be late. It 

appeared that quite a few singers were going to the recital, but in the end only three ASOC 

members chose to go to the Pavarotti recital and all were dismissed for the remainder of the 

season.28 Nola and the head of the Membership Committee asked Shaw to address the matter and 

he did so with a pointed letter to the chorus: 

 First, no one of us has the right to decide for another what that person should value 
most highly….But, the sad fact is that an organization like ours simply has to learn—
whether it likes it or not—to struggle along with those people who will show up for 
performances. I would not in my youth deliver to Toscanini one chorus for rehearsal and 
a lesser one for performance; and I cannot, being older, treat the Atlanta Symphony 
Orchestra or its audiences any differently….I feel sorry for the chorus that has to learn to 
get along without qualified and potentially contributive members. I feel sorry for 250-
plus people on the stage at Symphony Hall who, more than any other people in Atlanta, 
would have enjoyed that recital….Mostly I feel sorry for one of our members, a teacher 
of voice and a professional tenor soloist who has been ill with laryngitis the past three 
weeks, but nevertheless drove 200 miles to and from each and every rehearsal so that he 
could mark his score and as his voice improved, attended all three performances, making 
a greater and greater contribution. I wish he could have heard Pavarotti. 

Shaw often remarked that the greatest choruses were made up of the best solo voices. But 

even his voice was better than no voice. 

 At a time like this, I’d guess, one needs perspective most of all—needs to weigh very 
carefully a particular point of time against time’s coursing. Perhaps one of the problems 
is that it is difficult to feel “important” or “essential” in a 200-voice chorus….I can tell 
you that each of you is important to me. If, in a warm-up session, I can close my eyes and 
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identify the row and very nearly the seat-number from which a disturbing sound is 
emerging, and if the sound then stops, you know that you can be heard and are 
important….Each of you must do—and obviously will do—what you think is most 
important for you; and that will frequently coincide with the time or event wherein you 
feel most important to yourself. We form our own values, and sometimes we live by 
them….Eighteen voices absent will harm a Berlioz Damnation even when they are all as 
bad as mine is.29 

He ended by reminding the chorus that he could easily focus on the ASO and the leave the 

ASOC to someone else. Shaw did not want to work with an uncommitted choir. “I close by 

recalling an earlier paragraph. I can quit my choral responsibilities—and that’s an alternative. 

But so long as I continue to accept them, I cannot serve up to the ASO and its audiences one 

chorus when Caruso is in town and one chorus when he isn’t.”30 

An unexcused absence from a performance was grounds for dismissal. While this rarely 

happened, it was not altogether uncommon for tardies and excessive absences to accumulate. 

Poor attendance combined with bad weather adversely affected the preparation for the April 

1979 program of Verdi and Boito that was also slated for recording. Shaw had little choice to 

make the best of the situation when weather was the culprit for missed or poorly attended 

rehearsals. But when laziness and lack of commitment caused a bad rehearsal, Shaw let his anger 

be known. He sent the ASOC a particularly scathing letter following a poorly attended and 

particularly bad rehearsal on the heels of the triumphs at Carnegie Hall. “Rehearsals which 

culminate in moments like that of last night are not good for the music, and obviously harm both 

singers and conductor. Such moments destroy music’s meaning.”31 In Shaw’s typically analytical 

fashion, he offered two sets figures: 1.) there were 244 ASOC members who performed in 

Carnegie Hall while only 195 who attended the rehearsal, and 2.) of the 124 measures of choral 

singing in Mahler Symphony No. 2 (the work being rehearsed), about half are a phrase of twenty 

measures that are repeated or slightly varied, and the other half consist of ten measures in unison 

and forty-five measure that are primarily half or whole notes. Shaw notes that there is only one 

measure of moderate metrical complexity, that the harmonic language is that of the Sunday 

hymnal, and that the ASOC already had three rehearsals on these 124 measures. He then poses 

two questions for the chorus: “(1) What does the first set of figures tell us about the 

“commitment quotients” of the 21% of our membership not present last night? (2) In view of the 
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difficulties encountered in last night’s rehearsal, what does the second set of figures tell us of the 

“commitment quotient” of those present?”32 With the scheduled performances only a week away, 

there was little choice to make due and go forward as planned. 

Shaw expressed concern, however, about his work with the ASOC in future seasons. He was 

always cognizant that working with the ASOC was something he chose to do voluntarily—it was 

never in his contract—and when necessary, Shaw would remind the chorus of that reality. “Next 

season (1980-1981) also poses a problem: for I am already announced as the conductor for the 

choral portions of that season, and tickets have been sold on that basis. However, I will see that 

you have a choral director better qualified than myself to prepare you properly and happily.”33 

He had planned to record the B Minor Mass during the next season using the ASOCC, with 

singers chosen through separate auditions. If enough qualified individuals were not available for 

the recording, Shaw was prepared to cancel the project and invite a university chorus in place of 

the ASOCC. Shaw had brought in a chorus master to assist with preparation before, but he 

seemed inclined to go a step further and relinquish even performances with the ASOC if its 

members were not truly committed to the endeavor and willing to uphold their responsibilities. 

“And by the season 1981-82 we should be able to find a conductor with whom you will happy 

both to prepare and perform.”34 Shaw guest conducted all over the country and had experiences 

with many other choruses. He described these experiences saying that most of them leave 

everybody feeling good about the work they have done. “Perhaps because less is expected of 

them, perhaps because they are better prepared—individually or collectively—those occasions 

are in the main happy and productive….We leave rehearsals and performances happy and, as my 

father would have said in his pulpity pastoral-ese, “lifted up.” Sorry that doesn’t happen for us. 

But thanks.”35 Shaw was unrelenting in his expectations for the ASOC, both musically and 

professionally. 

Music of Our Time: 1980-1984 

Shaw occasionally addressed the progress of the ASOC with letters addressed directly to the 

ensemble. In a January 1981 letter, he reflected on the first decade of the ASOC—its forming 

period—with regard to the repertoire performed. He noted that there was a concentration of 
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classical and baroque repertoire for both the chorus and orchestra. “The orchestra that cannot 

play Haydn, Mozart, Schubert, Beethoven, Brahms, and Bach or Handel, hasn’t learned to play. 

This is the repertoire which demands infinities of attention to the details of ensemble: durations, 

dynamics, articulations, balance, intonation (and, in choral terms: enunciation). Only by a 

passionate caring for these matters can musical structure leap off the page into sound with 

style.”36 Shaw felt that both the ASO and ASOC were now at a level where they could perform 

well music of the present time, the twentieth century. The regular performance of core repertoire 

went hand in hand with the presentation of newer works, each helping to inform the other. 

“Familiarity with a musical style is precisely that which equips one to appreciate exceptionality. 

The exceptional great work of music is indeed a revelation—but only to people who have ears. 

And ears can be taught.”37 Shaw felt a responsibility to have the ASOC perform a greater 

number of works that were more recent or that were unfamiliar to general audiences. “Exposure 

to a new and personal way of forming harmonies or melodies may actually bring to our attention 

aspects of those earlier masterpieces we had not noticed before.”38 And this contemporary 

music—the music of our time, in Shaw’s terms—also needed to be performed repeatedly to 

insure its staying for future generations. 

Shaw followed through with his intention to program and perform twentieth-century 

repertoire with the ASOC. Over the four seasons between 1980-1984 the ASOC presented over a 

dozen works composed during the twentieth-century, representing a majority of their non-

holiday repertoire. More familiar works such as Bernstein’s Chichester Psalms and Orff’s 

Carmina Burana were contrasted with contemporary programs. One example of the latter 

featured Hindemith’s Apparebit repentina dies paired with two works (non-twentieth-century but 

composed towards the end of the 1800’s) by Bruckner not previously performed by the ASOC: 

the gradual “Os justi” for a cappella choir and the Psalm 150 for chorus and orchestra. In the 

spring of 1981, Shaw and the ASO and ASOC presented Schoenberg’s massive work, Gurre-

Lieder, followed closely by a single performance of Bartók’s Cantata Profana as part of the 

ASO’s Primavera Festival. Shaw felt that the Bartók work, which was inherently difficult, would 
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be much easier for the ASOC than when they performed it ten years prior and that they would 

also be more moved by its story.39 

Shaw also expanded programming by presenting music of renowned international 

composers. He included works by Russian composers, The Bells by Rachmaninoff and 

Stravinsky’s Symphony of Psalms, as well as two works by French composers, Poulenc’s Gloria 

and the thrilling Psalm 47, “Gloire au Siegneur,” by Florent Schmitt. Shaw’s wife, Caroline, 

prepared a French pronunciation guide for the chorus and assisted in coaching the French 

diction. British works by Britten (War Requiem) and Walton (Belshazzar’s Feast) received their 

second performances by the ASOC during these years while Britten’s Spring Symphony was 

performed for the first time. Shaw invited the composer Sir Michael Tippett to conduct his own 

A Child of Our Time with the ASO and chorus. Though Shaw was out of town guest conducting 

during the performances, he was especially eager that the ASOC did well with the work so that 

Tippett might laud the singing of the ASOC back in Britain, where Shaw viewed the finest 

choral singing at the professional level to be taking place. Assistant ASO Conductor Fred Scott 

conducted another Tippet work on the program and also served as the backup conductor for A 

Child of Our Time. The Chamber Chorus participated in the twentieth-century focus, too, with a 

performance of Delius’s Appalachia. Occasionally there were problems with scores for the less 

performed works. With no US distributor, the Delius parts came directly from Europe. Not only 

were they part books, but the scores were also in horrible shape, forcing Nola to find a better 

option.40 

Shaw also sought to present unique works to Atlanta audiences. The Airborne Symphony, a 

somewhat obscure work by American composer Marc Blitzstein written during WWII for 

narrator, vocal soloists, male chorus, and large orchestra unfortunately never received its 

scheduled performances. Shaw became familiar with the work when he prepared the Robert 

Shaw Chorale for a 1946 recording of it conducted by Bernstein on which Shaw was also the 

narrator.41 A strike in the fall of 1983 by the members of the ASO necessitated several changes 

to the schedule for the remainder of the season, including the cancellation of the Blitzstein. The 

work was never scheduled for performance again. 
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Shaw’s belief in performing the “Music of Our Time” was part of his larger vision for 

elevating the ASO organization to the highest artistic level.  Shaw believed that the ASO should 

be fostering new composition. “We cannot consider ourselves first-class until we have a 

continuing program of commissioning and performing new symphonic works.”42 Shaw’s idea of 

commissioning also included works for chorus and orchestra. He pressed for regaining qualified 

musical journalists and critics—something Atlanta once had with people such as Chappell 

White, Jerry Etheridge, and John Schneider—who could communicate to the public the 

importance of performing new and different repertoire. By the fall of 1982, Shaw was eager to 

move forward and saw no need to wait to get started on any of his list of next steps for the ASO. 

He felt that it was the right time to raise funds (for endowment and specific projects) and to get 

busy with these projects. “Let’s rather find those special people who would be attracted by these 

special projects. Wed person to project.”43 The ASO finally had good administration, 

management, and musicians and Shaw felt renewed vigor to accomplish his vision of 

transforming the ASO and ASOC into world-class cultural organizations. 

Shaw was convinced that by the beginning of the 1980s the ASOC was best overall chorus he 

had conducted, and he was quick to defend it. “Compared to the technical securities and stylistic 

proprieties of the present Atlanta Symphony Chorus, those early efforts now appear, to the 

person who conducted them, as blind, ineffectual gropings,” he wrote in reference to his 

recordings and tours from twenty, thirty, and forty years prior.44 A local Atlanta television 

station produced a documentary on the rehearsals and performances of Beethoven Symphony No. 

9, titled “5 Presents-Shaw Prepares.”45 This production provided a glimpse into the state of the 

ASOC at the time. A private screening of this documentary was offered to members of the 

ASOC. Writing two years later, Shaw specifies how the ASOC was different from other large 

choruses. “The principal difference between this chorus and others of similar make-up is its 

unyielding, unstinting (far from tireless) care of musical detail…. It is precisely this 

kaleidoscopic transforming miracle of detail that allows a massed chorus to escape its mass. 

These are the elements through which a chorus becomes personalized, which individuate its 
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communication.”46 Of course it was Shaw who had trained the chorus for over ten years to 

absorb and translate into musical performance the detail represented in his meticulous markings. 

Shaw’s editions of vocal scores contained the choral disciplines he championed, and in these 

early years, choristers had to transfer his marks to their own scores from a marked master score. 

Shaw reminded ASOC members that failing to copy his editings into their scores harmed 

rehearsal efficiency, denied them an educational benefit, and could result in impersonal, bland, 

and boring performances.47 This focus on foundational rehearsal discipline was synonymous 

with Shaw’s efforts to build an outstanding symphonic choral ensemble. 

Outside observers took notice of the progress of the ASOC as well. The production and 

engineering staff indicated that the chorus used in the performance of the Bennett Christmas 

carol suites in the spring of 1983 was better than any ASO chorus up to that point. Shaw always 

wanted the arts world to know what he was achieving in Atlanta. In the fall of 1983, Margaret 

Hawkins came to Atlanta to meet with Shaw and to speak to the ASOC. She was the director of 

the Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra Chorus and was also on the choral panel for the National 

Endowment for the Arts. Shaw was pleased to showcase that year’s ASOC, which he considered 

first-rate. 

Overall, things were going well for the ASOC during the early 1980s, yet there were two 

details that frustrated Shaw and the choral staff. The first was attendance and punctuality. The 

attendance requirement meant that picking and choosing concerts was not an option. There was 

frustration with tardiness and with those who stopped attending before end of the season. As 

Nola put it, “the idea of using guest choruses for choral works becomes increasingly appealing 

with each passing day.” The tenor section, already the smallest, was hit the hardest. With some 

regularity, the ASOC was in need of more tenors. The second area of concern was individual 

preparedness, and even the ASOCC members were guilty of having unmarked scores and of not 

learning their music adequately. At one point in the rehearsal process preceding the recording 

and performances of Handel’s Messiah in the fall of 1983, Nola warned the ASOCC members to 

be prepared to sing any portion of the Messiah choruses alone at the next rehearsal. 

From time to time, Shaw praised the chorus for an especially productive rehearsal; for quick 

learning of repertoire or for outstanding performances. Most often the accolades flowed from his 
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pen in his letters to the group. “’Figured out after last night’s rehearsal, and your very fine one of 

Monday night, why I write these stupid letters. It’s because occasionally one has to tell folks how 

good they really are…and…obviously…we don’t have time for that kind of bullsense at 

rehearsal. Miss you.”48 The letters to the chorus allowed Shaw to maintain a more personal 

connection to the ASOC members especially as he got busier. He apologized for not leading all 

chorus rehearsals, explaining that the success and growth of ASO and the favorable reception it 

received in Atlanta and beyond demanded so much time that it hindered his ability to be at all 

ASOC rehearsals.49 

During the 1980-1984 seasons, when there was a particular emphasis on twentieth-century 

repertoire, the ASOC and ASOCC gave outstanding performances of several traditional choral-

orchestral masterworks. In March of 1981, The ASOCC performed the B Minor Mass in 

concerted style—Shaw’s nod to performance practice—with many choral portions begun by 

soloists and then joined by the full chorus. Shaw relished the time spent working on this music. 

“The real joy in working on the B Minor Mass is that there is absolutely no end to the refinement 

which the work inspires and commands. One cannot live long enough—or encounter so 

frequently conditions appropriate to its performance—that one exhausts it or becomes immune to 

its marvels. I feel certain that within my experience we now have the finest confluence of 

forces—instrumental and vocal—which I have encountered.”50 These performances sparked 

many fan letters from audience members and workshop participants who were incredibly moved. 

A year later, Shaw challenged the ASOC to transform their performance of the Beethoven Missa 

Solemnis form a mere display of accuracy into a true demonstration of musicianship. The chorus 

rose to his and Beethoven’s challenge. Though Shaw usually heard the work oversung, the 

ASOC allowed him to hear for the first time in his life, a soft first Et vitam fugue that in turn 

allowed the second Et vitam fugue to be tumultuous shouted ecstasy. Shaw deemed the 

performances perhaps most rewarding of his time in Atlanta.51 

In the fall of the same year, the ASOC continued their artistic successes with performances 

that brought Britten’s masterwork to life by highlighting the dramatic and rhetorical qualities 

contained within: shifts of tone color, enunciation details, shouts, whispers, and murmurings. For 
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this, Shaw was extremely pleased. “I want to thank you for making the War Requiem such a 

distressing, heart-breaking, debilitating, ghastly, unnerving, inconsolable, depressing, grievous, 

harrowing and tragic experience. The days since then have been just unbearable. Wishing you a 

joyful turn of events.”52 

The ASO and ASOC performed Brahms Ein deutsches Requiem as part of the opening 

ceremonies for German-American-Week held in Symphony hall at the beginning of November 

1983. Shaw and the ASO received multiple letters, including several from German dignitaries, in 

response. The Consul General of the Federal Republic of Germany wrote to thank Shaw and the 

ASO for their cooperation and support of this major cultural event. And a countess, writing of 

the thrilling experience the performance gave to participants and witnesses of the opening 

ceremonies and to express the German ambassador’s delight and gratitude in being able to 

participate, attached a more personal note. “I would also like to say, on a personal level, that my 

elderly mother was so moved by the performance, that she preferred to return to our home, to be 

alone with her thoughts and to reminisce, rather than attend the official reception, which would 

have distracted from her great pleasure of the evening.”53 

Shaw thanked the ASOC members for their tremendous work on rehearsals, performances, 

and recording of the Brahms Requiem, noting their special care and dedication. “I have felt for 

some years that the arts were too important to be left entirely to the professionals.”54 One ASOC 

member expressed beautifully how the performance and learning process affected his psyche. 

“How is it possible that in one hour of singing one can experience one’s entire life? Singing with 

the chorus was indeed ‘sowing in tears and reaping in joy.’ Thank you for teaching us that every 

note is instigated by prayer, that every tone is a spiritual expression. And thank you for helping 

us to shape ‘a cocoon for the Spirit’ with our voice. I shall take delight in this experience for 

years to come.”55 Personal accolades from ensemble members helped to illustrate the impact of 

Shaw’s commitment to building a quality symphonic chorus that could perform a wide range of 

choral-orchestral repertoire. 

Outside choirs continued to participate in some of the ASO’s choral programming. For 

instance, the Atlanta Boy Choir sang with the ASOC for Bernstein’s Chichester Psalms. In the 
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middle movement, the ASOC women did not sing at all, allowing the boy choir to shine. Shaw 

invited Mrs. Martin Luther King to be an honored guest at a special musical event in memory of 

her husband that featured the premiere of a new work by T. J. Anderson: “Spirituals—for 

Orchestra Jazz Quartet, Chorus, Children’s Choirs, Tenor and Narrator,” with texts by Robert 

Hayden and visuals by Stanley Madeja. The ASOC, however, was not the chorus. Instead the 

Morehouse and Spelman Glee clubs along with a children’s choir performed the work. In 1981, 

the ASOCC did not perform Messiah in December as the ASO presented the work with the 

Indiana University Chamber Choir. 

As the ASO and the ASOC continued to develop artistically, performances outside of Atlanta 

were planned. Both groups gave a special performance in May 1982 at the Knoxville World’s 

Fair. The chorus left Atlanta at 1 p.m. after church commitments, travelled by bus for four hours, 

and then performed the Beethoven Missa Solemnis on Sunday night. Chorus members could 

return to Atlanta by bus immediately after the performance or could stay overnight in a hotel, 

paid for by the ASO, and return by bus on Monday afternoon. Sometimes, ASOC members were 

invited to join in performances even when the full chorus was not involved. In the fall of 1982, 

the ASO performed Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 at Stetson as part of a Florida tour. The 

Director of Choral Activities at Stetson—a former ASOC member—invited ASOC members to 

join the Stetson choruses for the performance. 

The Southern Division ACDA convention took place in Atlanta in February 1984. 

Organizers asked Shaw to present a session at the gathering. Shaw proposed to use the ASOCC 

as a demonstration chorus for a session on “Teaching Procedures for the Choral Portions of 

Handel’s Messiah.” The session was a resounding success. ACDA Vice-President wrote to thank 

Shaw, Nola, and the ASOCC noting that “the rehearsal demonstration reinforced concepts and 

illustrated procedures which can benefit every choral director in attendance.”56 

As Shaw pushed the orchestra and choruses to perform a greater variety of repertoire, he 

made adjustments in rehearsal schedules to accommodate the demands of the music.  Sectional 

rehearsals—either by individual section or by upper voices (soprano and alto) and lower voices 

(tenor and bass)—were often held in place of full chorus rehearsals or during a portion of the 

regular Monday night rehearsals. In addition, Nola organized note-learning sectional rehearsals 

that immediately preceded regular rehearsals. Nola and the ASOC accompanist, Marilyn 
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Walthall, led these sessions, which were often followed by a light snack. Occasionally, faced 

with too little time to prepare the demanding repertoire that was packed into these seasons, Shaw 

found it necessary to add additional rehearsals to the announced schedule for both the ASOC and 

ASOCC or to extend rehearsals already on the books. Additionally, Shaw’s conducting schedule 

or other events, such as an ASO strike, prompted schedule changes. Shaw usually tried to be in 

town for the Monday night ASOC rehearsals, though, whenever possible. The demands of the 

1982-1983 season brought about a change in policy concerning membership in the ASOCC. 

Previously, all ASOCC singers were required to participate in the full ASOC. Beginning in the 

fall of 1982, however, singers were allowed to participate only in the ASOCC without also 

having to commit to the full ASOC schedule. As participation expectations were elevated and 

members demonstrated the ability to achieve them, Shaw began to explore more unique musical 

opportunities. 

International Crown: 1984-1988 

When Shaw accepted the position of Music Director with the ASO, he was taking the helm 

of a regional American orchestra. He was determined from the outset, however, to build the ASO 

into a world-class orchestra. Shaw had already built an international reputation for himself 

through recordings and extensive tours with the Robert Shaw Chorale. He believed that the 

orchestra would never gain an international reputation without playing on foreign soil and the 

best way to accomplish this was with an ASO tour to Europe. Shaw steadily worked toward this 

goal, carefully nurturing and building the orchestra and chorus throughout the 1970s and early 

1980s. He took the ASO and ASOC to New York City to perform at Carnegie Hall and at the 

Kennedy Center in Washington, DC as well as on tours to Florida. These out-of-town 

performances coupled with the ever-increasing catalogue of recordings on Telarc helped to raise 

the standing of the ASO and ASOC and establish a strong national reputation. At the end of his 

tenure as Music Director, Shaw finally achieved his long-held goal and led the ASO and Chorus 

on an eleven-day, eight-concert tour beginning in New York City with performances in Carnegie 

Hall and Lincoln Center and continuing to the European cities of East Berlin, Zurich, 

Ludwigsburg, Paris, Bristol, and London. Shaw announced to the ASOC at the end of the 1986-

1987 season that the grand European tour would take place the following year in late May and 

early June. 
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The tour chorus to Europe was set at 200 singers, which was the average number of singers 

for a typical concert in Atlanta. In February 1988, the ASOC joined the ASO in Tampa as part of 

the orchestra’s regional tour through Georgia and Florida. The ASOC’s two performances in 

Tampa helped to celebrate the opening of the new Tampa Bay Performing Arts Center. They also 

marked the first time the ASOC had joined the ASO on tour since the chorus’s 1980 debut in 

Carnegie Hall. The ASOC traveled by chartered plane to Tampa on a Saturday morning, 

checking in at the Woodruff Arts Center in midtown Atlanta and taking buses directly to 

planeside for boarding. Singers were served breakfast on the flight to Tampa, had an afternoon 

rehearsal and their first concert on Saturday night singing Brahms Shicksalslied and Nänie, and 

Beethoven Symphony No. 9. On the following day, the chorus performed the Mozart Mass in C 

minor on the second half of an afternoon concert and then headed back to Atlanta in the evening, 

enjoying dinner on the chartered return flight. This weekend runout gave everyone a foretaste of 

the potential of the upcoming combined ASO and ASOC tour to Europe. 

Shaw’s choice of repertoire during the years 1984 through 1988 was guided largely by two 

factors: a list of works to be recorded (see Table 4.1) and the desire for an international tour. The 

ASOC made its first recordings in the late 1970s. By 1983, the ASO and its choruses were 

recording multiple works each season. The last four years of Shaw’s tenure as Music Director of 

the ASO, the seasons from fall of 1984 to spring of 1988, were also extremely prolific recording 

years for the ASOC. During this time, Shaw led the ASO and ASOC in recording many of the 

mainstays of the symphonic choral repertoire, including: five requiems (Berlioz, Duruflé, Fauré, 

Mozart, and Verdi), Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, and two large-scale mass settings (Mozart 

Mass in C Minor and Beethoven Missa Solemnis). They also recorded several less performed 

works for which Shaw had a close affinity—Hindemith Lilacs (another requiem, though not in 

the traditional sense) and the four autumnal odes of Brahms (Alto Rhapsody, Gesang der Parzen, 

Nänie, Shicksalslied)—as well as the world premiere and recording of the Missa Brevis of 

Bernstein coupled with his Chichester Psalms. Sometimes repertoire that was announced for an 

upcoming season was never actually performed. Works for orchestra and women’s voices by 

Debussy (The Blessed Damoiselle) and Poulenc (Litanies) were two examples that fell into this 

category. 

Two programs during the 1984-1985 season were atypical. The performance of the Bach St. 

Matthew Passion utilized both the ASO Chamber Chorus and the ASOC. The ASO, the Chamber 
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Chorus, and the soloists were all seated on stage. The audience was invited to join in singing the 

chorales led by members of the ASOC seated in the pit. Additionally, students from the 

Cincinnati Conservatory of Music spent the week rehearsing in Atlanta and joined members of 

the ASOC on the chorales for the first two performances on Thursday and Friday evenings. Due 

to the size of the pit, only eighty-two singers could be accommodated, however. As a result, 

ASOC members could choose in which of the three performances they wanted to sing. Final 

performances assignments were listed via chorus number. Shaw made additional revisions for 

these performances to his English translation of the work published in G. Shirmer edition. At the 

end of the season, a concert honoring Robert W. Woodruff (the principal donor for the 

construction of the Atlanta Arts Center renamed in his honor) allowed the ASOC a chance to 

perform a program of choral masterpieces (mostly excerpts from larger works) in advance of 

recording sessions of this repertoire. The ASOC performed on eight of the thirteen selections, 

and ASOC guests were invited free of charge to the concert. 

Shaw’s idea for a combined ASO and ASOC tour to France to perform in several of the great 

cathedrals there influenced his choice of repertoire for the 1985-1986 season. To the decidedly 

French fare, represented by works of Fauré, Duruflé, Poulenc, and Schmitt, Shaw added the B 

Minor Mass of Bach and the Mozart Requiem. The Chamber Chorus performed the Bach and the 

ASOCC augmented with ASOC members to form a chorus of 125 singers performed the Mozart. 

The most significant challenge of the season was the Hindemith When Lilacs Last in the 

Dooryard Bloom’d. Even with a July summer reading session led by Bruce Borton, one of 

Shaw’s assistants, it was a difficult work for the ASOC due to the different and unfamiliar 

harmonic language that Hindemith utilized. 

Shaw highlighted the repertoire for the upcoming 1986-1987 season in a humorous poem, 

which he sent to the ASOC at the end of the summer. Works new to the ASOC opened and 

closed the season, beginning with Mendelssohn’s Symphony No. 2, “Lobgesang,” and ending 

with a commissioned work, On Freedom’s Ground, by William Schuman. Telarc requested that 

a set of Verdi opera choruses be added to the Mendelssohn program. Shaw considered denying 

the request but that would have delayed the planned release of the Verdi Requiem—slated for 

recording in the spring—by at least a year. The opera choruses were needed to fill out a two-disc 

set, as the Requiem was just a bit too long for one disc. Shaw agreed to add the choruses. He 

underestimated the difficulties of the Italian language for the ASOC, however. In the end, the 
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planned set of eight choruses was reduced to five. This set of concerts, the Mendelssohn 

“Lobgesang” coupled with the Verdi opera choruses, was a huge success, surprising even Shaw. 

“I surely had no idea at any time during the past few months that Mendelssohn’s “Lobgesang” 

could take off in the manner of the rocket you ignited Saturday night. I suppose also, that it takes 

performances (as well as rehearsals) to form and give shape to a chorus. All the facets of choral 

technique and expressiveness grew as if miraculously through the three nights.”57 

The spring of 1987 was a very busy time for the ASOC, with two major recording projects 

(Beethoven and Verdi) and an entirely new work to learn—William Schuman’s On Freedom’s 

Ground. During one stretch in February, the ASOC had either a rehearsal, performance or 

recording session for nine out of ten days in a row, with only a Sunday off. The ASOC sang at 

special concert for a convention of foundation representatives at the end of March, repeating the 

five Verdi choruses that had been paired with the Mendelssohn “Lobgesang” in November. Shaw 

was very pleased with the ASOC’s preparation of the Verdi Requiem, following the concerts and 

recording of the Beethoven Missa Solemnis, commenting that “wonder of wonders…lines are 

learned with a startling fluency, vocal tone has new solidity and ring, and sectional sound begins 

to bloom like dogwood on Habersham. Conclusion: Beethoven has been teaching voice and 

musicianship. All those ‘inhuman’ demands—vocal, aesthetic and mental—evidently not only 

mobilized a collective will, but lighted a way.”58 

In preparation for an international tour during Shaw’s final season as Music Director of the 

ASO (1987-1988), the ensembles performed the planned tour repertoire on concerts throughout 

the regular season. Shaw also planned an all-Bernstein program in April 1988 to celebrate 

Bernstein’s seventieth birthday. Shaw had asked Bernstein to write something for the ASO and 

ASOC previously, but Bernstein had declined, saying that he was too busy with other large 

projects. Undeterred, Shaw wrote to Bernstein again in May 1987 inviting him to a performance 

in Atlanta and asking for a small work to open the concert in his honor.59 This time, Bernstein 

agreed and composed his Missa Brevis, Based on Choruses from The Lark, which Shaw and the 

ASO and ASOC premiered and recorded along with the Chichester Psalms. While Shaw had 

considered performing the Chichester Psalms on tour, in the end he opted for works by 
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Beethoven (Ninth Symphony), Mozart (the “Great” Mass in C Minor), Brahms (four autumnal 

odes), and Stravinsky (Symphony of Psalms and two short a cappella pieces). The Mozart and 

Brahms selections were also recorded during the season. Shaw was especially fond of the four 

Brahms works—Nänie, Shicksalslied, Gesang der Parzen, and the Alto Rhapsody—as he 

commented to the chorus, “All of us, I would guess, have come to love the German Requiem as 

the richest lode of Brahms’ musical ore, but I wonder now if these four autumnal odes of despair 

have not prompted Brahms most heroic compositional talents.”60 

There was great enthusiasm and excitement from both musicians and patrons in advance of 

the European tour. This positive energy was heightened by the culmination of Shaw’s tenure in 

Atlanta as Music Director. The final Atlanta concerts in mid-May featured one of Shaw and the 

ASOC’s signature works: Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. The latter was coupled with 

Stravinsky’s Symphony of Psalms, emphasizing another of Shaw’s values: music of our time. By 

mid-April the final set of three concerts Shaw would conduct in Atlanta as Music Director were 

already nearly sold out. 

For most performances involving the ASOC, the full chorus performed. Occasionally 

because of the nature of the piece, the size of the ASOC was reduced through some sort of 

rotation. For example, a February 1986 performance of Mozart Requiem used a different and 

rotating three-fifths of the full chorus for each of the three performances. Shaw knew that the 

singers wanted to participate in as many of the performances as possible, so he used this to 

motivate them to continually achieve higher artistic standards as during the preparation of 

Mozart’s Mass in C minor, in the following year. “The lighter, neater, and brisker our 

humongous chorus can become, the more of us will be able to participate in the performances 

and recording of the C Minor Mass.”61 Additionally, a small contingent of around 20 ASOC 

singers participated each year in the annual MLK ecumenical service held at an Atlanta church. 

While in the 1970s the call for volunteers to sing included a request for “white singers,” 

presumably to show diversity, by the mid-1980s, this qualification had been dropped. 

By the end of Shaw’s second decade as Music Director of the ASO, the ASOC had arrived at 

full maturity both musically and as an organization. With a busy performance and recording 

schedule the chorus was functioning efficiently and at a high professional level. Despite the 
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demands of the schedule, the ASOC’s singing and commitment energized Shaw. Following the 

performances and recording of the Berlioz Requiem in the fall of 1984, Shaw noted that, “for this 

participant, at least, the last three weeks of rehearsals and concerts have set new highs of 

pleasure and choral excellence.”62 The members of the ASOC were used to intense and 

productive rehearsals. On the occasion that individuals were not meeting expectations, Nola 

would offer as pointed a reminder as the situation warranted in the chorus announcements mailed 

out each week. On one occasion, she scolded choristers for placing their music on their laps and 

not looking at the conductor. Sometimes it was unprofessional behavior that was troublesome, 

such as when singers auditioned for the Chamber Chorus just to see if they could make it, never 

intending to stay in the ensemble, or when singers would drop because of conflicts after voice 

balancing and rehearsals were already underway. In both cases, Nola warned sternly, “Consider 

this: your absence registers as a vote against us trying to have a Chamber Chorus again!”63 On 

the other end of the spectrum of commitment, one ASOC soprano sang for all the performances 

and recording sessions of the Brahms four autumnal odes, and then gave birth to a son the next 

day. 

Shaw rarely got to hear the ASOC as an audience member since he was usually on the 

podium. In February of 1985 he was out of commission for a few weeks for health reasons, and 

Assistant Conductor William Fred Scott led the chorus and orchestra in performances of the 

Duruflé Requiem and Barber Prayers of Kierkegaard. Still in recovery, Shaw did attend the 

concerts as an audience member. He enjoyed the chance to hear the ASOC and this also allowed 

him to reflect on their growth and progress over the years. Writing to the chorus a few months 

later, Shaw noted that the current iteration was the best symphony chorus to date as evidenced by 

“new strength and ring in the tenor section,” while “sopranos have a special sweetness and 

steadiness…. Altos in all the most recent choruses have achieved a more unified core of 

sound…. Basses (except when over-praised) continue to give the chorus a sonority and 

foundation that stuns visiting CD’s.”64 Even away from the podium, Shaw was constantly 

thinking about his beloved ASOC. 
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The chorus formed the following season (1985-1986) pleased Shaw enormously, who offered 

the group hearty congratulations on the “finest of first rehearsals.”65 A week later Shaw offered 

context for the progress of the ASO & ASOC with regards to the performance of the choral-

orchestral masterworks. 

When the Collegiate Chorale was formed in New York City in 1940, its founding 
purpose was to investigate, germinate, commission and perform week-by-week a 
contemporary liturgy for a liberal, basically Judeo-Christian—though hopefully 
ecumenical—service of worship. Within its first month the Chorale’s association with a 
specific Manhattan church was severed. What took its place was a broader—and to us, 
then, stronger and deeper—intent to become the bench-mark instrument for the 
performance of the greatest symphonic-choral masterworks (by history largely 
‘religious’) and the sponsor and inspiration for new works in the field.66 

Even though the Collegiate Chorale spawned many professional choruses, it remained entirely 

volunteer. There were two things lacking in its early organization: 1) pick-up orchestras were 

under rehearsed and 2) rehearsal techniques were inefficient for repertoire that was too 

demanding. Shaw was thrilled with the progress of the ASOC because, as he put it, “Monday last 

night…it was clear that these shackles are substantially shucked.”67 Two reasons led to this 

success. First, a large part of the symphonic-choral repertoire was no longer new to most of the 

members of the ASOC, and second, rehearsal techniques had become habits and that allowed 

Shaw and the ASOC “to cover twice-the-music in half-the-time.”68 With a chorus that was 

thoroughly accustomed to and comfortable with Shaw’s choral techniques and procedures of 

rehearsing, he turned his attention increasingly to matters of sonority. As he saw it, the challenge 

was to build “a splendor of vocal sound that we have never achieved.”69 

This same chorus again impressed Shaw as they recorded the Hindemith requiem. “I cannot 

remember another occasion over the past forty years, whereon a piece of this dimension and 

difficulty was ‘set down’ on a quote ‘first take.’”70 Naturally, the make-up of the chorus was 

different each season. Shaw was acutely aware of the strengths and shortcomings of each 

season’s choruses. When the 1986-1987 ASOC was having great difficulty with the speed and 

amount of Italian text in the Verdi choruses, Shaw lamented, “I surely hope I haven’t led you 
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into an irretrievable situation. While this chorus seems to me to be potentially finer than that of 

last year, it’s ‘learning rate’ appears to me to be slower. It could be that the success of this 

program will depend not upon our common rehearsal time, but upon individual work prior to 

rehearsals. I’ll try to make Tuesday’s rehearsal as productive and pleasant as I can.”71 One year 

later, the ASOC had again demonstrated to Shaw that it was a first-rate chorus with regards to 

efficiency and the preparation of challenging masterworks. “For some years I’ve had a sort of 

bench-mark for volunteer symphony choruses: it is that the carefully-auditioned and well-

disciplined symphony chorus, using the most efficient rehearsal techniques, should be able to 

master a Missa Solemnis in four rehearsals.”72 Furthermore, Shaw commented that fifty years 

ago no one would have believed that to be possible, but that the both Cleveland and Atlanta 

symphony choruses accomplished it in the past 30 years. 

With the learning procedures to solidify pitch, rhythm, and general ensemble cohesion firmly 

established, Shaw identified three remaining areas for improvement: text, dynamics, sonority. 

Regarding the treatment of text, his primary concern was that the text was illuminated by “a 

commitment to language simply as colour…. The fabulous distinction that vocal sound has from 

instrumental sound is the aural kaleidoscope of the myriad sounds of speech.”73 Dynamics, Shaw 

believed, conveyed an expressive power and added a dramatic element that frequently was on 

par with other fundamental elements of a composition. In the case of the Missa Solemnis, Shaw 

observes that as “Beethoven [frequently asks] for a seemingly ‘inhuman’ vocal volcanism and 

acrobacy (how about that?) that dynamic change, contrast, and proportion are elevated to an 

eminence and near-structural category.”74 Shaw prodded the ASOC to intensify the level of 

control and detail in dynamic expression to allow this aspect of the music to emerge. Finally, 

Shaw was increasingly concerned with achieving a general vocal sonority suitable for the work 

at hand. 

The Beethoven sound is not easily achieved by voices which are in the main classifiable 
as ‘volunteer’ and ‘amateur.’ (This is not cause for shame, but is has to be cause for 
concern.) …There is no denying the fact that our native vocal endowment and training 
make it a lot easier for us to perform suitably a Fauré or Duruflé Requiem than a 
Beethoven Missa. 
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 The Beethoven ‘sound’ is an ‘heroic’ sound…. Now, with note-learning largely 
behind us, we are freer to seek and to exercise a nobler, goldener (and occasionally 
deeper) throat.75 

The techniques and procedures that Shaw taught and trained the ASO choruses to use over 

the course of two decades became firmly engrained and enabled the choruses to not only 

consistently reach a very high level of excellence but also to strive for further refinements. The 

ASOC prepared Stravinsky’s Symphony of Psalms in the spring of 1988, ahead of the European 

tour. Despite five years’ time since the previous performances and a large change in personnel, 

the ASOC brought the Symphony of Psalms nearly to performance standards in just one 

rehearsal, and this was proof to Shaw that his training of the chorus was effective and lasting. 

“’Strikes me as a powerful testimony to the efficiency and endurability of the fundamentals of 

choral technique—as instilled by such simple devices as count-singing, nonsense-syllable-

singing, octave-transposition, warm-up patterns and the like.”76 

Shaw considered among the major accomplishments of his twenty-one-year tenure as Music 

Director the building of a “distinguished” orchestra, both musically and personally and the 

building of a unique chorus, with the highest professional technique and with unqualified 

amateur commitment.77 Associate Conductor Fred Scott (substituting for Shaw) had already 

conducted the ASOC, but before the Shaw tribute concert marking the end of Shaw’s tenure as 

Music Director of the ASO, he had never conducted the Chamber Chorus in performance—in 

fact, no other conductor had led the smaller ensemble until that moment in time. The true 

durability of Shaw’s techniques and legacy would be tested in future years as the ASO choruses 

began performing with more frequency under other conductors. 

By the end of the second decade of the ASO choruses, the weekly and seasonal routines 

relating to auditions, rehearsals, attendance, music scores, and general membership had been 

tested and refined yielding a well-functioning organization. Nola Frink, in her role as Choral 

Administrator, remained the organizational leader. The schedule for the season was set by 

September and revised as necessary. While Atlanta rarely received enough snow to warrant a 

change in the schedule, occasionally an ice storm would fall on a rehearsal or performance date. 

If a rehearsal had to be cancelled sometimes a make-up rehearsal was scheduled (usually on a 
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Sunday). If Shaw felt that the ASOC needed more rehearsal time, Monday night rehearsals were 

extended by one half-hour—instead of adding an extra rehearsal—lasting from 7:00-10:30 p.m. 

rather than the usual 10 p.m. ending time. Sometimes a light dinner was provided before a 

lengthened rehearsal. 

One change during this period was the move to an 8:00 p.m. start time for all evening 

concerts. The extra half-hour certainly helped members of the chorus who worked a full day 

before heading to Symphony Hall for the warm-up on stage, which began one hour before 

concert time. Another change was the introduction of some pre-prepared editions of scores with 

Shaw’s markings already included. Previously ASOC members were required to borrow marked 

scores to transfer Shaw’s markings into their own scores. Issuing pre-marked music was a great 

time saver and ensured that everyone was adequately prepared for rehearsal. 

The Chamber Chorus, ranging in size from around 40 to almost 70, was formed each year 

after the auditions for the full ASOC. Usually there were separate auditions, often with callbacks, 

and frequently there was some rebalancing of the roster after the rehearsal. In the 1987-1988 

season, a letter and survey was sent to potential ASOCC members, those who were had been in 

the group before and new ASOC members with strong audition results. Shaw and Nola were 

trying to form the ASOCC without having a separate audition. There were four questions: 1) If 

selected, will you accept? 2) If yes, have you sung the complete Messiah? 3) Was it under 

Shaw’s direction? and 4) Do you have any schedule conflicts?78 The ASOCC Messiah 

performance in December was slated to be videotaped with the Christmas portion broadcast on 

Christmas Eve and the full performance of the complete work released later on commercial 

videotape. Unfortunately, it proved impossible to form the Chamber Chorus from singers with no 

schedule conflicts. As Nola reasoned, “it makes sense that the best singers are also the busiest.”79 

Later that same season, the ASOCC had the privilege of performing in the special tribute 

concert to Robert Shaw. Even though Shaw did not conduct them on this occasion, they were 

still Shaw’s choir, and as Nola informed them, they needed to look like it. “It is the feeling of 

someone very close to Mr. Shaw that he would like his chorus to look like his chorus. And 

surely, we want to honor Mr. Shaw dressed the way he likes us. So please remember to shine 
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your halos and bring the appropriate under-clothing and shoes to accompany your ‘Shaw-Blue’ 

robes.”80 

Christmas Festivals: Second Decade 

Increasing Popularity and Recognition 

Now well established after more than a dozen years, the Christmas Festival held a beloved 

place in the holiday landscape of the greater Atlanta area. It was broadcast on both regional radio 

and TV and attracted thousands to Symphony Hall. Christmas Festival weeks were extremely 

busy and demanded a huge amount of time from ASOC members with rehearsals or 

performances every night from Monday through Sunday. The number of performances increased 

to four or more each year, with sometimes a Wednesday evening performance, and often two on 

Saturday. On those occasions, members of the ASOC referred to as the chorus caterers provided 

a meal for the ASOC between the matinee and evening concerts. 

While the Christmas Festivals generally followed the familiar pattern, there was always a 

variety of performers and styles that Shaw managed to skillfully blend together. Shaw decided to 

feature all four of Robert Russell Bennett’s Many Moods of Christmas suites in 1982. The 

Morehouse Glee Club, an ensemble that usually participated in the Christmas festivals, were 

unable to do so that year. Pursuing another option, he invited singers and dancers from the 

Northside School of Performing Arts to join, noting that their Broadway-oriented Christmas style 

meshed well with Bennett’s. The Atlanta Boy Choir also participated that year, making 

attendance at the single rehearsal with all performing groups present extremely vital. The 

addition of outside performers from the local community—including dancers in quite a few 

years—helped to add variety and broaden the appeal of the Christmas Festival. 

Shaw wanted the ASO and ASOC to achieve the national recognition he felt they deserved 

and a primary way to do this was through a national telecast. His dream finally became reality in 

1986 when the Christmas Festival was videotaped for national broadcast on PBS on Christmas 

Eve. This 1986 telecast was rebroadcast again in 1987. Almost 500 performers participated 

including: 200 ASOC members, 100 ASO personnel, 90 men of the Morehouse College Glee 
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Club, and 90 Young Singers of Callanwolde. The ninety-minute national telecast prompted 

numerous personal letters to Shaw from all over the country. One former Cleveland Orchestra 

Chorus member (#302, a second alto), wrote to Shaw, “I sincerely hope that this letter will get 

past your secretary, directly to you, as it is so very important to me to convey my sincere feelings 

and gratitude to you.” She continued, noting that the concert broadcast was the best present she 

could have received and reveling in the enjoyment of seeing Shaw’s face and hearing “the 

musical perfection that only you can draw from your musicians. The concert was beyond 

description—truly magnificent!” She described the three seasons she sang with the Cleveland 

Orchestra Chorus under Shaw as “the happiest years of my life—bar none…. I was so happy—a 

better person, wife, and mother, because I was a part of what I loved the most—at its perfection! 

This perfection was due to our director, who, with his magic gave us inspiration. Total 

inspiration.”81 This sense of uplifting joy at being a part of one of Shaw’s choruses was palpable 

for individuals in the ensemble, but also for audience members hearing the performances. There 

was excessive demand for the 1987 Christmas Festival—Shaw’s last as Music Director of the 

ASO—especially for the Friday and Saturday night performances.  

Programming the Christmas Festival 

Shaw followed a plan in programming for the Christmas Festival each year. As he explained 

to the ASOC, “The problem in the celebration of Christmas—musically and humanly—is to 

escape its commercial exploitation and to affirm its mystery and innocence.” Certain types of 

music seemed to Shaw best able serve this function. Specifically, this included 

the body of folk songs, carols and spirituals which know neither composer nor author, 
which may confuse religious symbols and incidents with secular images and mysteries, in 
which birds talk to animals and trees to rocks, which—in the Christian tradition—mix 
birth and crucifixion in a single stanza, and which—as in certain black spirituals—use 
primitive African chant and instruments to celebrate a “western” holy-day. 
 These, and the occasional medieval motet—an “O magnum mysterium”—somehow 
offer human nature the option of becoming more human. –Unlike a wall-to mall Xmess.82 

Shaw created four chronological/psychological sections in each Christmas Festival program: 

1) Yearning, Promise and Advent, 2) Nativity and the Manger, 3) The Fun and Games Men Play, 

and 4) Flight for life and So-What.83 The second section was the longest since the largest portion 

of Christmas choral music falls into this area. The third section served as a catch-all for secular 
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carols, customs, and festivities, and as Shaw related, “At its best I have hoped it would have the 

character of a large family unwrapping exciting and unexpected presents on Christmas morning.” 

The final section represented a return to the manger, to the shepherds’ farewell, and to a 

pondering of the meaning of that Child for Our Time, where in Shaw’s thinking the program 

ended with “Dona nobis pacem” of Bach. He viewed the final piece, be it the “Hallelujah 

Chorus” or “Adeste, Fideles” as “redundant and recessional—albeit conclusive.”84 This 

underlying structure gave the Christmas Festival shape and a sense of direction and movement 

from beginning to conclusion. 

Using the Repertoire to Further Choral Technique 

The annual Christmas Festival was a great audience favorite necessitating multiple 

performances of the same program. With so many performances each year and with frequent 

repetition of repertoire from year to year, there was a real danger of the music-making becoming 

stale. Shaw found that the Christmas Festival repertoire made a unique contribution to basic 

choral techniques. Therefore, he continually sought to use it to improve the ASOC’s technique 

and musicianship, thus insuring lively performances while stimulating the continued musical 

development and professional discipline of the ASOC members. Naturally the repertoire was 

extremely text-heavy and text-dependent. These textual demands presented musical and artistic 

challenges in the areas of enunciation and with regards to the problems of tempo elasticity and 

flexibility due to the homophonic and strophic nature of much of the music.  

Shaw found the verse-structure of this repertoire instructive with regards to enunciation: 

“Repetition of a musical phrase with new textual materials should allow us and oblige us to 

refashion our articulation, dynamics and tone-quality, certainly in the interests of textual 

expressivity, but also to the renewed communicability of the musical phrase itself.”85 This grows 

out of the precept that “when text is the substance of communication—rather than its original 

inspiration—‘words’ become more important than ‘line.’”86 Shaw’s ideas related to the 

importance of text also demanded the development of extraordinarily precise disciplines of 

enunciation. 
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In addition, Shaw advocated exercising a richer and more varied vocabulary of phrasing to 

bring greater meaning and expressive character to the Christmas Festival repertoire. “When the 

same melody and harmonies must serve two, three or more verses of text, subtle variations of 

accentuation and dynamics must be contrived to keep the communication clear and fresh. 

Moreover—and what is even more difficult—the long procession of rhythmic values must be 

individually and subtly stretched or compressed to accommodate and illumine word meaning.”87 

The detailed type of expression Shaw inculcated in the ASOC members was thoughtful and 

subtle, affecting both dynamic and rhythmic matters. “In addition, therefore, to the dynamic 

alteration of entire verses, and available to the chorus as well as to the soloist, is the underlining 

of certain syllables or words of particular import by one or both of two means: 1) dynamic stress 

and 2) a ‘holding’—a stress of duration. It is this latter stress which needs examination.”88 For 

Shaw, the ever-present danger was in becoming overly sentimental and out of proportion with 

regards to small-scale rhythmic fluctuations or larger-scale tempo modifications. He believed 

that composers chose time values just as carefully as pitches in the creative process. Shaw notes 

that the challenge of elasticity and flexibility in temporal matters is essentially a question of 

degree. More flexibility often allows for greater text emphasis while somewhat less flexibility 

preserves the intentions of the composer and retains the “balance and grace of the original 

melody.”89 

The difficulty of perfecting these technical aspects of the choral art was magnified the by the 

sheer size of the ASOC. Getting any chorus to be as expressive, flexible, and nuanced as a soloist 

would be difficult, let alone a large symphony chorus. Yet that was Shaw’s aim for the ASOC 

during the Christmas Festival regardless of the specific repertoire. He even expected this type of 

sensitivity on more showy works, such as the Bennett Many Moods suites. 

These matters are a ‘natural’ for the solo voice. –But even the solo quartet begins to 
experience difficulty. –And for two hundred people to arrive at a point where they can 
accomplish instant and identical emphasis is some kind of miracle. 
 With your affectionate commitment that miracle can still occur next week—even 
though, for this year, it may occasionally smack of the Miracle on 42nd Street along with 
that of Bethlehem.90 
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Recordings, Radio and TV Broadcasts, and Awards 

Audio Recordings and Radio Broadcasts: Telarc, CDs 

In early February 1978, Telarc founder and record producer Robert Woods wrote to Shaw 

and the president of the ASO Board of Trustees, Betty Fuller, to propose two recording projects 

with Shaw and the ASO over the next nine months: 1) Stravinsky Firebird Suite, Borodin 

“Polovtsian Dances” (with chorus) from Prince Igor, and Glinka “Overture” to Russlan and 

Ludmilla; and 2) Beethoven Symphony No. 9. These would be recorded using both standard 

Dolbyized tape and a new digital recording system. Woods explained the reasons for choosing 

the ASO and Shaw: “the Atlanta Symphony is a very polished ensemble that deserves to be 

heard via recordings. In our experience of listening to the many orchestral ensembles in this 

country, we feel that the Atlanta Symphony under Mr. Shaw’s direction has accomplished in ten 

years what would take other cities many years longer. We would very much welcome the 

opportunity to work with Mr. Shaw and the Orchestra and can see the potential for more projects 

than we are proposing at this time.”91 According to Woods’ proposal, Telarc would cover all 

recording and travel expenses, as well as costs for manufacturing, stagehands, advertising, and 

distribution; the ASO would pay for the performers, conductor, soloists, and the facility. The first 

of these two projects (minus the Glinka) was recorded four months later in June 1978. Woods 

had also suggested that the ASO consider using the Egyptian ballroom in the Fox Theatre for the 

recording as Symphony Hall in the Atlanta arts center was not up to Telarc’s standards. In the 

end, however, this project as well as all future ASO recordings with Telarc did take place in 

Symphony Hall in the arts center. 

Shaw was pleased with the ensemble—slightly reduced in number—that recorded the 

Borodin calling it a “nicely balanced group, and quick.”92 The enormous success of this 

recording led to an invitation from Telarc to record Boito’s “Prologue” to Mefistofole and the 

“Te Deum” from Verdi’s Four Sacred Pieces. The recording took place in late spring 1979 and 

was conceived as a twenty-fifth anniversary disc of the 1954 collaboration between Shaw and 
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Toscanini on the same works.93 There were no recordings during the following season, as the 

ASO and ASOC were focused on the tour and three requiem performances in Carnegie Hall. 

Recording resumed with Orff’s Carmina Burana in the fall of 1980. 

Shaw had great ambitions for the ASO and ASOC and a clear vision on how to achieve them. 

A successful recording program was an integral part of his plan. He presented his hopes almost 

as a challenge to an Atlanta Symphony Orchestra League board of director’s meeting in 

September 1972: 

The Atlanta Symphony will never be considered a ‘great’ orchestra until it has a sizable 
catalogue and a successful marketing history of significant recordings. 
 You could get most of your guest artists to agree that yours is one of a very few 
superb accompanying orchestras in the world. Your symphony chorus—though 
volunteer—may be the finest in the world. 
 Yet these two instruments have recorded not a single one of the twenty major pieces 
for symphony orchestra and symphonic chorus. 
 Now, perhaps we have to invent our own marketing system—or whatever. The fact 
is: you’ve developed in fifteen years two instruments whose co-existence may never have 
been equaled. We have a chance to set world-standards for decades to come, and we’re 
doing nothing about it. 
 For instance, it’s been twenty years since Britten recorded his War Requiem. It still is 
the only one available. 
 How fast can we move here?94 

A month before this meeting, Shaw wrote down a list of about fifty works that he wanted to 

record with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus (see Table 4.1).95 He elicited enough 

support to begin a consistent program to preserve via recordings the unique combination of 

chorus and orchestra that he had built in Atlanta. This support came from the within the ASO 

organization and its associated supporters as well as from private foundations and from major 

companies, such as Coca-Cola, that were based in Atlanta.96 For the remainder of his lifetime 

Shaw would record at least one work per season with the ASO and ASOC. The only exception to 

this was the 1996-1997 season when the planned recording was cancelled due to a ten-month 

orchestra strike. The most intense period of activity took place in the six seasons from 1984-1990 

when Shaw and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus recorded from two to five major 
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works per season. By the time of his death—sixteen-and-a-half years later—Shaw had recorded 

about sixty percent of the works from his 1982 list. 

 

Table 4.1 Works Shaw Wanted to Record; August 18, 1982 
 

Composer Repertoire Date Recorded 
Bach St. Matthew Passion 

St. John Passion 

Mass in B minor 

Christmas Oratorio 

Easter Oratorio 

Magnificat 

 
 
March 1990 
 
 
December 1988 

Barber Prayers of Kierkegarrd 

The Lovers 

A Stopwatch and an Ordnance Map 

November 1997 

Beethoven Missa Solemnis 

Mass in C Major 

Symphony No. 9 (“Choral”) 
Elegaic Song 

Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage 

February 1987 
November 1989 
May 1985 
May 1990 
May 1990 

Berlioz Requiem 

Te Deum 

L’Enfance du Christ 

Romeo et Juliette 

La Damnation de Faust 

November 1984 

Bernstein Chichester Psalms April 1988 
Brahms German Requiem 

Schicksalslied 

Gesang der Parzen 

Alto Rhapsody 

Nänie 

November 1983 
March 1988 
March 1988 
March 1988 
March 1988 

Britten War Requiem November 1988 
Bruckner Mass No. 3 in F minor  
Duruflé Requiem November 1985 
Fauré Requiem May 1986 
Handel Messiah 

Israel in Egypt 

Chandos Anthems 

December 1983 

Hindemith When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloomed March/April 1986 
Mahler Symphony No. 8 (“… of a Thousand”) 

Symphony No. 2 (“Resurrection”) 
Symphony No. 3 

April 1991 

Mozart Requiem 

Mass in C minor 

Vesperae solennes de Confessore 

Ave verum 

February 1986 
November 1987 
 
May 1985 

Penderecki [St. Luke] Passion*  
Poulenc Stabat Mater November 1993 
Schubert Mass No. 5 in A-flat 

Mass No. 6 in E-flat 

Mass No. 2 in G 

(shorter works) 

 
February 1989 
December 1988 

Stravinsky Symphony of Psalms May 1983 
Szymanowski Stabat Mater November 1993 
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Table 4.1-continued 

 
Composer Repertoire Date Recorded 
Vaughan Williams Dona nobis pacem November 1997 
Verdi Requiem 

Four Sacred Pieces 

April 1987 
May 1990 

Walton Belshazzar’s Feast May 1989 
 

NOTE: Repertoire with no production date was not recorded during Shaw’s lifetime. Prior to the generation of this 
list, Shaw had recorded four other pieces with the ASO and ASOC: (1) Borodin “Polovtsian Dances” from Prince 

Igor, (2) Boïto “Prologue” from Mefistofele, (3) Orff Carmina Burana, and (4) Poulenc Gloria. 
 
*Typed version of Shaw’s handwritten note indicates “St. Matthew Passion,” however, Penderecki only composed a 
passion to the text of St. Luke. 
 
 

Shaw’s ambitious recording program was carefully planned and well executed. Recordings 

usually occurred in conjunction with the regular season programming—typically three or four 

concerts of each program—of the works. On a very few occasions, recording sessions did not 

coincide with a regular season performance. In these instances, some sort of ad hoc performance 

was created in the form of an open rehearsal; an informal general admission concert; or a single 

performance, special event concert such as the Woodruff Memorial Concert in 1985 that 

preceded the Great Sacred Choruses recording. Some planned recording projects never came to 

fruition, however. A Christmas project with Hallmark cards ultimately fell through as did the 

Chamber Chorus recording of Delius’ Appalachia, the latter in part due to problems with the 

scores. Not wanting to lose the chance to record another work, Shaw substituted Stravinsky’s 

Symphony of Psalms for the Delius, using the full ASOC rather than the Chamber Chorus.  

There were several projects that were never scheduled for recording, despite the mutual 

interest of both Shaw and Woods at Telarc. One of these was the monumental Berlioz Te Deum. 

Shaw was eager to record the work as he already prepared the score and parts “with very careful 

choral and orchestral editings” for an October 1975 performance.97 One hindrance may have 

been the lack of a pipe organ in Symphony Hall—an electronic organ was used in performances 

that required an organ. The other project was another Christmas recording. One option was for 

Shaw and the Atlanta musicians to rerecord one or both of the “Christmas Hymns and Carols” 

records that Shaw had made in the 1950s with his Robert Shaw Chorale. Woods suggestion was 
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to choose a selection of individual works from recent Christmas Festivals.98 Neither plan came to 

fruition, however. 

Chorus members were asked at audition time about their availability for the season’s planned 

recordings to ensure a full contingent of singers for every session. Once, however, a Saturday 

recording session was cancelled because thirty-one ASOC members were unable to participate, 

having notified Nola well after the start of the season. Rather than scrap the Duruflé Requiem 

recording entirely, the only other planned session on Monday night was extended several hours, 

from 6:30-11:30 p.m.99 Shaw was undeterred, however, encouraged by the level of concentration 

and talent of the ASOC. “We’ve not yet attempted a work of this duration in a single session, nor 

a session of this length. Judging by the qualities of your singing last Monday night, it could be a 

good night.”100 

Shaw came to Atlanta with a tremendous amount of experience making recordings, either as 

conductor—with the RCA Victor Chorale and orchestra or the Robert Shaw Chorale and 

orchestra—or as chorus master for other conductors such as Toscanini and Szell. Shaw knew the 

pitfalls of making recordings as well as the qualities present in a distinguished recording. He was 

very encouraged by the ever-improving excellence of the ASOC. Following the Great Sacred 

Choruses sessions in the spring 1985, Shaw heaped on the praise. “All sorts of good things 

happened: principal among them, that the nitty-gritty disciplines of enunciation, pitch and 

dynamics were so secure and locked-in that we were free to concentrate on tone qualities, 

phrasing and good ol’ VERVE.”101 He was concerned, however, that the performances and 

recording of the Beethoven Ninth Symphony were coming too quickly with not enough time to 

recover from the just completed recording. For the Beethoven, Shaw envisioned a sound “free of 

vocal strain, free of pedantry and caution—as to pitches, enunciation and rhythm. Free to fly.”102 

This recording of the Beethoven Ninth Symphony was on the Pro Arte label and eventually went 

out of print, being less than ideal in both performance and recording quality. 

Shaw grouped the hazards of recordings, into four categories. First, recordings are 

permanent, inflexible snapshots of moments in time. The inadvertent flaws and blemishes that 
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occur naturally are perpetuated and immortalized forever. “And in our determination to be letter-

perfect we run the greater danger of becoming word—and paragraph—sterile.”103 Second, the 

desirable elimination of extraneous noises might not be conducive to good singing; an attempt to 

control for stage and riser squeaks by adopting a rigid posture, for example, could hamper the 

free and easy vocal flow needed for beautiful singing. Third, restrictions on time, due to union 

breaks or for technical reasons, can be disruptive. Music flows and musicians work for long 

periods when in a creative burst, while frequent or long breaks tend to interrupt the atmosphere. 

Fourth, the recording process involves many non-performing personnel, including producers and 

engineers. They have opinions and preferences and often a desire to control, and these may 

conflict with the opinions, preferences, and impulses of the performing musicians. The standard 

procedures of recording (with frequent feedback from the control room) can negatively affect the 

concentration of performers. 

The most troubling aspect for Shaw, “the great danger in recording, however, is the danger of 

fragmentation…. My present point is that when we cut up a Duruflé Requiem even into 

movements—it’s really no more serious than cutting up the lives or the bodies of people into 

parts—like chicken at meat-counters.”104 For this reason, Shaw was incredibly pleased when 

everything fell into place on a first take as it did during the Hindemith Lilacs recording session. 

A review of the recording—which won the 1987 Grammy Award for Best Choral 

Performance—confirms the precision and fluidity Shaw and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra 

and Chorus achieved. “One can make out words of the chorus for the first time on disc…. The 

recording has both concepts and attainments of genius in glorious sonics. Highest 

recommendation.”105 

For the recordings released prior to 1983, ASOC members could purchase a limited number 

of copies at a discounted price. In one instance, there was a pre-rehearsal listening hour to allow 

chorus members to hear new releases on Telarc, including the Poulenc Gloria; the soprano 

soloist—Sylvia McNair, a new resident of Atlanta—was there to autograph records that 
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choristers purchased. Beginning with the 1983 recording, “The Many Moods of Christmas,” each 

chorus member who participated in a recording received one complimentary copy.106 

In addition to a sizable catalogue of significant recordings, Shaw maintained that the ASO 

organization needed national exposure. “We won’t have a ‘great’ musical organization until we 

have National Radio and TV Exposure.” To Shaw, this meant at least thirty concerts per year that 

were broadcast nationwide on radio and at least six national telecasts.107 The local public radio 

station, WABE, often featured concerts of the ASO and ASOC. Not until the end of Shaw’s 

tenure as Music Director, though, was there a national presence on the air. In April of 1988, 

National Public Radio (NPR) began a series of nationally syndicated weekly broadcasts of the 

ASO and ASOC: thirteen programs were drawn from material recorded during recent seasons.108 

Video Recordings and Telecasts 

The first national TV broadcast of the ASOC did not occur until 1986. Prior to that, the only 

TV broadcasts—of the Christmas Festival and of video productions focused on Shaw’s 

preparation work with the orchestra and choruses—were on local Atlanta TV stations or others 

within the state of Georgia. A local station, Channel 5, made a documentary titled “Shaw 

Prepares” that focused on the rehearsals and performances of Beethoven Symphony No. 9 in 

October 1981. It aired in January 1982. Georgia Public TV aired a piece produced by the Fulton 

Arts Council in the mid 1980s titled, “The Art of Robert Shaw.” The Berlioz Requiem and 

Beethoven Symphony No. 9, the final two concerts of the season, were videotaped in the late 

spring of 1986 for a delayed national broadcast, which was subsequently postponed indefinitely. 

Thus, the Christmas Festival of 1986 became the first national telecast of a full concert featuring 

the ASOC. The 1986 Christmas Festival program was rebroadcast the following year in 

December on PBS. Also in December 1987, the complete Messiah performances with the 

Chamber Chorus were video recorded. PBS aired the Christmas portion nationwide on Christmas 

Eve. The full Messiah recording was released later on commercial videotape. 
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Awards 

While Shaw’s vision of increased prominence for the ASO and ASOC through national radio 

and television broadcasts remained only partially fulfilled, the recognition and acclaim that 

resulted from the many Telarc recordings was undeniable. Telarc was a pioneer in the new 

digital recording technology that emerged in the mid 1970s. Shaw’s recordings with the ASO 

and ASOC benefitted from the incredible detail and enormous dynamic range that the new 

technology offered. The first commercially released digital recording of an orchestra was Shaw 

and the ASO’s 1979 album of Stravinsky’s Firebird Suite paired with the Borodin “Polovtsian 

Dances,” which included the ASOC. The ASOC’s first nomination for a Grammy Award came 

in 1981 in the category Best Choral Performance for their recording of Boito’s “Prologue” to 

Mefistofele. Additional nominations for Best Choral Performance followed in 1981—Orff 

Carmina Burana—and 1982—Poulenc Gloria. In 1985, Shaw and the ASO and ASOC were 

nominated for both Best Choral Performance and Best Classical Album, winning in both 

categories. These wins marked the first of many Grammy awards for the ASOC.  

Members of the ASOC were encouraged to join the National Academy of Recordings Arts 

and Sciences or NARAS—now known simply as The Recording Academy—beginning as early 

as 1985.109 Anyone who sang on one complete side of an LP album was eligible, thus including 

virtually the full ASOC. Lots of choristers did join and vote, and Nola continued to remind 

ASOC members of their eligibility for membership. She also commented on the chorus’s prolific 

recording output. “We have a number of ‘grammy-able’ recordings out this season.” Two chorus 

members were on the NARAS Board of Governors and could be listed as references on the 

applications of fellow ASOC members wishing to join.110 

The 1987-1988 season was a milestone for the ASOC ending with a highly acclaimed 

international tour and the retirement of Shaw as Music Director. Their recording of the 

Hindemith When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d won a Grammy for Best Choral 

Performance; the Verdi Requiem recording won a British Gramophone award in the Choral 

category—it also won a Grammy for Best Choral Performance but not until 1989. ASOC 

members who participated in Grammy Award winning recordings received a color photo of the 
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ASOC and a certificate.111 The achievements of Shaw, the ASO and ASOC, and Telarc 

continued after Shaw’s retirement. In addition to the acclaim and recognition that winning 

multiple Grammy awards brought, the body of recordings permitted what was happening in 

Atlanta to be heard and enjoyed throughout the country and around the world. The ever-growing 

recording catalogue of the ASO and ASOC was an important factor in establishing and then 

solidifying their reputation as a major orchestra and chorus. 

The ASO and ASOC Leap onto the International Stage 

Three French Requiems in Paris 

Shaw was enormously excited about the potential for development in the Atlanta Symphony 

Orchestra, from the moment he began seriously considering becoming its Music Director. With 

the addition of the ASOC, the opportunities for greatness increased further. The ASOC quickly 

became known throughout Georgia and the surrounding Southeast region. National exposure 

followed with the ASOC’s first performance in New York City at Carnegie Hall in 1976. The 

following year they sang at the Kennedy Center for Carter’s inauguration. Their three evenings 

of requiems at Carnegie Hall in the spring of 1980 had been a tremendous success. Similarly, the 

ASO had many acclaimed appearances in New York and Washington, and the orchestra had 

performed at Symphony Hall in Boston as well as on tours throughout the Southeastern United 

States. 

Shaw’s remarks in September 1982 to the ASOL board of directors included, “ten conditions, 

factors, programs or facilities which help make for ‘greatness’ in a musical organization.”112 One 

of these areas concerned touring. Neither the chorus nor the orchestra had yet performed outside 

the United States; Shaw, though, already had—and extensively. The Robert Shaw Chorale and 

Orchestra, led by Shaw, had performed in South America, North Africa, the Middle East, the 

Soviet Union, and throughout Europe. It was Shaw’s prior experience that convinced him of the 

necessity and attainability of his vision for the ASO and ASOC. According to Shaw, “we cannot 

expect Foreign Tours until other countries know our recordings. -But we cannot be a World-
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Class Orchestra without going there. It is not impossible that our chorus could arrange to travel 

with us. If so, we’d have a World-Beater and a First.”113. By the mid-1980s the ASO and ASOC 

were regularly releasing new recordings and these were becoming well known; that part of 

Shaw’s path to greatness for the organization was now in place. A key element, though, was still 

missing: a performance tour abroad—in Europe. 

Shaw’s wife Caroline loved France and, together, they bought a country house in a small 

village in southwestern France. Shaw was amazed at the interest in the arts of the French 

people—both rural and urban.114 On a visit to France in the summer of 1984, Shaw visited a 

Sunday service at Saint-Étienne-du-Mont in Paris where Maurice Duruflé and his wife were co-

titular organists. Shaw was astonished at Madame Duruflé’s skill at improvising—spontaneously 

composing—on the organ. “One sits baffled, unable to believe that mind and fingers can contrive 

such instantaneous collaboration, and realizes—though cannot comprehend—that she is 

constantly thinking four score and more measures—or seconds—ahead of what her fingers are 

doing. It is musical literacy not be believed.”115  

By the end of the year, Shaw had formulated a plan for the international debut of the ASO 

and ASOC. He shared this with the chorus in a New Year’s Day 1985 letter, vowing to make the 

tour his New Year’s resolution. His grand design was to perform three French requiems in three 

Paris churches closely aligned with the requiems’ composers or their composition. Berlioz 

conceived of his Grande Messe des Morts for the Cathedral of Saint-Louis des Invalides and 

conducted part of its premiere there. Fauré was choirmaster and then titular organist at L’eglise 

de la Madeleine, which was the site of the premiere of his Requiem. Maurice Duruflé had a long 

association with Saint-Etienne-du-Mont where he had been titular organist for over half a 

century and where his Requiem—with its extensive organ part—was premiered. The Fauré and 

Duruflé requiems were only half the length of the Berlioz, leaving room for additional repertoire 

on those concerts; Shaw planned to perform the Poulenc Gloria, Barber’s Prayers of 

Kierkegaard, and orchestral works including Fauré Pelleas and Melisande and American 

symphonic sketches showing French influence.116 
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Shaw believed that this tour was entirely possible during the summer of 1985, barely five 

months away. At first glance this might seem implausible; however, the Atlanta Symphony 

Orchestra and Chorus had just performed and recorded the Berlioz Requiem in November with 

Shaw. They would be performing the Duruflé and Barber works at the end of February. Three 

years prior, they had performed and recorded the Poulenc Gloria. While there was no imminent 

or recent performance of the Fauré Requiem, it was the shortest and least complicated of the 

three requiems to quickly bring to performance standards in time for an early summer tour. 

Merely three weeks after Shaw’s New Year’s letter to the chorus outlining his vision for their 

dramatic leap onto the international stage, Nola reported that the Paris plans were developing 

quickly. The proposed tour dates were May 27 through June 6. Airfare and hotel costs for the 

ASOC would be covered as part of the entire group. A major factor in the feasibility of arranging 

the tour on such short notice was the availability of chorus members. Nola asked the ASOC to 

confirm their spot for the proposed tour to Paris.117 

Unfortunately, there was an international air show taking place near Paris during the first 

week of June. There was no room anywhere to house several hundred musicians from Atlanta as 

all accommodations in and around the city had already been taken. In his letter to the ASOC at 

the beginning of March, Shaw remained optimistic about his vision. “Do not despair, good ideas 

have long lives.” He now hoped that a tour might be possible in September or October.118 

The August audition flyer touted the Paris trip, which had been rescheduled for the following 

summer on June 3-10, 1986. The main thrust of the tour remained the three French requiems 

performed in the Paris churches closely associated with each one. The dates of the new three 

requiem tour, however, coincided with an International Festival of Orchestras taking place at the 

historic Théâtre du Châtelet, thus providing a perfect opportunity to for Shaw to present the 

ASOC and ASO on the world stage, where they were to be the sole American representative. For 

the Festival, Shaw planned to offer “Paris a brace of Atlanta symphonic specials: Beethoven’s 

Ninth Symphony with its finale celebrating joy and brotherhood, and the European premiere of 

Ned Rorem’s new String Symphony, which our orchestra and our community commissioned, 

and which we will be carrying to Kennedy Center and Carnegie Hall earlier in the spring.”119 
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The choice of tour repertoire (see Table 4.2) was an audacious venture for the Atlanta Symphony 

Orchestra and Chorus: four completely different full-length programs performed in four different 

physical—and thus acoustic—spaces over the course of five days. It represented Shaw’s desire 

for the ASO’s “first European tour to project something more intellectually stimulating and 

enterprising than carrying two traditional programs to 12 European cities in 14 days.”120 A Paris 

tour featuring performances of three great requiems was especially fitting, too, given the genesis 

of the Memorial Arts Center and the Atlanta Arts Alliance; they served as living memorials to 

the Atlanta arts leaders who lost their lives in the tragic crash at Orly airport near Paris. 

 
 
Table 4.2 Planned Paris concert programs for ASO and ASOC, 1986

121
 

 
Thursday, June 5 

Saint-Louis des Invalides 

  

Berlioz  Grande Messe des Morts, op. 5 

   

Friday, June 6 

Saint-Etienne-du-Mont 
  

Duruflé  Chorale Variations, “Veni Creator Spiritus,” from op. 4 

Fauré  Cantique de Jean Racine, op. 11 

Schmitt  Psalm 47, Gloire au Seigneur, op. 38 

Duruflé  Requiem, op. 9 

   

Sunday, June 8 

Théâtre du Châtelet 
  

Copland  Fanfare for the Common Man 

Rorem  String Symphony 

Beethoven  Symphony No. 9 in D minor, op. 125 (“Choral”) 

   

Monday, June 9 

Eglise de la Madeleine 
  

Fauré  Requiem, op. 48 

Messiaen  “Et expecto resurrectionem mortuorum” 

Poulenc  Gloria 
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Shaw had modified slightly the repertoire from his plan of the previous year, changing some 

of the works he added to the Fauré and Duruflé requiem programs. He replaced the Barber with 

Psalm 47, “Gloire au Seigneur” (Glory to the Lord), a work for soprano, chorus, organ and 

orchestra by Florent Schmitt who was a student of Fauré at the Paris Conservatory. The ASOC 

performed this monumental work along with the Poulenc Gloria on a series of concerts in 

February 1982 before repeating them both during the months leading up to the tour. Shaw also 

added another work of Fauré—the “Cantique de Jean Racine”—to be performed at Saint-

Etienne-du-Mont where the great French dramatist Racine was buried. After Shaw received the 

full score of a version for orchestra and chorus, he wrote to John Rutter with questions about the 

authenticity of this version for orchestra. Shaw also inquired if Rutter had made a reduction for 

low strings and harp for the “Cantique” similar to his edition of Fauré’s Requiem. Rutter 

confirmed that the original version of the “Cantique” was for keyboard—organ or piano—and 

that the orchestral version, whose source was unknown, came later. Rutter had created a 

transcription of the piece that called for divided violas, divided cellos, divided basses, and harp, 

which he used for a recording. He offered to send Shaw the score and parts, if this soon-to-be-

published version was not available in time.122 

Right in the middle of preparations for the tour during the spring of 1986, Shaw and the 

orchestra and chorus performed and recorded Hindemith’s When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard 

Bloom’d: A Requiem for Those We Love—a work that Shaw commissioned and premiered in the 

1940s. The chorus’s difficulty in learning Lilacs—due in part to Hindemith’s reference to and 

manipulation of older musical forms and techniques—caused Shaw to write a long letter on the 

value of older cultures, their traditions, and shared history. All of these are present in cathedrals 

in France and this was an added value of the Paris trip, since in America, there was a lack of 

similar reference to older culture. “The ‘pioneering spirit,’ as fine as its gifts have been to our 

people, and as invigorating as it has proved to the American ‘soul,’ has not been able to give to 

us and our history all of those things which an older tradition and culture supply…. Might it be 

that to become significantly original one must discover some sense of his origins?” Shaw noted 

that the architectural wonders of the old world were “the cumulative achievement of generations 

of nameless artisans…anonymously conceived, and successively and namelessly designed, 
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decorated and modified. Even more impressively, these buildings enter into today’s world not as 

museums, but as living, functioning edifices and institutions, full of the daily minutiae of simple 

folks—as nameless as ourselves, but somehow not quite so rootless.” Shaw suggested that the 

ASOC’s difficulties with the preparation of the Hindemith Lilacs was related to a similar lack of 

musical tradition.  

Hindemith is so thoroughly the conservator and manipulator of traditional musical theory 
and forms that most of the make-tasters of our generation do not grant him equal 
citizenship with Stravinsky or Bartók—to name but two. In a perfect world, he would be 
the most expectable of composers…. Had we had, over the past half-century, structures in 
radio, television and general education which were able to give us a daily and abiding 
presence of serious music—in any way comparable to the architectural mastery just 
around every corner in Albi [France]—Lilacs would be duck-soup—or maybe even foie 
gras.123  

Shaw always challenged the ASOC to be stronger and more literate musicians and to become 

more thoughtful performers. The trip to Paris was another part of Shaw’s educational curriculum 

for the organization. 

 In addition to two travel days and four concert days, the planned itinerary for the tour 

included one free day in the middle of the trip. Mrs. Shaw came early to a Monday night chorus 

rehearsal in February to give a brief history of Paris. ASOC members were also presented with a 

wide range of options for sightseeing excursions during the free day or on other free mornings or 

afternoons. The basic cost of the tour covering transportation and lodging for each ASOC 

member was approximately $1200 and was fully covered by the ASO. Sightseeing excursions or 

other add-ons were to be paid for by individual chorus members.124 The full roster of the ASOC 

included at least a dozen or more members over the 200-singer limit set for the tour. As a result, 

there was a list of alternates ready to take the spot of any chorus member who dropped out or 

who was deemed ineligible for the tour due to excessive absences. Nola reminded the chorus at 

the beginning of April that with three straight weeks of rehearsals and performances remaining 

there was still a good chance that alternates might be able to get to Paris. She quipped, “’It’s the 

survival of the fittest’ from now on!”125 

No one foresaw the turn of events that followed. The United States bombing of Libya in mid-

April 1986 led the Executive Committee of the ASO Board of Sponsors to cancel the tour with 
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just over a month remaining before the scheduled departure. A group of almost 400 Americans 

traveling abroad to France was too obvious a target for retaliation during a time of heightened 

tensions. Chorus members were understandably heartbroken and upset over the cancellation, 

even as they understood the reason. One chorus member—#430, a soprano who signed with her 

name and chorus number—writing directly to Shaw, captured the complex swirl of emotions she 

experienced on hearing the news. 

I’m so sorry you cannot have this tour. I wanted to go because you were leading us there. 
I feel so awful that the world has to be so afraid—that we need to live in fear…. My first 
reaction to the cancelled tour was anger—that you, that all of us, have been undone by 
this thing not of our doing. That the very people who need to hear ‘luceat eterna’ and the 
message of the brotherhood/sisterhood of humankind are the undoers. The undoers of so 
much that was good and beautiful. How is it supposed to get better if we cannot sing it to 
them—if they cannot hear it?… My second reaction—keep on singing and maybe 
someday they will hear.126  

Shaw concurred. “The idea, it seems to me, was the tragic victim of fear—world-wide and home-

town, personal and professional, instantaneous and timeless.” He concluded his first letter to the 

chorus post-cancellation with a comment made by one ASOC member as he left rehearsal: “‘the 

last time I was in Europe I carried a gun. I wanted to go back with a song.’”127 

The demise of the second France trip in two years meant that Shaw’s vision to introduce the 

ASO and ASOC to European audiences with a novel scheme of four different programs 

performed in historic Parisian spaces was effectively ended. There were financial and personal 

loose ends that resulted from the sudden change of plans. Major Atlanta corporations and 

foundations agreed to help cover the non-refundable costs incurred for the cancelled trip.128 In a 

very personal gesture, Shaw and his wife Caroline, who both loved France, had arranged for a 

bottle of wine to be waiting in the Paris hotel room of each member of the tour. The ASOC never 

knew of this until early December when Nola informed the chorus members who were to have 

gone on the Paris trip that there was a bottle of wine waiting for each of them outside choral 

office. This touching gift from the Shaws came from the region in France where they had their 

country house. It was a poignant yet delectable reminder of the never-to-be Paris tour. 
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European Debut Tour 1988 

Shaw still considered an international tour with both the ASO and ASOC a “good idea.” The 

idea of a tour was kept alive, in part, due to Shaw’s enduring support. The 1986-1987 season was 

a busy year, with two recordings and the first national telecast for the ASOC. It was also a year 

of regrouping and planning anew for the hoped-for international debut tour. With Shaw set to 

retire as Music Director at the end of the 1987-1988 season, the early summer of 1988 was the 

last, best chance to make his dream become reality. 

Planners of the tour considered multiple options in terms of length of tour and whether the 

ASOC would participate in the whole tour or just a portion of it. In the end, the ASOC performed 

with the ASO for the entire trip. The actual tour included two free days in Berlin followed by six 

concerts on six consecutive days in six cities across five countries, with a total cost of around one 

million dollars. This cost included chartered air transportation, ground transportation on ten 

motor coaches, hotel lodging, a per diem for the 200 ASOC and 100 orchestra musicians, as well 

as all logistical expenses, trip planning costs, fees for passports, soloist fees, management and 

security expenses, and a contingency fund. As with the France tour, additional sightseeing 

options were offered to ASOC members at a cost. Relatively little income was generated from 

ticket sales meaning that fundraising had to cover the overwhelming majority of the tour’s cost. 

Twelve major funders contributed the bulk of the funds needed. These donors were corporate 

sponsors including Atlanta-based Coca-Cola, foundations, and two anonymous patrons who 

together gave a combined $560,000.129 

 Having secured the necessary funding for the tour, the ASO and the ASOC began their 

journey to Europe. The 350 orchestra and chorus members, staff, and crew departed at 2 A.M. on 

a chartered Air France 747 headed for West Berlin, immediately following their New York 

performances at Carnegie Hall and their Lincoln Center debut in Avery Fisher Hall. Two free 

days in Berlin gave the musicians time to rest and to do some sightseeing. Crossing through 

Checkpoint Charlie, the ensembles gave an emotional performance to a wildly appreciative 

audience at the Schauspielhaus in East Berlin. The next concerts were in Zurich at the Grosser 

Tonhallesaal and in Ludwigsburg at the Theatre im Forum. The Paris performance at the Théâtre 

du Châtelet was part of the International Festival of Orchestras. The performance in Colston 
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Hall, Bristol, was included in the annual Bath Festival. The final concert occurred in Royal 

Festival Hall in London. 

The tour generated substantial media coverage for the chorus and orchestra—before, during, 

and after the trip. CBS Sunday Morning ran a feature on the ASOC a month beforehand, showing 

portions of a rehearsal and pre-concert warm-up. Reviews from foreign newspapers generally 

praised the ASOC and ASO performances, often expressing mild surprise that such relatively 

unknown ensembles to European audiences could perform at such a high level. A reviewer at the 

Paris concert commented on the remarkable unity Shaw and the ASOC achieved in the finale to 

Beethoven’s Ninth. “But it was when the chorus was unleashed in the final movement that this 

performance of the Ninth moved onto a different plane. The imposing volume of sound one 

expected. The clarity of the words was remarkable coming from more than 200 voices…. The 

attacks and releases and dynamic changes were stunning—not even the Bayreuth Festival chorus 

or Vienna’s Singverein can top this kind of unanimity.”130  

Former members of the ASOC came to concerts and were amazed to hear the ensemble, 

sometimes for the first time. One member from the 1970s heard the concert in Bristol and wrote 

to Shaw, elated.  

I write to thank you for one of the most thrilling experiences of my life—Beethoven’s 
9th, performed by you and my old friends of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and 
Chorus in the Colston Hall, Bristol last night. For I sang with you in Atlanta for five 
years from 1974-79, including the Beethoven both in Carnegie Hall and at Jimmy 
Carter’s Inaugural concert season in Washington CD. But of course I have never HEARD 
the ASOC before: last night was absolutely electrifying; I felt as if I were sitting three 
feet above my seat, completely rapt by the glorious voices of the Chorus. One can only 
thank God for such precious experiences; and to think that I used to be part of such a 
choir doubles the wonder of it several times over.131 

The ASOC also greatly affected people with whom they came in contact in non-concert 

settings, too. The president and representatives of the tour agency responsible for the trip 

traveled with the entourage, including on the return flight on a chartered Delta L-1011. “We will 

never forget how beautiful your singing was during the final approach to Atlanta when you 

spontaneously sang the most beautiful rendition of ‘America’ the three of had ever heard.”132 

Five years later, Shaw was returning from Paris to Atlanta on another Delta flight when one of 
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flight attendants—who had served the ASO and ASOC on the return from Europe—said to 

Shaw, “Mr. Shaw, none of us will ever forget that trip. We’ve never met such consistent 

friendliness, thoughtfulness and well-mannered behavior. It was a dream…. And when we began 

our approach to Atlanta…and the chorus broke into ‘America the Beautiful’…everybody in the 

service pantry began to cry…. For five years I’ve wanted to thank you for one of the most 

beautiful experiences of my life.” Relating this incredible coincidence to the ASOC, Shaw 

added, “so, Miss Caroline and I glided (glowed?) into Atlanta misty-eyed too. Thank you all—

(and especially Brother Segal and Sister Frink whose careful planning paved the ways.) Good 

musics make good neighbors.”133 

Organization and Operation of the ASOC and ASOCC 

Auditions and Membership 

Shaw committed himself to forming an outstanding chorus for the 1979-1980 season, which 

included the Carnegie Hall three requiem trip. He personally listened to all the auditions for this 

season including early auditions—held in June—for current members wishing to continue. The 

final results were announced following the fall auditions to allow for the addition of new 

members. The 1979-80 ASOC had eighty-one new participants out of a chorus of over 250 total 

members. About eighty members of this particular ASOC earned a living from some aspect of 

music.134 Shaw again listened to all the auditions in the 1980-81 season. In subsequent years 

Shaw relied on assistants to hear auditions for the ASOC, including Nola Frink, Bruce Borton, 

Marilyn Walthall, Ann Jones, and Norman Mackenzie. Shaw continued to hear the Chamber 

Chorus auditions himself in many seasons, though. Blind screen auditions were used for the first 

time in 1981. 

The early-bird auditions—as they came to be known—were for current members and were 

held toward the end of the season every spring. By the mid-1980s these early-bird auditions were 

sectional and on current repertoire. Every member of the ASO Choruses went through an 

audition process each year. This insured that singers remained motivated over the summer, as 

Nola explained. “One dreadful season we decided to excuse former members from the audition. 
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As a result, no one sang a note from our final performance in May until our first rehearsal in 

September. You never heard such an awful sounding chorus! Now you really wouldn’t want that 

again, would you?”135 

A short, written theory test—used for diagnostic purposes only in conjunction with a new 

basic musicianship class—was instituted in 1981 as part of the audition process. In subsequent 

years, returning members did not need to retake the theory test unless they had an unsatisfactory 

score. As before, previous choral experience and the ability to read music were highly 

advantageous for a successful audition. The auditioners listened for six things: (1) quality of 

voice (bright, dark, sweet, strident, dramatic, lyric, etc.); (2) intonation; (3) vibrato 

characteristics (slow and wide, fast and narrow, etc.) and if the vibrato characteristics disturbed 

the pitch; (4) rhythmic stability or instability; (5) diction; and (6) communicative qualities. 136 

Attendance at rehearsals and performances continued to be a sine qua non for membership in 

the ASO Choruses. The basic policy was simple: “absences are like baseball: three strikes and 

you’re out,”137 and offenders were routinely dropped from the membership. Especially grievous 

was an AWN or absence without notification. Any absence during a performance week had to be 

disclosed at audition time. Referring to singers giving late notice of an expected absence, Nola 

admonished: “hopefully offenders will not seek to renew their membership with us ever again! 

Good singers with good intentions do not help our choral program. Healthy and dependable 

singers, willing to work hard, do!” and “I simply find it inexcusable to be informed after the ship 

is afloat that you hadn’t intended to be aboard for the entire cruise. That’s grounds for being 

thrown overboard!”138 

Shaw led most of the chorus rehearsals during the 1980s and his commitment to the choruses 

was expected to yield an equal commitment from choristers. “If Mr. Shaw can organize his entire 

season around our rehearsal season—far beyond what his contract calls for—we should feel 

honored enough to do our utmost to attend.”139 This included the expectation that the ASOC took 

priority over commitments to other volunteer singing groups. Even when Shaw was away, the 

expected was unchanged. “Awhile back I spoke to Mr. Shaw about the people who don’t feel 
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obliged to attend rehearsals when he’s not doing the conducting. His hasty response was, ‘We 

don’t need people like that!’ (Need I say more?...)”140 

The reason for the priority Shaw placed on attendance related directly to his view of an 

ensemble as the embodiment of community. Those close to Shaw understood and believed this, 

too. “I do get annoyed with people who say ‘I have to miss a rehearsal—but I know that music 

anyway.’ Knowing the music has very little to do with perfecting the ensemble skills that can 

only be accomplished with the ensemble present.”141 In a partial acknowledgment of the 

increasing schedule demands of the ASOC during the 1980s, part-time singers were allowed on a 

limited basis, provided that all notifications for absences from performances and therefore from a 

program were submitted by audition time.142 

Current Chamber Chorus members were always admitted into the ASOC for the following 

season without audition; they did have to reaudition for the Chamber Chorus each year, however. 

Potential Chamber Chorus members were invited to audition based on their ASOC audition or 

past membership in the Chamber Chorus. Starting in fall 1980, these auditions became sectional 

rather than individual. The ASOCC ranged in size from range from 46 to 64 members depending 

on the repertoire for the season. Singers were permitted no absences from rehearsals or 

performances. In some seasons, this was not problematic, as the ASOCC schedule could be quite 

light. There were no Chamber Chorus performances during the 1979-1980 season, as an 

example. In contrast, the 1982-1983 season was so busy—owing to the Messiah recording 

project—that Shaw changed the longstanding policy requiring ASOCC members to also sing 

with the ASOC. For the first time, singers could sing in the Chamber Chorus only.143 

The ASOCC remained a volunteer chorus even though Shaw would have preferred it to be a 

professional group like his former Robert Shaw Chorale. “For over ten years I have petitioned 

the board of the Atlanta Symphony…to support a professional chamber chorus along with its 

volunteer symphony chorus and professional orchestra. The board has had other priorities, and I 

respect them.”144 Shaw found some ways to provide additional incentives for the Chamber 
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Chorus, but for the most part, an expanded role did not emerge until after Shaw’s retirement as 

Music Director. 

Personnel and Organizational Structures 

Stephen Sell assumed the responsibilities of General Manager for the ASO at the start of the 

1978-79 season. His support for the ASO Choruses was strong and explicit. Aware that chorus 

members did not feel included in the ASO family, Sell reassured them in a direct letter. “I would 

like to go on record with you to the effect that I consider the chorus an integral part of 

organization, along with the orchestra, the youth orchestra, and all other facets of our structure. It 

is not an appendage, an expendable luxury, nor should it be considered anything of an 

inconvenience. Indeed, it is one of the unique characteristics or our artistic presence, without 

which we would be the poorer. And, as you have noticed with great frequency…you are among 

our strongest drawing cards.”145 Sell was aware of the incredible amount of extra work—in 

addition to the countless hours of rehearsal and performance—that the volunteer members of the 

ASOC had engaged in to raise money for their Carnegie Hall debut. He encouraged changes that 

acknowledged the importance of the ASOC in ASO operations. The ASO Board and 

management now fully supported the ASOC at home and on tour. “It is out of the question that 

chorus participation in any ASO event be contingent on its ability to raise the funds related to its 

involvement. We do recognize that the chorus, as a group and as individuals, has certain fund-

raising capacities. We will hope to call upon them, but in a coordinated manner, consistent with 

the general fund-raising program of the whole ASO organization.”146  

Nola received the new titles of choral administrator and administrative assistant to music 

director, recognizing the roles she had already been playing for years. Nola was also allocated 

part-time assistants to help her carry the considerable load related to the smooth operation of the 

ASO Choruses. Sell’s successor, J. Thomas Bachetti, continued Sell’s unequivocal support of the 

ASO Choruses. Shaw was very complimentary of the professional management team under 

Bachetti. Shaw described them as full of expertise, ardor, diligence, and rapport—the best in the 

time he’d been with the ASO.147 Shaw was relieved, finally—coming after years of protracted 
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struggle with management—to have real support to turn his vision for the ASO and ASO 

Choruses into a reality. 

The operation of the ASO Choruses depended on volunteers for its membership and for the 

non-musical aspects of its operation. Spouses, significant others, and friends of ASOC members 

completed many tasks. They assembled and disassembled music folders; catalogued music; 

assigned and repaired robes; assisted with chorus mailings; coordinated housing and 

transportation for visiting choirs; served as receptionists during auditions; marked scores; 

answered phones; typed lists of names and addresses; made nametags; took roll, and helped with 

food service when needed. Volunteer effort was the backbone of the ASO Choruses. 

During the 1980s, several organizational changes occurred with the chorus leadership 

structure. Future leaders of the ASO Choruses joined the family in the 1980s. Ann Howard Jones 

and Jeffrey Baxter began singing with the Choruses, and Norman Mackenzie played for choral 

rehearsals on occasion. Jones and Mackenzie were soon assisting Shaw by helping with auditions 

and leading sectional rehearsals. There continued to be a Chorus Board—with members elected 

at the ASOC’s annual spring meeting—through the end of the 1970s. ASOC members were even 

assessed dues of five dollars per person for at least one season. Any trace of the Chorus Board or 

any similar structure had quickly faded away by the early 1980s.  

The people who performed the tasks required to operate the ASOC and ASOCC were 

naturally central to the success of the ensembles. The procedures instituted and utilized by Shaw 

and Nola and their assistants also played a crucial role in the end result. (Chorus numbers and 

their use were explained in chapter 3.) Performance week routines ensured consistency and 

reliability in concert performances and recording sessions. Singers received an index card at 

check-in that listed their chorus number along with a row and seat number corresponding to their 

seating assignment on stage. Riser rows were lettered “A” through “H,” and seats were 

numbered from left to right with numbers written in chalk on the floor in front of every fifth 

chair.148 Shaw believed in a thorough warm-up before concerts to focus the mind, retune the ears, 

and reinforce the unanimity of the ensemble. The warm-up lasted a half hour warm-up, and was 

held onstage beginning an hour before concert time. Choir members put on their blue robes after 
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the warm-up concluded.149 Some sort of food was usually provided to assist those folks coming 

directly from work. Even in routines, chorus members maintained a familial sense of community. 

Creating Community 

Part of the Shaw legacy was the building of a community of musicians who cared deeply 

enough to dedicate themselves to the continual pursuit of excellence. This was a long-term 

process, but Shaw was relentless. He could be extremely direct with criticism, yet he offered 

praise in a variety of ways. Sometimes this was just a sentence or two tucked in a letter to the 

chorus— “Idon’tquiteknowhowtosaythisbut—your commitment is showing. –Also your 

virtuosity,”150—or a reminder to the Chorus, and himself, of the inherent rewards of performing 

together as a community. 

It has occurred to me, as I have pondered from time to time the possible “exploitation” of 
this vessel of volunteer vocal virtuosi, that of all the voluntary wings that enable any art 
institution to get off the ground at all—let alone fly—ours is one of the few that returns 
appropriate reward. So many of the other volunteer organizations are obliged to measure 
their emoluments in terms as vague and vapid as “prestige” or “standing.” 
Ours are as real as they seem—at the time and in retrospect.151 

Shaw frequently conveyed his thanks and adulation to the ASOC in poetry. Shaw was 

creative and playful, and his joy in the life and work of the ASO Choruses was evident as can be 

seen in his holiday greeting containing a hidden message (see Figure 4.2). 

Through chorus letters and the announcements sheets, Nola and Shaw communicated to the 

ASO Choruses the joys and sorrows of the ASOC family as well as of the greater choral 

community. Birth and death notices appeared in the chorus announcements sheets, as did 

invitations to recitals of chorus members. The ASOC donated to the scholarship funds of 

individuals who had a particularly meaningful connection to the ensemble. In the summer of 

1987, for instance, the ASOC contributed to a Morehouse scholarship fund in Wendell 

Whalum’s honor.152 Sometimes Shaw shared a personal story with the ASOC about a 

particularly close associate who had recently passed away. This was the case with Shaw’s friend 

Clayton Krehbiel, who sang in Shaw’s Chorale in New York. Later, Krehbiel succeeded Shaw as 

director of the Cleveland Orchestra Chorus before finally leading the choral program at Florida 
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State University. Shaw explained Krehbiel’s significance as a musician and teacher. “While 

hospitable always to the most recent scholarship, he [Krehbiel] never forgot that the great music 

of the there-and-then could be made only by people in the here-and-now, and the ideal how-and-

why must come to terms with both necessities.”153 Krehbiel’s FSU chorus joined with the ASOC 

for the 1978 performance of Mahler Symphony No. 8. The ASOC also contributed to a 

scholarship established at FSU in his memory.154 This was a fitting tribute to Krehbiel for as 

Nola noted, “during his FSU years he almost never missed a performance by the ASOC.”155 

 
 

 
Figure 4.2. Xmastic, poem by Robert Shaw156 
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The ASO Choruses strengthened their bonds of community through various opportunities for 

socialization, with some activities turning into annual events. One festive annual event served a 

practical purpose, too; the ASOC enjoyed a Christmas supper between the Saturday afternoon 

and evening Christmas Festival performances each year. Another tradition, established toward 

the end of Shaw’s tenure as Music Director, was a celebratory, end-of-the-year, thank-you party 

given in honor of the chorus and orchestra members by the ASO staff and board. 

Educational Initiatives 

Shaw’s friend, President Jimmy Carter, invited Shaw to join the National Council for the 

Arts. This very special invitation kept Shaw thinking about the value of music education and 

how the situation in Atlanta could be improved. Shaw viewed membership and participation in 

the ASOC as an educational endeavor. Owing to the size and volunteer nature of the ASOC, 

chorus members had a variety of skill levels and backgrounds. There was no guaranteed 

minimum level of competency. Rather, the available pool of singers willing to commit to the 

schedule dictated the starting point for each season’s chorus. Shaw explained his rationale for 

adhering to a 200-voice minimum chorus, larger than what was necessary. 

First, there are the general and specific prescriptions of voice numbers and distribution. 
We have said that, generally, 150 amateur voices is an approximate minimum for the 
symphonic repertoire. In fact, here in Atlanta we have preferred to try to maintain a 
chorus of 200 voices, feeling that 50 additional singers eased the balance problems 
between instruments and voices and, also, that thereby we offered the opportunity to 
participate in the joys of this repertoire to a larger—and more influential—portion of the 
Atlanta community….  
 In Atlanta we have sought to maintain a chorus of 50-55 Basses, 40-45 Tenors, 55-60 
Altos, and 55-60 Sopranos with the extra voices (above 200) acting as a cushion against 
illness, weather, fatigue, "drop-out" and/or parturition. Annually we audition to fill the 
membership to this level.  
 Since we are committed to a chorus of this size and distribution (for performance at 
all) there can be no hard and fast audition minimum requirements for membership. Those 
who audition (including returning members) themselves set the standards.157 

Shaw believed that no American chorus had been as meticulously disciplined as the ASOC. And 

yet, given the reality created by the sheer size of the ensemble, Shaw identified two primary 

educational needs for the ASOC to keep pace with the development of the ASO: (1) to develop 

vocal musicianship and (2) to develop the rudiments and refinements of singing. 
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Shaw considered three comparable choruses superior to the ASOC in individual vocal 

technique and musicianship: the Westminster Choir College summer workshop chorus, the 

Roger Wagner Chorale, and Chicago Symphony Chorus with a $500,000 annual budget. Though 

two of the choruses were professional, Shaw noted that getting paid was not the only important 

factor to linked to strong musicianship, and it was especially not directly tied to cultural 

commitment. The choice to audition and the willingness to engage in volunteer involvement 

generated perhaps a stronger measure of culture commitment. The dilemma faced by the 

National Council for the Arts dilemma was to endow excellence and therefore support 

professionalism or to endow involvement and thereby support amateurism. Shaw was intimately 

familiar with both, having essentially started the professional choral art in U.S. Shaw was firmly 

convinced that with the proper educational program—which he promised was forthcoming—the 

ASOC could meet the challenge. “There is no doubt in my mind that if our educational programs 

are efficiently thorough the ASOC can elevate the ‘likes’ of such as ourselves to professional 

caliber.”158 

An appropriate education program was useful and important for all ages. The ASOC was a 

very multi-generational group, including a few high school students in certain years, quite a few 

college-age singers, and of course all ages beyond. Nola described Shaw’s role as that of 

Resident Music Director, Conductor, Builder, and Educator, stressing how unusual that was, 

especially combined with choral expertise.159 Shaw made clear his simple formula for ASOC 

success. “This chorus has standards of performance that are based upon self-preparation for 

ensemble-disciplines. We come together on Monday nights not to hide our individual 

inadequacies, but to combine our strengths.”160 Shaw frequently provided the ASOC with some 

type of analysis—musical, textual, musicological, or philosophical—to better understand the 

work under preparation. The critical element of private study could not be replaced, however. 

“Great corporate sound depends upon great individual responsibility,” and while each person 

brought different talents and skills, “each of us has gifts enough for the job at hand. All that 

could be lacking are desire and industry.”161 
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Shaw advocated for the ASO to support a comprehensive education program that would 

reach deep into the community. Shaw saw a need for a Director of Education and Information for 

the ASO. He saw a need for the education of young choral singers, including classes in voice, 

theory, and performance disciplines. Shaw was particularly interested in a summer home for the 

ASO, complete with a full program of educational offerings. “We also should remind ourselves 

that a proper Summer Festival—in the Tanglewood tradition—is the surest, quickest, most 

productive way to serve our area with an Educational Program…. We don’t have merely to 

advertise for an audience. We have to build one. We have to educate our audience.”162 This 

would benefit the entire community including the ASO Choruses. 

Starting in the fall of 1981, the National Endowment for the Arts awarded the ASO a grant 

that provided multiple educational opportunities for members of the ASO Choruses—Shaw’s 

promised education program. These offerings included a weekly voice class, a basic 

musicianship class, and masterclasses with visiting guest artists. The NEA grant was renewed 

annually throughout the remainder of the 1980s; the voice and basic musicianship classes 

continued to be offered into the early 1990s. Florence Kopleff taught the voice class, and Bruce 

Borton and Marilyn Walthall were the primary teachers for the basic musicianship class, also 

known as the ear-training class. More advanced singers took advantage of masterclasses given by 

Kopleff, Elly Ameling, Elizabeth Mannion, Arleen Auger, John Aler, William Stone, and Lorna 

Haywood, among others. 

Numerous additional resources and opportunities further enhanced the educational content 

available to members of the ASO Choruses. These included diction tapes, Shaw’s carefully 

marked scores, content in Shaw’s chorus letters drawn from his own experience and from his 

study of relevant texts, and the invitation to attend various workshops led by Shaw outside of 

Atlanta. Teachers participating in the ASO Choruses could receive continuing education credit 

for participation in the regular season or for participation on a tour. Taken in total, Shaw and the 

ASO choral office provided a comprehensive curriculum, free of charge to the volunteer 

musicians in the ASO Choruses. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

SPECIAL PERFORMANCES AND CONTINUED RECORDING: 1988-1998 

Organization of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Choruses 

after Shaw’s Retirement as Music Director 

New Leadership: Yoel Levi becomes Music Director 

Yoel Levi became the third Music Director of the ASO in the summer of 1988, following the 

conclusion of the historic European tour of the orchestra and chorus. This leadership transition 

had been planned for some time and it went smoothly. Shaw had numerous other projects that he 

was eager to pursue, yet he maintained a strong association with the ASO organization 

symbolically and in terms of actual artistic duties. Shaw was named Music Director Emeritus 

and Conductor Laureate—titles he held for the remainder of his life—in honor of his profound 

impact on the ASO. Shaw had guided, fought for, and inspired the orchestra’s dramatic and rapid 

rise from a part-time regional orchestra into a much larger, full-time, nationally-recognized 

orchestra with vastly expanded offerings. Allison Vulgamore—another dynamic and visionary 

presence—joined the ASO in 1993 as the new Executive Director. The potential and promise for 

even greater achievements had never been brighter for the ASO. 

The ASO Choruses were an important part of the orchestra’s artistic program from the start 

of Shaw’s tenure twenty-one years earlier in 1967. The choruses—the ASO Chamber Chorus and 

the full ASOC—had early successes followed by several difficult stretches during the 1970s, 

mirroring the periods of struggle between Shaw and orchestra management. Shaw found it 

difficult to devote adequate time to the ASO Choruses while simultaneously planning, garnering 

support for, and executing his ambitious vision to raise the standards and broaden the 

programming of the ASO. He had tried—unsuccessfully—in various ways to generate 

institutional support for a permanent Director of Choral Activities as part of the ASO artistic 

staff. Nola Frink’s administrative and organizational prowess allowed Shaw to keep the ASO 

Choruses functioning even without an official Director of Choruses. With the arrival of a new 

ASO general manager at the beginning of 1978-79 season, Shaw finally had reliable support 
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from management and the board for his vision as artistic leader of the ASO. This support paved 

the way for the ASOC to perform with the ASO on tour. The ASO Choruses were featured on 

Telarc’s many recordings with Shaw and the ASO during the 1980s leading to enhanced 

recognition and acclaim for the organization.  

Director and Assistant Conductor of Choruses: Robert Shaw and Ann Howard Jones 

Shaw’s retirement as Music Director prompted a change in the official structure of the ASO. 

Two new positions—Director of Choruses and Assistant Conductor for Choruses—were added 

to the artistic leadership. In addition to his other titles, Shaw assumed the title of Director of 

Choruses, a role he had already filled for two decades. It was ironic that only after Shaw 

“retired” was he officially compensated for and contractually responsible for the leadership of 

the ASO Choruses. Shaw conducted several programs with the ASO Chorus each year, 

representing most, but not all the ASO’s choral programming for the ASO Choruses. 

Shaw’s drive and passion for the work of the ASO Choruses continued unabated. He 

expected the ASOC to continually strive for excellence. “As with many of you, I believe that this 

chorus should ‘begin to rehearse’ where other choruses ‘stop.’ We set our own standards—and 

they should get higher and higher with each and every work.”1 Shaw’s lifetime of setting and 

achieving high standards was recognized in January 1992 when he was the recipient of the 

Kennedy Center Honors. The organizers from the Kennedy Center created a Gala Chorus with 

representatives from many different choirs with which Shaw had an association over the years. 

Because of stage space and cost limitations, only sixty members of the ASOC—forty women and 

twenty men—were chosen to represent the ASO Choruses. The Gala Chorus was intended to be 

a surprise for Shaw; it appeared at the end of the program to sing the “Hallelujah Chorus” from 

memory. 

Ann Howard Jones accepted more responsibility for the ASO Choruses, starting with the 

1988-89 season, in her new role as Assistant Conductor for Choruses. She prepared the Choruses 

for Music Director Yoel Levi, and conducted rehearsals for Shaw in his absence. Jones grew up 

in a musical family in rural Iowa. During her secondary school years, Jones played in the band, 

sang in the choir, and served as a piano accompanist. She earned an undergraduate and two 

graduate degrees in music from the University of Iowa, studying music education and vocal 

performance. Jones had her first teaching job at a community college in California. At the time, 
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she had no idea that as a woman, a conducting career was even a possibility. “I was prepared to 

be a music teacher. That’s what I thought people did when they studied music.”2 Her teaching 

and conducting career took her from the West coast to the East coast and from the South to the 

Midwest. Jones began her association with Shaw in 1983 when she was teaching in Georgia. She 

accepted an invitation to sing in the alto section of the Shaw’s Atlanta choruses. In 1984, Shaw 

invited Jones to assist with the ASO Choruses, which she did while continuing to sing with them. 

Jones continued to serve as Assistant Conductor of the ASO choruses after she joined the music 

faculty at Boston University in 1993, commuting to Atlanta on a weekly basis for rehearsals and 

performances. 

Choral Office: Nola Frink and Jeff Baxter 

Nola Frink continued to oversee the day-to-day operation of the ASO Choruses. Previously 

established procedures remained in place, ensuring continuity and efficiency. Auditions for 

returning members took place in the spring of each year with the entire section present 

throughout process. After singing through the selected passages taken from current repertoire, 

each member of the section sang the assigned passages individually as Ann Jones and Norman 

Mackenzie listened. New member auditions remained in the fall and consisted of a prepared solo, 

scales (major, minor, chromatic, and whole-tone), pitch-matching exercises, sight-reading, and a 

brief theory test. Final audition results were issued in the fall. As before, ASOCC members only 

needed to reaudition for the Chamber Chorus each year and were not required to participate in 

the ASOC, though they were encouraged to sing in at least a few of the projects. Jeffrey Baxter 

began assisting Nola in the Choral Office in fall of 1992. It was at this time, that a computer 

word processor, rather than a typewriter was first used to create the weekly announcements 

sheets. The addition of new administrative and artistic leaders continued to improve the 

efficiency and artistic excellence of the ASO Choruses. 

Robert Shaw Chamber Singers 

Shaw took advantage of an opportunity to create a semi-professional choir. The ensemble 

would perform a variety of literature, including many a cappella works. The Robert Shaw 

Chamber Singers began in 1992 and continued for four years. Shaw’s new choral ensemble 

performed primarily at Spivey Hall on the campus of Clayton State College in Morrow, Georgia. 
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Members of this highly select group of sixty singers received a per-concert fee for each program. 

The roster was extremely similar to that of the ASOCC. In some cases, Shaw selected singers for 

both groups from the same set of auditions. While Shaw was the architect and conductor of the 

group, there were rare occasions in which he was unable to lead a performance of this new 

ensemble. In one such circumstance, the group was slated to perform the Rachmaninoff Vespers 

at the Cathedral of St. John the Divine on May 2, 1996 under the auspices of Carnegie Hall. 

Shaw was indisposed, so Norman Mackenzie stepped in and made his conducting debut with the 

ASOCC. The concert received rave reviews and chorus members duly noted Mackenzie’s 

leadership abilities. 

Third Decade of the ASO Choruses 

New Repertoire 

The ASOC continued to improve artistically as it entered a third decade of operation. Shaw 

described what he heard in each section: the sopranos had “more natural sweetness and 

unanimity of sound,” the altos displayed “more natural depth and richness of sound,” the tenors 

exhibited “more native vigor and ring over a wider range,” and the basses developed “more 

smoothness and pitch-center.”3 Yoel Levi conducted some of the familiar choral masterworks, 

including the Beethoven Missa Solemnis, and the requiems of Verdi and Berlioz. For the Verdi 

Requiem performance in May 1995, Shaw prepared the ASOC—one of a handful of times that he 

prepared the Chorus for another conductor. 

Levi conducted several works that were new for the ASOC: Prokofiev’s Alexander Nevsky; 

Bloch’s Sacred Service (a work that the Atlanta Choral Guild had performed several times with 

the ASO before Shaw’s arrival); and Bizet’s opera, Carmen. Shaw also introduced new works to 

the ASOC’s repertoire. A November 1990 program included two commissions and world 

premieres: Phillip Glass’s Itaipu (which was also recorded) and Gian Carlo Menotti’s For the 

Death of Orpheus. Shaw finally conducted Berlioz’s L’enfance du Christ with the ASOCC in 

December 1995. A previously scheduled performance of this work had been cancelled in 1977 to 

allow Shaw and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus to perform at the Kennedy Center 
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for President Carter’s inauguration festivities. Other ASOC first performances were the Stabat 

Maters of Poulenc and Szymanowski, the Dvorak Te Deum, two shorter Beethoven works—the 

Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage and Elegy—and John Adams’ Harmonium. Shaw encouraged 

the chorus to tackle the challenges presented in learning and performing new music head-on: 

You keep on keepin’ on as you did last night with Harmonium, and you’ll give a lot of 
people major reasons to re-evaluate minimalism. Our own progress seems to have carried 
us from resentment through bewilderment to intrigue. (John Adams advised that 
conductors should “wear protective armor at the first rehearsal.”) I suspect that for some 
of us that satisfactions of puzzle-solving already are within sight, …and I hazard that 
there is a real chance we may encounter actual aesthetic “revelations” when we finally 
mastuh the mothuh.4 

Preserving a Legacy 

Almost all of Shaw’s recordings with the ASO and its choruses were on the Telarc label. 

Shaw had only just begun recording with the ASO and ASO Choruses when producer Robert 

Woods and engineer Jack Renner founded Telarc in 1977. Their goal was “to commercially 

record sonically thrilling, musically significant performances of major classical works by top-

flight musicians.”5 Recording engineer Renner was “a perfectionist for sound quality and a 

tireless experimenter” who “developed an approach to musical recording widely praised as the 

most natural and realistic sounding.”6 Renner’s background and education were in music and this 

training and experience heavily influenced his recording philosophy, which was to recreate the 

concert experience as closely as possible. “My philosophy of recording is to recreate as nearly as 

possible the intentions of the conductor and the performing group both musically and sonically in 

time and space. The final product should represent a very listenable, believable recreation of the 

performance with no interference from the engineer.”7 Renner’s approach to recording and 

Shaw’s meticulous attention to detail during preparation of score and ensembles—especially 

regarding balances and the exquisite use of dynamics—were a natural marriage. Additionally, 

Shaw had years of experience in the recording studio and was extremely familiar with the 

demands of long recording sessions and the need for consistent tempo and pitch between takes. 

                                                
4. Shaw to ASOC, 26 September 1995, private collection. 
5. Alan Wayne Miller. “Choral Recordings as History: A Study of the Recording Techniques of Five Choral Organizations.” 

(PhD diss., Florida State University, 1992), 251-52. 
6. Ibid., 250-51. 
7. Ibid., 253. 
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Renner did make alterations to the actual performing space to create an acoustic more 

suitable to a specific composition. For example, when Renner prepared to record the Berlioz 

Requiem with Shaw, he knew that Symphony Hall in its natural state would not be suitable. 

The Berlioz Requiem was conceived to be performed in a huge cathedral, the likes of 
which there are many in France. And Berlioz wrote with that in mind. These spaces 
normally have a reverb time of anywhere from five to seven seconds. Actually, part of 
the composition approach takes advantage and makes use of the reverb that’s ringing 
through some rests and longer pauses. And it was simply an attempt on our part to try to 
recreate that kind of space as nearly as we could there in Symphony Hall. I had looked all 
around the Atlanta area for a possible church or cathedral that might work but just didn’t 
find anything that had everything including a quiet environment.8 

The expense to move the chorus, orchestra, and all necessary instruments and equipment to an 

alternate recording location was also substantial. Instead, Renner worked to change the acoustic 

profile of the hall itself. The exact approach he used changed over time and varied according to 

the works being recorded. 

We have altered the acoustics in that hall to some lesser or greater extent of every 
recording made there. Originally, we obtained more sense of space when recording in the 
rather dry Symphony Hall by removing side shell pieces from the stage in order to allow 
the sound to take on some space of the stage house around the shell. The most dramatic 
alteration took place for the recording of the Berlioz Requiem. In addition to the shell 
alteration, I placed 240 sheets of ¼” 4’ x 8’ plywood on the majority of the seats in 
Symphony Hall. This extended the usual reverb time by another three plus seconds. I 
have used plywood on all subsequent recordings, the amount dictated by the repertoire 
being recorded and the atmospheric conditions at the time of the recording.9 

Renner’s acoustic alterations continued to have a positive effect on recorded performances 

involving the ASO Choruses. During the 1991 recording of Mahler Symphony No. 8 twenty 

stands of microphones were placed on stage and in the hall. The first dozen rows of seats were 

covered with sheets of plywood to make the hall more resonant and reverberant. After listening 

to a short segment of music during the recording session, the engineers decided to remove 

several rows of plywood because the hall was too live with so many singers.10 

For performances and the recording of Bach’s B Minor Mass, Shaw used an unusual stage 

set-up. Soloists (who sang with the chorus at times in “concertist” style Shaw preferred) were 

placed behind the orchestra and at the front of the choir, which wrapped around the orchestra. 

                                                
8. Alan Wayne Miller. “Choral Recordings as History: A Study of the Recording Techniques of Five Choral Organizations.” 

(PhD diss., Florida State University, 1992) 268. 
9. Ibid., 268-69. 
10. Robert J. Sumner, Recording the Mahler Eighth with Robert Shaw, box 241, folder 640, Shaw Papers. 
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The platform risers were tiered both horizontally and vertically. Shaw arranged the singers 

roughly in quintets horizontally and sections vertically (See Figure 5.1). Renner’s expertise in 

microphone placement allowed for the sense space created by this unusual arrangement of 

performers to be reflected in the recording. 

 
 

 

Figure 5.1. Robert Shaw’s stage plot for Bach B Minor Mass performances, March 1-3, 
1990.11 

 
 
There were occasional problems with the recording process, as happened during the 1991 

Mahler Symphony No. 8 sessions. Recording this work in particular had been historically 

problematic because the large number of people and instruments caused a great deal of vibration 

                                                
11. Shaw to ASOC, diagram and letter, 22 February 1990, box 304, folder 388, Shaw Papers. Reprinted by permission. 
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in the recording devices. New recording techniques lessened this impact leading to the decision 

to record the work in Atlanta.12 When difficult situations arose, Shaw’s meticulous preparations 

and methods of working with large ensembles were of tremendous advantage. “After two full 

recording sessions which were substantially voided by technical problems, you sailed through 

the third with the grace of gazelles, the hearts of lions, the stamina of oxen and the daze of wine 

and roses.”13 The Christmas Festival, renamed “Christmas with Robert Shaw,” was slated for 

recording by Telarc in 199014 but this recording project was cancelled. An orchestra strike 

interrupted the fall 1996 recording project with the result of “5,000-plus man-hours of dedicated 

labor going up in thin smoke.”15 The project was rescheduled for performance and recording for 

the fall of 1997. In the end, the difficult program including Bartok’s Cantata Profana was 

essentially prepared twice, resulting in an even more polished recording of these works. 

Telarc and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Choruses produced a string of exceptional 

recordings, notable both for their musical accomplishment and their incredible sonics. In addition 

to winning multiple Grammy Awards for Best Choral Performance and Best Classical Album, 

many of these recordings have also won Grammys for Best Engineered Album, Classical, and 

Best Producer, Classical. These awards are a testament to Telarc’s goals and its recording 

philosophy and to the dedication and commitment to excellence of Shaw and the musicians of 

the ASO and ASO Choruses. 

Special Performances 

Mahler 8: Part I, Week of a Thousand 

The ASO performances of the “Symphony of a Thousand” in 1978 had gone very well. Shaw 

still wanted to record the work with the ASO and Telarc was on board. Shaw made minor 

adjustments in the choral forces used to mount the 1991 production: in 1978 singers came from 

the ASOC 162, FSU 95, OSU 151, and YSC 75 for a total 483; in 1991 there were slightly more 

personnel from the ASOC 220, Tampa 140, OSU 140, and ABC 60 for a total 560. With the 

                                                
12. Sharienne Sweeney, press release, 21 May 1991, box 241, folder 640, Shaw Papers. 
13. Shaw to ASOC, 20 July 1991, private collection. 
14. Nola Frink to ASOC, Announcements, 9 August 1990, private collection. 
15. Shaw to ASOC, 30 October 1996, private collection. 
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ASO and soloists there were 670 musicians performing Mahler’s Symphony No. 8. All three 

performances were sold-out and received five curtain calls each night.16 

Shaw’s meticulous preparation and rehearsal techniques were tailor-made to successfully 

carry off such an impressive undertaking. The conductors of the assisting choirs also needed to 

understand and be able to implement Shaw’s methods with their respective choruses. Shaw only 

chose choirs with which he had worked previously. Maurice Casey from Ohio State University 

knew Shaw from the 1950s and had sung with Shaw several times before. Casey’s choirs from 

OSU had participated in the 1978 performance and their performance warranted a return 

invitation. Shaw guest conducted the Florida Orchestra (Tampa) and the Master Chorale of 

Tampa Bay in April 1988 in performances of the Duruflé Requiem. Following these successful 

performances, Shaw asked Robert Sumner and the Master Chorale to come to Atlanta to perform 

and record Mahler Symphony No. 8 with the ASO and ASOC. Thirty-five members of the 

University of South Florida Singers were part of the 140 members of the Master Chorale of 

Tampa Bay led by Sumner. 

Logistics associated with the Mahler Symphony No. 8 required deft coordination and smooth 

execution. Nola handled the immense task of making arrangements to feed the assembled masses 

during rehearsals and recording sessions. She also coordinated efforts to locate housing for the 

out-of-town guests during the rehearsals. They stayed in hotels on performance and recording 

days. Robert Sumner kept a detailed record of the entire process from rehearsals in Tampa with 

the Master Chorale through the performances and recording sessions in Atlanta.17 His notes 

provide a fascinating glimpse into the inner workings of this monumental production. The 

Master Chorale had ten rehearsals in Tampa. A Shaw edited score was sent to Sumner to be used 

during preparation of the Master Chorale. Performance week in Atlanta consisted of one chorus 

and piano rehearsal with all the adult choruses (ASOC, Master Chorale of Tampa Bay, OSU 

choirs); one tutti rehearsal (all choirs, soloists, orchestra); one dress rehearsal; three concerts; and 

three recording sessions over the course of eight days. In addition to the evening rehearsals with 

the choruses, Shaw had individual vocal coaching sessions with the soloists, orchestra-only 

rehearsals, and orchestra-with-soloist rehearsals. The mass of singers was arranged in three 

sections of risers on the stage in Symphony Hall (see Figure 5.2). 

                                                
16. Sharienne Sweeney, press release, 21 May 1991, box 241, folder 640, Shaw Papers. 
17. Robert J. Sumner, Recording the Mahler Eighth with Robert Shaw, box 241, folder 640, Shaw Papers. 
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Figure 5.2. Robert Shaw’s proposed riser set-up for Mahler Symphony No. 8 performances 

and recording, April 25-30, 1991.18 
 
 

According to Sumner, the first meeting of the Tampa Bay Master Chorale with Shaw was in 

the tutti chorus rehearsal on Monday evening. Warm-up began with stretching and yawning, 

followed by singing a unison [u] vowel, before continuing with other exercises designed to 

awaken the ear, mind, and voice, including: unison [ni] with crescendo or diminuendo for 8 

counts, [ni] on f# and E, or all voices divided among E F# G# A# with crescendo, [ni] with 

crescendo while brightening or darkening the sound. “Before launching into the work itself, Mr. 

Shaw warned the choir: “We could easily be the world’s loudest choir, but what we would like to 

become is the world’s largest chamber choir.”” To achieve that goal, the assembled choirs began 

the piano rehearsal following the warm-up 

                                                
18. Shaw’s proposed riser set-up for Mahler Symphony No. 8, box 241, folder 640, Shaw Papers. Reprinted by permission. 
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by count-singing at tempo the first section (“1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and” plus all final 
consonants) unifying the chorus through rhythm and pulse. ([Shaw] substitutes “tee” for 
the less percussive sound of “three.”) [See Figure 5.3] Singers were encouraged to sing 
down the octave when appropriate, always softly, with proper phrasing, and with 
attention to good intonation. Then we did the same section on words, still singing softly, 
saving the voice and listening intently to one another. This procedure was followed for 
the entire work during this rehearsal. 
 In the beginning, emphasis was on technical control of the music, encouraging basic 
musical sensitivity to rhythm, melodic shape, phrasing, dynamic shading…. 
 The first chorus/orchestra rehearsal began with the chorus count-singing again while 
the orchestra played. Then words were added as he adjusted balances and helped 
important musical ideas by asking for stronger articulation. Throughout the rehearsal, he 
worked with the soloists to achieve a balance among themselves and a lyricism in their 
singing. His sensitivity to the vocal line, most likely heightened by his long experience in 
the choral field, seemed to guide him as he worked to bring out the lyricism in this 
dramatic work. 19 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.3. Example of count-singing.20 

 
 

Having accomplished a successful opening night performance, Shaw continued to refine the 

performance in anticipation of the remaining concerts and recording sessions. “At the Friday 

evening warm-up following Thursday’s performance, Mr. Shaw confronted us with thirty places 

that needed improvement. Some places were rehearsed; others were noted. And he concluded the 

warm-up session by reminding the chorus: ‘It’s not fun until it’s right.’”21 With all forces 

focused and eager, Shaw led them through a terrific second performance. “On this night he was 

physically and emotionally more involved than at any time during the week. He conducted and 

molded nearly every entry and showed total absorption in the work. All of this led to a highly 

charged, spirited and intensely moving performance. The choir produced incredible waves of 

                                                
19. Robert J. Sumner, Recording the Mahler Eighth with Robert Shaw, box 241, folder 640, Shaw Papers. 
20. Ibid. Reprinted by permission. 
21. Ibid. 
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sound with a vitality that was awesome to hear. After the curtain bows, Mr. Shaw walked off 

stage and gave the ultimate compliment as he mumbled to anyone who could hear, ‘Now that’s 

what I call fun!’”22 

Following two recording sessions beset by technical glitches, the third and final recording 

session started at 8 P.M. and ended at midnight, going into an hour of overtime. When the 

recording session concluded, all 700 performers sang “Happy Birthday” to Shaw on his 75th 

birthday. The chorus gave him nine volumes of the Neue Bach Ausgabe, completing his 

collection of J. S. Bach’s vocal works. In honor of Shaw’s contribution to music and to the 

recording industry, Telarc presented him with an engraved crystal sculpture shaped like a CD.  

Sumner recorded how the total experience deeply touched the singers gathered together for 

this rare opportunity to participate in such a towering work of art. “It concluded for many of us 

the greatest week of music-making in our lives….It fulfilled our greatest expectations and 

brought us closer to one another and to that special quality in music which touches the innermost 

part of the human soul.”23 One of the ASOC first tenors wrote to Shaw the day after the 

conclusion of the recording sessions: 

Performing Mahler’s 8th Symphony with the combined choirs under your direction 
undoubtedly was the greatest experience of my life thus far. Thank you for making this 
wonderful experience possible. This your 75th birthday is a good occasion to remind you 
that, through your music, you bring more joy to people than you realize. Thank you for 
the joy that you have brought to my life through your music, and thank you in particular 
for the moments of beauty and grandeur that were Mahler’s 8th. Never have I felt the 
reward of making music more fully than this past week, and never can I remember a 
series of performances that were more thrilling or more personally fulfilling. There were 
several moments during the rehearsals, the performances, and the recording sessions 
when I prayed a prayer to God and thanked Him for allowing me to be alive and to be a 
part of such a wonderful and special experience. These rare and precious moments no 
doubt will be the source of many pleasant and life-long memories. Thank you for the 
time, the effort, the energy, the thought, the dedication, and the love that you put forth to 
make the dream of Mahler’s 8th a reality. For all of these I will be grateful to you for the 
rest of my days.24 

Carnegie Hall Invitations 

The artistic leaders of Carnegie Hall—especially Judith Aaron—maintained a close working 

relationship with Shaw. They invited Shaw to mark several significant anniversaries during the 

                                                
22. Ibid. Robert J. Sumner, Recording the Mahler Eighth with Robert Shaw, box 241, folder 640, Shaw Papers. 
23. Ibid. 
24. Keith W. Smith to Robert Shaw, 1 May 1990 [1991], box 241, folder 640, Shaw Papers. 
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1990s with concerts using performers of his choice. The first of these occurred on April 13, 

1992—the 250th anniversary of the premiere of Handel’s Messiah. Shaw chose to use the 

Orchestra of St. Luke’s and the ASOCC. Shaw enjoyed working with the Orchestra of St. 

Luke’s, which played for the Carnegie Hall Professional Training Workshops that began in 1990. 

Shaw’s choice of the ASOCC reflected the close bonds he felt with its singers and the deep 

respect he had for their commitment to working at the highest level and their unbridled love of 

music. It was also a chance for the ASOCC to make its Carnegie Hall debut. A review of the 

performance reveals the transparency that was a hallmark of a Shaw chorus. “Mr. Shaw’s chorus 

from Atlanta was a delight, without the clinical virtuosity that can invade some fully professional 

voice ensembles but still light-footed, clear and beautifully prepared.”25 

The ASOCC returned to New York in subsequent years to perform both of Bach’s passions 

in honor of Bach’s birthday at the end of March. With the Orchestra of St. Luke’s and Shaw 

conducting, they performed the St. John Passion on March 30, 1994 and the St. Matthew Passion 

two years later on April 2, 1996. Since these performances were by invitation, Carnegie Hall 

typically covered the cost of transportation and hotels for the 60 singers of the Chamber Chorus, 

and provided a per diem for each singer on their four visits to the Hall during the 1990s. 

In honor of the 100th anniversary of Brahms’s death, 160 members of the ASOC travelled to 

New York to perform Brahms Requiem with the Orchestra of St. Luke’s the April 3, 1997. Shaw 

was closely associated with this work and the ASOC and audience alike savored the experience. 

In a performance “that layered depth upon searching depth,” one reviewer captured the special 

quality of Shaw leading the ASOC in this touching favorite: 

and now here was that work, in an interpretation that the incomparable Mr. Shaw had 
been honing for decades. There are nights when it is quite simply a privilege to be in a 
concert hall, and Carnegie has a knack for supplying them…. 
 [Mr. Shaw] had superb allies in his quest, especially his own Atlanta Symphony 
Orchestra Chorus, which, with only itself to beat, has never sounded better to these ears. 
Whereas other groups tend to choose between musical values and textual clarity, this 
group carries musical values to such a height that the text appears to emerge unbidden. 
To hear a pianissimo from its 160 members is to develop a new appreciation for the 
variety of qualities that can be packed into the quietest, most concentrated sounds.26 

Another reviewer describes the unified gestural sweep Shaw managed to achieve from such a 

large chorus. 

                                                
25. Bernard Holland, “For the 250th Year, Handel ‘Messiah’ Speaks,” New York Times, April 15, 1992. 
26. James R. Oestreich, “Requiem for and by Brahms, Blessed for a Hundred Years,” New York Times, April 5, 1997. 
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Shaw’s Atlanta chorus is attuned to his every gesture and nuance, and from the opening 
“Selig sind, die da Leid tragen” its flexibility in dynamics was notable, propelling the ebb 
and flow of Brahms’ music powerfully. The singers scaled the bright peaks and 
descended into the dark valleys of the music with a great range of color, and resounded in 
the big climactic moments. But they were never heavy-handed: the lilting rhythm of “Wie 
lieblich” floated like a barcarolle, the fugue before the work’s final segment was light and 
resilient, full of bounce.27 

Shaw shared his gratitude for the deeply affecting experience with the ASOC. “It is satisfying to 

know that we were not the only campers moved by the extraordinary sounds and spirit of 

Johannes H. Brahms—but weren’t we the happiest?”28 

The Chamber Chorus returned to Carnegie Hall for another Bach birthday celebration to 

perform the B Minor Mass on April 2, 1998. The ASOC or ASOCC always performed their 

Carnegie Hall repertoire in Atlanta prior to appearing in New York. Shaw reflected on the 

gravity of performing a monumental work like the B Minor Mass in pre-concert remarks given at 

the ASOCC’s March performances in Atlanta. Shaw believed that performing great sacred 

masterworks (and especially those of Bach) was important and desired by audiences because 

these works spoke to the common humanity of the listeners. That extra seats had to be added for 

the Atlanta B Minor Mass performances validated Shaw’s conviction. On a personal note, he 

recalled that “someone said this week that every time he approaches this work he is conscious of 

the fact that someone in the audience is hearing it for the first time, and someone is hearing it for 

the last time. I assure you that there are those of us on this side of the proscenium who also face 

these possibilities.”29 The Carnegie Hall performance of the B Minor Mass with the ASOCC and 

the Orchestra of St. Luke’s was Shaw’s last appearance on the podium in New York, a city 

where he had performed hundreds of times over more than half a century. 

Anniversary Celebrations: Part I, Fifty Years of the ASO, National Telecast 

The ASOC played a significant role in the 50th anniversary celebrations of the ASO. Shaw 

led an audience sing-along in October of 1994, for which the audience received a thick booklet 

with all the scores for the evening edited with Shaw’s markings. Shaw first rehearsed the 

audience with Mackenzie at the piano. Then, after intermission, the ASO and ASOC joined the 

audience to perform the eleven pieces on the program. The whole evening was a huge hit with 

the audience who was thrilled to have chance to sing with Shaw and the ASOC.  

                                                
27. Shirley Fleming, “Many voices make Brahms a Shaw bet,” New York Post, April 5, 1997. 
28. Shaw to ASOC, 22 April 1997, private collection. 
29. Robert Shaw, Pre-concert Remarks, March 1998, private collection. 
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The ASO’s anniversary concert was on February 4, 1995, fifty years to the day from the very 

first Atlanta Youth Symphony performance. The concert featured the ASOC in Stravinsky’s 

Symphonie de Psaumes and Brahms’ Nänie. Over 60,000 people viewed the live statewide 

broadcast of this concert on Georgia Public Television. An edited ninety-minute version was 

shown nationwide the following month on PBS.30 

Mahler 8: Part II, Carnegie Hall 

An extraordinary event married the anniversary celebrations of the two orchestras with which 

Shaw had the closest association in the hall that he loved. As part of the ASO’s 50th and the 

Cleveland Orchestra’s 75th anniversary years, Carnegie Hall presented a once-in-a-lifetime 

performance of Mahler’s “Symphony of a Thousand.” In Cleveland, Shaw conducted the work in 

Severance with the Cleveland Orchestra and two Ohio choruses: the Cleveland Orchestra Chorus 

and the Oberlin Choir. After performances there, the whole ensemble traveled to Carnegie Hall 

where they were joined by Cincinnati May Festival Chorus—which Shaw had rehearsed 

separately during a three-hour rehearsal in Cincinnati—120 members of ASOC and fifty boys 

from the American Boychoir. Singers wrapped around the audience filling the boxes of the 

horse-shoe shaped first and second tiers. The Carnegie Hall stage was not very large, so this was 

the only possible way that the work could be performed. Even so, there was not enough room to 

accommodate the entire ASOC.  

Carnegie Hall did not cover the costs for the massed choruses; although they did provide 

$100 per singer to help offset travel and lodging expenses incurred by each participating 

organization.31 The ASO chose to underwrite the ASOC’s participation as part of the Orchestra’s 

50th anniversary year celebrations. After soliciting various corporate sponsors, Holiday Inn 

Worldwide generously agreed to cover the hotel cost for the ASOC members during their stay in 

New York.32 

The number of combined musicians involved in this performance of Mahler Symphony No. 8 

was truly impressive. The Carnegie Hall concert boasted 175 singers from the Cleveland 

Orchestra Chorus, 75 from the Oberlin College Choir: 120 from the ASOC, 150 from the 

Cincinnati May Festival Chorus, and 50 from the American Boychoir. There were nearly 700 
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musicians including 110 members of an expanded Cleveland Orchestra, eight soloists, and 570 

choristers. Performing forces were distributed throughout the hall as follows (see Figure 5.4): 

110 Cleveland orchestra members, 100 adult singers, 50 boys, and seven soloists on stage; over 

200 chorus members and seven brass players in the thirty plus boxes of the first tier; and another 

200 chorus members in the thirty plus boxes of the second tier. The soprano soloist sang from the 

top balcony. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 5.4. Illustration of chorus placement for Mahler 8 performance in Carnegie Hall.33  

 
 
The 520-voice adult chorus was completely integrated with representatives from each 

participating choir occupying every physical space. That is, the sixteen sections onstage (two 

choirs of eight voice parts each) and the 60 boxes distributed across two tiers in the hall all had 

singers from each of the four adult choirs. For this reason, Shaw instructed the other chorus 

directors—Gareth Morell (Cleveland), Ed Maclary (Oberlin), and Robert Porco (Cincinnati)—to 

prepare their ensembles as though each director’s chorus was the only choir involved. “That is: 

we each must prepare both of Mahler’s Chorus I and II—taking care that all principal lines and 

                                                
33. Nola Frink to ASO Mahler Choir, Announcements, 25 April 1995, box 255, folder 795, Shaw Papers. Reprinted by 

permission. 
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harmonies are justly balanced with reference to themselves and to their profile above the 

orchestra.”34 

A similar rehearsal schedule to the 1991 Atlanta performances was used with the addition of 

an extra chorus and piano rehearsal. All rehearsals took place with the choral singers in their 

concert locations in the hall. The first concert on Thursday evening was a gala benefit concert for 

Carnegie Hall. The concert on Friday night was open to the public; both concerts were performed 

without intermission. Shaw relied on his ASOC singers to provide the glue necessary to carry off 

this spectacular feat. The result was unforgettable: 

It was truly one of the most exciting and memorable few days I have ever spent. To me it 
is always a thrill to be a part of that which no lone singer can accomplish—ensemble. 
And to be a part of such an incredible group of musicians was overwhelming. One could 
sense what a thrill it was for you to finally realize your eight-year dream of performing 
the Mahler 8th in that space and with such a choice collection of musicians. I shall cherish 
the memories of each and every moment we spent inside Carnegie Hall and the good 
times I had outside its four walls for years to come. But at the top of my memory list will 
be the joy of having been under the baton of such a living legend as yourself for such a 
great event.35 

Anniversary Celebrations: Part II, Twenty-Five Years of the ASOC, Statewide Telecast 

The ASOC’s own 25th anniversary celebration commenced the following year with a concert 

utilizing both the Chamber Chorus and the ASOC, numbering 270 total singers. The evening 

doubled as a celebration Shaw’s eightieth birthday. Nick Jones, one of eight charter members 

still singing in the ASOC, explained the allure of singing with the Chorus: 

The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus spectacularly upholds that standard of group 
excellence. The unpaid members of the ASO Chorus give willingly of their time and hard 
work because being a part of the Chorus’s level of excellence is so rewarding itself. The 
musical end product is greater, more artistically finished, than any of these members 
could attain to alone. Most are not singers of the caliber of an opera or oratorio soloist. 
Solo voices are always welcome, of course, but only if they can submit to the group 
disciplines that make the ASO Chorus one of the best in the world. Robert Shaw, who 
founded the Chorus in 1970, constantly exhorts singers to “fit into the sleeve” of the 
group’s sound. Warm-up exercises and rehearsal techniques are chosen to emphasize and 
improve the uniformities of pitch, dynamics (volume), tone quality and enunciation that 
go to make up the ASO Chorus’s uniquely unison sound. This is an ensemble that often 
sounds smaller than it is, because there are so few rough edges on the sound, yet can 
smoothly build from the most hair-raisingly soft pianissimo to a truly overpowering 
super-fortissimo, all while delivering the words of a text so as to be understood in every 
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corner of the hall. Small wonder that one American reviewer called it a chorus that “can 
stop on a dime,” while another in Zurich spoke wonderingly of its unanimity of 
expression, “like one musician spontaneously following his musical instincts.”36 

Shaw wanted the focus of the anniversary concert to be on the ASOC. His remarks at the 

concert paid homage not only to the accomplishments of the ASO Choruses but also to the 

unyielding, and truly remarkable dedication of its members. 

None of the members of the Atlanta Symphony Chorus is paid. They are 100% 
volunteer—or, as the saying goes, AMATEUR. 
 The word “amateur” come to us through the Latin amor-amoris—the English 
equivalent of which is L-O-V-E—and am-a-tor: one who loves. 
 In any concert season of the members of the chorus devote about 90 evenings a year 
to rehearsals, performances and recordings. They do this out of love—for the art of 
music—and its disciplines and joys. You can imagine what strains that puts upon their 
every-day professional commitments—and their “home” lives. 
 Over the twenty-five years of the chorus’s existence some 2000-plus Atlantans—
including, perhaps, a majority of Atlanta’s music educators and church musicians—have 
availed themselves of membership in the chorus. –And I know of one member—a 
physician—who in 25 years has missed only one rehearsal and zero performances. 
 And right here one thing needs to be said very earnestly: the factor which draws most 
of this chorus together is the opportunity it provides to sing the incredibly rich, life-
changing symphonic-choral repertoire with an orchestra of excellence—and 
commitment…. 
 What the chorus joins me in saying to you this evening is that the amateur spirit in the 
arts is not necessarily limited to those who do not receive a weekly pay-check. 
 The greatest musical amateurs in my life have been Pablo Casals and Rudolph 
Serkin—whose concert fees were the highest of the highest, but who lovingly poured 
them back into festivals and institutes for needy and gifted young artists…. 
 This city cannot now—or ever—afford to be without their commitment to the most 
beautiful and distinguished products of humanity’s cultural life…. 
 Let us rather—in times of crisis—re-invent our own commitment, and shore up the 
approaches to the bridge leading to the next quarter-century. –That our chorus may 
continue to sing with the disciplines of professionals, and our orchestra to play out of 
ever-livin’ love.37 

Shaw understood that support for the Arts—be it a symphony or a symphony chorus—was 

never assured. He had struggled and fought to transform the ASO into a full-time symphony of 

note. Shaw understood the ever-present development pressures on an organization like the ASO 

to raise dollars and grow audiences. His prophetic words foreshadowed some of the difficulties 
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the ASO organization would face in the coming decades, while offering a path forward in 

challenging times. 

1996 Atlanta Olympic Games: Opening Ceremony 

The Opening Ceremony of the Centennial Olympic Games showcased the best of Georgia, 

and especially Atlanta. Naturally, the organizers wanted the ASO and ASOC to participate. Shaw 

was invited to conduct the “National Anthem.” The Executive Producer of the Opening 

Ceremony fell in love with the arrangement of the “Star-Spangled Banner” he discovered on the 

1962 recording of the Robert Shaw Chorale with the RCA Victor Symphony Orchestra. He 

found it to be “one of the richest renditions of the national anthem I have ever heard.”38 He 

especially like the arrangement of the second verse that began softly in unison and built in 

intensity into the end of the verse and through a dramatic coda. For the Opening Ceremony, the 

Centennial Olympic Honor Choir (COHC)—consisting of the ASOC and the glee clubs of 

Moorehouse and Spelman Colleges—and the ASO plus fourteen herald trumpets from the U.S. 

military participated in the “National Anthem” using this arrangement to perform the first verse. 

The producers also wanted a six-minute version with English text of the “Ode to Joy” finale from 

Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony to accompany the Olympic flame on its journey through the 

stadium before being passed to the surprise guest of the evening, Mohammed Ali. Additionally, 

the COHC was featured in other segments including a special appearance with Georgia native, 

Jessye Norman, singing Mark Watters’ “Faster, Higher, Stronger,” to conclude the opening 

ceremony. 

A complex undertaking, the Opening Ceremony involved over 20,000 people backstage. The 

ASO and the COHC participated in half a dozen music rehearsals, several pre-record and 

overdub sessions in Symphony Hall, two staging rehearsals, two camera-blocking rehearsals, a 

full run-through, a dress rehearsal executed down to the smallest detail exactly like the Opening 

Ceremony and finally the Opening Ceremony.39 During the final days of the Centennial Games, 

the ASO and ASOC gave two performances of Mahler Symphony No. 2 in Symphony Hall 

conducted by Yoel Levi. 

                                                
38. Press release, “Centennial Choir Named for Opening Ceremony Performance,” box 257, folder 807, Shaw Papers. 
39. 1996 Summer Schedule for ASO Chorus, box 257, folder 807, Shaw Papers. 
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Shaw remarked “few of us, if any, would have either the gelt or the clout otherwise to 

attend.”40 While the COHC members did not receive any tickets for the dress rehearsal or the 

actual opening ceremony, they were given two tickets each for the full run-through at the 

beginning of the week thanks to Georgia Power, which underwrote the cost of opening up the 

stadium to the guests. As Shaw noted, the extra time and effort required “may not be a bad deal 

after all. I remember with fondness my attendance at The Games in L.A. in 1932. (At that rate 

you will be recalling Games 1996 in A.D. 2060.) Good luck!”41 Later in the fall, the producers of 

the event wrote to Shaw to thank him and the ASOC for contributing to a memorable Opening 

Ceremony. “The Centennial Choir touched the hearts and souls of all those who watched around 

the world, and we appreciate you sharing your talent with the world…. We hope you realize how 

much your effort and the choir’s performance was appreciated around the world. The reaction 

has been astonishingly favorable.”42 

 

                                                
40. Shaw to ASOC, 28 February 1996, private collection. 
41. Ibid. 
42. Don Mischer and David J. Goldberg to Shaw, 4 November 1996, box 257, folder 807, Shaw Papers. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

ASO CHORUSES LIVE ON: CROSSING BOUNDARIES, 

EXPANDING HORIZONS, 1998-2017 

Uncharted Seas 

Shaw’s Final Concerts: 1998-1999 Season 

Shaw had a number of medical conditions that made conducting increasingly difficult. Like 

his father, he suffered from hypertension and heart disease, though Shaw was on medication to 

help manage his condition. Shaw also had a pacemaker to help regulate the rhythm of his heart. 

The medical treatment he received allowed him to continue working until almost the end of his 

life. By the second half of 1998, however, he often lacked the stamina needed to work, a 

situation Shaw found frustrating.1 

 Shaw conducted his final concerts with the ASO Choruses in the fall of 1998. The first part 

of the season was dedicated to performing and recording a work new to Shaw and to ninety 

percent of the singers: Dvorak’s Stabat Mater. The performances were well-received and Shaw 

was thrilled with the ASOC’s musical accomplishment. Following the recording sessions, Shaw 

penned what would be his final poem to the Chorus, illustrating how pleased he was despite his 

increasing physical troubles: 

Stabat pater fortunatus 
Happy as hippopatus 
Up to here in muck and mire. 
 
Hearing sounds beyond believing, 
Angel voices Halloweaving, 
Quel orchestrand WHAT A CHOIR!2 

Shaw managed to conduct the first two performances of Part I of Handel’s Messiah in 

December while seated at the podium. His back problems, in part caused by a pinched nerve, 

continued to intensify, and Norman Mackenzie stepped in to conduct the third performance. 

                                                
1. Keith C Burris, Deep River: The Life and Music of Robert Shaw (Chicago: GIA Publications, 2013), 491-92. 
2. Shaw to ASOC, 3 November 1988, private collection. 
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Only one month later, Shaw died on January 25, 1999 while attending a play featuring his son, 

Thomas, at Yale University. The sense of loss in Atlanta and throughout the choral community 

was immense. As one founding member of the ASOC explained,  

Shaw's musical accomplishments were not his only attraction for singers. He was a 
deeply philosophical yet wryly humorous man whose gifts for communicating the 
musical and humanistic qualities of the work at hand led singers to regard rehearsals and 
concerts as being far more than mere artistic experiences…. Shaw had a way of making 
every singer feel that he or she was receiving his direct personal attention…a 
phenomenon that affected choruses profoundly. As soprano Karen Hritz put it following 
his death: “I was taken by complete surprise by the deep sense of loss I felt for this man 
whom I never even had a conversation with.”3  

A large memorial concert took place in Symphony Hall four days after Shaw’s passing. The 

Robert Shaw Institute Singers led by Ann Howard Jones and the Morehouse College Glee Club 

led by David Morrow each performed separately. These choirs joined together with the ASOC to 

sing excerpts from the works of Brahms, Rachmaninoff, Mendelssohn, and Vaughn Williams. 

Mackenzie conducted the combined choruses and ASO. William Fred Scott led the ASO in 

several selections, and the audience joined the combined choruses and the ASO for Handel’s 

“Hallelujah Chorus” from Messiah. 

Following the memorial concert, the Choruses and the ASO family began the difficult and 

somber transition process brought about by Shaw’s death. When ASO President Allison 

Vulgamore arrived at the Symphony in 1993, the Chorus was already “a tremendous force—

galvanized by, elevated by, and dedicated to Robert Shaw.”4 She understood the value of the 

ASO Choruses as part of the ASO family and could feel how strongly the singers were connected 

to Shaw—and that was in 1993. Following Shaw’s death, the members of the ASO Choruses 

were devastated. Many of these singers had sung with Shaw for two decades or more. 

Vulgamore described the mood and events following the concert celebrating the Shaw’s life and 

work. “Our Chorus was left in shock. For that next week, 21 members of the Chorus and 

Orchestra staff met every night to explore how we would build on his [Shaw’s] legacy and keep 

the Chorus engaged and motivated with the Orchestra. It was in many ways ‘the first day of the 

rest of our lives.’” The leadership of the ASO chose a decisive path forward, acting without 

hesitation. “We decided to program more choral works for the next season than ever before—

                                                
3. John W. Cooledge, “The Shaw Legacy,” ASO program book, March 2000, box 267, folder 903, Shaw Papers. Dr. John 

W. Cooledge, a pediatrician, sang in the ASO Choruses for over 45 years beginning in 1969. 
4. Allison Vulgamore, “Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus After Robert Shaw,” Voice of Chorus America, Fall 2002, 30. 
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flood the Chorus with our sense of joy and value for their partnership—and dare to keep, albeit 

translate, the historic holiday concerts from ‘Christmas with Robert Shaw’ to ‘Christmas with the 

ASO.’” Vulgamore recognized that it was crucial for the ASOC to be well represented in the 

decision-making process going forward. “The Chorus already had one member on the ASO 

board of directors. We then added another as chair of the Orchestra’s finance committee. Of the 

five board members on our music director search committee that would follow, one was from the 

Chorus.” They launched ASO annual planning retreats and over a dozen singers represented the 

Chorus at the first one. Reporting for the Chorus, one member summarized the Chorus’s resolve. 

“‘The Chorus has been widowed…. But now, we have pulled out our finery and we are ready to 

date—bring ‘em out, one and all.’”5 The process moved forward marking a new era of music 

with the ASO. The Choruses were challenged in new and different ways, through the 

performance of new music and through the leadership of multiple conductors. 

The remainder of the season, of course, had already been planned. Norman Mackenzie 

stepped in to conduct The Seasons of Haydn two months after Shaw’s passing. Mackenzie had 

been the accompanist and Shaw’s assistant in January 1998 at the Carnegie Hall Professional 

Training Workshop where both of Haydn’s oratorios—The Creation and The Season—were 

presented in the same week. Joyful work…great antidote to intense grief. 

“Thank you so much for your extraordinary work and unfailingly helpful spirit in the 
preparation and performance of Haydn’s Seasons last month. What an amazing gift you 
gave to this community, and what a shining representation of the legacy of our beloved 
RS. I know that all of us continue to wrestle daily with the immense void in our musical 
and spiritual existence that his passing has left, but how wonderfully reassuring to be able 
to participate in such elegant music-making as only this chorus could have afforded in 
those concerts. The dream is alive and well, thanks to you! I look forward to pursuing it 
with you energetically in the weeks and months ahead.” 

Yoel Levi conducted the ASOC in its final performances for the season—Berlioz’s dramatic 

legend, The Damnation of Faust. 

Interim Year 1999-2000 

No one was quite sure what the trajectory of the ASO Choruses would be over the coming 

years. Hints of a newfound resolve soon emerged from within the ranks of the ASOC. 

Absorbing the initial shock of Shaw’s death in January 1999, a number of mourning 
ASOC members opined that they wouldn’t want to retain membership in the Chorus 
beyond the 1998-1999 season. But over the next several months, longtime observers of 

                                                
5. Allison Vulgamore, “Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus After Robert Shaw,” Voice of Chorus America, Fall 2002, 30. 
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the group’s dynamics began to notice a shift, from feelings of personal grief to a sense 
that if the Robert Shaw legacy were to be preserved anywhere in the world, it should be 
in the Atlanta Symphony Chorus, in the group that Shaw had created, nurtured, led, and 
considered his “home” for nearly 40 [30] years. So, by the first rehearsal of the 1999-
2000 season, a show of hands revealed that only a dozen or so of the 180 voices were 
new to the ASOC. “I remain to sing and to serve the music he so loved,” said alto 
Charlotte Goldman, “and that he taught me to love in a deeper way than I ever thought 
possible.”6 

Norman Mackenzie picked up Shaw’s tradition of writing to the Chorus. “Thank you for a 

stimulating first rehearsal this past Monday evening. It is already evident that this year’s version 

of the ASOC has the potential to be, both vocally and musically, the strongest in recent memory. 

Wouldn’t that be a wonderful tribute to the legacy of our beloved founder?”7 He continued by 

guiding the singers back to familiar disciplines. “Now we turn to the task of establishing the all-

important choral disciplines of metric integrity and vitality, careful intonation, clean enunciation 

and world-class ensemble.”8 

Alan Gilbert was the first of many new faces the ASO Choruses would see over the coming 

years. Both Mackenzie and Gilbert were thrilled with the ASOC’s performances. “Your sensitive 

and dedicated singing was a heartening reminder that the standards of the ensemble that Robert 

Shaw founded and nurtured so lovingly over the years remain exceptionally high. Your devotion 

to maintaining the light of that artistic flame makes our work together incredible gratifying. And 

you certainly have made a fan out of Alan Gilbert!”9 

The Christmas Festival concerts—renamed “Christmas with Robert Shaw”—led by Shaw 

were a much-loved tradition and an important component in the ASO’s annual programming. In 

December 1999, William Fred Scott returned to guest conduct the first “Christmas with the 

ASO” concerts, thus continuing the tradition of the Christmas Festival that Shaw began three 

decades earlier. Scott was the Assistant and then Associate Conductor of the ASO during the 

1980s for Shaw and was both familiar to the ASO Choruses and familiar with the spirit of these 

Christmas concerts. On Friday and Saturday of the very next week, Roberto Abbado—another 

new face for the Chorus—led the ASOC in two performances of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. 

There had been plans for Shaw to re-record the Ninth Symphony with the ASO and ASOC 

                                                
6. John W. Cooledge, “The Shaw Legacy,” ASO program book, March 2000, box 267, folder 903, Shaw Papers. 
7. Norman Mackenzie to ASOC, 15 September 1999, private collection. 
8. Ibid. 
9. Norman Mackenzie to ASOC, 10 November 1999, private collection. 
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during this time. Instead the Chorus came back to Symphony Hall on Sunday afternoon for a 

Messiah Sing-Along led by Mackenzie. All three of these December events bore deep connection 

to Shaw for the singers and the audiences. 

Following the holiday break, the ASOC began preparing the Brahms Requiem using a brand-

new English translation completed by Robert Shaw. John Nelson conducted the concerts at the 

beginning of March. As Mackenzie reflected, the effect of singing Shaw’s new translation made 

the experience all the more personal. “In a very real sense, singing those carefully crafted 

syllables was the most direct connection we’ve had to one we’ve all loved and lost, and this kind 

of immediacy was both startling and affecting.” Switching gears, Yoel Levi and the men of the 

ASOC presented the Symphony No. 13, “Babi Yar” of Shostakovich just a few weeks later. They 

learned this unfamiliar work and sang in Russian with diction coaching from a fellow ASOC 

tenor. Another Shaw remembrance featured the Duruflé and Fauré requiems, performed at 

Trinity Presbyterian Church by the ASOCC and members of the ASO. Mackenzie led this 

concert on Shaw’s Birthday, April 30. 

Mahler Symphony No. 2, “Resurrection,” made for a fitting finale to this transitional season. 

Telarc recorded the work, marking the first post-Shaw recording for the ASOC.10 Yoel Levi 

conducted his final performances as Music Director of the ASO during the summer Beethoven 

Festival. The ASOC joined Levi for the closing concert, Symphony No. 9, “Ode to Joy.” By the 

end of this busy season, Mackenzie had already demonstrated to ASOC veterans that he was 

unequivocally “committed to preserving the Shaw approach to choral preparation.” The question 

was how the chorus would respond to guest conductors. As conductor William Fred Scott 

expressed it, the challenge was for the ASOC to be flexible and to give each guest conductor its 

very best effort.11 

                                                
10. The final movement including the choral parts were rerecorded two years later with a different soprano soloist. 
11. John W. Cooledge, “The Shaw Legacy,” ASO program book, March 2000, box 267, folder 903, Shaw Papers. 
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New Captains 

Norman Mackenzie Appointed Director of Choruses: 2000 

Shaw had always been effusive in praise and thanks for Mackenzie’s gifts. “Our very special 

common ray of hope is provided by Norman Mackenzie. Even those of you who to date have 

attended but two rehearsals of this chorus must realize that his quick-fingers, quick-wits and 

slow-temper double the accomplishments of our hours together.”12 It was no surprise then, that 

Mackenzie was appointed Director of Choruses to begin the 2000-2001 season. Having 

collaborated with and learned from Shaw for more than a decade, he was uniquely poised to 

continue Shaw’s work with the ASO Choruses while adapting to the new realities inherent in 

collaborating with a greater number of conductors. Mackenzie accepted the position with respect 

for past accomplishments of the Choruses and in anticipation of future possibilities. 

It is a privilege to have been chosen to join you in carrying forward the immense legacy 
of Robert Shaw to new generations of singers and listeners. The unsurpassed musical 
instrument that is this chorus is a treasure that has been lovingly handed down to us. It is 
our responsibility to nurture and care for it in a way that allows it to continue to enrich 
the lives of lovers of the great symphonic-choral literature in Atlanta and in the broader 
arts community. In doing so, we contribute to an authentic and meaningful quality of life 
that our founder so long advocated.13 

Mackenzie’s position was endowed as the Frannie and Bill Graves Chair, ensuring that the ASO 

Choruses continued to have dedicated leadership. 

Guest Conductors 

The two seasons from 1999 to 2001 were unlike any in the history of the ASO Choruses. The 

Choruses sang with ten different conductors during this period—eight guest conductors, retiring 

Music Director Yoel Levi, and their new Director of Choruses, Norman Mackenzie—more than 

during the entire history of the Choruses up to that point. The ASO Choruses met three 

conductors for the first time during the 2000-1 season, beginning with Donald Runnicles. With 

Runnicles, the ASOC made their first recording since Shaw’s death, Orff’s Carmina Burana. 

Baroque specialist Robert King led the Chamber Chorus in all four of Handel’s Coronation 

Anthems. Finally, in May 2001, Music Director Designate Robert Spano conducted the ASOC 

for the first time, in a performance of the Verdi Requiem. Robert Abbado, Alan Gilbert, John 

                                                
12. Shaw to ASOC, 19 September 1996, private collection. 
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Nelson, and William Fred Scott have all returned for repeat engagements conducting the ASO 

Choruses. In addition, the Choruses have also performed with Nicholas McGegan, Charles 

Dutoit, Bernard Labadie, and John Adams. 

Creative Partnership: ASO Music Director, Principal Guest Conductor,  

and ASO President 

A unique Creative Partnership was formed through the efforts of ASO President Allison 

Vulgamore during the search process for a new Music Director of the ASO. Instead of a 

traditional model, where one individual bears near total responsibility for musical and overall 

artistic leadership, a new way emerged that promised exciting possibilities. Robert Spano was 

selected as the ASO’s next Music Director in conjunction with the appointment of Donald 

Runnicles as Principal Guest Conductor. Together with Vulgamore, these three leaders became 

the Creative Partnership that shared the work of artistic planning for the ASO. This new model 

has resulted in a vibrant and stimulating array of performances. Vulgamore departed for the 

Philadelphia Orchestra at the end of 2009. Spano and Runnicles have continued to work in 

tandem and are joined by Mackenzie in the planning of repertoire for the ASO Choruses, which 

are featured prominently in the ASO organization. 

Operations and Appointment of Jeffrey Baxter as Choral Administrator: 2001 

Another leadership transition occurred when Nola Frink decided to retire at the end of the 

2000-2001 season. Members of the ASO Choruses paid tribute to her years of devoted service 

and good humor at a post-concert reception. She was intimately involved with the successful 

operation of the ASO Choruses for almost thirty years. Fortunately, Jeff Baxter had been 

assisting Nola in the Choral Office for nine years prior to her retirement. He was appointed as the 

new Choral Administrator in the summer of 2001. 

Baxter was a highly trained musician prior to his appointment. He earned a B.M. from 

Furman, a M.M. in vocal performance from Georgia State, and a D.M.A. in choral conducting 

from the Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music. He directed church choirs and taught music 

history as an adjunct at Georgia State. Baxter joined the ASOC and Chamber Chorus singing in 

the first tenor section. He has assisted as a foreign language diction coach for the ASO Choruses 

as well as visiting guest artists and has on occasion written program notes for the ASO.14 Baxter 

brought a distinguished set of skills, both organizational and musical, that allowed him to 

                                                
14. Nola Frink to ASOC, Announcements, 25 June 2001, private collection. 
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effectively utilize all the tools and proven methods of Shaw’s and Nola’s work with ASO 

Choruses while bringing new knowledge and sensibilities to assist Mackenzie. Baxter’s position 

has been renamed in honor of a longtime friend and supporter of the ASOC, Florence Kopleff. 

Kopleff was a soloist in and member of the Robert Shaw Chorale and continued to sing for Shaw 

in Atlanta. For many years, Kopleff taught a voice class for the ASOC. This tradition was 

revived in the fall of 2005, when Katherine Murray began teaching the ASOC voice class. 

Baxter was thoroughly steeped in the operations of the ASO Choruses, honed by Nola and 

Shaw for over 30 years. He continued to operate the Choral Office along these lines while 

incorporating beneficial changes. Baxter oversaw the creation of an online presence for the ASO 

Choruses beginning in 2002. The website has allowed the public to learn more about the 

Choruses and through private portals, has provided chorus members with much greater access to 

a variety of resources relating to repertoire and operations. Baxter has created and posted 

backgrounds on composers and commentaries on works performed, and he has selected and 

posted material drawn from Shaw’s letters to the ASO Choruses where appropriate. Practice 

files, choral editings, diction resources, and suggestions for further study have been easily 

provided to choristers through the website. Chorus members have been able to interact with the 

Choral Office via the website regarding attendance and auditions, and have maintained ready 

access to the latest schedule updates and Chorus Announcements from Baxter. The website has 

also fostered the sense of community within the Choruses through the use of forums and bulletin 

boards. 

Continuing the Voyage 

RVW Sea Symphony 

The ASOC’s first scheduled project with Robert Spano during his inaugural season as Music 

Director of the ASO, was to perform and record Ralph Vaughan Williams’s Sea Symphony. This 

work, while new to the Chorus’s repertoire, was uniquely suited for the ASOC due to its highly 

dramatic qualities and the need to project a great deal of text over a very large orchestral sound. 

The Sea Symphony has emerged as a signature work of Spano’s repertoire with the ASOC. In 

many ways, the journeys of the ASO Choruses during the first two decades of the twenty-first 

century have been like a great sea voyage. Sometimes, this voyage has been literal—the ASO 
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Choruses have traveled across the United States and the Atlantic—and sometimes it has been 

figurative. The Choruses have explored new repertoire and participated in more theatrical and 

visually varied types of performances. 

The way Spano’s first season as Music Director unfolded was quite unexpected. Before the 

first scheduled performances of the season, the 9/11 terrorist attacks left the world in shock. 

Spano led a memorial concert with the ASOC and the Atlanta Youth Symphony Orchestra as a 

benefit for the American Red Cross on September 30, 2001. This concert also happened to be the 

last time that the ASOC ever wore its blue robes—the robes that were immediately associated 

with Shaw’s choir in Atlanta. The Chorus had already decided to change its concert attire to 

formal black and white; the unexpected memorial concert, however, was held before ASOC 

members had their new attire. For one last concert, the ASOC wore its traditional blue robes. 

The November 2001 performances of Vaughan Williams’s Sea Symphony marked the official 

beginning of the next chapter in the life of the ASO Choruses. The Choruses had a new Director 

of Choruses, a new Choral Administrator, new attire, and along with the ASO, were now piloted 

by the creative symbiosis of a new Music Director and a new Principal Guest Conductor. The 

achievements of the Choruses continued under this new leadership. Early evidence of the 

ASOC’s continued excellence under Mackenzie and Spano came with multiple Grammy awards 

in 2003, including for Best Choral Performance and Best Classical Album for the Sea Symphony 

recording. The success of the Sea Symphony in performance and recoding, led to a Carnegie Hall 

invitation for a May 2004 performance. This concert was the first time the ASO and ASOC had 

appeared together in Carnegie Hall since their 1988 pre-European tour concert. 

The ASO and ASOC received another special invitation to perform, this time in Miami. The 

chorus and orchestra were invited to present the headline major work in Knight Concert Hall—

part of Miami’s brand-new performing arts center—for the 2007 American Choral Directors 

Association (ACDA) National Convention. The ASO and ASOC gave three performances in 

March 2007 in Miami of Vaughan Williams’s Sea Symphony—a work that while infrequently 

performed was extremely well-suited to the Chorus, to Spano, and for an ACDA convention 

audience. The most recent performances of this signature work for the ASOC launched the 2016-

17 season for the Chorus. 
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ASO Choruses Beyond Atlanta 

Since 2000, the ASO Choruses have performed numerous times away from their midtown 

Atlanta home in the Woodruff Arts Center at a variety of locations both near and far. Spano, 

Runnicles, and Mackenzie have conducted these out-of-town performances. In Symphony Hall 

in Atlanta, the Choruses sang with the ASO. On the road, however, they performed with other 

orchestras—the Berlin Philharmonic and the Orchestra of St. Luke’s. The Chamber Chorus has 

also appeared in solo performances, at local Atlanta churches and outside the Atlanta area. 

Three of the most performed major works in the ASOC repertoire were the requiems of 

Britten, Berlioz, and Brahms. Donald Runnicles chose to perform these works with the ASOC 

for some of his guest conducting engagements with the Berlin Philharmonic. The ASOC made 

three weeklong trips to Berlin as a guest of the Berlin Philharmonic and gave three performances 

each of the Britten War Requiem in 2003, the Berlioz Requiem in 2008, and Brahms’s Ein 

deutsches Requiem in 2009. All concerts took place in the Berliner Philharmonie with Runnicles 

leading the Berlin Philharmonic and the ASOC. These critically acclaimed performances further 

solidified the reputation of the Chorus in the post-Shaw era. 

Music festivals have been another destination for the ASO Choruses. In the summer of 2003, 

the ASOC made its debut at the Ravinia Festival north of Chicago performing John Adams’s El 

Niño. Several years later, the Chamber Chorus traveled to California for a series of performances 

at the Ojai Festival, where Spano was the Music Director for the 2006 Festival. The ASOCC and 

ASO presented Golijov’s Oceana, a work the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus had 

recorded in 2004. The Chamber Chorus recorded its debut solo album in the summer of 2005; 

the ASOCC used this program of primarily twentieth-century, a cappella, sacred repertoire as 

the basis for its performance at the Ojai Festival under the direction of Mackenzie. Eighteen 

women from the Chamber Chorus participated in the production of another Golijov work 

performed at the Ojai Festival and a week later at the Ravinia Festival: his opera Ainadamar or 

“Fountain of Tears.” These same eighteen women from the ASOCC recorded Ainadamar with 

Spano and the ASO in 2005—a recording that won a Grammy for Best Opera Recording—and 

traveled to England to perform the opera with the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra in 

both Birmingham and London in 2008. 

While the ASO played at the Kennedy Center several times over the years, the Chorus had 

not returned for forty years since their performance for Carter’s inauguration. The ASOC’s 
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return to the Kennedy Center came as part of SHIFT 2017: A Festival of American Orchestras. 

In fitting with the festival’s goal to highlight the dynamic work of North American orchestras in 

creating connections with audiences through innovative programming and initiatives, Spano and 

the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus and soloists presented Creator/Creation by 

Christopher Theofanidis. This theatrical and multimedia oratorio was commissioned in 2014 and 

then premiered and recorded by the Atlanta forces in 2015. Additional Atlanta performances in 

spring 2017 preceded the Kennedy Center concert. 

A string of Carnegie Hall invitations for the Choruses followed the May 2004 performance of 

the Sea Symphony. The Chamber Chorus appeared with Runnicles conducting the Orchestra of 

St. Luke’s in 2005 to perform the Levin completion of the Mozart Requiem. Runnicles had 

recently recorded this version of the work with the ASOCC and ASO. The Chamber Chorus 

appeared with Spano conducting the ASO and soloists in a 2009 performance of Stravinsky’s 

opera Le Rossignol (The Nightingale) as part of Ancient Paths Modern Voices: A Festival 

Celebrating Chinese Culture. In 2011, the ASOCC joined the Orchestra of St. Luke’s again for a 

December concert that included Bach’s Magnificat. 

The larger ASOC has also returned frequently to Carnegie Hall. Spano chose less frequently 

performed works for several of these visits: Janáček’s Glagolitic Mass in 2010 and Walton’s 

Belshazzar’s Feast paired with Bernstein’s Chichester Psalms in 2012. The 2008 Carnegie Hall 

performance of the ASO and ASOC was the New York premiere of Theofanidis’s The Here and 

Now. Spano also highlighted cornerstones of the symphonic choral repertoire including the 

requiems of Verdi in 2006, Britten in 2014, and Brahms in 2016. The performance of Brahms’s 

Ein deutsches Requiem was especially moving for the chorus and orchestra as it was part of the 

ASO’s and Carnegie’s Hall’s Centennial Tribute to Robert Shaw. The concert occurred on April 

30, 2016—the 100th anniversary of Shaw’s birthday—and began with a work commissioned by 

Carnegie Hall for the occasion, Zohar by Jonathan Leshnoff. 

The ASOC and ASOCC have also performed at several venues within driving distance from 

Atlanta. The Hugh Hodgson Concert Hall on the campus of the University of Georgia in Athens 

has been the site of frequent visits by the ASO. The Choruses have performed a representative 

sampling of their recent work here too, including the new work Zohar, Stravinsky’s opera The 

Nightingale, Mahler’s Symphony No. 2, and a holiday concert conducted by Mackenzie. 
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Commissions, Premieres, and the Atlanta School of Composers 

Robert Spano has been deeply committed to the creation and performance of new music. 

Spano and the ASO have championed a group of composers through multi-year commitments to 

performances, recordings, and commissions of their works. This group is known collectively as 

the Atlanta School of Composers and includes Jennifer Higdon, Christopher Theofanidis, 

Osvaldo Golijov, Michael Gandolfi, and Adam Schoenberg. The ASOC has been involved in six 

commissioned pieces during Spano’s tenure to date. With Spano and the ASO, the Chorus has 

made world-premiere recordings of all six of these works: Higdon The Singing Rooms; 

Theofanidis The Here and Now and Creation/Creator; Gandolfi Q.E.D. Engaging Richard 

Feynman; Del Tredici Paul Revere’s Ride; and Leshnoff Zohar. While not a commission or 

premiere, the men of the ASOC performed and were the first English-speaking chorus to record 

Sibelius’s Kullervo, a work rarely heard in the United States. Spano’s commitment to perform 

new and less well-known works has broadened the Choruses’ repertoire and challenged them to 

adapt to a variety of musical and performance styles. 

Theater of a Concert: Operas, Oratorios, and Other Works 

The Creative Partnership of Spano and Runnicles envisioned a new way to experience 

classical music in the concert hall. Their vision resulted in the ASO’s innovative initiative known 

as Theater of a Concert. This initiative has attempted to help audiences bridge the gap between a 

world frequently dominated by visual images and a concert hall experience historically devoid of 

a visual story. The Theater of a Concert concept is not fixed or pre-determined. A creative 

director or artistic designer oversees each new production and infuses the concert presentation 

with visual enhancements. 

Audiences are treated to new musical performance experiences in a variety of formats 
and settings. Installation artists provide imagery in the form of film or other artistic 
projection to harmonize with the Orchestra’s live performance. This combination creates 
a marriage of the auditory and the visual, presenting a stunning synchronization of a 
variety of art forms. 
 At a Theater of a Concert performance, audiences may see the orchestra shell bathed 
in colors, projections of abstract imagery, nature scenes and faces, or film footage that 
references and enhances the musical piece. Their visual and auditory senses engaged, the 
audience becomes even more involved and enjoy new perspectives on what it is to 
appreciate music.15 

                                                
15. Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, “Theater of a Concert,” http://www.atlantasymphony.org/About/TheaterOfAConcert.aspx 

(accessed June 1, 2017). 
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Concert performances of operas were natural candidates for the Theater of a Concert 

initiative. The ASO Choruses have participated in this type of opera performance in most 

seasons since 2005. The operas performed represented old and new works and included: Golijov 

Ainadamar; Puccini La Bohème and Madama Butterfly; Adams Dr. Atomic and A Flowering 

Tree; Stravinsky The Nightingale; Saint-Saëns Samson et Dalila; Verdi Aida; and Gluck Orfeo 

ed Euridice. 

Oratorios, with their dramatic stories, were also good candidates for enhancement. The 

Chamber Chorus participated in performances of both of Bach’s passion-oratorios that received 

added visual elements and partial staging. Haydn’s Creation with the ASOC was another Theater 

of a Concert project, as was Theofanidis’s modern take on the active and passive qualities of 

creating and creations. His Creation/Creator, premiered in 2015 and reprised in 2017, was 

widely praised for its novel presentation. It was also a work particularly suited for the ASO and 

ASOC as noted in a review of the Kennedy Center performance as part of the 2017 Shift 

Festival. “Creation/Creator is an immersive and reflective work whose examination of the 

creative process makes it a metaphor for the ASO’s stellar leadership in terms of new works…. 

Another virtue of Theofanidis’s masterpiece is that it shows off the ASO’s unique asset, its 

mighty chorus…. Creation/Creator is a challenging work for everyone involved, and on this 

occasion orchestra and chorus were clearly on fire. Robert Spano, ASO’s music director, shaped 

the giant work nicely and gave it a sweeping momentum.”16 

Recordings 

The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Choruses’ long association with Telarc came to a close 

in 2009. Following substantial lay-offs, Telarc ceased producing recordings of their own. Since 

that time, the ASO has produced its own recordings on its in-house label, ASO Media, and the 

Choruses have been fortunate to continue to be included on many recording projects. With 

Spano, the ASOC won two Grammy awards for Best Choral Performance—in 2003 and 2005 for 

the Vaughan Williams Sea Symphony and Berlioz Requiem recordings. 

Honoring the Founder’s Legacy 

Shaw invested substantial time and effort in building the ASO Choruses. His assistants, 

especially Nola Frink, were integral to Shaw’s ultimate success in reaching and maintaining the 

                                                
16. James L. Paulk, “Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus steal the show at Kennedy Center’s Shift Festival,” 

http://artsatl.com/review-atlanta-symphony-chorus-steal-show-kennedy-centers-shift-festival/ (accessed May 7, 2017).  
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Choruses as first-rate performing ensembles. The continued dedication and work of Mackenzie, 

Baxter, and the members of the ASO Choruses have honored Robert Shaw’s legacy. The 

Christmas Festivals, which Shaw initiated and led, were renamed Christmas with Robert Shaw 

following his retirement as ASO Music Director, and then Christmas with the ASO after Shaw’s 

passing. Mackenzie first conducted this annual series of concerts, which maintains the same 

basic format as that of the early Christmas Festivals, in 2005 and has done so each year since. 

Messiah sing-alongs, also started by Shaw, have continued to take place on occasion. 

The ASO has presented other concerts as specific remembrances of Shaw. Mackenzie led the 

ASOCC in annual birthday concerts around the time of Shaw’s birthday for several years 

following Shaw’s passing. Held at Mackenzie’s church, these concerts allowed the Chamber 

Chorus members to perform concerted and a cappella literature closely associated with Shaw. 

Multiple concerts held in Atlanta during the Shaw Centennial of 2016 paid homage to the 

founder of the ASO Choruses. These included a Choral Tribute concert with the ASOC and 

ASOCC and a performance of the Rachmaninoff Vespers. The Vespers concert was the first 

concert-length a cappella program given by the Chamber Chorus in Symphony Hall. The 

Carnegie Hall Brahms requiem performance was also part of the Shaw Centennial.  

The ASO Choruses continue to serve as examples of artistic excellence under Mackenzie’s 

leadership. Shaw explained that, “as the symphony chorus gets better and better, more and more 

is asked of it. Fortunately, it thereby attracts to its membership more skilled and talented 

participants, drawn by the quality and variety of its repertoire and the standards of its 

performances.”17 This requires everyone—but especially the veterans and the director—to 

prevent a dull and lifeless status quo from taking hold. Mackenzie has strived to conserve and 

honor the Shaw approach, applying Shaw’s techniques and philosophies to both new and familiar 

repertoire. “I hope what has happened—and some people say it has—is that the best of what 

made [the ASOC] a Robert Shaw chorus is still there. The core of integrity and attention to 

detail, and the philosophical and emotional values, are all pretty much intact, maybe not exactly 

the same as what Robert would do if he were up on the podium, but the important [aspects], the 

guts of the thing is still there.”18 Mackenzie has also worked to increase the flexibility of the 

ASO Choruses, as the ensembles now work with many different conductors in a given season. 

                                                
17. Shaw to ASOC, 19 September 1996, private collection. 
18. Norman Mackenzie, Interview by Nick Jones, Trinity Presbyterian Church, Atlanta, 1 November 2005. 
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The overall effect has been a healthy relationship with artistic and administrative staff and a 

lower turnover rate among chorus members from one season to the next. Perhaps ASO conductor 

Robert Spano summarized the situation most accurately, “I think what Norman Mackenzie has 

been able to do is to perpetuate the spirit and legacy of Mr. Shaw and yet usher them into a new 

era of greater flexibility and possibility. It has been a beautiful thing to witness his capacity to 

preserve that tradition.”19 

Spano and Runnicles have championed a multi-faceted approach to the presentation of new 

works—the Music of Our Time—and to the performance of classic works in new guises. This 

approach is consistent with the founding principles of the Woodruff (Memorial) Arts Center and 

the vision of a collaboration among the Arts that attracted Shaw to Atlanta. The involvement of 

the ASO Choruses in the ASO’s new creative projects is a testament to and extension of Shaw’s 

legacy. In preparation and performance, the ASO Choruses, have demonstrated attention to the 

details of text, rhythmic precision, pristine intonation, and exquisite dynamic control guided by 

fidelity to the composers and their scores. The members of the ASO Choruses have strived for 

excellence individually and collectively through consistent discipline using specific techniques 

advanced by Shaw. In so doing, they have achieved a unique unanimity of sound and purpose. 

The resulting sense of community and communion is an equally important part of Shaw’s living 

legacy in Atlanta. The ASO Choruses embody this ideal of community. They represent the 

people—friends who come together to engage in the study and performance of great music in an 

effort to touch and enrich the lives of others, thereby elevating the human condition. 

                                                
19. “ASO Choral Director Norman Mackenzie: Leading the Robert Shaw Legacy into a New Era,” April 6, 2011, 

http://georgiamusic.org/aso-chorus-norman-mackenzie. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

OFFICIAL PROGRAM LIST OF THE ATLANTA SYMPHONY 

ORCHESTRA CHORUSES 

Program List Format 
Dates of performances   
Venue (if other than Symphony Hall in Atlanta) 
Type of Program (subscription, special, etc.) 
Performing Conductor 
Chorus Master (who prepared the Chorus) 
Works performed 
ASO Chorus or ASO Chamber Chorus 
Assisting Choirs and Ensembles for each work (if any) 
Orchestra (if other than Atlanta Symphony Orchestra) 
Soloists for each work (if any) 
Notes, if further explanation is needed 
 
1967-1968 Season 23

rd
 ASO Season 

 
Date: November 6, 1967 
Venue: Theatre Atlanta 
Program: ASO Chamber Series No. 1 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Schubert; Mass No. 2 in G major, D. 167 [“Mass in G”] 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Naomi Haag, Wendall Kitchens, James Mann 
Notes: Debut of Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chamber Chorus 
 
Date: December 14, 1967 
Venue: Municipal Auditorium 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 5 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bach; Parts I-IV and No. 63 from Part VI of Weihnachtsoratorium, BMV 248 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Atlanta-Fulton County Public School Chorus 
Soloists: Saramae Endich, Margarethe Bence, Jon Humphrey, Ara Berberian 
Notes: 300-voice public school chorus 
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Date: December 21, 1967 
Venue: Municipal Auditorium 
Program: ASO Promenade Series No. 4: Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Choral Guild of Atlanta 
Soloist: Wendall Kitchens 
Notes: Broadcast on WSB-TV 
 
Date: April 4, 1968 
Venue: Civic Center Auditorium 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 12 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Debussy; Nocturnes 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus Women 

Work: Stravinsky; Symphony of Psalms 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Atlanta Boy Choir 
 
Dates: May 2, 1968 
Venue: Civic Center Auditorium 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 14 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Beethoven; Mass in D major, Opus 123, “Missa Solemnis” 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Choral Guild of Atlanta, Atlanta Intercollegiate Chorus 
Soloists: Karen Lorenzen, Florence Kopleff, John McCollum, Thomas Paul 
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1968-1969 Season 24
th

 ASO Season 

 
Date: October 19, 1968 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Poulenc; Gloria 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Choral Guild of Atlanta 
Soloist: Betty Turner Boone 
Notes: Opening of Symphony Hall 
 
Dates: October 24, 25, 27, 1968 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 3 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Poulenc; Gloria 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Choral Guild of Atlanta 
Soloist: Betty Turner Boone 
 
Dates: November 7, 8, 10, 1968 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 4 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Britten; War Requiem, Opus 66 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Choral Guild of Atlanta, Atlanta Boy Choir 
Soloists: Ella Lee, John McCollum, Theodore Uppman 
 
Dates: December 12, 13, 14, 15, 1968 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 7 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Handel; Messiah 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Irene Callaway, Florence Kopleff, Seth McCoy, Thomas Paul 
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Dates: March 13, 14, 16, 1969 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 13 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bach; St. John Passion, BWV 245 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: North Fulton High School Special Choir, Briarwood High School Chorus 
Soloists: Lois Marshall, Florence Kopleff, Wiliam McDonald, Ara Berberian, John Humphrey, 

Peter Harrower, Thomas Pyle, Charles Hamilton, Betty Turner Boone, Wendall Kitchens, 
David Ogg 

 
Dates: May 22, 23, 25, 1969 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 18 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Verdi; Requiem 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Choral Guild of Atlanta 
Soloists: Irene Callaway, Helen Vanni, Seth McCoy, Ezio Flagello 
Notes: Lorna Haywood in concert program 
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1969-1970 Season 25
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: December 18, 19, 20, 21, 1969 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 8 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bach; Mass in B minor, BWV 232 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Lorna Haywood, Naomi Haag, Florence Kopleff, Jon Humphrey, Ara Berberian 

Concertists: Barbara Dean, Paul Wiens, Herman Ramsey 
 
Dates: May 28, 29, 30, 1970 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 18 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Berlioz; Requiem (“Grande messe des morts”), Opus 5 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Choral Guild of Atlanta, Georgia Tech Glee Club 
Soloist: Charles Bressler 
Notes: Final concert of the Choral Guild of Atlanta with the ASO. 
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1970-1971 Season 26
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: September 24, 25, 26, 1970 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 1 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Donald Neuen 
Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Julie Griffeth, Florence Kopleff, Davod Ogg, Peter Harrower 
Notes: Debut of Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus,  

Concert given in grateful remembrance of George Szell (1897-1970) 
 
Dates: December 12, 13, 1970 
Program: ASO Special: Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Donald Neuen 
Chorus Master: Donald Neuen 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensembles: ASO Chorus and ASO Chamber Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Atlanta Boy Choir 
Soloists: Douglas Robinson, Janet Stewart, Teresa Bledsoe, Carol Thurman, Jacqueline Smythe, 

Donald Bennett, Bradley Stewart, David Johnson 
 
Dates: January 21, 22, 24, 1971 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 10 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Donald Neuen 
Work: Haydn; The Creation 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Lorna Haywood, Stuart Burrows, Peter Harrower, Penelope Jensen, Thomas Pyle, 
Doris Stovall 

 
Dates: April 1, 2, 4, 1971 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 14 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bach; The Passion According to St. Matthew, BWV 244 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Atlanta Public Schools Chorus (4/1),  
DeKalb County Schools Chorus (4/2), Fulton County Schools Chorus (4/4) 

Soloists: Jon Humphrey, Peter Harrower, Charlene Peterson, Florence Kopleff, Seth McCoy, 
Thomas Paul, David Johnson, Roger Waters, Charles Hamilton, Jerry Goulding, Kendric 
Smith, Janet Stewart, Rose Brannon, Rebecca Daniels, Doris Stovall, John Holcombe, Jr. 
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Date: May 20, 1971 
Program: ASO Genius of Mozart Series No. 6 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Donald Neuen 
Work: Mozart; Mass in C minor, K. 417a [427] (“Great”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Susan Eichelberger, Barbara Daniels, Barry Cavin, Thomas Fox 
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1971-1972 Season 27
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 17, 18, 19, 1971 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 4 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bartók; Cantata Profana for Tenor, Baritone, Chorus, and Orchestra 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Seth McCoy, Peter Harrower 
Work: Bach; Magnificat, with Christmas interpolations, BWV 243 and 243a 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Susan Reschhaupt, Janice Williams, Rebecca Daniels, Joyce Bell, Keitha Anne 
Needham, Susan Poole, Robert Crutchfield, Herman Ramsey 

 
Dates: December 10, 11, 12, 1971 
Program: ASO Special: Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Donald Neuen 
Chorus Master: Donald Neuen 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Georgia State University Chorus 
Soloists: Robert Moulson, Teresa Bledsoe (12/10), Mary Ann Richardson (12/11, 12/12), Clyde 

Herndon (12/10), Donald Bennett (12/11, 12/12) 
 
Dates: December 13, 1971 
Venue: Grand Opera House, Macon, GA 
Program: ASO Runout: Family Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Donald Neuen 
Chorus Master: Donald Neuen 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Georgia State University Chorus 
Soloists: Robert Moulson, Teresa Bledsoe, Clyde Herndon 
 
Dates: March 8, 9, 10, 1972 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 11 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Ives; “From Hanover Square North, at the End of a Tragic Day” 
Work: Brahms; Ein deutsches Requiem, Opus 45 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Frances Hodgson, Joseph Bias 
Notes: These performances and the one on 3/12 paid tribute to Georgia music educator Hugh 

Hodgson, whose daughter-in-law was the soprano soloist. 
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Date: March 12, 1972 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Ives, “From Hanover Square North, at the End of a Tragic Day” 
Work: Brahms; Ein deutsches Requiem, Opus 45 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Frances Hodgson, Joseph Bias 
Notes: Special performance for the Music Educators National Conference in Atlanta 
 
Dates: May 24, 25, 26, 1972 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 16 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Schoenberg; A Survivor from Warsaw, Opus 46 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus Men 
Soloist: Ara Berberian 
Work: Beethoven; Mass in D major, Opus 123, “Missa Solemnis” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Lorna Haywood, Florence Kopleff, Seth McCoy, Ara Berberian 
 
Dates: June 15, 16, 1972 
Program: ASO Other Series No. 1 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Julie Griffeth, Florence Kopleff, David Ogg, Peter Harrower 
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1972-1973 Season 28
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: October 5, 6, 7, 1972 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 2 
Conductor: James Levine 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Mahler; Symphony No. 2 in C minor (“Resurrection”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Jennie Tourel, Charlene Peterson 
 
Dates: November 16, 17, 19, 1972 
Program: ASO Speical 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Stravinsky; Oedipus rex 
Ensemble: ASOC Men 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club 
Soloists:  
 
 
Date: November 21, 1972 
Program: ASO Bach Cantata Series No. 1 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bach; Cantata No. 80, Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Nancy Bishop, Doris Stovall, Walter Plant, Robert Fischer 
 
Dates: December 19, 1972 
Venue: Civic Center Auditorium 
Program: ASO Special: Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Atlanta Boy Choir, Greenville (SC) Singing Christmas Tree, Morehouse 
College Glee Club 

Soloists: Jason Anderson, Timothy Landers, Jane Schinning, William Stieffel, Oliver Sueing, 
Sterling Post 
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Dates: February 15, 16, 17, 1973 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 10 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Britten; War Requiem, Opus 66 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Atlanta Boy Choir 
Soloists: Janet Stewart, Seth McCoy, Peter Harrower 
 
Dates: March 13, 1973 
Program: ASO Other Series No. 2 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Beethoven; Fantasia in C minor for Piano, Chorus, and Orchestra, Opus 80 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Rudolf Serkin (piano), Betty Turner Boone, Doris Stovall, Florence Kopleff, Clyde 
Herndon, Herman Ramsey, Peter Harrower 

 
Dates: April 17, 1973 
Program: ASO Bach Cantata Series No. 2 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bach; Oster-Oratorium, BWV 249 [Easter Oratorio] 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Nola Frink, MaryAnn Busching, Douglas Robinson, Herman Ramsey 
Work: Bach; Cantata No. 4, “Christ lag in Todesbanden” (Christ lay in death’s bonds) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Notes: Chorus sections sang the solo movements in Cantata No. 4 
 
Dates: May 31, June 1, 2, 1973 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 16 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Haydn; The Seasons 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Lorna Haywood, John Stewart, Donald Gramm 
Notes: Concerts dedicated to Mrs. James O’Hear Sanders, long-time supporter of the ASO who 

was instrumental in starting the original Atlanta Youth Symphony 
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1973-1974 Season 29
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 9, 10, 1973 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: William Noll, III 
Work: Handel; Messiah 

Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Nancy Bishop, Mary Ann Busching, John Van Cura, Nola Frink, Donna Foster, Charles 
Hamilton, Julia Hastings, Jayne Middleton, John Morgan, Michael O’Neal, Susan Poole, 
Charles Redmon, Douglas Robinson, Laura English Robinson, Lisa Scarborough, Jane 
Schinning, Bradley Stewart, Larry Walker, Janice Williams 

Notes: uncut performance 
 
Dates: November 15, 16, 17, 1973 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 5 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Elmer Thomas 
Work: Berlioz; Roméo et Juliette, Dramatic Symphony, Opus 17 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Elizabeth Mannion, John Stewart, Ara Berberian 
 
Date: December 18, 1973 
Venue: Civic Center Auditorium 
Program: ASO Special: Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: William Noll, III 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Atlanta Boy Choir, Greenville (SC) Singing Christmas Tree 
Soloists: Sarah Reece Cooper, Jane Schinning, Mary Ann Busching, Bill Stiefel, Ben Weinberg, 

III 
Notes: Included premiere of Gaudete: Six Latin Christmas Hymns for Chorus and Orchestra by 

Alice Parker and commissioned for the ASO and Choruses by Robert Shaw 
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Date: January 7, 1974 
Venue: Civic Center Auditorium 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Elmer Thomas 
Work: Beethoven; Finale to Symphony No. 9 in D minor 
Work: “Lift Every Heart and Sing” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Clark College Chorus, Georgia Tech Glee Club, Georgia State University 
Chorus, Morehouse College Glee Club, Morris Brown College Chorus, Spelman College 
Glee Club 

Soloists: Laura English Robinson, Florence Kopleff, Samuel Hagan, Peter Harrower 
Notes: Inauguration for Mayor Maynard Jackson 
 
Dates: February 14, 15, 16, 1974 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 11 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Elmer Thomas 
Work: Hindemith; When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d: A Requiem for Those We Love 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Florence Kopleff, Ryan Edwards 
 
Dates: April 12, 13, 1974 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Elmer Thomas 
Work: Bach; Mass in B minor, BWV 232 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Betty Turner Boone, Mary Ann Busching, Florence Kopleff, John Aler, Thomas Paul 
Concertists (from ASOCC): Nola Frink, Charles Redmon, John Cooledge 

 
Dates: May 23, 24, 26, 1974 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 18 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Elmer Thomas 
Work: Walton; Belshazzar’s Feast 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: Dominic Cossa 
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1974-1975 Season 30
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: October 24, 25, 27, 1974 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 4 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Mendelssohn; Elijah, Opus 70 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Atlanta Boy Choir [“Lift thine eyes” and several other numbers] 
Soloists: McHenry Boatwright, Gianna Rolandi, Florence Kopleff, Samuel Hagan, Bill Stiefel 

(boy soprano), Louise Perkins, Donna Foster, Lisa Scarborough, Charles Redmon, 
Charles Hamilton 

 
Dates: December 13, 14, 1974 
Program: ASO Chamber Series No. 1 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Handel; Israel in Egypt 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Penelope Jensen, Gianna Rolandi, Florence Kopleff, Samuel Hagan, Monte Nichols, 
Peter Harrower 

 
Date: December 17, 1974 
Venue: Civic Center Auditorium 
Program: ASO Special: Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Atlanta Boy Choir, Morehouse College Glee Club 
Soloists: Bill Stiefel, Ben Weinberg, III, Philbert Herndon, Eugene Palmore, Lawrence Albert 
 
Dates: February 20, 21, 23, 1975 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 13 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Barber; The Lovers 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Ryan Edwards, Michael O’Neal 
Work: Janácek; Glagolitic Mass 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Lorna Haywood, Florence Kopleff, Gordon Greer, Ryan Edwards, Barbara Delon, 
William Noll, III (organ) 
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Dates: April 4, 5, 1975 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bach; The Passion According to St. Matthew, BWV 244 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Seth McCoy, Thomas Pyle, Charles Hamilton, Penelope Jensen, Florence Kopleff, Jon 
Humphrey, Peter Harrower, Roger Schmidt, Walter Michels, Wayne Baughman, John 
Cooledge, Carol Thurman, Louise Perkins, MaryAnn Busching, Lisa Scarborough, 
Monte Nichols 

Notes: All chorales were printed in the program for the audience to join in singing 
 
Dates: May 15, 16, 17, 1975 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 20 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Schoenberg; Gurre-Lieder 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, University of Georgia Men’s Glee Club 
Soloists: Lorna Haywood, Elizabeth Mannion, Gordon Greer, Seth McCoy, William Warfield, 

Peter Harrower 
 
Dates: June 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 1975 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Masters: Donald Neuen, Billy G. Densmore 
Work: Bernstein; Mass: A Theatre Piece for Singers, Players, and Dancers 
Ensemble: Members of the ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Northside School of the Arts, Atlanta Boys Clubs Boy Choir 
Soloists: Richard Woods (Celebrant), Samuel Hagan (Preacher), Ronald Daniels (Altar Boy), 

Paul Anderson, Cyrilla E. Baer, Missy Bassett, Julie K. Chesin, Carolyn M. Fessenden, 
Charles Hamilton, Arthur Hinds, Olive Kellum, Andre Kirkland, Joseph W. Lowery, 
Isaac L. Mullins, Allen Nichols, Cheryl Nichols, Audrey Owens, Tommy Patterson, 
Ricky Prince, Lynn Thompson, Veronica Webb, Jan Williams, Pam Willis, Joseph Wise 
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1975-1976 Season 31
st
 ASO Season 

 
Dates: September 18, 19, 20, 1975 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 1 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Ives; Psalm 90 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

 
Dates: October 16, 17, 18, 19, 1975 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 4 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Berlioz; Te Deum, Opus 22 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Metropolitan Atlanta Children’s Choir 
Soloists: Samuel Hagan 
 
Date: November 21, 22 1975 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bach; Cantata No. 131, “Aus der Tiefe rufe ich, Herr, zu dir” 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Michael O’Neal, Wayne Baughman 
Work: Ives/Shaw; Psalm 90, for eight-part chorus with organ and bells 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Carol Thurman, Roger Waters 

Work: Mozart; Requiem, K. 626 (Süssmayer completion) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Louise Lindsey Seidel, Victoria Blakeney, Charles Redmon, Wayne Baughman 
 
Dates: December 16, 17, 1975 
Program: ASO Special: Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Victoria Blakeney, Louise Seidel, Michael O’Neal 
Notes: Held in Symphony Hall as all subsequent Christmas Festivals have been, Dancers from 

the Northside High School for the Performing Arts participated 
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Dates: February 12, 14, 1976 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Beethoven; Mass in D major, Opus 123, “Missa Solemnis” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Patricia Stone, Michele Derrick, Barry Cavin, Lorenz Minth 
Notes: Dedicated to John W. Kercher, Jr., President of Board of Sponsors from 1969-1972 
 
Dates: February 13, 15, 1976 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Patricia Stone, Michele Derrick, Barry Cavin, Lorenz Minth 
Notes: Dedicated to John W. Kercher, Jr., President of Board of Sponsors from 1969-1972 
 
Dates: March 18, 19, 20, 1976 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 17 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Husa; Apotheosis of This Earth 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

 
Date: April 13, 1976 
Program: Special (no ASO) 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Handel; Choral Selections from Messiah 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Susan Walters 
Notes: Sing-along  
 
Date: May 12, 1976 
Program: ASO Special Concert 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Beethoven; Finale from Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Louise Lindsey Seidel, Florence Kopleff, Richard Powell, Samuel Timberlake 
Work: Gershwin/arr. Bennett; Porgy and Bess 
Notes:  
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Dates: May 20, 21, 22, 1976 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 24 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Brahms; Nänie, for Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 82 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Yvonne Ciannella, Florence Kopleff, Richard Powell, Peter Harrower 
 
Date: May 27, 1976 
Venue: Carnegie Hall 
Program: ASO Tour 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Lorna Haywood, Florence Kopleff, Seth McCoy, Thomas Paul 
Notes: ASO Chorus Carnegie Hall debut 
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Dates: June 23, 24, 1976 
Program: ASO Mostly Music No. 1: “Bach and Froth!” Summer Greetings from a Symphony 

Chorus 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Ensemble: Members of the ASO Chorus (Mostly Music Festival Chorus) 
Work: Beethoven/Shaw; “Symphony .0009” 
Work: Debussy; “Sirènes” from Nocturnes 
Work: Ives; “From Hanover Square North, at the End of a Tragic Day, the Voices of the People 

Again Arose” 
Work: Handel; “He Gave Them Hailstones” from Israel in Egypt 
Work: Mendelssohn; “Behold, God the Lord Passed By” from Elijah, Opus 70 
Work: Bach; “Let Him be crucified!” from The Passion According to St. Matthew 
Work: Bach; “Crucifixus” from Mass in B minor, BWV 232 
Work: Bach; “When comes my hour of parting” from The Passion According to St. Matthew 
Work: Bach; “Gloria sei dir gesungen” from Cantata No. 140, Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme! 
Work: Wagner; “Wach’ auf!” from Die Meistersinger 

Work: Bach; “Wachet auf!” from Cantata No. 140, Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme! 
Work: Wagner; “Treulich geführt,” Bridal Chorus from Lohengrin 

Work: Bizet; “Lemme See” from Carmen Jones; words by Oscar Hammerstein 
Work: Gershwin; “Leavin’ for the Promise’ Lan’!” from Porgy and Bess 

Work: Brahms; “Vom Gebirge Well auf Well” and “Weiche Gräser im Revier” from 
Liebeslieder Walzer, Opus 52 

Work: Herman; “Hello, Dolly!” from Hello Dolly! 
Work: Kern; “All the Things You Are” from Very Warm for May 

Work: Bock; “Sunrise, Sunset” from Fiddler on the Roof 
Work: Willson; “76 Trombones” from The Music Man 
Work: Ives/Schuman; Variations on America (abridged and with chorus by Smith-Carey) 
Work: Ives/MacCarthy; “Bonnie Blue Flag” 
Work: Ives/Steffe; “The Battle Hymn of the Republic” 
Work: Ward; “America the Beautiful” 
Work: Smith/Arnold; “The Star-Spangled Banner” 
Soloists: Jeanné Brown, Charles Hamilton, Wayne Baughman, Alice Oglesby, Ruth Ann Little 
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1976-1977 Season 32
nd

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: October 14, 15, 16, 17, 1976 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 4 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Berlioz; Requiem (“Grande messe des morts”), Opus 5 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Samuel Hagan 
 
Dates: December 3, 4, 5, 1976 
Program: ASO Chamber Series No. 1 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Handel; Messiah (Version of May 15, 1974) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Wayne Baughman, Victoria Blakeney, Jeanné Brown, Rick Copeland, Wilkes Davis, 
Barbara Delon, Nola Frink, Samuel Hagan, Philip Hooper, Florence Kopleff, Edward 
Mallory, Phoebe Pomeroy, Charles Redmon, Elizabeth Rice, Steven Rudy, Lisa 
Scarborough, Louise Lindsey Seidel, Robert Snead 

 
Date: December 13, 1976 
Program: Special: Christmas Festival repertoire [No ASO] 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Jeanné Brown, Samuel Hagan 
 
Dates: December 21, 22, 1976 
Program: ASO Special: Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Jeanné Brown, Louise Seidel, Samuel Hagan, Steven Rudy 
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Date: January 18, 1977 
Venue: Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts (Washington, D.C.) 
Program: ASO Tour 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Ives; “From Hanover Square North, at the End of a Tragic Day, the Voices of the People 

Again Arose” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Beethoven; Finale to Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Johanna Meier, Lili Chookasian, Seth McCoy, Sherrill Milnes 
Notes: Performance as part of the inaugural festivities for President Carter 
 
Dates: March 10, 11, 12, 1977 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 17 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Borodin; “Polovtsian Dances” from Prince Igor 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Vaughan Williams; Dona nobis pacem 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Rachel Joselson, David Arnold 
 
Dates: April 15, 16, 1977 
Program: ASO Chamber Series No. 2 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bach; Cantata No. 84, “Ich bin vergnügt mit meinem Glücke” 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Yvonne Ciannella 
Work: Beethoven; Mass in C Major, Opus 86 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Yvonne Ciannella, Marianna Busching, Samuel Hagan, Peter Harrower 
Work: Brahms; Gesang der Parzen, Opus 89 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Brahms; Nänie, for Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 82 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Brahms; Schicksalslied for Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 54 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
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Dates: May 19, 20, 21, 1977 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 24 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Verdi; Requiem 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Carol Bayard, Elizabeth Mannion, Gordon Greer, John Cheek 
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1977-1978 Season 33
rd

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: October 20, 21, 22, 23, 1977 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 5 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Brahms; Ein deutsches Requiem, Opus 45 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Penelope Jensen, Raeder Anderson 
Notes: Recorded but never released [soloists not up to par] 
 
Dates: December 2, 3, 4, 1977 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Louis Lane 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Handel; Messiah (Parts I & II) in the Mozart orchestration 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Penelope Jensen, Florence Kopleff, Samuel Hagan, Peter Harrower 
Notes: [Charles Nelson in program book as bass soloist] 
 
Dates: December 16, 17, 18, 1977 
Program: ASO Special: Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Young Singers of Callanwolde 
Soloists: Clayton Krehbiel, Jeanné Brown, Daryl Dixon, Florence Kopleff, Theodore Jones 
 
Date: December 19, 1977 
Program: Special: Christmas Festival repertoire (No ASO) 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Jeanné Brown, Judith Beattie, Florence Kopleff 
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Date: January 21, 1978 
Program: ASO Schubert Festival No. 2 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Schubert; “Standchen” [“Serenade”] Op. 135, D. 921 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus Women 

Soloists: Florence Kopleff 
Work: Schubert; “Nachthelle” [“Night Brightness”] Op. 135, D. 921 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus Men 

Soloists: Seth McCoy 
Notes:  
 
Date: January 22, 1978 
Program: ASO Schubert Festival No. 3 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Schubert; Mass No. 2 in G major, D. 167 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Jeanné Brown, Samuel Hagan, Thomas Williams 
Notes:  
 
Dates: March 2, 3, 4, 1978 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 17 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Berlioz; La Damnation de Faust, Opus 24 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Swainsboro Elementary Chorus 
Soloists: Elizabeth Mannion, Seth McCoy, Peter Harrower, Justino Diaz 
 
Dates: April 20, 21, 22, 23, 1978 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 21 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Schubert; Mass No. 6 in E-flat major, D.950 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Jeanné Brown, Lisa Scarborough, William McDonald, Robert Rich, Wayne Baughman 
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Dates: May 18, 19, 20, 1978 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 24 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Mahler; Symphony No. 8 in E-flat major, “Symphony of a Thousand” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Florida State University Singers, Ohio State University Chorale, Ohio State 
University Symphonic Choir, Young Singers of Callanwolde 

Soloists: Louise Russell, Carol Bayard, Jeanné Brown, Florence Quivar, Lorna Myers, Kenneth 
Riegel, Thomas Williams, John Cheek 
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1978-1979 Season 34
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: September 28, 29, 30, October 1, 1978 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 3 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Ives; “From Hanover Square North, at the End of a Tragic Day, the Voices of the People 

Again Arose” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Beethoven; Finale to Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Daisy Newman, Florence Kopleff, William McDonald, Raeder Anderson 
 
Dates: November 16, 17, 18, 19, 1978 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 7 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Honegger; Jeanne d’Arc au bûcher [Joan of Arc at the Stake] 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Atlanta Boy Choir 
Soloists:  

Speakers: Vera Zorina, Stuart Culpepper, Skip Foster, Charli Sirmans-Culver, Kent 
Stephens 
Singing Soloists: Wayne Baughman, Jeanné Brown, Alan McClung, Darlene Conrad, 
Michael Coulter, Carolyn Davis, Charles Hamilton, Clyde Herndon, Daniel Meadors, 
Steven Rudy, John Rushing, Lisa Scarborough, Lousie Lindsey Seidel, Ronald Stephens, 
David Stivers 

 
Dates: November 30, December 1, 2, 3, 1978 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Handel; Messiah (Version of May 15, 1754) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Wayne Baughman, Jeanné Brown, Alan McClung, Michael Coulter, Carolyn Davis, 
Wilkes Davis, Donna Foster, Nola Frink, Charles Hamilton, Carol Lineberger, Phoebe 
Pomeroy, Elizabeth Rice, Douglas Robinson, Steven Rudy, Lisa Scarborough, Louise 
Lindsey Seidel, Holly Shaw-Price, David Stivers, Jacquelyn Turner, Sue Williams 

Assisting Choir: University of North Carolina Choir 
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Dates: December 19, 20, 21, 22, 1978 
Program: ASO Special: Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Young Singers of Callanwolde 
Soloists: Clayton Krehbiel, Jeanné Brown, David Thornton, Florence Kopleff, Daryl Dixon, 

Louise Seidel 
 
Dates: March 30, 31, April 1, 1979 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bach; St. John Passion, BWV 245 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Jon Humphrey, Daniel Pratt, Jeanné Brown, Phoebe Pomeroy, Louise Lindsey Seidel, 
Holly Shaw-Price, Lisa Scarborough, Wayne Baughman, David Reese, Wilkes Davis, 
Carolyn Davis, David Stivers, Kendric Smith 

 
Dates: April 26, 27, 28, 1979 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 22 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Verdi; Four Sacred Pieces 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Boito; Prologue to Mefistofele 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse-Spelman Chorus, Young Singers of Callanwolde 
Soloists: Peter Harrower 
Notes: [Jerome Hines scheduled, Peter Harrower did performances, John Cheek did recording. 

Hines came to town but was sick.] 
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1979-1980 Season 35
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: October 18, 19, 20, 1979 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 5 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Berlioz; Requiem (“Grande messe des morts”), Opus 5 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Seth McCoy 
 
Dates: December 13, 14, 15, 16, 1979 
Program: ASO Special: Family Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Young Singers of Callanwolde 
Soloists: Robert Mathis, Jeanné Brown, Charles Redmon, David Thornton, Daryl Dixon 
 
Dates: February 14, 15, 16, 1980 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 15 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Brahms; Ein deutsches Requiem, Opus 45 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Phyllis Bryn-Julson, Tom Krause 
 
Dates: March 20, 21, 22, 1980 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 19 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Verdi; Requiem 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Phyllis Bryn-Julson, Elizabeth Mannion, Seth McCoy, John Cheek 
 
Date: April 3, 1980 
Venue: Carnegie Hall 
Program: ASO Tour 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Verdi; Requiem 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Phyllis Bryn-Julson, Elizabeth Mannion, Seth McCoy, John Cheek 
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Date: April 4, 1980 
Venue: Carnegie Hall 
Program: ASO Tour 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Berlioz; Requiem (“Grande messe des morts”), Opus 5 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: Seth McCoy 
 
Date: April 5, 1980 
Venue: Carnegie Hall 
Program: ASO Tour 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Brahms; Ein deutsches Requiem, Opus 45 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Phyllis Bryn-Julson, Tom Krause 
 
Dates: May 22, 23, 24, 25, 1980 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 24 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Mahler; Symphony No. 2 in C minor (“Resurrection”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Jeanné Brown, Elizabeth Mannion 
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1980-1981 Season 36
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 13, 14, 15, 1980 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 7 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bernstein; Chichester Psalms for Chorus and Orchestra 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Atlanta Boy Choir 
Soloists: John Peitso (boy soloist), Chris Thomas (boy soloist), Teresa Hopkin, Carolyn Greene, 

Paul Eichner, Rick Copeland 
Work: Orff; Carmina Burana 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Atlanta Boy Choir 
Soloists: Faye Robinson, William Brown, Håkan Hagegård 
 
Dates: December 17, 18, 19, 20, 1980 
Program: ASO Special: Family Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Young Singers of Callanwolde 
Soloists: Samuel Hagan, Jeanné Brown, Daryl Dixon, Teresa Hopkin, Linda Sharp 
Notes: [Lee Harper & Dancers also on program], Performance on 12/20 at 2 p.m. 
 
Dates: December 20, 1980 
Program: ASO Special: Messiah Sing-Along 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Handel; Messiah  
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists:  
Notes: Performance 8 p.m. 
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Dates: February 19, 20, 21, 1981 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 14 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Hindemith; Apparebit repentina dies (An Awaited Day Will Come) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Bruckner; Graduale, “Os justi" 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Bruckner; Psalm 150 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Susan Crowder 
 
Dates: March 19, 20, 21, 1981 
Program: ASO Special: “A Johann Sebastian Bach Birthday Celebration” 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bach; Mass in B minor, BWV 232 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Penelope Jensen, Delores Ziegler, Florence Kopleff, Jon Humphrey, David Evitts 
Concertists: Susan Crowder, Thomas Hammett, Rick Copeland 

 
Dates: May 14, 15, 16, 1981 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 21 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Schoenberg; Gurre-Lieder 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Georgia State University Men’s Chorus, Men of the Georgia Tech Chorale 
Soloists: Lorna Haywood, Elizabeth Mannion, Edward Sooter, Gene Tucker, John Cheek, Peter 

Harrower 
 
Date: May 27, 1981 
Program: ASO Primavera Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bartók; Cantata Profana for Tenor, Baritone, Chorus, and Orchestra 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Gene Tucker, John Cheek 
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Date: May 30, 1981 
Program: ASO Festivals 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Jean Herzberg, Florence Kopleff, Gene Tucker, John Cheek 
Notes: [Esther Hinds in program book as S soloist] 
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1981-1982 Season 37
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: October 29, 30, 31, 1981 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 6 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Yvonne Ciannella, Laura Brooks Rice, Edward Sooter, James Morris 
 
Dates: November 19, 20, 21, 1981 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 9 
Conductor: Michael Tippett 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Tippett; A Child of Our Time 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Benita Valente, Katherine Ciesinski, Kenneth Riegel, Donald Bell 
 
Dates: December 16, 17, 18, 19, 1981 
Program: ASO Special: Family Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Young Singers of Callanwolde 
Soloists: David Barnett, Carolyn Irvin-Harris, David Morrow, Willie Mitchell, Donna Cowart, 

Beth Walter, Linda Sharp 
 
Dates: February 25, 26, 27, 1982 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 15 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Poulenc; Gloria 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Sylvia McNair 
Work: Schmitt; Psalm 47, “Gloire au Siegneur” (Glory to the Lord), Opus 38 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Sylvia McNair 
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Dates: April 16, 17, 1982 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Beethoven; Mass in D major, Opus 123, “Missa Solemnis” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Sylvia McNair, Laura Brooks Rice, Jon Humphrey, Marius Rintzler 
 
Date: May 16, 1982 
Venue: Knoxville Civic Auditorium 
Program: ASO Tour 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Beethoven; Mass in D Major, Opus 123, “Missa Solemnis” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Sylvia McNair, Laura Brooks Rice, Jon Humphrey, John Cheek 
Notes: Knoxville World’s Fair 
 
Date: May 21, 1982 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Poulenc; Gloria 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Sylvia McNair 
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1982-1983 Season 38
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 11, 12, 13, 1982 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 7 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Britten; War Requiem, Opus 66 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Atlanta Boy Choir 
Soloists: Jean Herzberg, Jon Humphrey, Brent Ellis 
 
Dates: December 8, 9, 10, 11, 1982 
Program: ASO Special: Family Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Northside School of the Arts (singers & dancers), Young Singers of 
Callanwolde 

Soloists: Donald Davis, Donna Cowart, Linda Sharp 
Notes: [Lee Harper & Dancers] 
 
Dates: December 17, 18, 19, 1982 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Handel; Messiah 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Benita Valente, D’Anna Fortunato, Jon Humphrey, Donald Gramm 
Notes: [Scheduled to be recorded but Shaw got cold feet] 
 
Dates: February 24, 25, 26, 1983 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 14 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Stravinsky; Symphony of Psalms 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Rachmaninoff; The Bells, Opus 35 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Leigh Munro, Frank Little, David Arnold 
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Dates: May 12, 13, 14, 1983 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 19 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Delius; Appalachia 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloist: Uzee Brown, Jr. 
 
Dates: May 26, 27, 28, 1983 
Program: ASO Subscription Series No. 21 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Haydn; The Creation 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Penelope Jensen, Seth McCoy, Michael Burt, Sylvia McNair, Gary Kendall, Janice 
Fulbright 

Notes: [Benjamin Matthews in program book for Michael Burt] 
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1983-1984 Season 39
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 3, 4, 5, 1983 
Program: ASO Master Season No. 7 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bach; Cantata No. 84, “Ich bin vergnügt mit meinem Glücke” 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Work: Brahms; Ein deutsches Requiem, Opus 45 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Arleen Augér, Richard Stilwell 
 
Dates: December 7, 8, 9, 10, 1983 
Program: ASO Special: Family Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Young Singers of Callanwolde 
Soloists: Laura English Robinson, Linda Sharp, Samuel McKelton 
 
Dates: December 15, 16, 17, 1983 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Handel; Messiah 

Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Kaaren Erickson, Sylvia McNair, Alfreda Hodgson, Jon Humphrey, Richard Stilwell 
 
Dates: February 23, 24, 25, 1984 
Program: ASO Master Season No. 25 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Mahler; Symphony No. 3 in D minor 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus Women 

Assisting Choir: Atlanta Boy Choir 
Soloist: Elizabeth Mannion 
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Dates: May 24, 25, 26, 1984 
Program: ASO Master Season No. 23 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Britten; Spring Symphony, Opus 44 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Atlanta Boy Choir 
Soloists: Kaaren Erickson, Maureen Forrester, Jon Humphrey 
Work: Walton; Belshazzar’s Feast 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: David Arnold 
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1984-1985 Season 40
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 8, 9, 10, 1984 
Program: ASO Master Season No. 8 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Berlioz; Requiem (“Grande messe des morts”), Opus 5 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: John Aler 
 
Dates: December 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 1984 
Program: ASO Special: Family Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Young Singers of Callanwolde 
Soloists: Oliver Sueing, Jeanné Brown, Samuel McKelton 
Notes: On 12/15 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. 
 
Dates: February 21, 22, 23, 1985 
Program: ASO Master Season No. 16 
Conductor: William Fred Scott 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Barber; Prayers of Kierkegaard, Opus 30 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Jeanné Brown, Oliver Sueing, Martha Scott 
Work: Duruflé; Requiem, Opus 9 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Atlanta Boy Choir 
Notes: William Fred Scott replaced Shaw who was scheduled to conduct. Solos in the Duruflé 

Requiem were sung by sections of the chorus. [Jeanné Brown replaced Christine Carlton.] 
 
Dates: March 28, 29, 30, 1985 
Program: ASO Master Season No. 19 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bach; The Passion According to St. Matthew, BWV 245 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus, Members of the ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Sylvia McNair, Janice Taylor, Jon Humphrey, Seth McCoy, Tom Krause, William 
Stone, Stafford Turner, Wayne Baughman, Susan Crowder, Phoebe Pomeroy, Victoria 
Blakeney, Janice Fulbright 
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Date: May 9, 1985 
Program: ASO Special: Robert W. Woodruff Tribute Concert 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Haydn; “The Heavens are Telling” from The Creation 
Soloists: Jeanné Brown, Oliver Sueing, Wayne Baughman 
Work: Brahms; “How Lovely Is Thy Dwelling Place” from A German Requiem, Opus 45 
Work: Rachmaninoff; “Bogoroditse Devo” (“Ave Maria”) from Vespers, Opus 37 [a cappella] 
Work: Mendelssohn; “Lift Thine Eyes” from Elijah [a cappella] 
Work: Mendelssohn; “He Watching Over Israel” from Elijah 
Work: Duruflé; Sanctus from Requiem 
Work: Bach; Kyrie from Mass in B minor, BWV 232 
Work: Bach; Dona nobis pacem from Mass in B minor, BWV 232 
 
Dates: May 23, 24, 25, 1985 
Program: ASO Master Season No. 24 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Beethoven; Fantasia in C minor for Piano, Chorus, and Orchestra, Opus 80 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Russell Sherman (piano), Benita Valente, Jeanné Brown, Florence Kopleff, Jerry 
Hadley, Oliver Sueing, John Cheek 

Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Benita Valente, Florence Kopleff, Jerry Hadley, John Cheek 
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1985-1986 Season 41
st
 ASO Season 

 
Dates: October 31, November 1, 2, 1985 
Program: ASO Master Season No. 7 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Duruflé; Requiem, Opus 9 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Notes: Soloists were not used, choral sections sang solos 
 
Dates: November 14, 15, 16, 1985 
Program: ASO Master Season No. 9 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bach; Mass in B minor, BWV 232 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Penelope Jensen, Rosa Lamoreaux, Derek Lee Ragin, Jon Humphrey, William Stone 
Concertist: Susan Crowder 

 
Dates: December 11, 12, 13, 14, 1985 
Program: ASO Special: Family Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Young Singers of Callanwolde 
Soloist: Michael Schwartzkopf 
 
Dates: December 19, 20, 21, 1985 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Penelope Jensen, Marietta Simpson, Stanley Cornett, Douglas Lawrence 
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Dates: February 6, 7, 8, 1986 
Program: ASO Master Season No. 14 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Mozart; Requiem, K. 626 (Orchestration by Beyer 1984) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Arleen Augér, Delores Ziegler, Jerry Hadley, Tom Krause 
Work: Fauré; Cantique de Jean Racine, Opus 11 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Poulenc; Gloria 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Arleen Augér 
 
Dates: March 27, 28, 29, 1986 
Program: ASO Master Season No. 19 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Hindemith; When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d: A Requiem for Those We Love 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Jan DeGaetani, William Stone 
 
Dates: May 22, 23, 24, 1986 
Program: ASO Master Season No. 24 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Schmitt; Psalm 47, “Gloire au Seigneur” (Glory to the Lord), Opus 38 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: Judith Blegen 
Work: Fauré; Requiem, Opus 48 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Judith Blegen, James Morris 
 
Date: May 30, 1986 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Kaaren Erickson, Janice Taylor, Jon Garrison, John Cheek 
Notes: [videotaped, but apparently, no existing copies] 
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Date: May 31, 1986 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Berlioz; Requiem (“Grande messe des morts”), Opus 5 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: Jon Humphrey 
Notes: [videotaped, but apparently, no existing copies] 
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1986-1987 Season 42
nd

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 13, 14, 15, 1986 
Program: ASO Master Season No. 8 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Mendelssohn; Symphony No. 2 in B-flat major, Opus 52 (“Lobgesang”) 
Soloists: Kaaren Erickson, Della Jones, Jon Garrison 
Work: Verdi; “Spuntato ecco” from Don Carlo 
Work: Verdi; “Patri oppressa!” (Chorus of the Scottish Refugees) from Macbeth 
Work: Verdi; “Fuoco di gioia” from Otello 
Work: Verdi; “Va pensiero” (Chorus of the Hebrew Slaves) from Nabucco 
Work: Verdi; “Gloria all’Egitto” from Aida 
 
Dates: December 10, 11, 12, 13, 1986 
Program: ASO Special Annual Family Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Young Singers of Callanwolde 
Soloists: Oliver Sueing, Jeanné Brown 
 
Dates: December 18, 19, 20, 1986 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Dawn Upshaw, Laura Brooks Rice, Jon Humphrey, James Michael McGuire 
 
Dates: February 19, 20, 21, 1987 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 16 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Beethoven; Mass in D major, Opus 123, “Missa Solemnis” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Sylvia McNair, Janice Taylor, John Aler, Tom Krause 
Notes: Dedicated to Kathleen B. Lowance, Sylvia de German Ribon Gatins, Clarissa Hale Poteat 

(ASO sponsors) 
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Date: March 30, 1987 

Program: ASO Special: National Council of Foundations Convention Concert 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Verdi; “Spuntato ecco” from Don Carlo 
Work: Verdi; “Patri oppressa!” (Chorus of the Scottish Refugees) from Macbeth 
Work: Verdi; “Fuoco di gioia” from Otello 
Work: Verdi; “Va pensiero” (Chorus of the Hebrew Slaves) from Nabucco 
Work: Verdi; “Gloria all’Egitto” from Aida 
 
Dates: April 9, 10, 11, 1987 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 21 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Verdi; Requiem 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Susan Dunn, Diane Curry, Jerry Hadley, Paul Plishka 
 
Dates: May 21, 22, 23, 1987 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 24 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Schuman, William; On Freedom’s Ground 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: Henry Herford 
Notes: Commissioned in part by the ASO 
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1987-1988 Season 43
rd

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 5, 6, 7, 1987 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 7 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Mozart; Mass in C minor, K. 417a [427] (“Great”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Edith Wiens, Delores Ziegler, John Aler, William Stone 
Notes: Dedicated to Wendall Whalum [from Morehouse College, recently deceased] 
 
Dates: December 9, 10, 11, 12, 1987 

Program: ASO Special: Family Christmas Festival 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Young Singers of Callanwolde 
Soloists: Oliver Sueing, Donna Carter 
Notes: On 12/12 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: December 17, 18, 19, 1987 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Handel; Messiah 

Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Sylvia McNair, Marietta Simpson, Jon Humphrey, William Stone 
 
Date: February 13, 1988 

Venue: Festival Hall, Tampa Bay (FL) Performing Arts Center 
Program: ASO Tour 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Brahms; Nänie, for Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 82 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Brahms; Schicksalslied for Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 54 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Andrea Matthews, Janice Taylor, Neil Rosenshein, William Stone 
Notes: Part of inaugural season of Tampa Bay’s new performing arts center 
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Date: February 14, 1988 

Venue: Festival Hall, Tampa Bay (FL) Performing Arts Center 
Program: ASO Tour 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Mozart; Mass in C minor, K. 417a [427] (“Great”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Andrea Matthews, Janice Taylor, Neil Rosenshein, William Stone 
Notes: Part of inaugural season of Tampa Bay’s new performing arts center 
 
Dates: March 10, 11, 12, 1988 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 18 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Brahms; Schiksalslied, for Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 54 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Brahms; Gesang der Parzen, Opus 89 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Brahms; Nänie, for Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 82 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Brahms; Rhapsody for Alto, Male Chorus, and Orchestra, Opus 53 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus Men 

Soloist: Marilyn Horne 
 
Dates: April 21, 22, 23, 1988 

Program: Master Season No. 21 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Bernstein; Missa Brevis, Based on Choruses from The Lark 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: Derek Lee Ragin 
Work: Bernstein; Chichester Psalms for Chorus and Orchestra 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: Derek Lee Ragin, Donna Carter, Victoria Blakeney, Rob Lund, Wayne Baughman 
Notes: World Premiere of Bernstein Missa Brevis 
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Dates: May 19, 20, 21, 1988 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 24 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Stravinsky; Pater noster (The Lord’s Prayer) 
Work: Stravinsky; Ave Maria 
Work: Stravinsky; Symphony of Psalms 
Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Soloists: Benita Valente, Janice Taylor, Richard Leech, William Stone 
 
Date: May 25, 1988 

Venue: Carnegie Hall 
Program: ASO Tour 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Brahms; Rhapsody for Alto, Male Chorus, and Orchestra, Opus 53 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus Men 

Soloist: Marietta Simpson 
Work: Brahms; Gesang der Parzen, Opus 89 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Brahms; Schiksalslied, for Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 54 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Brahms; Nänie, for Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 82 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

 
Date: May 26, 1988 

Venue: Avery Fisher Hall, Lincoln Center 
Program: ASO Tour 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Stravinsky; Symphony of Psalms 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Stravinsky; Ave Maria 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Stravinsky; Pater noster (The Lord’s Prayer) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Benita Valente, Janice Taylor, Richard Leech, William Stone 
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Date: May 30, 1988 

Venue: Schauspielhaus, East Berlin 
Program: ASO European Tour 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Stravinsky; Symphony of Psalms 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Benita Valente, Janice Taylor, William Cochran, Benjamin Luxon 
 
Dates: May 31, 1988 

Venue: Grosser Tonhallesaal, Zurich 
Program: ASO European Tour 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Brahms; Nänie, for Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 82 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Brahms; Schiksalslied for Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 54 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Mozart; Mass in C minor, K. 417a [427] (“Great”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Benita Valente, Janice Taylor, Robert Tear, Benjamin Luxon 
 
Dates: June 1, 1988 

Venue: Theatre im Forum, Ludwigsburg 
Program: ASO European Tour 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Brahms; Nänie, for Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 82 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Brahms; Schiksalslied for Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 54 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Benita Valente, Janice Taylor, Robert Tear, Benjamin Luxon 
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Dates: June 2, 3, 4, 1988 

Venues: Théâtre du Châtelet, Paris (June 2); Colston Hall, Bristol (June 3);  
Royal Festival Hall, London (June 4) 

Program: ASO European Tour 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Stravinsky; Symphony of Psalms 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Benita Valente, Janice Taylor, Robert Tear, Benjamin Luxon 
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1988-1989 Season 44
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 3, 4, 5, 1988 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 8 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Britten; War Requiem, Opus 66 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Atlanta Boy Choir 
Soloists: Lorna Haywood, Anthony Rolfe Johnson, Benjamin Luxon 
 
Dates: December 7, 8, 9, 10, 1988 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with Robert Shaw 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Young Singers of Callanwolde 
Soloists: Oliver Sueing, Donna Carter 
Notes: On 12/10 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: December 11, 1988 

Program: ASO Special: Messiah Sing-Along 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Handel; Messiah 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists:  
 
Dates: December 15, 16, 17, 1988 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Vivaldi; Gloria in D major, R. 589 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Dawn Upshaw, Penelope Jensen, Marietta Simpson 
Work: Schubert; Mass No. 2 in G major, D. 167 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Dawn Upshaw, Grayson Hirst, William Stone 
Work: Bach; Magnificat, BWV 243 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Dawn Upshaw, Penelope Jensen, Marietta Simpson, Grayson Hirst, William Stone 
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Dates: February 23, 24, 25, 1989 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 16 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Schubert; Mass No. 6 in E-flat major, D. 950 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Benita Valente, Marietta Simpson, Jon Humphrey, Glenn Siebert, Myron Myers 
 
Dates: April 6, 7, 8, 1989 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 19 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Ravel; Daphnis et Chloé [complete ballet] 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

 
Dates: May 11, 12, 13, 1989 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 22 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Walton; Belshazzar’s Feast 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: William Stone 
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1989-1990 Season 45
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 2, 3, 4, 1989 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 7 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Glass; Itaipu 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Beethoven; Mass in C major, Opus 86 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Henriette Schellenberg, Marietta Simpson, Jon Humphrey, Myron Myers 
 
Dates: December 6, 7, 8, 9, 1989 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with Robert Shaw 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Atlanta Boy Choir 
Soloists: Donna Carter, Manola Guardiola (boy soprano), Oliver Sueing, Shaun Anderson, Troy 

Ellis 
Notes: On 12/9 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: December 14, 15, 16, 1989 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Paulus; So Hallow’d Is the Time, A Christmas Cantata 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Manola Guardiola (boy soprano), Nancy Argenta, Jon Humphrey, James Michael 
McGuire 

Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Nancy Argenta, Catherine Robbin, Jon Humphrey, James Michael McGuire 
 
Dates: March 1, 2, 3, 1990 
Program: ASO Master Season No. 16 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Bach; Mass in B minor, BWV 232 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Sylvia McNair, Judith Nelson, Marietta Simpson, John Aler, William Stone, Thomas 
Paul 
Concertists: Donna Carter, Richard Clement 
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Dates: March 22, 23, 24, 1990 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 18 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Berlioz; Roméo et Juliette, Dramatic Symphony, Opus 17 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Claudine Carlson, Karl Dent, John Shirley-Quirk 
 
Dates: April 19, 20, 21, 1990 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 20 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Mahler; Symphony No. 3 in D minor 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Atlanta Boy Choir 
Soloist: Nancy Maultsby 
 
Dates: May 3, 4, 5, 1990 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 22 
Conductor: William Fred Scott 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Beethoven; Elegischer Gesang, Opus 118 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Beethoven; Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage, Opus 112 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Verdi; Four Sacred Pieces 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: Donna Carter 
Notes: Shaw was scheduled to conduct but was ill. Scott substituted. 
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1990-1991 Season 46
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 8, 9, 10, 1990 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 8 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Bernstein; Movement III from Chichester Psalms 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Menotti; For the Death of Orpheus 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: Karl Dent 
Work: Dvorak; Te Deum, Opus 103 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Christine Brewer, Marietta Simpson, Karl Dent, Roger Roloff 
Work: Janáček; Glagolitic Mass 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Christine Brewer, Marietta Simpson, Karl Dent, Roger Roloff 
Notes: Menotti’s For the Death of Orpheus was an ASO commission and world premiere. The 

concert was dedicated to Leonard Bernstein and is the reason for the addition of a portion 
of the Chichester Psalms. 

 
Dates: December 5, 6, 7, 8, 1990 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with Robert Shaw 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Young Singers of Callanwolde 
Soloists: Oliver Sueing, Donna Carter 
Notes: On 12/8 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: December 13, 14, 15, 1990 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Bach; “Jauchzet, frohlocket,” Part I from Weihnachtsoratorium, BWV 248 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Dawn Kotoski, Jane Bunnell, Jon Humphrey, Kevin McMillan 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Dawn Kotoski, Jane Bunnell, Jon Humphrey, Kevin McMillan 
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Dates: March 7, 8, 9, 1991 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 18 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Mahler; Symphony No. 2 in C minor (“Resurrection”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Pamela Coburn, Janice Taylor 
 
Date: March 17, 1991 

Venue: Avery Fischer Hall, Lincoln Center 
Program: ASO Tour 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Mahler; Symphony No. 2 in C minor (“Resurrection”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Pamela Coburn, Janice Taylor 
 
Dates: April 25, 26, 27, 1991 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 21 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Jones 
Work: Mahler; Symphony No. 8 in E-flat major, “Symphony of a Thousand” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Atlanta Boy Choir, Ohio State University Chorale, Ohio State University 
Symphonic Choir, Master Chorale of Tampa Bay, Members of the University of South 
Florida Chorus 

Soloists: Deborah Voigt, Margaret Jane Wray, Heidi Grant Murphy, Delores Ziegler, Marietta 
Simpson, Michael Sylvester, William Stone, Kenneth Cox 
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1991-1992 Season 47
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 21, 22, 23, 1991 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 7 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Poulenc; Stabat Mater 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: Sylvia McNair 
Work: Debussy; Nocturnes 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus Women 

 
Dates: December 11, 12, 13, 14, 1991 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with Robert Shaw 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Young Singers of Callanwolde 
Soloists: Donna Carter, Grace Edwards, Oliver Sueing 
Notes: On 12/14 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: December 19, 20, 21, 1991 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Handel; Messiah 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Christine Brewer, Heidi Grant Murphy, Jennifer Lane, David Gordon, Alastair Miles 
 
Dates: February 6, 7, 8, 1992 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 12 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Orff; Carmina Burana 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Atlanta Boy Choir 
Soloists: Cyndia Sieden, John Daniecki, Kevin McMillan 
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Dates: April 13, 1992 
Venue: Carnegie Hall 
Program: Carnegie Hall Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Handel; Messiah 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Orchestra: Orchestra of St. Luke’s 

Soloists: Christine Brewer, Heidi Grant Murphy, Jennifer Lane, David Gordon, Alastair Miles 
 
Dates: April 30, May 1, 2, 1992 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 21 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Haydn; The Creation 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Dawn Upshaw, Jon Aler, John Cheek, Heidi Grant Murphy, James Michael McGuire, 
Donna Carter 

 
Dates: May 21, 22, 23, 24, 1992 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 24 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Carolyn James, Camellia Johnson, John Horton Murray, Herbert Eckhoff 
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1992-1993 Season 48
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 12, 13, 14, 1992 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 8 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Brahms; Ein deutsches Requiem, Opus 45 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Marvis Martin, William Stone 
Notes: Dedicated to Ivan Allen, III (Chairman of Board of Trustees) 
 
Dates: December 9, 10, 11, 12, 1992 

Program: ASO Special Christmas with Robert Shaw 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Young Singers of Callanwolde 
Soloists: Donna Carter, Oliver Sueing 
Notes: On 12/14 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: December 17, 18, 19, 1992 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Bach; Part II, for the Second Day of Christmas, from Weinachtsoratorium [“Und es 

waren Hirten”] 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Patrice Michaels Bedi, Marietta Simpson, Jon Humphrey, William Stone 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Patrice Michaels Bedi, Marietta Simpson, Jon Humphrey, William Stone 
 
Dates: February 25, 26, 27, 1993 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 15 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Prokofiev; Alexander Nevsky, Opus 78 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Nancy Maultsby 
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Dates: March 25, 26, 27, 1993 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 18 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Handel; “Happy We,” Opening Chorus, from Acis and Galatea 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Work: Purcell; “When I Am Laid in Earth,” Dido’s Lament, from Dido and Aeneas 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloist: Christine Brewer 
Work: Purcell; “With Drooping Wings,” Final Chorus, from Dido and Aeneas 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Work: Mozart; Vesperae solennes de confessore, K. 339 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloist: Donna Carter, Marietta Simpson, Karl Dent, Glenn Miller 
Work: Mussorgsky; Coronation Scene, from Boris Godunov 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Karl Dent, Kevin Maynor 
Work: Bizet; “Les voici” from Carmen 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Beethoven; “O welche Lust,” Prisoners’ Chorus, from Fidelio 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: Karl Dent, Kevin Maynor 
Work: Wagner; “Wach’ auf!” from Die Meistersinger 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Wagner; “Treulich geführt,” Bridal Chorus, from Lohengrin 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Wagner; “Beglückt’ darf nun dich,” Pilgrim’s Chorus, from Tannhäuser 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Wagner; “Freudig begrüssen wir,” Entrance of the Guests, from Tannhäuser 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Verdi; “Vedi! Le fosche notturne spoglie,” Anvil Chorus, from Il Trovatore 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Donizetti; “Che interminabile andirivieni,” Servants’ Chorus, from Don Pasquale 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Verdi; “Va, pensiero!” Chorus of Hebrew Slaves, from Nabucco 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Verdi; “Zitti, zitti,” Conspirators’ Chorus, from Rigoletto 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Mascagni; “Regina coeli” from Cavalleria Rusticana 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus, ASO Chorus 

Soloist: Christine Brewer 
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Dates: May 19, 20, 21, 22, 1993 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 24 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Ravel; Daphnis et Chloé, [complete ballet] 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

 
Dates: July 30, 31, 1993 

Program: ASO Summerfest 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Beethoven; Fantasia in C minor for Piano, Orchestra, and Chorus, Opus 80 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Fabio Bidini (piano), Deborah Voigt, Dale Franzen, Paula Rasmussen, John Horton 
Murray, Craig Estep, Herbert Eckhoff 

Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Summer Chorus 

Soloists: Deborah Voigt, Paula Rasmussen, John Horton Murray, Herbert Eckhoff 
Notes: Special ASO Chorus also referred to as Beethoven Festival Chorus 
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1993-1994 Season 49
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 4, 5, 6, 1993 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 8 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Gregorian Chant; Stabat Mater dolorosa 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Verdi; Stabat Mater, No. 2 from Four Sacred Pieces 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Szymanowski; Stabat Mater 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Christine Goerke, Marietta Simpson, Victor Ledbetter 
Work: Poulenc; Stabat Mater 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Christine Goerke 
 
Dates: December 8, 9, 10, 11, 1993 

Program: ASO Special Christmas with Robert Shaw 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Young Singers of Callanwolde 
Soloists: Donna Carter, Ann Howard Jones, Richard Clement, John O’Neal, Charles Sprawls 
Notes: On 12/11 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: December 16, 17, 18, 1993 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Bach; Part III, “Herrscher des Himmels,” from Weinachtsoratorium 

Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Alicia Purcell, Laura Brooks Rice, Richard Clement, Daniel Licthi 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Alicia Purcell, Laura Brooks Rice, Richard Clement, Daniel Licthi 
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Dates: March 24, 25, 26, 1994 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 19 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Bach; St. John Passion, BWV 245 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus, ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Jon Humphrey, William Stone, James Michael McGuire, Henriette Schellenberg, 
Marietta Simpson, Karl Dent, Victor Ledbetter, Donna Carter, Michael Henry, William 
Borland 

Notes: ASOC sang the chorales 
 
Date: March 30, 1994 
Venue: Carnegie Hall 
Program: ASO Carnegie Hall Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Bach; St. John Passion, BWV 245 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Orchestra: Orchestra of St. Luke’s 
Soloists: Jon Humphrey, William Stone, James Michael McGuire, Henriette Schellenberg, 

Marietta Simpson, Karl Dent, Victor Ledbetter, Donna Carter, Michael Henry, William 
Borland 

 
Dates: May 19, 20, 21, 1994 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 23 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw and Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Beethoven; Mass in D major, Opus 123, “Missa Solemnis,” Opus 123 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Pamela Coburn, Nancy Maultsby, John Aler, Herbert Eckhoff 
 
Dates: July 21, 22, 23, 1994 

Program: ASO Festivals No. 3 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Masters: Ann Howard Jones and David Morrow 
Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Christine Brewer, Nancy Maultsby, Robert Breault, James Courtney 
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1994-1995 Season 50
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: October 8, 1994 

Program: ASO Special: Symphony Celebration Sing-Along with Robert Shaw 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Bourgeois; “Old Hundredth” 

Work: Mozart; Ave verum corpus, K. 618 
Work: Mendelssohn; “He, Watching Over Israel” from Elijah 
Work: Bach; “Kyrie” from Mass in B Minor 

Work: Victoria; O vos omnes 
Work: Bach; Passion Chorale from St. Matthew Passion [“When comes my hour of parting”] 
Work: Berlioz; The Shepherds’ Farewell to the Holy Family, from L’Enfance du Christ 

Work: Brahms; “Create in me, O God, a pure heart” (Schaffe in mir, Gott, ein rein Herz)  
Work: Bach; “Dona nobis pacem” from Mass in B Minor 
Work: Brahms; “How Lovely Is Thy Dwelling Place” from A German Requiem 
Work: Handel; “Hallelujah” (Chorus) from Messiah 

Notes: [part of an “open house” for the community, which included demonstrations, this sing-
along, and an instrumental petting zoo] 

 
Dates: November 3, 4, 5, 1994 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 6 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Mendelssohn; Elijah, Opus 70 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Thomas Hampson, Barbara Bonney, Henriette Schellenberg, Florence Quivar, Marietta 
Simpson, Jerry Hadley, Richard Clement, Thomas Paul, Reid Bartelme (boy soprano), 
Tim Gunter 

 
Dates: December 7, 8, 9, 10, 1994 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with Robert Shaw 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Atlanta Boy Choir 
Soloists: Donna Carter, Nannette Soles, John O’Neal, Oliver Sueing, Charles Sprawls 
Notes: On 12/10 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
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Dates: December 15, 16, 17, 1994 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Bach; Part IV, “Fallt mit Danken, fallt mit Loben,” from Weinachtsoratorium 

Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Henriette Schellenberg, Marietta Simpson, Karl Dent, William Stone 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Henriette Schellenberg, Marietta Simpson, Karl Dent, William Stone 
 
Date: February 4, 1995 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw (Stravinsky and Brahms), Yoel Levi (Ravel) 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Stravinsky; Symphony of Psalms 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Brahms; Nänie, for Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 82 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Ravel; Suite No. 2 from Daphnis et Chloé 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Notes: ASO 50th Anniversary Celebration, National Telecast on PBS 
 
Dates: April 6, 7, 8, 1995 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 19 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Bach; Cantata No. 4, “Christ lag in Todesbanden,” (Christ lay in death’s bonds) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Work: Poulenc; Gloria 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: Sylvia McNair 
Notes: Chorus sections sang solos in Bach Cantata No. 4 
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Dates: May 4, 5, 1995 
Venue: Carnegie Hall 
Program: ASO Carnegie Hall Special:  
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Mahler; Symphony No. 8 in E-flat major, “Symphony of a Thousand” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Orchestra: Cleveland Orchestra 

Assisting Choirs: Cleveland Orchestra Chorus, Cincinnati May Festival Chorus, Oberlin 
College Choir, American Boychoir 

Soloists: Bridgett Hooks, Margaret Jane Wray, Christine Goerke, Janis Taylor, Marietta 
Simpson, Kim Begley, William Stone, John Cheek 

Notes: Part of 75Th Anniversary Year of The Cleveland Orchestra 
 
Dates: May 18, 19, 20, 1995 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 23 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Robert Shaw 
Work: Verdi; Requiem 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Kallen Esperian, Nicole Philobosian, Denyce Graves, Jianyi Zhang, James Morris 
Notes: [Soprano Andrea Gruber cancelled and was replaced by Kallen Esperian and Nicole 

Philobosian] 
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1995-1996 Season 51
st
 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 2, 3, 4, 1995 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 7 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Haydn; Te Deum for the Empress Maria Therese 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Adams; Harmonium 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Rachmaninoff; The Bells, Opus 35 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Renée Fleming, Karl Dent, Victor Ledbetter 
 
Dates: December 6, 7, 8, 9, 1995 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with Robert Shaw 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Spelman College Glee Club 
Soloists: Arietha Lockhart, Maia Wilson, Oliver Sueing 
Notes: On 12/9 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: December 15, 16, 1995 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Berlioz; L’Enfance du Christ, Opus 25 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Martha J. Hart, Karl Dent, James Michael McGuire, Kenneth Cox, Michael Henry, 
William Borland 
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Date: March 16, 1996 
Program: ASO Special: Choral Celebration—25th Anniversary Concert 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Rachmaninoff; “Blazhem muzh” and “Bogoroditse Devo” from Vespers, Opus 37 [a 

cappella] 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Mozart; Mass in C major, K. 317, “Coronation” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Carol Ann Allred, Marietta Simpson, Richard Croft, Arthur Woodley 
Work: Brahms; Rhapsody for Alto and Male Chorus, Opus 53 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus Men 

Soloists: Marietta Simpson 
Work: Beethoven; Finale from Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus  
Soloists: Carol Ann Allred, Marietta Simpson, Richard Croft, Arthur Woodley 
Notes: Telecast in Georgia on GPB (Georgia Public Broadcasting), [Eight members from the 

ASOC’s first year still singing with group were mentioned in program], [Soprano, Tenor, 
and Bass soloists were replaced] 

 
Dates: March 27, 28, 29, 1996 
Program: ASO Master Season No. 19 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Bach; The Passion According to St. Matthew, BWV 244 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus, Members of ASOC 

Soloists: Scot Weir, William Stone, Sylvia McNair, Marietta Simpson, Richard Clement, James 
Michael McGuire, William Borland, Stephen Ozcomert, Theodore Tsaltas, Arietha 
Lockhart, Donna Carter, Pamela Elrod, David Blalock 

Notes: Members of ASOC sang in chorales 
 
Date: April 2, 1996 
Venue: Carnegie Hall 
Program: ASO Carnegie Hall Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Bach; The Passion According to St. Matthew, BWV 244 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Assisting Ensemble: The Boys of the Saint Thomas Choir 
Orchestra: Orchestra of St. Luke’s 
Soloists: Scot Weir, William Stone, Sylvia McNair, Marietta Simpson, Richard Clement, James 

Michael McGuire, William Borland, Stephen Ozcomert, Theodore Tsaltas, Arietha 
Lockhart, Donna Carter, Pamela Elrod, David Blalock 
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Dates: May 16, 17, 18, 1996 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 24 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Berlioz; Requiem (“Grande messe des morts”), Opus 5 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: Stanford Olsen 
 
Dates: July 19, 1996 

Program: Special: Opening Ceremonies for Centennial Olympic Games 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: “Star-Spangled Banner” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Notes: The ASOC was part of the Centennial Olympic Honor Choir, which also included the 
Morehouse and Spelman College Glee Clubs. The COHC performed on several other 
numbers during the ceremony. 

 
Dates: August 1, 2, 1996 

Program: ASO Special: Olympic Arts Festival 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Mahler; Symphony No. 2 in C minor (“Resurrection”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Margaret Jane Wray, Jennifer Larmore 
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1996-1997 Season 52
nd

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: December 11, 12, 13, 14, 1996 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with Robert Shaw 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Arietha Lockhart, Ann Howard Jones, Sean Mayer, Charles Sprawls 
Notes: On 12/14 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. Fall concerts were canceled due 

to ASO players’ strike. 
 
Dates: December 19, 20, 21, 1996 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Handel; Messiah 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Jami Rogers, Mary Phillips, Richard Clement, William Stone 
 
Dates: February 27, 28, March 1, 2, 1997 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 14 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Prokofiev; Alexander Nevsky, Opus 78 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: Pamela Dillard 
Notes: Accompanied 1938 film directed by Sergei Eisenstein 
 
Dates: March 20, 21, 22, 1997 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 16 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Poulenc; V, VI, and VII from Sept répons des ténèbres (Seven Tenebres Responses) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Brahms; Ein deutsches Requiem, Opus 45 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Janice Chandler, William Stone 
Notes: [On Thursday evening before the performance Shaw received the French government 

medal as Officier des Arts et des Lettres] 
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Dates: April 3, 1997 
Venue: Carnegie Hall 
Program: Carnegie Hall Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Brahms; Ein deutsches Requiem, Opus 45 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Orchestra: Orchestra of St. Luke’s 
Soloists: Janice Chandler, William Stone 
Notes: 100th anniversary of Brahms’ death 
 
Dates: May 1, 2, 3, 1997 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 23 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Holst; The Planets 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus Women 

 
Dates: May 15, 16, 17, 1997 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 23 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Ann Howard Jones 
Work: Bloch; Avodath hakodesh (Sacred Service) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Sherrill Milnes, Isaac Goodfriend (speaker on 5/15 and 5/17), Edgar Neiss (speaker on 
5/16), Debra Benardot, Nannette Soles 
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1997-1998 Season 53
rd

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 13, 14, 15, 1997 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 8 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bartók; Cantata profana (“The Nine Enchanted Stags”), Sz. 94 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Richard Clement, Nathan Gunn, Patricia Nealon, Pamela Elrod, Sean Mayer, William 
Borland 

Work: Barber; Prayers of Kierkegaard, Opus 30 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Carmen Pelton, Nannette Soles, Richard Clement 
Work: Vaughan Williams; Dona nobis pacem 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Carmen Pelton, Nathan Gunn 
Notes: This program was scheduled for performance and recording in the fall of 1996; it was 

postponed due to the ASO players’ strike. 
 
Dates: December 10, 11, 12, 13, 1997 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with Robert Shaw 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Richard Clement, Nannette Soles, Donna Carter 
Notes: On 12/13 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
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Dates: December 18, 19, 20, 1997 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Handel; Messiah 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Dominique Labelle, Marietta Simpson, Alan Bennett, Victor Ledbetter 
 
Dates: March 26, 27, 28, 1998 
Program: ASO Master Season No. 18 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bach; Mass in B minor, BWV 232 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Heidi Grant Murphy, Delores Ziegler, Marietta Simpson, Karl Dent, William Stone, 
Peter Rose 
Concertists: Donna Carter, Michael Henry 

 
Date: April 3, 1998 
Venue: Carnegie Hall 
Program: ASO Carnegie Hall Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bach; Mass in B minor, BWV 232 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Orchestra: Orchestra of St. Luke’s 
Soloists: Heidi Grant Murphy, Delores Ziegler, Marietta Simpson, Karl Dent, William Stone, 

Peter Rose 
 
Dates: May 14, 16, 18, 1998 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 23 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bizet; Carmen (complete opera) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Pamela Dillard, Janice Chandler, Carl Tanner, Donald Christensen, Arietha Lockhart, 

Mary Phillips, Beau Palmer, John McVeigh, Donald Sherrill, Gregory Keil 
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1998-1999 Season 54
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: October 29, 30, 31, 1998 

Program: Master Season No. 5 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Dvorak; Stabat Mater, Opus 58 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Christine Goerke, Marietta Simpson, Stanford Olsen, Nathan Berg 
 
Dates: December 9, 10, 11, 12, 1998 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with Robert Shaw 
Conductor: Robert Shaw 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: See Appendix C 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Spelman College Glee Club 
Soloists: Arietha Lockhart, Maia Wilson 
Notes: On 12/12 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: December 17, 18, 19, 1998 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Shaw (12/17 and 12/18), Norman Mackenzie (12/19) 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bach; Magnificat, BWV 243 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Carmen Pelton, Donna Carter, Nannette Soles, Richard Clement, Gerard Sundberg 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Carmen Pelton, Nannette Soles, Richard Clement, Gerard Sundberg 
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Date: January 29, 1999 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie  
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work:  Brahms; “How Lovely Is Thy Dwelling Place” from A German Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus, Robert Shaw Institute Singers 
Work:  Rachmaninoff; “Bogoroditse Devo” from Vespers, Opus 37 [a cappella] 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus, Robert Shaw Institute Singers 

Work:  Mendelssohn; “He Watching Over Israel” from Elijah 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus, Robert Shaw Institute Singers 

Work:  Vaughn Williams; Finale from Dona nobis pacem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus, Robert Shaw Institute Singers 

Soloist: Sylvia McNair 
Work:  Handel; “Hallelujah” (Chorus) from Messiah 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus and all other choirs and audience 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Robert Shaw Institute Singers 
Notes: Memorial tribute to Robert Shaw who died on January 25, 1999. Other selections 

included: William Fred Scott leading the ASO, Ann Howard Jones leading the Robert 
Shaw Institute Singers, and David Morrow with the Morehouse College Glee Club. 

 
Dates: March 25, 26, 27, 1999 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 17 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Haydn; The Seasons 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Dominique Labelle, Richard Clement, Nathan Berg 
 
Dates: May 20, 21, 22, 1999 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 24 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Berlioz; La Damnation de Faust, Opus 24 [The Damnation of Faust] 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Ruxandra Donose, Stuart Neill, Paul Plishka, John Relyea 
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1999-2000 Season 55
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 4, 5, 6, 1999 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 7 
Conductor: Alan Gilbert 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Stravinsky; Symphony of Psalms 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Mozart/Süssmayr (Completed); Requiem, K. 626 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Karen Clift, Marietta Simpson, Stanford Olsen, Kevin Deas 
 
Dates: December 8, 9, 10, 11, 1999 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with the ASO 
Conductor: William Fred Scott 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Anne-Marie Spalinger, Cleveland Jones, Ramon Bryant, Henry Atwater III 
Notes: On 12/11 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: December 17, 18, 1999 

Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Roberto Abbado 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Dominique Labelle, Jill Grove, Jon Villars, Robert Honeysucker 
 
Dates: December 19, 1999 

Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Donna Carter, Katherine Murray, Frank Timmerman, Gerard Sundberg 
Notes: Messiah Sing-Along 
 
Dates: March 9, 10, 11, 2000 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 16 
Conductor: John Nelson 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Brahms; Ein deutsches Requiem, Opus 45 (sung in English) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Rebecca Evans, Nathan Berg 
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Dates: March 30, 31, April 1, 2000 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 18 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Shostakovich; Symphony No. 13 (“Babi Yar”) 
Ensemble: Men of the ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Donald Sherrill, Kenny Leon (speaker) 
 
Dates: April 30, 2000 

Venue: Trinity Presbyterian Church (Atlanta, GA) 
Program: Special: A Robert Shaw Birthday Tribute 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Fauré; Requiem, Opus 48 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Work: Duruflé; Requiem, Opus 48 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

 
Dates: May 18, 19, 20, 2000 

Program: ASO Master Season No. 24 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Mahler; Symphony No. 2 in C minor (“Resurrection”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Margaret Lloyd, Mary Phillips 
 
Date: June 24, 2000 
Program: ASO Beethoven Festival No. 7 
Conductor: Yoel Levi 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Beethoven; Fantasia in C minor for Piano, Chorus, and Orchestra, Opus 80 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Bruno Leonardo Gelber (piano), Christine Goerke, Arietha Lockhart, Marietta 
Simpson, Stuart Neill, Bradley Howard, Kevin Deas 

Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Christine Goerke, Marietta Simpson, Stuart Neill, Kevin Deas 
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2000-2001 Season 56
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 2, 3, 4, 2000 

Program: ASO Masterworks Series No. 6 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Orff; Carmina Burana 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Tammy M. Jenkins, Stanford Olsen, Earle Patriarco 
 
Dates: December 6, 7, 8, 9, 2000 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: William Fred Scott 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club 
Soloists: Arietha Lockhart, Anne-Marie Spalinger 
Notes: On 12/9 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: December 15, 16, 2000 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Vivaldi; Gloria in D major, R. 589 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Christine Goerke, Donna Carter, Emily Eyre, Frank Timmerman, Gerard Sundberg 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Christine Goerke, Emily Eyre, Frank Timmerman, Gerard Sundberg 
 
Date: December 17, 2000 

Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Christine Goerke, Emily Eyre, Frank Timmerman, Gerard Sundberg 
Notes: Messiah Sing-Along 
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Dates: February 22, 23, 24, 2001 

Program: ASO Masterworks Series No. 14 
Conductor: John Nelson 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Beethoven; Mass in D major, Opus 123, “Missa Solemnis” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Christine Brewer, Marietta Simpson, Anthony Dean Griffey, Stephen West 
 
Dates: March 22, 23, 24, 2001 
Program: ASO Masterworks Series No. 17 
Conductor: Robert King 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Work: Handel; Zadok the Priest, Coronation Anthem No. 1 
Work: Handel; My Heart Is Inditing, Coronation Anthem No. 4 
Work: Handel; Let Thy Hand Be Strengthened, Coronation Anthem No. 3 
Work: Handel; The King Shall Rejoice, Coronation Anthem No. 2 
 
Dates: April 29, 2001 

Venue: Trinity Presbyterian Church (Atlanta, GA) 
Program: Special: A Robert Shaw Birthday Tribute 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Work: Bach; “Lobet den Herrn, alle Heiden” [Motet No. 6] 
Work: Vaughn Williams; Mass in G Minor 
Soloists: Arietha Lockhart, Pamela Elrod, Frank Timmerman, William Borland 
Work: Parker-Shaw; American Hymns and Spirituals:  

What Wondrous Love; Hark, I Hear the Harps Eternal; God Is Seen; Come Away to the 
Skies; Saints Bound for Heaven; Swing Low, Sweet Chariot; My God Is a Rock 

Soloists: Donna Carter, Stepehn Ozcomert 
 
Dates: May 24, 25, 26, 2001 

Program: ASO Masterworks Series No. 24 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Verdi; Requiem 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Paula Delligatti, Stephanie Blythe, Frank Lopardo, John Relyea 
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Dates: August 3, 2001 

Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: Women from the ASOC and ASOCC 

Work: Mendelssohn; Incidental Music to A Midsummer Night’s Dream  
Soloists: Arietha Lockhart, Nannette Soles 
Notes: Thomas Shaw was the narrator. 
 
Dates: August 4, 2001 

Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: Women from the ASOC and ASOCC 

Work: Messiaen; Trois Petites Liturgies sur la Présence Divine  
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2001-2002 Season 57
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: September 30, 2001 

Program: ASO Special: “Music of Recovery, Healing, and Hope” 
Conductor: Robert Spano (Mozart), Norman Mackenzie (Rachmaninoff) 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Mozart/Süssmayr (Completed); Selections from Requiem, K. 626 
Soloist: Arietha Lockhart 
Work: Rachmaninoff; “Glory to God,” from Vespers, Opus 37 [a cappella] 
Notes: 9/11 Memorial Concert (with AYSO), Benefit for the American Red Cross 
 
Dates: November 8, 9, 10, 2001 

Program: ASO Masterworks Series No. 7 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Debussy; Nocturnes 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus Women 

Work: Vaughan Williams; A Sea Symphony (Symphony No. 1) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Christine Goerke, Brett Polegato 
 
Date: December 2, 2001 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bach; Cantata No. 140, “Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme” 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Amy Pfrimmer, Frank Timmerman, Gerard Sundberg 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Amy Pfrimmer, Nannette Soles, Frank Timmerman, Gerard Sundberg 
 
Dates: December 6, 7, 8, 9, 2001 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: William Fred Scott 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Joscelin Lockhart, Anthony McGlaun 
Notes: On 12/8 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
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Dates: March 14, 15, 16, 2002 

Program: ASO Masterworks Series No. 17 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Britten; War Requiem, Opus 66 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Elena Prokina, Anthony Dean Griffey, Nathan Gunn 
 
Dates: May 5, 2002 

Venue: Trinity Presbyterian Church (Atlanta, GA) 
Program: Special: A Robert Shaw Birthday Tribute 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Work: Bach; “Jesu, meine Freude” BWV 227 
Soloists: Arietha Lockhart, Anne-Marie Spalinger, Donna Carter 
Work: Bach; “Komm, Jesu, Komm” BWV 229 
Work: Bach; “Christ lag in Todesbanden” BWV 4 
Work: Bach; “Singet dem Herrn” BWV 225 
Soloists: Donna Carter, Katherine Murray, David Blalock, Stepehn Ozcomert 
 
Dates: May 23, 24, 25, 2002 

Program: ASO Masterworks Series No. 23 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Singleton; PraiseMaker 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Mendelssohn; Symphony No. 2 in B-flat major, Opus 52 (“Lobgesang”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloist: Jessica Jones, Arietha Lockhart, Richard Clement 
 
Dates: May 30, 31, June 1, 2002 

Program: ASO Masterworks Series No. 24 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Holst; The Planets 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus Women 
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2002-2003 Season 58
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: October 31, November 1, 2, 2002 

Program: ASO Classical Season No. 6 
Conductor: John Nelson 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Mendelssohn; Elijah, Opus 70 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Neal Davies, Barbara Bonney, Stephanie Blythe, John Mark Ainsley, Viveka 
Chandrasekaran, Donna Carter, Arietha Lockhart, Anne-Marie Spalinger, Alanna Barber, 
Fran Bjornebye, Mark Husey, Sean Mayer, Timothy Gunter, Stephen Ozcomert 

 
Dates: December 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 2002 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: William Fred Scott 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Bradley Howard, Joscelin Lockhart, Martin Woods 
 
Date: December 19, 2002 
Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bach; Cantata No. 61, “Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland” 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Cyndia Seiden, Frank Timmerman, Gerard Sundberg 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Cyndia Sieden, Nannette Soles, Frank Timmerman, Gerard Sundberg 
 
Dates: December 21, 2002 

Program: ASO Special: Messiah Sing-Along 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Cyndia Sieden, Nannette Soles, Frank Timmerman, Gerard Sundberg 
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Dates: January 23, 24, 25, 2003 

Program: ASO Classical Season No. 11 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Mary Dunleavy, Elizabeth Bishop, Stephen Gould, Alastair Miles 
 
Dates: March 6, 7, 8, 2003 

Program: ASO Classical Season No. 16 
Conductor: Alan Gilbert 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Beethoven; Mass in C major, Opus 86 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Serena Benedetti, Robynne Redmon, Richard Croft, Brett Polegato 
 
Dates: March 19, 2003 

Program: ASO Special: An Enduring Light 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bach; “Dona nobis pacem” from Mass in B Minor 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Notes: Celebration of Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Jimmy Carter 
 
Dates: April 24, 25, 26, 2003 
Program: ASO Classical Season No. 20 
Conductor: Nicholas McGegan 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Beethoven; Christus am Oelberge, Opus 85 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Twyla Robinson, William Burden, Philip Cutlip 
 
Dates: May 29, 30, 31, 2003 

Program: ASO Classical Season No. 24 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Adams; El Niño (“The Christ Child”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Heidi Grant Murphy, Nancy Maultsby, Eric Owens,  

from the Theatre of Voices: Daniel Bubeck, Brian Cummings, Paul Flight 
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Dates: June 6, 2003 

Venue: Ravinia Festival 
Program: ASO Tour 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Adams; El Niño (“The Christ Child”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus  
Assisting Choir: Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Heidi Grant Murphy, Nancy Maultsby, Eric Owens,  

from the Theatre of Voices: Daniel Bubeck, Brian Cummings, Paul Flight 
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2003-2004 Season 59
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 6, 7, 8 ,2003 

Program: ASO Classical Season No. 7 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Berlioz; Requiem (“Grande messe des morts”), Opus 5 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Frank Lopardo 
 
Dates: December 5, 2003 

Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Mozart; Regina Coeli, K. 276 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Arietha Lockhart, Nannette Soles, Frank Timmerman, Gerard Sundberg 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Cyndia Sieden, Nannette Soles, Frank Timmerman, Gerard Sundberg 
 
Dates: December 11, 12, 13, 2003 

Venue: Berliner Philharmonie 
Program: Berlin ASOC Tour 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Britten; War Requiem 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Tölzer Knabenchor 
Orchestra: Berlin Philharmonic 

Soloists: Elena Prokina, Ian Bostridge, Christian Gerhaher 
 
Dates: December 2003 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: William Fred Scott 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Bradley Howard, Joscelin Lockhart, Martin Woods 
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Dates: February 26, 27, 28, 2004 

Program: ASO Classical Season No. 15 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Pärt; Te Deum 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

 
Dates: April, 22, 23, 24, 2004 

Program: ASO Classical Season No. 21 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Vaughan Williams; A Sea Symphony (Symphony No. 1) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Christine Brewer, Brett Polegato 
 
Dates: May 1, 2004 

Venue: Carnegie Hall 
Program: ASO Tour 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Vaughan Williams; A Sea Symphony 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Christine Brewer, Brett Polegato 
 
Dates: June 3, 4, 5, 2004 

Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Howard Shore 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Shore; The Lord of the Rings Symphony 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Sissel, Daniel Dalpiaz (boy soprano) 
Notes: On 6/5 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
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2004-2005 Season 60
th

 ASO Season 

 
Dates: November 11, 12, 13, 2004 

Program: ASO Classical Series No. 8 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Golijov; Oceana (1996, rev. 2004) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Luciana Souza (vocals), John Dearman and Scott Tennant (guitars) 
Work: Ravel; Daphnis et Chloé [complete ballet] 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

 
Dates: December 16, 2004 

Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bach; Magnificat, BWV 243 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Twyla Robinson, Donna Carter, Robynne Redmon, Frank Timmerman, Gerard 
Sundberg 

Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Twyla Robinson, Robynne Redmon, Frank Timmerman, Gerard Sundberg 
 
Dates: December 2004 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: William Fred Scott 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Bradley Howard, Joscelin Lockhart, Martin Woods 
 
Dates: January 27, 28, 29, 2005 

Program: ASO Classical Series No. 11 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Mozart; Requiem, K. 626 (Robert D. Levin edition) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Christine Brewer, Ruxandra Donose, John Tessier, Eric Owens 
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Dates: March 17, 18, 19, 2005 

Program: ASO Classical Series No. 17 
Conductor: Charles Dutoit 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Berlioz; The Damnation of Faust 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Suzanne Mentzer, Gregory Kunde, Sir Willard White, Christopher Feigum 
 
Dates: May 12, 13, 14, 2005 

Program: ASO Classical Series No. 23 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Theofanidis; The Music of Our Final Meeting [changed to The Here and Now] 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Hila Plitmann, Richard Clement, Brett Polegato 
Work: Del Tredici; Paul Revere’s Ride 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Hila Plitmann 
Notes: Both works were ASO Commissions and World Premieres. The name of the Theofanidis 

work was changed for the recording. 
 
 
Date: June 14 2005  
Venue: Columbus Museum Galleria, Columbus, GA 

Program: AGO Regional Convention 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Work: Messiaen; “O sacrum convivium” 
Work: Taverner; “Song for Athene” 
Work: Vaughan Williams; Mass in G minor 
Soloists: Arietha Lockhart, Pamela Elrod, Nin Hiles, James Morrow 
Work: Duruflé; Quatre motets sur des themes grégoriens, Opus 10 
Work: Copland; Four Motets, Opus 20 
Soloists: Arietha Lockhart, Pamela Elrod, Nin Hiles, James Morrow 
Work: Tallis; “O sacrum convivium” 
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2005-2006 Season 61
st
 ASO Season 

 
 
Dates: September 15, 16, 17, 2005 

Program: ASO Classical Series No. 1 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Mahler; Symphony No. 2 (“Resurrection”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus  
Soloists: Twyla Robinson, Nancy Maultsby 
 
Date: October 27, 2005 

Venue: Carnegie Hall 
Program: Carnegie Hall Special 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus  
Work: Mozart; “Ave verum corpus” 
Work: Mozart; Requiem (Robert Levin edition) 
Orchestra: Orchestra of St. Luke’s 
Soloists: Celena Shafer, Kristine Jepson, John Tessier, Nathan Berg 
 
Dates: November 9, 11, 12, 2005 

Program: ASO Classical Series No. 8 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Golijov; Ainadamar (“Fountain of Tears”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus Women 

Soloists: Dawn Upshaw, Kelley O'Connor, Jessica Rivera, Jesús Montoya, Eduardo Chama, 
Sean Mayer, Robb Askloff, Anne-Carolyn Bird, Sindhu Chandrasekaran 

Notes: Eighteen women from the ASOCC were the chorus. 
 
Dates: December 8, 9, 10, 2005 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Notes: On 12/10 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
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Dates: December 15, 17, 2005 

Program: Holiday Special  
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Work: Bach; “Jauchzet, frohlocket!,” Part 1 of Weihnachtsoratorium 

Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Soloists: Leah Partridge, Nannette Soles, Frank Timmerman, Gerard Sundberg 
 
Dates: January 5, 6, 7, 2006 

Program: ASO Classical Series No. 11 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus  
Work: Bach; Magnificat in D Major, BWV 243 

Soloists: Theresa Hamm-Smith, Anne-Marie Spalinger, Magdalena Wór, Frank Timmerman, 
Stephen Ozcomert 

 
Dates: March 2, 3, 4, 2006 

Program: ASO Classical Series No. 16 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Verdi; Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus  
Soloists: Andrea Gruber, Stephanie Blythe, Frank Lopardo, Greer Grimsley 
Notes: Dedicated to memory of Coretta Scott King 
 
Date: March 11, 2006 

Program: Carnegie Hall Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Verdi; Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus  
Soloists: Andrea Gruber, Stephanie Blythe, Frank Lopardo, Greer Grimsley 
 
Dates: March 23, 24, 25, 2006 

Program: ASO Classical Series No. 17 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus  
Work: Messiaen; Trois Petites Liturgies sur la Présence Divine 
Soloists: Peter Marshall (piano), Mary Chun (ondes Martenot) 
Work: Mozart; Mass in C Minor, K. 427 
Soloists: Jane Archibald, Katherine Rohrer, William Burden, John Relyea 
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Dates: May 25, 26, 27, 2006 

Program: ASO Classical Series No. 24 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Sibelius; Kullervo, Opus 7 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus Men 

Soloists: Charlotte Hellekant, Nathan Gunn 
 
Date: June 3, 2006 
Venue: Cathedral of S. Philip, Atlanta 

Program: Ojai Festival Preview Concert  
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus  
Work: Messiaen; “O sacrum convivium!” 
Work: Tallis; “O sacrum convivium” 
Work: Vaughan Williams; Mass in G Minor 
Soloists: Arietha Lockhart, Pamela Elrod, Nin Hiles, James Morrow 
Work: Tavener; Song for Athene 
Work: Duruflé; Four Motets on Gregorian Themes, Op. 10 
Work: Copland: Four Motets, Op. 20 
Soloists: Arietha Lockhart, Pamela Elrod, Nin Hiles, James Morrow 
 
Date: June 9, 2006 

Program: Ojai Festival 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Golijov; Ainadamar (“Fountain of Tears”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus Women 

Soloists: Dawn Upshaw, Kelley O'Connor, Jessica Rivera, Jesús Montoya, Matthew Shaw, Sean 
Mayer, Alex Richardson, Sindhu Chandrasekaran, Viveka Chandrasekaran 

Notes: Eighteen women from the ASOCC were the chorus. 
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Date: June 10, 2006 
Program: Ojai Festival  
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus  
Work: Messiaen; “O sacrum convivium!” 
Work: Tallis; “O sacrum convivium” 
Work: Vaughan Williams; Mass in G Minor 
Soloists: Arietha Lockhart, Pamela Elrod, Nin Hiles, James Morrow 
Work: Tavener; Song for Athene 
Work: Duruflé; Quatré motets sur des thèmes grégoriens, Op. 10 
Work: Copland: Four Motets, Op. 20 
Soloists: Arietha Lockhart, Pamela Elrod, Nin Hiles, James Morrow 
 
Date: June 11, 2006 

Program: Ojai Festival 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Work: Golijov; Oceana  
Soloists: Sindhu Chandrasekaran, Luciana Souza 
Work: Bach; “Dona nobis pacem” from Mass in B Minor 
 
Date: June 14, 2006 

Program: Ravinia Festival 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Golijov; Ainadamar (“Fountain of Tears”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus Women 

Soloists: Dawn Upshaw, Kelley O'Connor, Jessica Rivera, Jesús Montoya, Matthew Shaw, Sean 
Mayer, Alex Richardson, Sindhu Chandrasekaran, Viveka Chandrasekaran 
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2006-2007 Season 62
nd

 ASO Season 

 
 
Dates: September 21, 23, 24, 2006 

Program: ASO Classical Series No. 1 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Vaughan Williams; Serenade to Music 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Jessica Rivera, Kelley O’Connor, Thomas Studebaker, Nmon Ford 
Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 in D Minor, Op. 125 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Measha Brueggergosman, Kelley O’Connor, Thomas Studebaker, Nmon Ford 
 
Dates: October 5, 6, 7, 2006 

Program: ASO Classical Series No. 3 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Holst; The Planets, Op. 32 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus Women 

 
Date: October 8, 2006 

Venue: Hodgson Concert Hall, University of Georgia, Athens 
Program: University of Georgia Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Holst; The Planets, Op. 32 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus Women 

 
Dates: October 26, 28, 2006 

Program: ASO Classical Series No. 5 
Conductor: Bernard Labadie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Fauré; Pavane, Op. 50 
Work: Fauré; Requiem, Op. 48 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Karina Gauvin, Aaron St. Clair Nicholson 
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Date: November 18, 2006 

Venue: Hotel Intercontinental, Atlanta GA 
Program: ASO Ball 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Work: Brahms; “O schöne Nacht,” Op. 92, no. 1 
Work: Brahms; “Abendlied,” Op. 92, no. 3 
Work: Brahms; “Rote Abendwolken ziehen,” Op. 103, no. 11 
Work: Gershwin; “Embraceable You” 
Work: Gershwin; “Our Love Is Here to Stay” 
 
Dates: December 7, 8, 9, 2006 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloist: Lucan James 
Notes: On 12/9 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
 
Dates: December 14, 16, 2006 

Program: Holiday Special  
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Vivaldi; Gloria in D major, R. 589 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Jessica Rivera, Kelley O’Connor, Frank Timmerman, Gerard Sundberg 
 
Dates: March 8, 9, 10, 2007 

Venue: Knight Concert Hall, Carnival Center for the Performing Arts, Miami FL 
Program: ACDA National Convention  
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Work: Vaughan Williams; A Sea Symphony (Symphony No. 1) 
Soloists: Measha Brueggergosman, Brett Polegato 
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Dates: March 22, 24, 2007 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: John Adams 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Assisting Choir: Gwinnett Young Singers 
Work: Adams; On the Transmigration of Souls 

 
Dates: March 29, 31, 2007 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Work: Bach; St. John Passion 

Soloists: Thomas Glenn, Andrew Foster-Williams, Christine Brandes, Monica Groop, Thomas 
Cooley, Russell Braun 

 
Dates: June 7, 8, 9, 2007 

Program: ASO Classical Series No. 23 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Szymanowski; Symphony No. 3, Op. 27, “Song of the Night” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloist: John Tessier 
Work: Orff; Carmina Burana 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Assisting Choir: Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Cyndia Sieden, John Tessier, Stephen Powell 
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2007-2008 Season 63
rd

 ASO Season 

 
 
Dates: September 27, 29, 30, 2007 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Puccini; La Bohème 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Assisting Choir: Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Nora Amsellem, Georgia Jarman, Marcus Haddock, Fabio Capitanucci, Denis Sedov, 

Christopher Schaldenbrand, Kevin Glavin, Bradley Howard, Sean Meyer, Andrew 
Garland, Stephen Ozcomert, Peter Simon 

Notes: James Alexander, Stage Director 
 
Dates: November 1, 3, 2007 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Brahms; Ein deutsches Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Twyla Robinson, Mariusz Kwiecien 

 
Dates: December 6, 7, 8, 2007 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Notes: On 12/8 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Date: December 13, 2007 

Program: Holiday Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bach; Part II of Weihnachts-Oratorium (“Christmas Oratorio”) BWV 248 

Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
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Dates: February 7, 9, 2008 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Adams; On the Transmigration of Souls 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Assisting Choir: Gwinnett Young Singers 

 
Date: February 29, 2008 
Venue: Spivey Hall, Atlanta 
Program: Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Britten; Rejoice in the Lamb 

Soloists: Anne-Marie Spalinger, Katherine Murray, David Blalock, Steve Ozcomert 
Work: Bernstein; Missa Brevis 

Soloist: Elise Eskew 
Work: Barber; “Agnus Dei” 

Work: Duruflé; Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
 
Dates: March 27, 28, 29, 2008 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Theofanidis; The Here and Now 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Hila Plitmann, Richard Clement, Nathan Gunn 
Work: Ravel; Daphnis et Chloé 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
 
Date: April 5, 2008 

Venue: Carnegie Hall, New York 
Program: Carnegie Hall Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Theofanidis; The Here and Now 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Hila Plitmann, Richard Clement, Nathan Gunn 
Work: Ravel; Daphnis et Chloé 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
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Date: April 10, 2008 
Venue: Symphony Hall in Birmingham, UK 
Program: Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Golijov; Ainadamar (“Fountain of Tears”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus Women 

Soloists: Dawn Upshaw, Kelley O'Connor, Jessica Rivera, Jesús Montoya, Gavin Carr, Anne-
Carolyn Bird, Sindhu Chandrasekaran 

Orchestra: City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra 
Notes: Eighteen women from the ASOCC were the chorus. 
 
Date: April 13, 2008 
Venue: Barbican Centre in London, UK 
Program: Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Golijov; Ainadamar (“Fountain of Tears”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus Women 

Soloists: Dawn Upshaw, Kelley O'Connor, Jessica Rivera, Jesús Montoya, Gavin Carr, Anne-
Carolyn Bird, Sindhu Chandrasekaran 

Orchestra: City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra 
Notes: Eighteen women from the ASOCC were the chorus. 
 
Dates: May 1, 2, 3, 2008 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Work: Berlioz, Requiem 

Soloist: Joseph Kaiser 
 
Date: May 2, 2008 
Venue: Bailey Performance Center at Kennesaw State University, Georgia 
Program: Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Work: Theofanidis; Message to Myself 

Work: Holst; Choral Hymns from the Rig Veda 

Work: Brahms; “Sieben Abendlieder” 
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Dates: May 15-17, 2008 

Venue: Berliner Philharmonie 
Program: Berlin ASOC Tour 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Berlioz, Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Orchestra: Berlin Philharmonic 
Soloist: Joseph Kaiser 
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2008-2009 Season 64
th

 ASO Season 

 
 
Dates: October 16, 18, 2008 

Program: ASO Classical Series  
Conductor: Nicholas McGegan 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Handel; Zadok the Priest 

Work: Mendelssohn; Verleih’ uns Frieden 

Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
 
Dates: November 21, 23, 2008 

Program: ASO Classical Series  
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Adams; Doctor Atomic 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Jessica Rivera, Meredith Arwady, Thomas Glenn, Richard Clement, Gerald Finley, 

James Maddelena, Richard Paul Fink, Eric Owens 

Notes: James Alexander, Stage Director 
 
Dates: December 4, 6, 2008 

Program: Holiday Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bach; “Gloria” from B Minor Mass 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Layla Claire, Julie Boulianne, Richard Clement, Gerard Sundberg 

 
Dates: December 11, 12, 13, 2008 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Notes: On 12/13 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: February 26, 28, 2009 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Haydn; Die Schöpfung 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Janice Chandler, Thomas Cooley, Steven Humes  
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Dates: March 5, 6, 7, 2009 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Higdon: The Singing Rooms 
Work: Singleton: PraiseMaker 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
 
Date: May 2, 2009 

Program: Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
 
Dates: May 14, 16, 17, 2009 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Stravinsky; Symphony of Psalms 

Work: Mozart; Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Nathalie Paulin, Stacey Rishoi, Chad A. Johnson, Gustav Andreassen 
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2009-2010 Season 65
th

 ASO Season 

 
 
Dates: October 15, 16, 2009 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Stravinsky; Le Rossignol (The Nightingale) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Celena Shafer, Jessica Rivera, Vinson Cole, Denis Sedov, Jason Grant, Kostas 

Smoriginas, Irina Tchistjakova, Sean Mayer, Stephen Ozcomert 
Notes: James Alexander, Stage Director 
 
Dates: October 29, 30, 2009 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Brahms; Ein deutsches Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Chen Reiss, Matthew Worth 

 
Date: November 5, 2009 
Venue: Hodgson Hall, University of Georgia, Athens 

Program: ASO Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Stravinsky; Le Rossignol (The Nightingale) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Celena Shafer, Jessica Rivera, Vinson Cole, Denis Sedov, Jason Grant, Kostas 

Smoriginas, Irina Tchistjakova, Sean Mayer, Stephen Ozcomert 
 Notes: Complete opera in concert 
 
Date: November 7, 2009 
Venue: Carnegie Hall, New York 

Program: Carnegie Hall Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Stravinsky; Le Rossignol (The Nightingale) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Celena Shafer, Jessica Rivera, Vinson Cole, Denis Sedov, Jason Grant, Kostas 

Smoriginas, Irina Tchistjakova, Sean Mayer, Stephen Ozcomert 
Notes: Complete opera in concert 
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Dates: December 3, 5, 2009 

Program: Holiday Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Jessica Rivera, Magdalena Wor, Richard Clement, Gerard Sundberg 

 
Dates: December 10, 11, 12, 2009 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 

Notes: On 12/12 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: December 18, 19, 20, 2009 

Venue: Berliner Philharmonie 
Program: Berlin ASOC Tour 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Brahms; Ein deutsches Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Orchestra: Berlin Philharmonic 
Soloists: Helena Juntunen, Gerald Finley 
 
Dates: February 11, 13, 2010 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Roberto Abbado 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Mozart; Mass in C Major, K. 317, “Coronation” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Kiera Duffy, Krisztina Szabó, Colin Balzer, Matthew Burns 

 
Dates: March 4, 6, 2010 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Mahler; Symphony No. 3 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus Women 
Assisting Choir: Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloist: Ruxandra Donose 
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Dates: April 22, 23, 24, 25, 2010 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Verdi; Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Angela Brown, Mariana Pentcheva, Dimitri Pittas, Andrea Silvestrelli 
Notes: Also performed on June 18 at the Chorus America/League of American Orchestras 

National Conferences held in Atlanta 
 
Dates: June 3, 5, 6, 2010 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Gandolfi; Q.E.D. Engaging Richard Feynman 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Notes: World Premiere, ASO Commission 
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2010-2011 Season 66
th

 ASO Season 

 
 
Dates: October 21, 23, 2010 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Janáček; Glagolitic Mass 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Twyla Robinson, Monica Groop, John McMaster, Burak Bilgili, Peter Marshall (organ) 
 
Date: October 30, 2010 
Venue: Carnegie Hall, New York 
Program: Carnegie Hall Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Janáček; Glagolitic Mass 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Twyla Robinson, Monica Groop, John McMaster, Burak Bilgili, Peter Marshall (organ) 
 
Dates: December 2, 4, 2010 

Program: Holiday Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Vivaldi: Gloria in D major, R. 589 

Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Kiera Duffy, Magdalena Wor, Richard Clement, Gerard Sundberg 

 
Dates: December 9, 10, 11, 2010 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 

Notes: On 12/11 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: January 20, 22, 2011 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Beethoven; Missa solemnis 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Christine Brewer, Karen Cargill, Thomas Cooley, Eric Owens 
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Date: February 13, 2011 
Venue: Carnegie Hall, New York 
Program: Carnegie Hall Choral Workshop 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Festival Chorus Director: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Berlioz, Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Assisting Choir: Carnegie Hall Choral Workshop Festival Chorus 
Orchestra: Orchestra of St. Luke’s 
Soloist: Thomas Cooley 
 
Dates: April 28, 30, 2011 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bach; Gottes Zeit ist die allebeste Zeit, BWV 106 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Amanda Squitieri, James Laing, Thomas Glenn, Steven Humes 
Work: Puccini; Act III of La Bohème 

Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Nicole Cabell, Amanda Squitieri, Gregory Turay, Marco Caria, Stephen Ozcomert, 

Steven Humes 

 
Dates: May 19, 21, 22, 2011 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Rachmaninoff; Vesna (“Spring”) Cantata 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloist: Stephen Powell 
Work: Britten; Spring Symphony 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Jessica Rivera, Kelley O’Connor, Anthony Dean Griffey 

 
Dates: June 9, 11, 12, 2011 
Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Puccini; Madama Butterfly 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Shu-Ying Li, Viveka Chandresekaran, Mika Shigematsu, Russell Thomas, Steven Cole, 

Dwayne Croft, Kelvin Chan, Michael Arens, Morris Robinson, Judah Kavi Giedd 

Notes: James Alexander, Stage Director 
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2011-2012 Season 67
th

 ASO Season 

 
 
Dates: September 22, 23, 25, 2011 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Beethoven; Symphony No. 9 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Christine Brewer, Nancy Maultsby, Vinson Cole, Nathan Berg 

 
Dates: October 27, 29, 2011 
Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Rachmaninoff: Kolokola (“The Bells”) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Tatiana Monogarova, Sergey Romanovsky, Denis Sedov 

 
Dates: December 1, 3, 2011 

Program: Holiday Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bach; Magnificat in D Major, BWV 243 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Stephanie Washington, Magdalena Wor, Richard Clement, Gerard Sundberg 

 
Dates: December 8, 9, 10, 2011 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Notes: On 12/10 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
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Date: December 15, 2011 
Venue: Carnegie Hall, New York 
Program: Carnegie Hall Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Messiaen; Trois Petites Liturgies sur la Présence Divine 

Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus Women 
Work: Bach; Magnificat 

Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Orchestra: Orchestra of St. Luke’s 
Soloists: Susanna Phillips, Sasha Cooke, Nicholas Phan, Joshua Hopkins 
 
Dates: January 26, 28, 2012 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Mahler; Symphony No. 2, “Resurrection” 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Nicole Cabell, Kelley O’Connor 
 
Dates: March 8, 10, 2012 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bach: St. Matthew Passion 

Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Assisting Choir: Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Thomas Glenn, Dietrich Henschel, Heidi Grant Murphy, Kelley O’Connor, Thomas 

Cooley, Stephen Powell, Stephen Ozcomert, Anne-Marie Spalinger, Arietha Lockhart, 
Holly McCarren, David Blalock, Gregory Hucks, Trey Clegg, Mark Blankenship 

Notes: Anne Patterson, Direction and Design 

 
Dates: April 12, 14, 15, 2012 
Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bach; Nun ist das Heil und die Kraft, Cantata BWV 50 

Work: Poulenc; Gloria 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloist: Ailyn Pérez 
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Dates: June 7, 9, 2012 
Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Adams; A Flowering Tree 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Jessica Rivera, Russell Thomas, Eric Owens 

Notes: James Alexander, Stage Director 
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2012-2013 Season 68
th

 ASO Season 

 
 
Date: October 11, 2012 
Program: ASO Special:  
Conductor: Murray Sidlin 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Sidlin; “Defiant Requiem: Verdi at Terezín” [Verdi; Requiem] 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Othalie Graham, Susana Poretsky, Marco Panuccio, Alfred Walker 
Notes: Presented by the ASO and the Anti-Defamation League in partnership with the Defiant 

Requiem Foundation 
 
Dates: October 18, 20, 2012 
Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bernstein; Chichester Psalms 

Work: Walton; Belshazzar’s Feast 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: John Holiday (Bernstein), Brett Polegato (Walton) 
 
Date: October 27, 2012 
Venue: Carnegie Hall, New York 
Program: Carnegie Hall Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bernstein; Chichester Psalms 

Work: Walton; Belshazzar’s Feast 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: John Holiday (Bernstein), Brett Polegato (Walton) 
 
Dates: December 6, 7, 8, 2012 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Notes: On 12/8 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
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Dates: December 13, 15, 2012 

Program: Holiday Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bach; “Gloria” from Mass in B Minor, BWV 232 
Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Jacqueline Echols, Kelley O’Connor, Richard Clement, Gerard Sundberg 

 
Dates: February 28, March 1, 2013 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bach; Mass in B Minor 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Celena Shafer, Kristina Szabó, James Laing, Thomas Cooley, Stephen Powell 
 
Dates: May 16, 18, 2013 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Debussy; La Damoiselle élue 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus Women 
Soloists: Kiera Duffy, Kelley O’Connor  
Work: Duruflé; Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Kiera Duffy, Edward Parks 
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2013-2014 Season 69
th

 ASO Season 

 
 
Dates: October 25, 26, 2013 
Program: POPS!: “Movie Music Spectacular” 
Conductor: Michael Krajewski 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Notes: First appearance of ASOC on a POPS! program 

 
Dates: November 14, 15, 16, 2013 
Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Orff; Carmina burana 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Assisting Choir: Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Kiery Duffy, Marco Panuccio, Nmon Ford 

 
Dates: December 5, 7, 2013 

Program: Holiday Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bach; Weihnachts-Oratorium (“Christmas Oratorio”) BWV 248, part 2 

Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Jeanine De Bique, Kelley O’Connor, Thomas Glenn, Gerard Sundberg 

 
Dates: December 13, 14, 2013 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Notes: On 12/14 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: February 20, 22, 2014 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Vaughan Williams; Dona nobis pacem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Jessica Rivera, Brett Polegato 
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Dates: April 5, 6, 2014 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Brahms; Gesang der Parzen, Opus 89 

Work: Brahms; Schicksalslied, Opus 54 

Work: Brahms; Alto Rhapsody, Opus 53 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloist: Kelley O’Connor 
 
Dates: April 24, 26, 2014 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Britten: War Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Assisting Choir: Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloists: Evelina Dobraceva, Anthony Dean Griffey, Stephen Powell 
 
Date: April 30, 2014 
Venue: Carnegie Hall, New York 
Program: Carnegie Hall Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Britten: War Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choir: Brooklyn Youth Chorus 
Soloists: Evelina Dobraceva, Thomas Cooley, Stephen Powell 
 
Dates: June 5, 7, 8, 2014 
Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Verdi: Aida 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Latonia Moore, Michelle DeYoung, Kearstin Piper Brown, Stuart Neil, Grant Knox, 

Gordon Hawkins, Burak Bilgili, Evan Boyer 
Notes: Complete opera in concert 
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2014-2015 Season 70
th

 ASO Season 

 
 
Dates: November 13, 15, 2014 
Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Twyla Robinson, Nancy Maultsby, Joseph Kaiser, Stephen Powell 
Notes: Delayed season opening due to orchestra strike 
 
Dates: December 4, 5, 2014 

Program: Holiday Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Vivaldi; Gloria in D Major, RV 589 

Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Jessica Rivera, Magdalena Wor, Grant Knox, Gerard Sundberg 

 
Dates: December 11, 13, 2014 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Soloist: Russell Thomas 
Notes: On 12/13 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: April 23, 25, 2015 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Theofanidis; Creation/Creator 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Jessica Rivera, Kelley O’Connor, Thomas Cooley, Nmon Ford, Evan Boyer 
Notes: World Premiere; James Alexander, stage director and designer 
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Dates: June 4, 6, 2015 
Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Saint-Saëns; Samson et Dalila 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Stuart Skelton, Stephanie Blythe, Greer Grimsley, Nathan Stark, Timothy J. Bruno, 

Grant Knox, Bradley Howard, Stephen Ozcomert 
Notes: Complete opera in concert 
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2015-2016 Season 71
st
 ASO Season 

 
 
Dates: September 17, 19, 2015 
Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Mahler; Symphony No. 2, “Resurrection” 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Laura Tatulescu, Kelley O’Connor 
 
Date: September 20, 2015 
Venue: Hodgson Concert Hall, University of Georgia, Athens 
Program: University of Georgia Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Mahler; Symphony No. 2, “Resurrection” 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Laura Tatulescu, Kelley O’Connor 
 
Dates: November 12, 14, 2015 
Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Verdi; Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Latonia Moore, Jennifer Johnson Cano, Anthony Dean Griffey, Nathan Stark 
 
Dates: December 12, 13, 2015 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Notes: On 12/12 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Dates: January 21, 23, 2016 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Beethoven; Missa Solemnis, Opus 123 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Kim-Lillian Strebel, Stephanie Lauricella, Shawn Mathey, Brian Mulligan 
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Dates: March 10, 12, 2016 

Program: Robert Shaw Choral Tribute 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Mozart; Mass in C Major, K. 317 (“Coronation”) 
Work: Brahms; Nänie, Opus 82 
Work: Mendelssohn; “Heilig,” WoO 27 
Work: Verdi; “Stabat Mater” (No. 2) from Quattro pezzi sacri 

Work: Poulenc; “Gloria in excelsis Deo” from Gloria 

Work: Duruflé; “Sanctus” from Requiem, Opus 9 
Work: Bach; “Gratias agimus tibi” from Mass in B minor, BWV 232 
Work: Mendelssohn; “And then shall your light break forth”/”Lord our Creator” from Elijah, 

Opus 70 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus and ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Jeanine De Bique, Magdalena Wór, Richard Clement, Tom McNichols 
 
Date: April 3, 2016 

Program: ASO Shaw Centennial Celebration 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Rachmaninoff; Vespers (All-Night Vigil), Opus 37 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloist: Richard Clement 
 
Dates: April 14, 16, 2016 
Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Brahms; Ein deutsches Requiem 

Work: Leshnoff; Zohar 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Jessica Rivera, Nmon Ford 
Notes: World Premiere of Leshnoff, Zohar; commissioned by Robert Spano and the ASO, 

Carnegie Hall, the Deborah A. Kahn and Harris N. Miller Charitable Fund, and Judah 
Gudelsky 

 
Date: April 27, 2016 
Venue: Hodgson Concert Hall, University of Georgia, Athens 
Program: University of Georgia Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Leshnoff; Zohar 

Work: Brahms; Ein deutsches Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Jessica Rivera, Nmon Ford 
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Date: April 30, 2016 
Venue: Carnegie Hall, New York 
Program: Carnegie Hall Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Leshnoff; Zohar 

Work: Brahms; Ein deutsches Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Jessica Rivera, Nmon Ford 
 
Dates: May 13, 14, 15, 2016 
Program: POPS!: Golden Age of Broadway Classics 
Conductor: Michael Krajewski 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Choruses from musicals of Bernstein, Cohan, Gershwin, Loewe, Porter, and Rogers 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Jenn Gambatese, Sarah Pfisterer, Nathaniel Stampley 
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2016-2017 Season 72
nd

 ASO Season 

 
 
Dates: November 3, 5, 2016 
Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Vaughan Williams; A Sea Symphony (Symphony No. 1) 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Tamara Wilson, Brian Mulligan 
 
Dates: December 9, 10, 2016 

Program: ASO Special: Christmas with The ASO 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Assisting Choirs: Morehouse College Glee Club, Gwinnett Young Singers 
Notes: On 12/10 there were performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
 
Date: December 15, 2016 

Program: Holiday Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Vivaldi; Gloria in D major, R. 589 

Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 
Soloists: Jessica Rivera, Kelley O’Connor, Cullen Gandy, Gerard Sundberg 
 
Date: December 18, 2016 
Venue: Hodgson Concert Hall, University of Georgia, Athens 

Program: Holiday Special 
Conductor: Norman Mackenzie 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Vivaldi; Gloria in D major, R. 589 

Work: Handel; Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Jessica Rivera, Kelley O’Connor, Cullen Gandy, Gerard Sundberg 
 
 Dates: January 19, 21, 2017 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Bruckner; Te Deum 
Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Melody Moore, Kelley O’Connor, Nicky Spence, Raymond Aceto 
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Dates: March 23, 25, 2017 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Theofandis; Creation/Creator 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 
Soloists: Jessica Rivera, Sasha Cooke, Thomas Cooley, Nmon Ford, Evan Boyer 
 
Date: March 31, 2017 
Venue: Kennedy Center, Washington D.C. 
Program: Special 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Theofandis; Creation/Creator 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Jessica Rivera, Sasha Cooke, Thomas Cooley, Nmon Ford, Evan Boyer 
Notes: Shift Festival Performance 
 
Dates: May 11, 13, 2017 
Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Robert Spano 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Gluck; Orfeo ed Euridice 

Ensemble: ASO Chamber Chorus 

Soloists: Janai Brugger, David Daniels, Susanna Phillips 
Notes: Complete opera in concert, Live recording 
 
Dates: May 25, 27, 2017 

Program: ASO Classical Series 
Conductor: Donald Runnicles 
Chorus Master: Norman Mackenzie 
Work: Debussy; Nocturnes 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus Women 
Work: Fauré; Requiem 

Ensemble: ASO Chorus 

Soloists: Kim-Lillian Strebel, Matthew Worth 
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APPENDIX B 

 

MAJOR REPERTOIRE OF THE ATLANTA SYMPHONY  

ORCHESTRA CHORUSES 

This appendix lists works performed grouped by composer, with the year of performance 
indicated. If the performing ensemble was the ASOCC, the indication (CC) follows the year of 
performance. If no indication is given, then the performing ensemble was the ASOC. 
 

Adams, John 

Dr. Atomic 

2008 

El Niño (The Christ Child) 

2003 

Harmonium 

1995 

On the Transmigration of Souls 

2007, 2008 

The Flowering Tree 

2012 

Bach, Johann Sebastian 

Aus der Tiefe rufe ich, Herr, zu dir (Cantata No. 131) 
1975 (CC) 

Christ lag in Todesbanden (Cantata No. 4, Christ lay in death’s bonds) 
1973 (CC), 1995 (CC), 2002 (CC) 

Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott (Cantata No. 80) 
1972 (CC) 

Gottes Zeit ist die allebeste Zeit (Cantata No. 106, God’s time is the best time) 
2011 (CC) 

Ich bin vergnügt mit meinem Glücke (Cantata No. 84) 
1977 (CC), 1983 (CC) 

Nun ist das Heil und die Kraft (Cantata No. 50) 
2012 

Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland (Cantata No. 61) 
2002 (CC) 

Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme (Cantata No. 140) 
2001 (CC) 
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St. John Passion, BWV 245 
1969 (CC), 1979 (CC), 1994 (both), 2007 (CC) 

St. Matthew Passion, BWV 244 
1971 (CC), 1975 (CC), 1985 (both), 1996 (both), 2012 (CC) 

“Jesu, meine Freude” BWV 227 
2002 (CC) 

“Komm, Jesu Komm” BWV 229 
2002 (CC) 

“Lobet den Herrn, alle Heiden” BWV 230 
2001 (CC) 

“Singet dem Herrn” BWV 225 
2002 (CC) 

Mass in B minor, BWV 232 
1969 (CC), 1974 (CC), 1981 (CC), 1985 (CC), 1990 (CC), 1998 (CC),  
2008 (CC; “Gloria” section), 2012 (CC; “Gloria” section), 2013 (CC) 

Magnificat, with Christmas interpolations, BWV 243 and 243a 
1971 (CC) 

Magnificat, BWV 243 
1988 (CC), 1998 (CC), 2004 (CC), 2006 (CC), 2011 (CC) 

Oster-Oratorium (Easter Oratorio), BWV 249  
1973 (CC) 

Cantata No. 1, “Jauchzet, frohlocket,” from Weinachtsoratorium 
1990 (CC), 2005 (CC) 

Cantata No. 2, “Und es waren Hirten,” from Weinachtsoratorium 
1992 (CC), 2007 (CC), 2013 (CC) 

Cantata No. 3, “Herrscher des Himmels,” from Weinachtsoratorium 
1993 (CC) 

Cantata No. 4, “Fallt mit Danken, fallt mit Loben,” from Weinachtsoratorium 
1994 (CC) 

Parts I-IV of Weihnachtsoratorium, BMV 248 
1967 (CC) 

Barber, Samuel 

“Agnus Dei” 
2008 (CC) 

The Lovers 

1975 

Prayers of Kierkegaard, Opus 30 
1985, 1997 
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Bartók, Béla 

Cantata profana for Tenor, Baritone, Chorus, and Orchestra (“The Nine Enchanted Stags”), 
Sz. 94 

1971, 1981, 1997 

Beethoven, Ludwig van 

Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage, Opus 112 
1990 

Christ on the Mount of Olives, Opus 85 
2003 (CC) 

Elegischer Gesang, Opus 118 
1990 

Fantasia in C minor for Piano, Chorus, and Orchestra, Opus 80 
1973, 1985, 1993, 2000 

Mass in C Major, Opus 86 
1977, 1989, 2003 

Mass in D major, Opus 123, “Missa Solemnis” 
1968 (CC), 1972, 1976, 1982, 1987, 1993, 2001, 2011, 2016 

“O welche Lust,” Prisoners’ Chorus, from Fidelio 

1993 

Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
1970, 1972, 1976, 1981, 1981, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1988, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1999, 2000, 
2003, 2006, 2011, 2014 

Finale from Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 
1974, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1996,  

Berlioz, Hector 

La Damnation de Faust, Opus 24 [The Damnation of Faust] 
1978, 1999, 2005 

L’Enfance du Christ, Opus 25 
1995 (CC) 

Requiem (“Grande messe des morts”), Opus 5 
1969 (CC), 1976, 1979, 1980, 1984, 1986, 1996, 2003, 2008, 2011 (CC) 

Roméo et Juliette, Dramatic Symphony, Opus 17 
1973, 1990 

Te Deum, Opus 22 
1975 

Bernstein, Leonard 

Chichester Psalms for Chorus and Orchestra 
1980, 1988, 2012 
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Movement III from Chichester Psalms 
1990 

Mass: A Theatre Piece for Singers, Players, and Dancers 
1975 

Missa Brevis, Based on Choruses from The Lark 
1988, 2008 

Bizet, Georges 

Carmen (complete opera) 
1998 

 “Les voici” from Carmen 

1993 

Bloch, Ernst 

Avodath hakodesh (Sacred Service) 

1997 

Boito, Arrigo 

Prologue to Mefistofele 

1979 

Borodin, Alexander 

“Polovtsian Dances” from Prince Igor 

1977 

Brahms, Johannes 

“Abendlied,” Opus 92, No. 3 
2006 (CC) 

Ein deutsches Requiem, Opus 45 
1972, 1977, 1980, 1983, 1992, 1997, 2000 (sung in English), 2007, 2008, 2009, 2016 

Gesang der Parzen, Opus 89 
1977, 1988, 2014 

Nänie, for Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 82 
1976, 1977, 1988, 1995, 2016 

Rhapsody for Alto, Male Chorus, and Orchestra, Opus 53 
1988 (ASOC men), 1995 (ASOC men), 2014 (ASOC men) 

“O schöne Nacht,” Opus 92, No. 1 
2006 (CC) 

“Rot abendwolken ziehen,” Opus 103, No. 11 
2006 (CC) 

Schaffe in mir ein rein Herz (Create in me a Clean Heart) 
1994  
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Schicksalslied for Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 54 
1977, 1988, 2014 

“Sieben Abendlieder” (“Seven Evening Songs”) 
2008 (CC) 

Britten, Benjamin 

Rejoice in the Lamb 

2008 (CC) 

Spring Symphony, Opus 44 
1984, 2011 

War Requiem, Opus 66 
1968 (CC), 1973, 1982, 1988, 2002, 2003, 2014 

Bruckner, Anton 

Graduale, “Os justi" 
1981 

Psalm 150 
1981 

Te Deum 
2017 

Copland, Aaron 

Four Motets, Opus 20 
2005 (CC), 2006 (CC) 

Debussy, Claude 

La Damoiselle élue [City of Light] 
2013 

Nocturnes 
1968 (CC women), 1991 (ASOC women), 2001 (ASOC women), 2017 (ASOC women) 

Del Tredici, David  

Paul Revere’s Ride 

2005 

Delius, Frederick 

Appalachia 

1983 (CC) 

Donizetti, Gaetano 

“Che interminabile andirivieni,” Servants’ Chorus, from Don Pasquale 
1993 
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Duruflé, Maurice 

Requiem, Opus 9 
1985, 2000 (CC), 2008 (CC), 2013 

Quatre motets sur des themes grégoriens, Opus 10 
2005 (CC), 2006 (CC) 

Dvorak, Antonin 

Stabat Mater, Opus 58 
1998 

Te Deum, Opus 103 
1990 

Fauré, Gabriel 

Cantique de Jean Racine, Opus 11 
1986 

Requiem, Opus 48 
1986, 2000 (CC), 2006, 2017 

Pavane, Opus 50 
2006 

Gandolfi, Michael 

Q.E.D. Engaging Richard Feynman 
2010 

Glass, Phillip 

Itaipu, A symphonic Portrait for Chorus and Orchestra 
1989 

Gluck, Christoph Willibald 

Orfeo ed Euridice 

2017 

Gershwin, George 

Gershwin/arr. Bennett; Porgy and Bess, A Symphonic Picture 
1976 

“Embraceable You” 
2006 (CC) 

“Our Love is Here to Stay” 
2006 (CC) 

Golijov, Osvaldo 

Oceana (1996, rev. 2004) 
2004, 2006 (CC) 
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Ainadamar (“Fountain of Tears”) 
2005 (CC women), 2006 (CC women), 2008 (CC women) 

Handel, George Frideric 

“Happy We,” Opening Chorus, from Acis and Galatea 
1993 (CC) 

Israel in Egypt 

1974 (CC) 

Messiah 
1968 (CC), 1973 (CC), 1976 (CC), 1978 (CC), 1982 (CC), 1983 (CC), 1987 (CC), 1991 
(CC), 1996 (CC), 1997 (CC) 

Choral Selections from Messiah 
1976 

Messiah (Parts I & II) in the Mozart orchestration 
1977 

Messiah: Part I and “Hallelujah” (Chorus) 
1985 (CC), 1986 (CC), 1989 (CC), 1990 (CC), 1992 (CC), 1993 (CC), 1994 (CC), 1998 
(CC), 1999 (CC), 2000 (CC), 2001 (CC), 2002 (CC), 2003 (CC), 2004 (CC), 2005 (CC), 
2006 (CC), 2007 (CC), 2008 (CC), 2009 (CC), 2010 (CC), 2011 (CC), 2012 (CC), 2013 
(CC), 2014 (CC), 2016 (CC) 

Zadok the Priest, Coronation Anthem No. 1 
2001 (CC), 2008 (CC) 

The King Shall Rejoice, Coronation Anthem No. 2 
2001 (CC) 

Let Thy Hand Be Strengthened, Coronation Anthem No. 3 
2001 (CC) 

My Heart Is Inditing, Coronation Anthem No. 4 
2001 (CC) 

Haydn, Franz Joseph 

The Creation, [Die Schöpfung] 
1971, 1983, 1992, 2009 (sung in German) 

The Seasons 

1973, 1999 

Te Deum for the Empress Maria Therese 

1995 

Higdon, Jennifer 

The Singing Rooms 

2009 
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Hindemith, Paul 

Apparebit repentina dies (An Awaited Day Will Come) 
1981 

When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d: A Requiem for Those We Love 

1974, 1986 

Holst, Gustav 

The Planets 

1997, 2006 

Choral Hymns from the Rig Veda, Op. 26 

2008 

Honegger, Arthur 

Jeanne d’Arc au bûcher [Joan of Arc at the Stake] 
1978 

Husa, Karel 

Apotheosis of This Earth 

1976 

Ives, Charles 

“From Hanover Square North, at the End of a Tragic Day, the Voices of the People Again 

Arose” 

1972, 1977, 1978 

Ives/Shaw; Psalm 90, for eight-part chorus with organ and bells 
1975 

Variations on America 
1976, 1978 

Janáček, Leos 

Glagolitic Mass 

1975, 1990, 2010 

Leshnoff, Jonathan 

Zohar 
2016 

Mahler, Gustav 

Mahler; Symphony No. 2 in C minor (“Resurrection”) 
1972, 1991, 1996, 2000, 2005, 2012, 2015 

Symphony No. 3 in D minor 
1984 (ASOC women), 1990 (ASOC women), 2010 (ASOC women) 

Symphony No. 8 in E-flat major, “Symphony of a Thousand” 
1978, 1991, 1995 
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Mascagni, Pietro 

“Regina coeli” from Cavalleria Rusticana 
1993 

Mendelssohn, Felix 

Elijah, Opus 70 
1974, 1994, 2002 

Incidental Music to A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
1992 (ASOC Women), 2001 (Women from the ASOC and ASOCC) 

Symphony No. 2 in B-flat major, Opus 52 (“Lobgesang”) 
1986, 2002 

“Verleih’ uns Frieden” 
2008 (CC) 

Messiaen, Olivier 

“O sacrum convivium” 
2005 (CC), 2006 (CC) 

Trois Petites Liturgies sur la Présence Divine 

2001, 2006, 2011 (CC) 

Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus 

Ave verum corpus, K. 618 
1994, 2005 (CC) 

Mass in C major, K. 317, “Coronation” 
1996, 2010, 2016 

Mass in C minor, K. 417a [427] (“Great”) 
1971, 1987, 1988, 2006 

Regina coeli, K. 276 
2003 (CC) 

Requiem, K. 626 (Orchestration by Beyer 1984) 
1986 

Requiem, K. 626 (Süssmayr completion) 
1975 (CC), 1999, 2009 

Requiem, K. 626 (Robert D. Levin edition) 
2004 (CC), 2005 (CC) 

Vesperae solennes de confessore, K. 339 
1993 

Mussorgsky, Modest 

Coronation Scene, from Boris Godunov 

1993 
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Orff, Carl 

Carmina Burana 

1980, 1992, 2000, 2007, 2013 

Pärt, Arvo 

Te Deum 
2004 

Paulus, Stephen 

So Hallow’d Is the Time, A Christmas Cantata 
1989 

Poulenc, Francis 

Gloria 
1968 (CC), 1982, 1986, 1995, 2012 

Selections from Sept répons des ténèbres (Seven Tenebres Responses) 
1997 

Stabat Mater 
1991, 1993 

Prokofiev, Sergei 

Alexander Nevsky, Opus 78 
1993, 1997 

Puccini, Giacomo 

La Bohème 

2007, 2011 (CC) 

Madama Butterfly 
2011 (CC) 

Purcell, Henry 

“With Drooping Wings,” Final Chorus, from Dido and Aeneas 
1993 

Rachmaninoff, Sergei 

The Bells, Opus 35 [Kolo Kola] 
1983, 1995, 2011 (sung in Russian) 

Vesna Cantata 
2011 

Vespers, (All-Night Vigil), Opus 37 
2016 (CC) 

Selections from Vespers, Opus 37 
1996 
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Ravel, Maurice 

Daphnis et Chloé, [complete ballet] 
1989, 1993, 2004, 2008 

Saint-Saëns, Camille 

Samson et Dalila 

2015 

Schmitt, Florent 

Psalm 47, “Gloire au Seigneur” (Glory to the Lord), Opus 38 
1982, 1986 

Schoenberg, Arnold 

Gurre-Lieder 

1975, 1981 

A Survivor from Warsaw, Opus 46 
1972 (ASOC Men) 

Schubert, Franz 

Mass No. 2 in G major, D. 167 [“Mass in G”] 
1967 (CC), 1978, 1988 (CC) 

Mass No. 6 in E-flat major, D. 950 
1978, 1989 

Schuman, William 

On Freedom’s Ground 

1987 

Sibelius, Jean 

Kullervo, Opus 7 
2006 (ASOC men) 

Shore, Howard 

The Lord of the Rings Symphony 

2004 

Shostakovich, Dimitri 

Symphony No. 13 (“Babi Yar”) 
2000 (ASOC men) 

Singleton, Alvin 

PraiseMaker 

2002, 2009 

Stravinsky, Igor 

Ave Maria 

1988 
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Oedipus rex 

1972 

Pater noster (The Lord’s Prayer) 
1988 

Symphony of Psalms 

1968 (CC), 1983 (1948 revision), 1988, 1995 (1948 revision), 1999 (1948 revision), 2009 

The Nightingale 
2009 (ASOC; CC) 

Szymanowski, Karol 

Stabat Mater 

1993 

Symphony No. 3, Opus 27, (“Song of the Night”) 
2007 

Tallis, Thomas 

“Why Fum’Th in Fight?” 
2006 (CC) 

“O sacrum convivium” 
2005 (CC), 2006 (CC) 

Taverner, John 

“Song for Athene” 

2005 (CC), 2006 (CC) 

Theofanidis, Christopher 

Creation/Creator 

2015, 2017 

The Here and Now [original title: The Music of Our Final Meeting] 
2005, 2008 

Message to Myself 

2008 

Tippett, Michael 

A Child of Our Time 

1981 

Vaughn Williams, Ralph 

Dona nobis pacem 

1977, 1997, 2014 

A Sea Symphony (Symphony No. 1) 
2001, 2004, 2007, 2016 
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Mass in G minor 

2001 (CC), 2005 (CC), 2006 (CC) 

Serenade to Music 

2006 (CC) 

Verdi, Giuseppe 

Quattro pezzi sacri (Four Sacred Pieces) 

1979, 1990 

Stabat Mater, No. 2 from Quattro pezzi sacri (Four Sacred Pieces) 
1993, 2016 

Requiem 
1969 (CC), 1977, 1980, 1987, 1995, 2001, 2006, 2010, 2012, 2015 

“Fuoco di gioia” from Otello 
1986, 1987 

 “Gloria all’Egitto” from Aida 
1986, 1987 

“Patri oppressa!” (Chorus of the Scottish Refugees) from Macbeth 
1986, 1987 

“Spuntato ecco” from Don Carlo 
1986, 1987 

“Va pensiero” (Chorus of the Hebrew Slaves) from Nabucco 
1986, 1987, 1993 

“Vedi! Le fosche notturne spoglie,” Anvil Chorus, from Il Trovatore 

1993 

“Zitti, zitti,” Conspirators’ Chorus, from Rigoletto 

1993 

Victoria, Tomás Luis de 

O vos omnes 

1994 

Vivaldi, Antonio 

Gloria in D major, R. 589 
1988 (CC), 2000 (CC), 2006 (CC), 2010 (CC), 2014 (CC), 2016 (CC) 

Wagner, Richard 

 “Beglückt’ darf nun dich,” Pilgrim’s Chorus, from Tannhäuser 

1993 

“Freudig begrüssen wir,” Entrance of the Guests, from Tannhäuser 
1993 

“Treulich geführt,” Bridal Chorus, from Lohengrin 

1993 
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“Wach’ auf!” from Die Meistersinger 
1993 

Walton, William 

Belshazzar’s Feast 

1974, 1984, 1989, 2012 
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APPENDIX C 

 

CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL REPERTOIRE OF THE  

ATLANTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA CHORUSES 

This appendix lists the repertoire of the holiday concerts through 1998 that were known as 
Christmas Festival or Christmas with Robert Shaw. Works are listed by composer or arranger 
with the year of performance indicated. 

 

Bach, Johann Sebastian 

“All Darkness Flies Before Thy Face” from Christmas Oratorio 

1983 

“Break Forth, O Beauteous Heavenly Light” from Christmas Oratorio, Part II 
1967, 1972, 1973, 1975, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1993, 
1994, 1997 

“Christians, Be Joyful” from Christmas Oratorio 

1972 

“Dona nobis pacem” from Mass in B Minor 

1967, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1986, 
1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995 

“In Chorus Here To Thee We Raise” from Christmas Oratorio, Part II 
1979 

“Jesus, Shepherd My Beginning” from Christmas Oratorio, Part IV 
1975 

“Rejoice and Sing” from Christmas Oratorio 
1993 

Barber, Samuel 

“God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen” from Die Natale, Opus 37 
1967 

“Good King Wenceslaus” from Die Natale, Opus 37 
1967 

Barrow, Robert George, arr. 

“The Holly and the Ivy” 
1979 
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Bennett, Robert Russell, arr. 

The Many Moods of Christmas, Suite I (Good Christian Men Rejoice; Silent Night; Pat-a-
Pan; O Come, All Ye Faithful) 

1970, 1971, 1982 

“Silent Night” 
1985 

“Pat-a-Pan” 
1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1994, 1997, 1998 

The Many Moods of Christmas, Suite II (O Sanctissima; Joy to the World; Away in a 
Manger; Fum, Fum, Fum; March of the Kings) 

1982, 1985 

“Fum, Fum, Fum” 
1984 

Three Carols (O Sanctissima; Joy to the World; Away in a Manger) 
1970, 1984 

Medley of Carols (Joy to the World; Away in a Manger; Fum, Fum, Fum) 
1971 

The Many Moods of Christmas, Suite III (What Child Is This?; Hark! the Herald Angels 
Sing; Bring a Torch, Jeanette, Isabella; Angels We Have Heard on High) 

1982 

“What Child Is This?” 
1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 

“Bring a Torch, Jeannette Isabella” 
1973, 1985, 1993, 1994 

“Angels We Have Heard on High” 
1985 

Medley of Carols (Hark the Herald Angels Sing; Angels We Have Heard on High) 
1971 

The Many Moods of Christmas, Suite IV (Break Forth, O Beauteous Heavenly Light; The 
First Nowell; I Saw Three Ships; Deck the Halls with Boughs of Holly; O, Little Town of 
Bethlehem) 

1982, 1985 

“Deck the Halls” 
1971, 1973, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 
1998 

“I Saw Three Ships” 
1970, 1973, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1990, 1991, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 

Bergsma, William 

“A Carol on Twelfth Night” 
1967 
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Berlioz, Hector 

“The Shepherds’ Farewell to the Holy Family” from L’Enfance du Christ 
1967, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 
1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1997, 1998 

Biebl, Franz 

“Ave Maria” 
1993, 1994, 1996 

Britten, Benjamin 

A Ceremony of Carols 

1975, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983 

“Deo gracias” from A Ceremony of Carols 

1997, 1998 

“Hodie Christus natus est” from A Ceremony of Carols 

1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 

“There is No Rose of Such Vertu” from A Ceremony of Carols 

1995 

“This Little Babe” from A Ceremony of Carols 

1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 

“Hymn to the Virgin” 
1970, 1971, 1993, 1994, 1996 

Brown, Charles, arr. 

“A la nanita nana” 
1994 

Burgundian Carol 

“Pat-a-pan” 
1977, 1978, 1993 

Casals, Pablo 

“The Tears of the Infant Jesus” from El Pessebre 
1982 

Costeley, Guillaume 

“Allon, Gay Bergeres” (“Come, Gay Shepherds”) 
1980 

Davison, Archibald Thompson, arr. 

“Touro-louro-louro” 
1979 
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Dawson, William, arr. 

“Mary Had a Baby” 
1973 

French Carol 

“Gloria in Excelsis” 
1967 

Gregorian Chant 

“O Come, O Come, Emmanuel” 
1967 

Gruber, Franz 

“Silent Night” 
1967, 1976 

Handel, George Frideric 

“And He Shall Purify” from Messiah 
1971 

“And the Glory of the Lord” from Messiah 
1971, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1994, 
1997 

“Hallelujah” from Messiah 
1967, 1970, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 
1985, 1993, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 

“Joy to the World!” 
1976, 1991 

Hope, Samuel, arr. 

Four Carols (Masters in the Hall; The Holly and the Ivy; Come Love We God; Christmas 
Eve) 

1970 

Hopkins, John Henry 

“We, Three Kings” 
1976 

Kopylov, Aleksandr 

“Heavenly Light” 
1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997 

Lasso, Orlanado di 

“Hodie apparuit” 
1991 
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Lauridsen, Morten 

“O magnum mysterium” 
1998 

Lefebvre, Channing, arr. 

“Canto de Aguinaldo” (“Carol of the Christmas Presents”) 
1980 

(Leontovich) /arr. Peter Wilhousky 

“Carol of the Bells” 
1967, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1984, 1985, 1991, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996 

Luboff, Norman, arr. 

“Still, Still, Still” (Austrian Carol) 
1971 

Mann, Robert, arr. 

“Deck the Halls” 
1973 

“The First Noël” 
1973 

“God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen” 
1973 

“It Came Upon the Midnight Clear” 
1973 

“O Little Town of Bethlehem” 
1973 

“Silent Night” 
1973 

Mendelssohn, Felix 

“Behold a Star from Jacob” from Christus 
1971 

“Hark! the Herald Angels Sing” 
1976, 1980 

“He, Watching Over Israel” from Elijah 
1967, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1986, 1991 

Mennin, Peter 

Selections from The Christmas Story 
1971 
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Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus 

“Laudate Dominum” from Vesperae Solemnes [solennes] de Confessore, K. 339 
1967, 1972, 1975,  

Parker, Alice, arr. 

“Away in a Manger” 
1972, 1973, 1974, 1976, 1977, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1997 

“Fum, Fum, Fum” 
1967, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1989, 1990, 1992 

“Adeste, fideles” (O come, all ye faithful) from Gaudete: Six Latin Christian Hymns for 

Chorus and Orchestra [commissioned by Robert Shaw for ASO and Chorus 1973] 
1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 
1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 

“Corde natus ex Parentis” (Of the Father’s Love Begotten) from Gaudete: Six Latin 

Christian Hymns for Chorus and Orchestra 
1973 

“Dormi, Jesu” (Sleep now, Jesu) from Gaudete: Six Latin Christian Hymns for Chorus and 

Orchestra 
1973, 1975, 1976, 1990 

“Personent hodie” (On this day earth shall ring) from Gaudete: Six Latin Christian Hymns 

for Chorus and Orchestra 
1973 

“Puer nobis nascitur” (Unto us a boy is born) from Gaudete: Six Latin Christian Hymns for 

Chorus and Orchestra 
1973 

“Resonet in laudibus” (Let your praise resound) from Gaudete: Six Latin Christian Hymns 

for Chorus and Orchestra 
1973 

“God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen” 
1972, 1974, 1989 

“Good Christian Men, Rejoice” 
1972, 1989 

“Masters in This Hall” 
1972, 1973, 1989, 1990, 1992 

“O Come, O Come Emmanuel” 
1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 
1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 

“So Blest a Sight” 
1972, 1973, 1975, 1976, 1979, 1983, 1984, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1992, 1993, 
1994 
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Pierpont, James 

“Jingle Bells” 
1967, 1976 

Poulenc, Francis 

“Gloria in excelsis Deo” from Gloria 
1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 

Praetorius, Michael 

“Lo, How a Rose E’er Blooming” 
1967, 1970, 1972, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1983, 1984, 1986, 
1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 

“In Dulci Jubilo” 
1979 

Rachmaninoff, Sergei 

“Bogoroditse Devo (Virgin Mother of God)” from Vespers 
1981, 1983, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1994, 1998 

“Rejoice, O Mary” from Vespers 
1984 

“Silver Bells” from The Bells 
1995 

Redner, Lewis H. 

“O Little Town of Bethlehem” 
1976 

Reger, Max 

“Virgin’s Slumber Song” 
1980, 1983, 1985 

Shaw, Geoffrey 

“How Far Is It to Bethlehem” 
1978, 1984 

Shaw, Robert, arr. 

“The Coventry Carol” 
1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 
1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1997, 1998 

“Here, ‘Mid the Ass and Oxen Mild” 
1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1983, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1995 

Shaw, Robert and Alice Parker, arr. 

“The Boar’s Head Carol” 
1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1995, 1996, 1997, 
1998 
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“The Carol of the Birds” 
1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1984, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 
1995 

“The Cherry Tree Carol” 
1976, 1977, 1978 

“Fum, Fum, Fum” (Traditional Spanish) 
1967 

“How Unto Bethlehem” 
1993, 1994 

“La Virgen” 
1977, 1978 

“March of the Kings” 
1980, 1981, 1983, 1984, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 
1996, 1997 

“Mary Had a Baby” 
1976 

“O Tannenbaum” 
1983, 1984, 1993, 1997 

“Silent Night” 
1984 

“We Three Kings of Orient Are” 
1993, 1994 

“Ya viene la vieja” 
1976 

Thompson, Randall 

“Alleluia” 
1998 

Traditional 

“The Coventry Carol” 
1967, 1972 

“Deck the Hall” 
1967, 1976, 1977 

“O Come, All Ye Faithful” 
1976 

Traditional English 

“I Saw Three Ships” 
1978 
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“The First Nowell” 
1967, 1976, 1980 

“What Child Is This?” 
1967 

Vaughan Williams, Ralph 

“Nation Shall Not Lift Up Sword Against Nation—Glory to God in the Highest and on Earth 
Peace, Good Will Toward Men” from Dona nobis pacem 

1996, 1997, 1998 

Selections from Hodie 
1970 

Verdi, Giuseppe 

“Laudi alla vergina Maria” from Four Sacred Pieces 
1995 

Vivaldi, Antonio 

“Gloria” from Gloria 
1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1983, 1990, 1992 

“Et in Terra Pax” from Gloria 
1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1983, 1990, 1992, 1995, 1996 

Warlock, Peter 

“Balulalow” from Three Carols 
1977, 1978, 1993 

 “The Sycamore Tree” from Three Carols 
1976, 1993 

“Tyrley Tyrlow” 
1993 

Wilhousky, Peter 

“Heavenly Light” 
1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1983 

Willan, Healey, arr. 

“What Is This Lovely Fragrance?” 
1996, 1998 

Willcocks, David, arr. 

“Hark! The Herald Angels Sing” 
1981, 1983, 1984, 1986 

“The First Nowell” 
1981, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 
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APPENDIX D 

 

DISCOGRAPHY OF THE ATLANTA SYMPHONY  

ORCHESTRA CHORUSES 

 
Recordings are listed chronologically by date recorded (not date released, which in some cases is 
a year or two after recording). All recordings were made in Symphony Hall, Atlanta Memorial 
Arts Center, unless otherwise noted. Some recordings have instrumental works filling out the 
time on the album. Only pieces in which one of the Choruses participated are noted. 
 
 
Format: 

Year Recorded, Recording Label, Catalog Number (Year of release) 
Album title if any 
Composer; Title 

Date recorded 
ASO, Conductor 
ASOC or ASOCC, Chorus Master 

Additional Choirs 
Soloists 

Awards 

1975, Vox Allegretto, ACD 8409 (1976 on vinyl [Nativity], re-released on CD 1987) 
Christmas with Robert Shaw 
Trad./arr. Parker; “O Come, O Come Emmanuel” 
Bach, Johann Sebastian.; “Break Forth” (Chorale from Christmas Oratorio) 
Vivaldi, Antonio; “Gloria in excelsis” (from Gloria) 
Vivaldi, Antonio; “Et in terra pax” (from Gloria) 
Praetorius, Michael; “Lo How a Rose E’er Blooming” 
Trad./arr. Alice Parker; “Dormi Jesu” 
Bach, Johann Sebastian; “Jesus Shepherd My Beginning” (Chorale from Christmas 

Oratorio, Part IV) 
Trad./arr. Robert Shaw; “Lully, Lullay Thou Little Tiny Child” (Coventry Carol) 
Berlioz, Hector; The Shepherds’ Farewell to The Holy Family (from L’Enfance du 

Christ) 
Trad./arr. Alice Parker; “Adeste fideles” 
Bach, Johann Sebastian; “Dona nobis pacem” (from Mass in B minor) 
Handel, George Frideric; “Hallelujah” (from Messiah) 

December 1975 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 
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1977, (not released) 
Brahms, Johannes; Ein deutsches Requiem, Opus 45 

October 1977 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Penelope Jensen, Raeder Anderson 

1978, Telarc, CD-80039 (1979), SACD-60039 (2000) 
Borodin, Alexander; “Polovtsian Dances” from Prince Igor 

June 1978 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

1979 Telarc, DG-10045 (1980) 
Boïto, Arrigo; Prologue to Mefistofele 
Verdi, Giuseppe; Te Deum (No. 4 from Four Sacred Pieces) 

April 1979 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Morehouse-Spelman Chorus (Boïto), Young Singers of Callanwolde (Boïto) 
John Cheek (Boïto) 

1980, Telarc, CD-80056 (1981), SACD-60056 (2002) 
Orff, Carl; Carmina Burana 

November 1980 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Atlanta Boy Choir 
Judith Blegen, William Brown, Håkan Hagegård 

1982 and 1983, Telarc, CD-80105 (1984, out of print), CD-80643 (2004) 
Poulenc, Francis; Gloria 

May 1982 
Stravinsky, Igor; Symphony of Psalms (1948 revision) 

May 1983 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Sylvia McNair (Poulenc) 

1983, Telarc, CD-80087 (1983) 
The Many Moods of Christmas 
Bennett, Robert Russell (arr.); The Many Moods of Christmas, Suite I-IV 

May 1983 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 
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1983, Telarc, CD-80092 (1984) 
Brahms, Johannes; Ein deutsches Requiem, Opus 45 

November 1983 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Arleen Augér, Richard Stilwell 

1983, Telarc, 2CD-80093 (1984) 
Handel, George Frideric; Messiah 

December 1983 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOCC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Kaaren Erickson, Sylvia McNair, Alfreda Hodgson, Jon Humphrey, Richard 
Stilwell 

1984 and 1979, Telarc, 2CD-80109 (1985) 
Berlioz, Hector; Requiem, Opus 5 (Grande Messe des Morts) 

November 1984 
Boïto, Arrigo; Prologue to Mefistofele 
Verdi, Giuseppe; Te Deum (No. 4 from Four Sacred Pieces) 

April 1979 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Morehouse-Spelman Chorus (Boïto), Young Singers of Callanwolde (Boïto) 
John Aler (Berlioz), John Cheek (Boïto) 

Grammy, Best Choral Performance 
Grammy, Best Classical Album 

1985, Telarc, CD-80119 (1985) 
Choral Masterpieces 
Beethoven, Ludwig van; “Hallelujah” from Christ on the Mount of Olives 

Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus; Ave verum corpus, K. 618 
Bach, Johannes Sebastian; “Kyrie eleison” from Mass in B minor, BWV 232 
Bach, Johannes Sebastian; “O sacred head,” Passion Chorale from St. Matthew Passion, 

BWV 244 
Berlioz, Hector; The Shepherd’s Farewell from L’enfance du Christ 
Mendelssohn, Felix; “Lift Thine Eyes” from Elijah 
Mendelssohn, Felix; “He Watching Over Israel” from Elijah 
Bach, Johannes Sebastian; “Dona nobis pacem” from Mass in B minor, BWV 232 
Duruflé, Maurice; Sanctus from Requiem 
Rachmaninoff, Sergei; “Bogoroditse Devo” from Vespers, Opus 37 [a cappella] 
Haydn, Franz Joseph; “The Heavens are Telling” from The Creation 

May 1985 
Handel, George Frideric; “Hallelujah” from Messiah 
Handel, George Frideric; “Worthy is the Lamb” from Messiah 

December 1983 (from Telarc 2CD-80093) 
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Brahms, Johannes; “Wie lieblich sind deine Wohnungen” from Ein deutsches Requiem 
November 1983 (from Telarc CD-80092) 

Berlioz, Hector; “Rex tremendae” from Requiem 
November 1984 (from Telarc 2CD-80109) 

ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Jeanné Brown (Haydn), Oliver Sueing (Haydn), Wayne Baughman (Haydn) 

1985, Pro Arte, CDS 3430 (1986) [out of print] 
Beethoven, Ludwig van; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125, “Choral” 

May 1985 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Benita Valente, Florence Kopleff, Jerry Hadley, John Cheek 

1985 and 1986, Telarc, CD-80135 (1987) 
Fauré, Gabriel; Requiem, Opus 48 

May 1986 
Duruflé, Maurice; Requiem, Opus 48 

November 1985 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Judith Blegen (Fauré), James Morris (Fauré) 
[Chorus sings solo sections for Duruflé] 

1986, Telarc, CD-80128 (1986) 
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus; Requiem, K. 626 [Süssmayr completion, Beyer 

orchestration] 
February 1986 

ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Arleen Augér, Delores Ziegler, Jerry Hadley, Tom Krause 

1986, Telarc, CD-80132 (1987) 
Hindemith, Paul; When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d: A Requiem for Those We 

Love 
March/April 1986 

ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Jan DeGaetani, William Stone 
Grammy, Best Choral Performance 

1987, Telarc, 2CD-80150 (1988) 
Beethoven, Ludwig van; Missa Solemnis in D major, Opus 123 

February 1987 
Mozart, Wolfang Amadeus; Mass in C minor, K. 427 (417a) “Great” 

November 1987 
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ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Sylvia McNair (Beethoven), Janice Taylor (Beethoven), John Aler (Beethoven 
and Mozart), Tom Krause (Beethoven), Edith Wiens (Mozart), Delores 
Ziegler (Mozart), William Stone (Mozart) 

1987, Telarc, 2CD-80152 (1987) 
Verdi, Giuseppe; Requiem 
Verdi, Giuseppe; “Spuntato ecco” from Don Carlo 
Verdi, Giuseppe; “Patri oppressa!” (Chorus of the Scottish Refugees) from Macbeth 
Verdi, Giuseppe; “Fuoco di gioia” from Otello 
Verdi, Giuseppe; “Va pensiero” (Chorus of the Hebrew Slaves) from Nabucco 
Verdi, Giuseppe; “Gloria all’Egitto” from Aida 

April 1987 

ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Susan Dunn (Requiem), Diane Curry (Requiem), Jerry Hadley (Requiem), Paul 
Plishka (Requiem) 

Grammy, Best Choral Performance 
Grammy, Best Classical Album 
Gramophone, Choral 

1988, Telarc, CD-80176 (1988) 
Brahms, Johannes; Alto Rhapsody, Opus 53 
Brahms, Johannes; Gesang der Parzen, Opus 89 (Song of the Fates) 
Brahms, Johannes; Nänie, Opus 82 (Song of Lamentation) 
Brahms, Johannes; Schiksalslied, Opus 54 (Song of Destiny) 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Marilyn Horne (Alto Rhapsody) 

1988 and 1989, Telarc, CD-80181 (1989) 
Walton, William; Belshazzar’s Feast 

May 1989 
Bernstein, Leonard; Chichester Psalms 
Bernstein, Leonard; Missa Brevis, Based on Choruses from The Lark 

April 1988 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

William Stone (Walton), Derek Lee Ragin (Berstein), Donna Carter (Chichester 

Psalms), Victoria Blakeney (Chichester Psalms), Rob Lund (Chichester 

Psalms), Wayne Baughman (Chichester Psalms) 
Grammy, Best Choral Performance 
Note: The Missa Brevis is the World Premiere Recording. 
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1988, Telarc, 2CD-80157 (1989) 
Britten, Benjamin; War Requiem, Opus 66 

November 1988 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Atlanta Boy Choir 
Lorna Haywood, Anthony Rolfe Johnson, Benjamin Luxon 

Grammy, Best Choral Performance 

1988, Telarc, CD-80194 (1989) 
Vivaldi, Antonio; Gloria in D major, R. 589 
Bach, Johann Sebastian; Magnificat, BWV 243 

December 1988 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOCC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Dawn Upshaw, Penelope Jensen, Marietta Simpson, David Gordon (Bach), 
William Stone (Bach) 

1988 and 1989, Telarc, CD-80212 (1990) 
Schubert, Franz; Mass No. 2, D. 167 (in G major) 

December 1988 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOCC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Dawn Upshaw, David Gordon, Wiliam Stone 
Schubert Franz; Mass No. 6, D. 950 (in E-flat major) 

February 1989 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Benita Valente, Marietta Simpson, Jon Humphrey, Glenn Siebert, Myron Myers 

1989, Telarc, CD-80248 (1990) 
Beethoven, Ludwig van; Mass in C major, Opus 86 

November 1989 
Beethoven, Ludwig van; Elegischer Gesang, Opus 118 (Elegiac Song) 
Beethoven, Ludwig van; Meeresstille und Glückliche Fahrt, Opus 112 (Calm Sea and 

Prosperous Voyage) 
May 1990 

ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Henriette Schellenberg (Mass in C), Marietta Simpson (Mass in C), Jon 
Humphrey (Mass in C), Myron Myers (Mass in C) 

1990, Telarc 2CD-80233 (1990) 
Bach, Johann Sebastian; Mass in B minor, BWV 232 

March 1990 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOCC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 
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Sylvia McNair, Delores Ziegler, Marietta Simpson, John Aler, William Stone, 
Thomas Paul, Judith Nelson, Donna Carter, Victoria Blakeney, Richard 
Clement 

1990 (and 1983), Telarc, CD-80254 
Verdi, Giuseppe; Quattro Pezzi Sacri (Four Sacred Pieces) 

May 1990 
Stravinsky, Igor; Symphony of Psalms (1948 revision) 

May 1983 (previously released on Telarc CD-80105) 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Donna Carter (Verdi; No. 4 Te Deum) 

1990, Sony, SK 46352 (1993) 
Glass, Philip; Itaipu 

May 1990 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

1990, Telarc, CD-80287 (1991) 
Janácek, Leos; Glagolitic Mass 
Dvorak, Antonín; Te Deum, Opus 103 

November 1990 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Christine Brewer, Marietta Simpson, Karl Dent, Roger Roloff, Norman 
Mackenzie (organ, Janácek) 

Organ movement of Janácek recorded at Trinity Presbyterian Church, Atlanta, Georgia 

1991, Telarc, CD-80267 (1991) 
Mahler, Gustav; Symphony No. 8 in E-flat major, “Symphony of a Thousand” 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Atlanta Boy Choir, Ohio State University Chorale, Ohio State University 
Symphonic Choir, Master Chorale of Tampa Bay, Members of the University 
of South Florida Chorus 

Deborah Voigt, Margaret Jane Wray, Heidi Grant Murphy, Delores Ziegler, 
Marietta Simpson, Michael Sylvester, William Stone, Kenneth Cox 

1992, Telarc, 2CD-80298 (1992) 
Haydn, Franz Joseph; The Creation (Sung in English) 

May 1992 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOCC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Dawn Upshaw, Heidi Grant Murphy, Jon Humphrey, James Michael McGuire, 
John Cheek 
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1993, Telarc, CD-80333 (1994) 
Grand & Glorious: Great Operatic Choruses 
Handel, George Frideric; “Happy We!” Opening Chorus, from Acis and Galatea 
Purcell, Henry; “When I Am Laid in Earth,” Dido’s Lament, from Dido and Aeneas 
Purcell, Henry; “With Drooping Wings,” Final Chorus, from Dido and Aeneas 
Mussorgsky, Modest; “Zhivi I zdravstvui,” Coronation Scene, from Boris Godunov 

Bizet, Georges; “Les voici” from Carmen 
Beethoven, Ludwig van; “O welche Lust,” Prisoners’ Chorus, from Fidelio 

Wagner, Richard; “Wach’ auf!” from Die Meistersinger 
Wagner, Richard; “Treulich geführt,” Bridal Chorus, from Lohengrin 

Wagner, Richard; “Beglückt’ darf nun dich,” Pilgrim’s Chorus, from Tannhäuser 

Wagner, Richard; “Freudig begrüssen wir,” Entrance of the Guests, from Tannhäuser 
Verdi, Giuseppe; “Vedi! Le fosche notturne spoglie,” Anvil Chorus, from Il Trovatore 

Donizetti, Gaetano; “Che interminabile andirivieni,” Servants’ Chorus, from Don 

Pasquale 
Verdi, Giuseppe; “Zitti, zitti,” Conspirators’ Chorus, from Rigoletto 

Verdi, Giuseppe; “Va, pensiero!” Chorus of Hebrew Slaves, from Nabucco 
Mascagni, Pietro; “Regina coeli” from Cavalleria Rusticana 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC and ASOCC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Christine Brewer (Purcell, Mascagni), Karl Dent (Moussorgsky, Beethoven), 
Kevin Maynor (Moussorgsky, Beethoven)  

1993, Telarc, CD-80352 (1993) 
Ravel, Maurice; Daphnis et Chloé (complete ballet) 

May 1993 

ASO, Yoel Levi, Conductor 
ASOC, Ann Howard Jones, Chorus Master 

1993, Telarc, CD-80362 (1994) 
Gregorian Chant; Stabat Mater dolorosa 
Szymanowski, Karol; Stabat Mater 
Poulenc, Francis; Stabat Mater 

November 1993 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Ann Howard Jones, Assistant Conductor for Choruses 

Christine Goerke, Marietta Simpson (Szymanowski), Victor Ledbetter 
(Szymanowski) 

1994, Telarc, 2CD-80389 (1995) 
Mendelssohn, Felix; Elijah, Opus 70 (Sung in English) 

November 1994 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Ann Howard Jones, Assistant Conductor for Choruses 

Thomas Hampson, Barbara Bonney, Henriette Schellenberg, Florence Quivar, 
Marietta Simpson, Jerry Hadley, Richard Clement, Thomas Paul, Reid 
Bartelme, Tim Gunther 
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1995, Telarc, CD-80365 (1996) 
Adams, John; Harmonium 
Rachmaninoff, Sergei; The Bells, Opus 35 

November 1995 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Renée Fleming (Rachmaninoff), Karl Dent (Rachmaninoff), Victor Ledbetter 
(Rachmaninoff) 

Grammy, Best Choral Performance 

1997, Telarc, CD-80466 (1998) 
Holst, Gustav; The Planets 

May 1997 
ASO, Yoel Levi, Conductor 
ASOC, Ann Howard Jones, Assistant Conductor for Choruses 

1997, Telarc, CD-80479 (1998) 
Barber, Samuel; Prayers of Kierkegaard, Opus 30 
Bartók, Béla; Cantata profana (“The Nine Enchanted Stags”), Sz. 94 
Vaughan Williams; Dona nobis pacem 

November 1997 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Carmen Pelton (Barber and Waughan Williams), Richard Clement (Bartók), 
Nathan Gunn (Bartók and Vaughan Williams) 

Grammy, Best Choral Performance 
Grammy, Best Classical Album 

1998, Telarc, 2CD-80506 (1999) 
Dvorak; Stabat Mater, Opus 58 

October/November 1998 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Christine Goerke, Marietta Simpson, Stanford Olsen, Nathan Berg 
Also includes an interview in which Robert Shaw discusses Dvořák’s Stabat Mater with 

Martin Goldsmith of National Public Radio® 

1998, ASO Media, CD-1007 (2016) 
Beethoven, Ludwig Van; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125 (“Choral”) 

May 1998 
ASO, Robert Shaw, Conductor 
ASOC, Robert Shaw, Chorus Master 

Benita Valente, Janice Taylor, Richard Leech, William Stone 
Historic, live and unedited recording; Shaw’s final concert in Atlanta as Music Director; 

Released in 2016 as part of the Robert Shaw Centenary 
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2000 and 2002, Telarc, 2CD-80548 (2002) 
Mahler, Gustav; Symphony No. 2 (“Resurrection”) 

May 2000 and January 2002 
ASO, Yoel Levi, Conductor 
ASOC, Norman Mackenzie, Chorus Master 

Barbara Bonney, Mary Phillips 

2000, Telarc, CD-80575 (2002), SACD-60575 (2002) 
Orff, Carl; Carmina Burana 

November 2000 
ASO, Donald Runnicles, Conductor 
ASOC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

Gwinnett Young Singers 
Hei-Kyung Hong, Stanford Olsen, Earle Patriarco 

2001, Telarc, CD-80588 (2002), SACD-60588 (2002) 
Vaughan Williams, Ralph; A Sea Symphony (Symphony No. 1) 

November 2001 
ASO, Robert Spano, Conductor 
ASOC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

Christine Goerke, Brett Polegato 
Grammy, Best Choral Performance 
Grammy, Best Classical Album 

2003, Telarc, CD-80603 (2003), SACD-60603 (2003) 
Beethoven, Ludwig van; Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Opus 125 (“Choral”) 

January 2003 
ASO, Donald Runnicles, Conductor 
ASOC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

Mary Dunleavy, Elizabeth Bishop, Stephen Gould, Alastair Miles 

2003, Telarc, CD-80627 (2004), SACD-60627 
Berlioz; Requiem (“Grande messe des morts”), Opus 5 

November 2003 
ASO, Robert Spano, Conductor 
ASOC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

Frank Lopardo 
Grammy, Best Choral Performance 

2004, Deutsche Grammophon, CD B0009060-02 (2007) 
Golijov, Osvaldo; Oceana (1996, rev. 2004) 

November 2004 
ASO, Robert Spano, Conductor 
ASOC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

Gwinnett Young Singers 
Luciana Souza (vocals), Elizabeth Remy Johnson (harp), Jamey Haddad 

(percussion), Jay Anderson (bass), Scott Tennant and John Dearman (guitars) 
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2005, Telarc, CD-80636 (2005), SACD-60636 (2005) 
Mozart; Requiem, K. 626 (Robert D. Levin edition) 

January 2005 
ASO, Donald Runnicles, Conductor 
ASOCC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

Christine Brewer, Ruxandra Donose, John Tessier, Eric Owens 

2005, Telarc, CD-80638 (2005), SACD-60638 (2005) 
Theofanidis; The Here and Now 
Del Tredici; Paul Revere’s Ride 

May 2005 
ASO, Robert Spano, Conductor 
ASOC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

Hila Plitmann, Richard Clement (Del Tredici), Bret Polegato (Del Tredici) 
World Premiere Recordings (both works) 

2005, Telarc, CD-80654 (2006), SACD-60654 (2006) 
Messiaen; “O sacrum convinium” 
Taverner; “Song for Athene” 
Vaughan Williams; Mass in G minor 
Duruflé; Quatre motets sur des themes grégoriens, Opus 10 
Copland; Four Motets, Opus 20 
Tallis; “O sacrum convivium” 

January 2005 (Recorded at the Episcopal Cathedral of St. Philip, Atlanta, 
Georgia) 

ASOCC, Norman Mackenzie, Director 
Arietha Lockhart (Vaughan Williams and Copland), Pamela Elrod (Vaughan 

Williams and Copland), Nin Hiles (Vaughan Williams and Copland), James 
Morrow (Vaughan Williams and Copland) 

2005, Deutsche Grammophon, CD B0006429-02 (2006) 
Golijov, Osvaldo; Ainadamar (“Fountain of Tears”) 

November 2005 
ASO, Robert Spano, Conductor 
ASOC Women, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

Dawn Upshaw, Kelley O'Connor, Jessica Rivera, Jesús Montoya, Eduardo 
Chama, Sean Mayer, Robb Askloff, Anne-Carolyn Bird, Sindhu 
Chandrasekaran 

Grammy, Best Opera Recording 

2006, Telarc, CD-80665 (2006), SACD-60665 (2006) 
Sibelius, Jean; Kullervo, Opus 7 

May 2006 
ASO, Robert Spano, Conductor 
ASOC Men, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

Charlotte Hellekant, Nathan Gunn 
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2006, Telarc, CD-80676 (2007), SACD-60676 (2007) 
Vaughan Williams, Ralph; Serenade to Music 

September 2006 
Tallis, Thomas; “Why fum’th in fight?” 

October 2006 
ASO, Robert Spano, Conductor 
ASOCC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

Jessica Rivera, Kelley O’Connor, Thomas Studebaker, Nmon Ford 

2007, Telarc, 2CD-80697 (2008) 
Puccini, Giacomo; La Bohème 

September 2007 
ASO, Robert Spano, Conductor 
ASOC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

Norah Amsellem, Marcus Haddock, Georgia Jarman, Fabio Capitanucci, Denis 
Sedov, Christopher Schaldenbrand, Kevin Glavin 

2007, Telarc, CD-80701 (2008) 
Brahms, Johannes; Ein deutsches Requiem 

November 2007 
ASO, Robert Spano, Conductor 
ASOC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

Twyla Robinson, Mariusz Kwiecien 

2008, Telarc, CD-80673 (2009), SACD-60673 (2009) 
Adams, John; On the Transmigration of Souls 

February 2008 
ASO, Robert Spano, Conductor 
ASOC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

Gwinnett Young Singers 
Barber, Samuel; “Agnus Dei” 

February 2008 
ASOCC, Robert Spano, Conductor 
ASOCC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

2009, Telarc, CD-32630 (2010) 
Higdon, Jennifer; The Singing Rooms 
Singleton, Alvin; PraiseMaker 

March 2009 
ASO, Robert Spano, Conductor 
ASOC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

2010, ASO Media, CD-1001 (2011) 
Higdon, Jennifer; On a Wire 

Gandolfi, Michael; Q.E.D.: Engaging Richard Feynman 
June 2010 

ASO, Robert Spano, Conductor 
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ASOC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

2014, ASO Media, 2CD-1005 (2014) 
Vaughan Williams, Ralph; Dona Nobis Pacem 

February 2014 
ASO, Robert Spano, Conductor 
ASOC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

Jessica Rivera, Brett Polegato 

2015, ASO Media, CD-1006 (2015) 
Theofanidis, Christopher; Creation/Creator 

April 2015 
ASO, Robert Spano, Conductor 
ASOC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

Jessica Rivera, Kelley O’Connor, Thomas Cooley, Nmon Ford, Evan Boyer 

2016, ASO Media, CD-1008 (2016) 
Leshnoff, Jonathan; Zohar 

April 2016 
ASO, Robert Spano, Conductor 
ASOCC, Norman Mackenzie, Director of Choruses 

Jessica Rivera, Nmon Ford 
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APPENDIX E 

 

STAFF AND SUPPORT POSITIONS OF THE  

ATLANTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA CHORUSES  

AND THE ATLANTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

Music Directors 

Henry Sopkin Conductor 1945-1966 
Robert Shaw Music Director & Conductor 1967-1988 
 Music Director Emeritus & Conductor Laureate 1988-1999 
Yoel Levi Music Director 1988-2000 
 Music Director Emeritus 2000-2005 
Robert Spano Music Director 2001- 
Donald Runnicles Principal Guest Conductor 2001- 

Choral Directors 

Donald Neuen  1970-1972 
Elmer Thomas  1973-1974 
William Noll, III   
Bruce Borton 
Robert Shaw Director of Choruses 1988-1999 
Ann Howard Jones Assistant Conductor for Choruses 1988-1997 
Norman Mackenzie Assistant Director of Choruses 1997-2000 
 Director of Choruses 2000- 

Choral Accompanists 

Jean Sommerlot   
Susan Walters 
William Noll, III  1971-1975 
Andrea Berntsen  1975-1976 
Marilyn Walthall  1976-1988 
Beverly Gilbert 
Norman Mackenzie  1985-1999 
Todd Scrabanek  1999-2013 
Patricia Dinkins-Matthews 2013 
David Brensinger  2013 
Peter Marshall  2014- 
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Choral Administrators / Associated Staff 

Edna Burrows Assistant to Robert Shaw 1967-1973 
William Noll, III Choral Administrator 1973-1974 
Nola Frink Choral Secretary/Assistant to Robert Shaw 1974-1978 
 Choral Administrator/Assistant to Music Director 1978-2001 
Nick Jones Program Annotator 1982-2007 
 Archivist 2006-2007 
Jeffrey Baxter Choral Administrator 2001- 

Voice Class Instructors 

Florence Kopleff  1982-1990s 
Katherine Murray  2005- 

Assisting Conductors 

Marcia Weisgerber Assistant Conductor 1945-1953 
John Iuele Assistant Conductor 1953-1955 
Harry Kruger Assistant Conductor 1955-1961 
Robert Mann Assistant Conductor 1961-1964 
 Associate Conductor 1964-1967 
John Head Assistant Conductor 1966-1967 
Michael Zearott Assistant Conductor 1967-1969 
Michael Palmer Assistant Conductor 1967-1972 
 Associate Conductor 1972-1974 
 Associate Conductor & Exxon/Arts Endowment Conductor 1974-1977 
Donald Neuen Assistant Conductor 1970-1972 
John Head Assistant Conductor 1972-1978 
Alan Balter Apprentice Conductor 1972-1973 
 Conducting Assistant 1973-1975 
James White Apprentice Conductor 1973-1974 
Elmer Thomas Exxon/Affiliate Artist Conductor 1973-1974 
John Naskiewicz Conducting Fellow 1976-1977 
Sung Kwak Exxon/Arts Endowment Conductor 1977-1980 
Hiroyuki Iwaki Principal Guest Conductor 1977-1983 
Louis Lane Co-Conductor 1977-1983 
 Principal Guest Conductor 1983-1988 
Paul Phillips Assistant Conductor 1980-1981 
Jere Flint Conductor of the Atlanta Symphony Youth Orchestra 1979-2002 
  & Symphony Street Series  
 Staff Conductor / Music Director, ASYO 2001-2014 
William Fred Scott Assistant Conductor 1981-1986 
 Associate Conductor 1986-1988 
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George Hanson Affiliate Artist Conductor 1988-1989 
 Affiliate Artist Resident Conductor 1989-1991 
 Resident Conductor 1991-1993 
Darryl One Associate Conductor 1993-1995 
Alexander Mickelthwate Assistant Conductor 2001-2004 
Laura Jackson Assistant Conductor / Conducting Fellow 2004-2007 
Joseph Young Assistant Conductor / Music Director, AYSO 2014-2017 

Chief Administrators 

George P. White Manager 1949-1951 
Leslie C. White Manager 1951-1956 
William Herring Manager 1956-1961 
Leslie C. White Manager 1961-1967 
 General Manager 1967-1968 
William L. Denton General Manager 1968-1970 
Robert J. Noerr General Manager 1970-1971 
Paul A. Ebbs, Jr. Acting Manager 1971-1972 
Frank Ratka General Manager 1972-1978 
Stephen Sell General Manager 1978-1982 
J. Thomas Bacchetti      Executive Vice President & General Manager 1982-1988 
 Executive Director 1988-1993 
Allison Vulgamore Executive Director 1993-1994 
 President 1994-2002 
 President & Managing Director 2002-2009 
Stanley Romanstein President & CEO 2010-2014 
Terence L. Neal Interim President (board member) 2014-2015 
Jennifer Barlament Executive Director 2016- 

ASO Board Presidents and Chairpersons 

Dr. Clarence L. Laws Chairman 1945-1946 
Devereaux F. McClatchey President 1946-1948 
Mills B. Lane President 1948-1949 
Bruce F. Woodruff President 1949-1951 
Charles H. Jagels President 1951-1953 
James C. Malone President 1953-1954 
James V. Carmichael President 1954-1955 
Joseph E. Birnie President 1955-1957 
Peter J. Stelling President 1957-1959 
Charles H. Jagels President 1959-1960 
Lucien E. Oliver President 1960-1962 
Charles R. Yates President 1962-1965 
Charles L. Towers President 1965-1969 
Joseph W. Kercher President 1969-1972 
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Joseph L. Haas President 1972-1974 
David Goldwasser President 1974-1977 
Mrs. Drew Fuller President 1977-1980 
Bradley Currey, Jr. President 1980-1982 
Frank C. Jones President 1982-1984 
John McIntyre President 1984-1986 
Mrs. L. L. Gellerstedt, Jr. President 1986-1988 
L. Neil Williams, Jr. President 1988-1990 
Jay L. Levine President 1990-1992 
Michael W. Trapp President 1992-1993 
John T. Glover Chairman 1994-1996 
Alan Gayer Chairman 1996-1998 
A. D. Frazier, Jr. Chairman 1998-2000 
Jere Drummond Chairman 2000-2002 
Robert Balentine, Jr. Chairman 2002-2005 
Ben F. Johnson, III Chair 2008-2011 
Jim Abrahamson Chair 2011-2013 
Karole Lloyd Chair 2013-2015 
Kirk Jamieson Chair 2015-2017 
Howard Palefsky Chair 2017- 
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HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE AUTHORIZATION 
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